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PREFACE

This study stems in the first instance from a series of lectures
that I gave over the three years 1997–2000 in Cambridge to 
a mixed audience of classicists, historians of medicine,
historians of science, and philosophers. But the ideas reflect
interests that I have had, and questions that I have puzzled
over, going back to my earliest forays into Greek medicine. In
general my writings on ancient Greek medicine have, conven-
tionally enough, concentrated on the extant treatises of the
medical writers themselves, together with such other direct
and indirect sources as we have on medical beliefs and prac-
tices at different periods. The present study differs in that I
discuss also epic and lyric poetry, tragedy, the historians, and
the philosophers, doing so in order to investigate how Greek
thought concerning a range of important general issues,
including good and evil themselves, was influenced by ideas
about disease, about who was in a position to say what that
was, to diagnose it in the body or the mind, to identify the
causes at work, and to bring about cures or at least to try to
alleviate the problems as they were perceived. Issues to do
with notions of the self, of authority and control, of claims to
knowledge and challenges to those claims, are deeply impli-
cated as also are representations of the best ordering of society
and its government. My strategic aim is to throw light on
recurrent preoccupations of the Greek imagination.

With such an ambitious project it is clearly not practicable
to attempt to be comprehensive. The authors and topics I
have chosen for analysis are those that appear most important,
most influential on the Greeks themselves, and most interest-
ing from our own perspective. In the Epilogue I discuss
briefly some of the modern attitudes to the problems the
ancient Greeks faced and some of the more significant reper-
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cussions of our Greek inheritance. But I am conscious that the
most I can do here is to open up a number of lines of research.
It will be for later investigations to pursue them in greater
detail.

I have attempted to keep the arguments in my chapters
clear and concise. But since I cite a fair number of ancient
texts, I have thought it useful to collect the main ones together
with my own, or standard, translations at the end of each
chapter. The reader can there follow up more of the material
that I use than I have cited directly in my text.

It remains to express my thanks to all those who have con-
tributed to this work, to my lecture audiences for many hours
of stimulating discussion, and to Hilary O’Shea and her col-
leagues at Oxford University Press for the exemplary fashion
in which they have overseen all the stages in the production
this book.

GERL

vi Preface
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1

Anthropological Perspectives

The ancient Greeks were plagued by plagues real and imagin-
ary. The aim of this study is to explore Greek ideas about dis-
ease not just in the narrow sense of what doctors thought was
happening to their patients, but also in the broader one of how
those and other people’s ideas influenced Greek thinking
about such questions as causation and responsibility, about
the self and the relation between mind and the body, about
purification and pollution, about authority and the expert,
about reality and appearance, about good and evil. As both
social anthropology and the history of medicine have compre-
hensively shown in recent years, ideas about disease and what
it affects are anything but simple cross-cultural universals.
Strikingly different ideas on these topics are documented in
cultures ancient and modern across the world. My study is
intended as a contribution to such work and is driven by the
conviction that the investigation of thinking about disease can
afford particular insight into the values of the society con-
cerned. While many aspects of the ancient Greek world have
been illuminated in studies of individual authors and genres,
the full extent of the grip that disease had on the ancient
Greek imagination has yet to be revealed. We shall see that it
has ramifications far beyond the field of Greek medicine as
such, in politics, philosophy, religion, historiography, epic,
tragedy, and indeed most genres of literature. 

First, however, we should rehearse and take note of some of
the methodological and conceptual points that have emerged
from medical anthropological studies. We should distinguish
between disease and illness. The first is what biomedicine will
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define as a pathological condition. The second relates to how
you feel. The first is, in principle, objective and verifiable by
certain tests that are generally agreed. The second is subjec-
tive. The distinction remains a useful one, even though it is
less rigid than some of its early proponents suggested. There
is still plenty of disagreement, among biomedical practition-
ers, about certain pathological conditions and not just those
affecting mental health. Moreover we should not lose sight of
the fact that biomedicine as we now know it is a phenomenon
of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. It is a product of
the developments of biochemistry and molecular biology
(among other sciences) in those centuries, a body of learning
that has now been exported to traditional societies across the
world. When it first arrives in such societies, it is always a new
phenomenon. That is not to deny that there are societies that
have their own often sophisticated methods of coping with 
illness. But over the span of human existence, until very
recently there was no understanding, in most cases, of what
modern biomedicine categorizes as the diseases in question.
That has not prevented plenty of people from claiming—as
we do—that some complaints are objective—‘disease’ in their
vocabulary—while some are merely subjective.

Medical anthropological findings are crucial to our study 
of the ancient Greeks in a second respect. That concerns the
question of who is represented as being competent to help the
sick. In many traditional societies, most people cope with
most of what they consider ordinary complaints on their own.
Many cultures, but not all, however, have one or more groups
of individuals who have or claim a reputation as healers. They
may vary from charismatic healers, who cure by the word, by
prayer, or the laying on of hands, through those with some
experience of drugs or skill in setting fractures or dislocations,
to those who can call on all the authority of a learned tradition
of medical practice in justification of their own positions. In
those societies where there is no such special group, it may
simply be up to the individuals concerned to decide first of 
all that they are ill, and then what to do about it (sometimes of
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course with the help of friends or relatives); Gilbert Lewis’s
study of illness in a Sepik society (Lewis 1975) illustrates how
this happens among the Gnau. The important point is that
both diagnosis and therapy may, or may not, be the responsi-
bility of some experienced or authoritative group or groups.
We shall see how contested the question of who can decide
who is ill was in ancient Greece.

Two further points follow from those already made. If
ideas about sickness vary enormously across different cul-
tures, so too do ideas about what it affects—about our bodies
and minds. A further insight from Gilbert Lewis’s fieldwork
brings out the point. To distract the children who clustered
around him as he conducted interviews with native patients
and practitioners, he used the tactic of distributing paper and
pencils and asking them to do some drawings. At first he
ignored and just binned the results, being only too happy that
he had secured a little peace and quiet by this device. But he
then noticed something strange about the drawings that were
made of the human body. While these gave better, or worse,
representations, of heads, arms, legs, torsos, every drawing
included a visible representation of the ‘soul’. Even children
knew that this was a vital part of the person, and what distin-
guished the living from the dead. They varied in their ideas
about where to put it: some had it more or less in the centre of
the body, but others represented it in other parts of the body.
But all located it somewhere.

The sets of ideas about the human body that are document-
ed across the world exhibit great diversity. In some societies
the boundary between the self and what is outside it is strong-
ly marked: in others far less so. Some cultures picture the
body itself as constituted by several layers, an inner sanctum
(as it were) surrounded by successive coverings, ending at the
skin. That often goes with an idea of pathogens as invasive—
as hostile forces attacking the body, achieving greatest pene-
tration in the severest complaints. Ruth Padel’s excellent
study In and Out of the Mind (Padel 1992) explores such 
ideas in ancient Greece, but it is not just there, but also, for
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example, in ancient China that the notion of disease as inva-
sion plays a prominent role (Kuriyama 1999). In the Chinese
case a further leading notion is the association of disease with
obstruction and stagnation. Health is then pictured as a
matter of the free flow of the vital fluids and qi (breath/energy)
through the body. If that flow is hindered and there is a 
blockage, the visible result will be disease (Sivin 1987). Just 
as Lakoff and Johnson pointed to certain leading images we
commonly use to describe argument, emotion, interpersonal
exchanges, and so on (Lakoff and Johnson 1980), so the
understanding of the topic of health and disease is often a
matter of applying concepts drawn from other domains of
experience. As the Greeks said, phenomena are the vision of
the obscure.

The second and final preliminary point relates to the gap
that opens up between popular and more learned traditions.
In many cases this will be a difference of degree rather than 
of kind. Not all learned traditions are mediated through the
written rather than the spoken word. Ancient Indian medi-
cine was passed down orally through many generations, so it
has been claimed, before it came to be incorporated in the
canonical texts of the Carakasamhita and Susrutasamhita. But
literacy can be and often is a powerful weapon in the hands 
of those who claim special expertise—in medicine as in other
fields. Mastery of the writings of earlier authorities can be 
a necessary condition for entry into the ranks of elite prac-
titioners. The topic of the relations between rival, more or less
learned, traditions of medical practice will be a recurrent one
in the pages that follow—difficult though some of the ideas of
some of the non-literate groups are to reconstruct.

It is important to note, however, that it is not just highly
literate groups that exhibit self-consciousness, and that
express critical doubts and suspicions about claims to expert-
ise. It was one of Goody’s claims in The Domestication of the
Savage Mind (Goody 1977) that literacy is a crucial determin-
ant in the growth of scepticism, since it is only when speech is
written down that what is said can be examined and scrutin-
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ized at length and at leisure. However, first it is clear that the
writing down of texts can sometimes have the opposite effect,
not of encouraging, but of stifling, criticism, since once recog-
nized as a sacred canon a text may be immune to direct chal-
lenge.

Second, there are extensive anthropological reports prov-
ing that scepticism is frequently expressed concerning those
who claim special expertise in many different types of situa-
tion and in most societies. Lévi-Strauss highlighted the case
of the Kwakiutl called Quesalid (Lévi-Strauss 1968). He
doubted that ‘shamans’ have any special powers or know-
ledge—though the irony of his experience was that Quesalid’s
own successful imitation of their practices (to show that they
were fraudulent) led him to be acclaimed by his own people as
a shaman himself. That is a story from a largely oral culture.
Greece in the archaic and classical periods is a culture in the
process of transition. What precisely the ‘literate revolution’
(Havelock 1982) consisted in, and how deep its effects were,
are still hotly contested issues. So far as the topics we shall
address here are concerned, claims to authority were some-
times backed by appeals to particular bodies of written doc-
trine, even though this did not happen very frequently until
the Hellenistic period. As we shall see, however, it was far
from being the case that authority figures always presented
themselves as deriving their special status from the mastery 
of written texts.

The chapters that follow will set out the evidence of the
ancient Greek preoccupation with disease from different
genres and in different periods. The themes we shall be
exploring can be set out under seven interrelated heads.

1. Disease takes us to ideas of the self, of the human body
and how it works. That includes the views taken on gender
difference, which we shall come back to in a variety of
different contexts. How the body and mind work normally
implies ideas also about their abnormal functioning. Why
does disease strike?

2. That takes us to ideas of causation and responsibility,
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including to theodicy (the justification, or lack of it, for the
concept of the divine governance of the cosmos). Who, or
what, was responsible for it being the case that you (and your
companions) were afflicted with disease, fell ill, went mad,
lost their wits? The spectrum of possibilities for an answer
ranges from the idea that you must have offended the gods to
the conviction that the gods have nothing at all to do with it.
Among intermediate positions are that the gods are respon-
sible, but they reward the just and punish the unjust with
prosperity and misfortune respectively: so health and disease
relate directly to your standing (or that of your ancestors) with
the gods who are thought to ensure that good behaviour pays.
Again on the profane interpretation of diseases, they may be
thought not to be the gods’ doing, but to occur by no means
simply by chance: they are the outcome of your behaviour and
so in that sense you are responsible.

3. Mention of divine interest in disease brings us to the
topics of purification and pollution. ‘Purification’ comes in
many different varieties (Moulinier 1952, Parker 1996). This
may be a matter of ritual cleansing, your making peace with
the gods, by prayer and sacrifice, for some guilt or sin. But the
purification your body needs may rather consist in clearing it
out and purging it, by taking an emetic or a suppository, for
instance. The very same vocabulary may be used both of a 
ritual, and of a physical, purification/purgation.

4. Questions to do with why disease occurred, and what its
nature is, lead one to the central topic of who is in a position to
answer them, to the issue of authority and the expert. Once
again there is a spectrum of possibilities, with ritual experts 
at one end claiming to know what causes the gods to be
offended so that they have brought sickness on the individual
or the state, and what must be done to placate them and
restore well-being. At the other end there are those who claim
particular skills in diagnosing the physical origins and natures
of diseases and in offering entirely secular advice about how to
bring about a cure. The duties of the ritual expert stretch far
beyond coping with religious pollution and purification, for
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they may be occupied with other more general priestly func-
tions, such as conducting sacrifices and officiating at religious
festivals. An important responsibility of some priests, how-
ever, was to be in charge of shrines and temples to which the
sick came precisely to seek a cure for their complaints through
divine intervention.

5. In both its sacred and its profane modes, disease may
affect not just single individuals but whole groups. A popula-
tion, a whole state, may be struck down by an epidemic, or a
city as a whole implicated in religious pollution. This takes us,
then, to the topic of the diseases of society. The vocabulary of
sickness and soundness, or disease and health, may be applied
to the state as a whole. In diagnoses of why the state is sick,
some may concentrate on individuals as pollutants in the body
politic, others on factors such as internal strife, stasis, faction
construed on the analogy of the physical diseases that strike
the body. The topic of authority, in this context too, is loaded
with significance. If you believe the state is diseased, you will
need the statesman–doctor to diagnose what is wrong and 
to prescribe the right cure, dealing with the causes of the
problem as pathogens to be excised or purged from the body
politic.

6. My sixth theme is the soul–body analogy. The well-being
of the soul (and so of you yourself) may be constructed
(though not necessarily consciously) on the model of the
well-being of the body. If, for instance, health is conceived as
a matter of the balance or harmony between different con-
stituent parts or elements, so well-being of the self more 
generally may be imagined as dependent on a similar balance,
where the various, potentially conflicting, psychic forces (of
reason, spirit, and appetite, for example, in Plato’s view)
should be in harmony with one another. But that harmony
may be thought to depend on one part controlling the
others—an idea loaded with both psychological and political
significance. To pick up the last topic, the well-being of the
state as a whole may be viewed as consisting in a harmonious
interrelationship between its parts—where that in turn may
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depend on one part being very definitely in control. Again
gender differences enter the picture, the question of whether
the soul–body set-up in females is identical with that of males.
Are their control mechanisms the same? Or do females need
special help in the matter of control (as several male writers
were eager enough to claim)? Even more basically, do females
suffer from diseases peculiar to their sex?

7. The final overarching topic relates to notions of good and
evil themselves. If disease is normally (though not universal-
ly, as we shall see) construed as evil, a powerful way of con-
ceptualizing evil (however understood) is as disease. So the
topic is the balanced responsion between the idea of disease as
evil and evil as disease, as they affect the individual, society,
the cosmos (indeed) as a whole. Greek answers to the question
of what makes life worth living, how people should behave as
individuals and in their relations to others, and of how
humans fit into the cosmic dispensation of things, repeatedly
invoke conceptions that come from the varied views that were
entertained on health and disease.

At several points in the preceding, ambitious, survey of the
topics to be tackled in this book, the reader may have thought
that the ideas in question are no more than mere metaphors.
The final section of this introductory chapter must be devoted
to a brief analysis of some of the key terminology used in
ancient Greek. This will serve a dual purpose. First it will
underline the need, when we are dealing with Greek ideas on
these subjects, to keep as close as possible to their conceptual
schemata. That is sound methodology, though it is true that it
means that the modern reader has to work harder. If thereby
that reader is introduced to some strange ideas and expres-
sions, that in itself is surely no bad thing.

Second, my terminological analysis will underline how
dangerous it would be to assume that it is easy to diagnose
transferred or metaphorical usage. I happen to believe that
the notion of metaphora, introduced originally by Aristotle, is
unhelpful as an analytic tool (Lloyd 1990). It is unhelpful
because it sets up a rigid dichotomy between a supposed pri-
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mary, literal, use and other deviant ones. Over and over again
the key terms used in relation to health and disease pose severe
problems for anyone who seeks an original ‘literal’ sphere of
application. I accordingly prefer to think of all the terms 
we shall be considering as possessing what I call ‘semantic
stretch’. Indeed in my view all language exhibits greater or
less semantic stretch.

Take, first, the terms already alluded to that deal with
purifications of different types. The term katharsis, from
katharos (pure/clean) means ‘cleansing’. But what is cleansed
can include (a) menstrual blood, (b) pathogens in the body, 
(c) disturbing emotions in the soul—as in Aristotle’s theory of
tragedy—and (d) ritual pollution.¹ If in each case there is the
notion of a return to a clean or pure state, how that is construed
varies from instance to instance, and so accordingly does the
‘purification’ in question. As Mary Douglas showed in Purity
and Danger (Douglas 1966), it would be foolish to think that
such an experience as washing your hands is the primary
sphere of application from which the religious notion of
purity is then derived—but equally foolish to suppose the
reverse derivation. Besides what it means to wash your hands
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¹ katharsis and its cognates (katharmos, kathairein, katharma, katharizo,
kathartikos) are used (1) of the menses (e.g. On Airs Waters Places, ch. 4,
CMG I 1 2, 30. 23, Aphorisms V 60, L IV 554. 7); (2) of supposed analogues
in other species of animals (Aristotle, History of Animals 572b29, On the
Generation of Animals 775b5); (3) of the after-birth (On Airs Waters Places
ch. 7, CMG I 1 2, 36. 16, On the Diseases of Women I ch. 67, L VIII 140. 16,
Aristotle, History of Animals 574b4); (4) of purgatives generally (Aphorisms
II 35, L IV 480. 13, On Regimen in Acute Diseases ch. 7, Littré, ch. 24 Jones,
L II 276. 6 and 7); (5) on getting rid of such feelings as pity and fear—as in
Aristotle’s account of tragedy, see below Ch. 7 on Poetics 1449b24ff . and cf.
Politics 1341b38ff .; (6) of ritual pollution, following murder, for example,
and of the rites to remove it (e.g. Aeschylus, Choephoroi 968, Eumenides 277,
283, Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 99, 1228, Euripides, Bacchae 77,
Herodotus 1. 35, Plato, Republic 364e, Laws 872ef.); (7) of purifying, in the
sense of refining, metals such as gold (Plato, Politicus 303d);  and (8) of 
clarifying, in the sense of explaining or resolving, physical problems
(Epicurus, Letter to Pythocles 86, cf ekkathairesthai at 87).
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may be, in certain circumstances, no straightforward matter.
We are dealing with a term with complex associations and
resonances, many of which are directly or indirectly relevant
to most occasions of its occurrence. That used to be dealt 
with under the rubric of the ‘interaction’ view of metaphor
(Black 1962). But that still presupposed a literal/metaphorical
dichotomy, and one between primary and transferred uses,
whereas it is one of the advantages of the concept of ‘semantic
stretch’ that it does not seek to adjudicate on the limits of the
‘strict’ sense of terms.

To achieve a katharsis, some katharsis, Greek healers often
had recourse to pharmaka—the term from which our own
pharmacology is of course derived. But as Derrida (1981), fol-
lowing Artelt (1937), showed, pharmakon is used not just of
medicinal drugs but also of poisons, and then also of charms
or spells. In fact many of the herbal and mineral remedies
used by Greek doctors had highly toxic properties and could
—and sometimes no doubt did—kill the patients they were
supposed to cure. Some of the compounds of arsenic they
used, for instance, would qualify as examples of this. The
doctors hoped their patients would have confidence in them
and their judgement, investing a lot of energy to achieve that
effect. But many a patient must have suspected that their 
doctors did not know what they were doing, even when they
accepted that the doctor’s motives were benign. Certainly
quite a number of other sick people—and not just among the
rich and powerful—went further and suspected that their
doctors (or others) were actually attempting to poison them.

But a pharmakon, we said, need not take the form of some-
thing the patient ingested. Spells or charms, recited over a
patient, were also called pharmaka. In the context of working
love magic—the topic of much of the vast collection of extant
Greek papyri—the lover used spells not just to persuade the
beloved to accept his or her advances, but to force the beloved
to do so, compelling them against their will (Betz 1986,
Winkler 1990). The negative effects of pharmaka are here in
evidence as they were in the more purely physical field of
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drugs. A final example of the ambivalence of this family of
terms is provided by the cognate pharmakos—used of the
scapegoat figure driven from the community to take all its 
pollution away. The pharmakos itself was intensely negatively
charged with associations of disease and evil: yet since it
brought (supposedly) welfare when it was driven out, it was,
in that respect, valued positively, treated generally with awe.

The idea of administering pharmaka was often to bring
about a cure. They were part of therapeia (from which the
English ‘therapy’ comes), one of the regular terms for the
‘treatment’ that healers of different kinds offered to their
various types of ‘sick’ individual. But here too there are 
associations in the background that go well beyond the purely
medical domain. Therapeia and the verb therapeuo are com-
monly used of serving the gods. I do not suggest that Greek
doctors consciously or even subconsciously thought of them-
selves as worshipping their patients, when they offered them
therapies or treatments. Yet in the context of temple medi-
cine, the patients (conversely) were supposed to approach the
god or the semi-divine hero (such as Asclepius) in a spirit of
reverence—and they hoped their piety would be rewarded by
a cure.

What the sick hoped to be cured of was sometimes
described as a pathos (from which our term ‘pathology’ comes),
but that term could include anything that happened to you 
or that you underwent or suffered (the cognate verb pascho
has those senses). Pathe were not necessarily negative items,
ailments that had to be removed. The word is often translated
‘affection’ or ‘feeling’ and in Greek psychological theories it is
often interpreted by modern scholars as denoting especially
what we call the emotions. We shall come eventually, when
we discuss Aristotle’s views on tragedy and Galen’s criticisms
of Stoic psychology, to tackle the problem of how Greek
philosophers understood what they labelled pathe. But one of
the tricky questions that involves is just how appropriate it is
to match their ideas to those we are used to when we contrast
reason and the emotions. How far were those ancient ideas
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influenced by the association of pathe as affections with pathe
as illnesses? For now, however, we may simply register that
when the doctors dealt with the pathe of their patients, they
were dealing, potentially, with everything that happened to
them, not just what they could identify as specific diseases.

We turn finally to the central terms for disease and health
themselves, nosos and cognates such as nosema on the one
hand, hygieia on the other. At this point a little elementary
lexicography will be enough to illustrate the range of uses and
we may leave aside the question of the relationships between
them. If we use ‘disease’ as a conventional rendering of nosos,
and ‘health’ as one for hygieia, the three questions we need to
ask are these: (1) what can be said to suffer disease? (2) what do
the diseases they suffer from consist in? And (3) what, con-
versely, can be said to be healthy?

(1) Among the subjects said to be affected by disease are not
just individuals, but also states and constitutions, indeed
Greece as a whole. (2) Among the diseases individuals suffer
from are ‘divine things’, ‘lack of education’, ‘love’, ‘senseless-
ness’ (anoia), an ‘unbridled tongue’, ‘madness’, and ‘disorder’.
What we find communities suffering from includes faction,
injustice, evil, disorder. In Aeschylus there is ‘disease’ in
‘tyranny’ and in Demosthenes Greece is ‘destroyed and dis-
eased’.² (3) Conversely, ‘health’ and ‘healthy’ are used not just
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² What is said to suffer from nosos or nosema may be a city or a state
(Sophocles, Antigone 1015, 1141, Plato, Protagoras 322d, Republic 544c,
Demosthenes 2. 14), or its affairs (Aristotle, Constitution of Athens 6. 4), or a
tyranny (Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus, 224–5), or Greece as a whole
(Demosthenes 9. 39), or the worship of the gods (Euripides, Trojan Women
27, Poseidon speaks), or a person’s eyes, that is their ability to see straight
(Euripides, Helen 575). What these various subjects may suffer from includes
faction (Herodotus 5. 28, cf. Plato, Sophist 228a), or folly (Plato, Laws 691d),
or wickedness (Xenophon, Memorabilia 3. 5. 18), or injustice (Plato, Gorgias
480b), or an unrestrained tongue (Euripides, Orestes 10), or childlessness
(Euripides, Ion 620), or hatred of enemies (Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus
978), or love (Euripides, Hippolytus 767, Sophocles, Trachiniae 491), or mad-
ness (Aeschylus, Persians 750–1) or any terrible affliction, anguish or distress
(Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 1293, Oedipus at Colonus 544).
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of physical bodies, but of the soul or mind, of wholesome
food, of virtuous behaviour. Herodotus speaks of the Greeks
being healthy in political and religious matters, Xenophon
uses the term of the kosmos as a whole, Thucydides uses it of
ships that are seaworthy, and Lysias of the statues of the
Hermae when they were intact. Opinions and arguments are
also regularly said to be healthy (cf. our ‘sound’): indeed that
antedates philosophical writing since the usage occurs already
in Homer.³

The interrelated themes we have to consider have reper-
cussions throughout Greek literature, in historiography and
philosophy, as well as in medicine itself. The problems have
often been addressed in relation to one particular genre at a
time. The ambition of this study is to deal with them synopti-
cally. My contention is that, when this is done, we can see that
these repercussions are more pervasive and more profound
than we generally recognize. Who did the Greeks—different
individuals or groups of them—think could pronounce on
disease, and cure, and health? What did they truly consist in?
These are topics, as we shall see, that are central to their ideas
of well-being and good and evil themselves. The divergent
answers to those questions take us to the heart of issues to 
do with authority, with knowledge and understanding, with
control, with government, with morality, with values, with
the place of humans in the cosmos and the nature of that 
cosmos itself.

³ hygies and its cognates (hygieinos, hygieros, hygiaino, hygiazo, hygieia
itself) are used (1) of what is sound in body and mind (Isocrates 12. 7); (2)
with respect to the kosmos as a whole, of it and its products being kept sound
(Xenophon, Memorabilia 4. 3. 13); (3) of an (unmutilated) statue of a Herm
(Lysias 6. 12); (4) of seaworthy ships (Thucydides 8. 107); (5) of the part of
Greece prepared to resist the Persians (Herodotus 7. 157); (6) of sound or
sensible opinions (Iliad 8. 524, Plato, Republic 584e, Theaetetus 194b); (7) of
statements or orders (one that is not ‘healthy’ being immoral) (Herodotus 1.
8); (8) of valid proofs (Sextus Empiricus, Outlines of Pyrrhonism 1. 116).
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2

Archaic Literature and 
Masters of Truth

Right at the start of Greek literature stands the most famous
and most influential text of all, the Iliad, a work that every
educated Greek of the classical period would know. They
would have studied it at school: they would have attended the
performances of rhapsodes—professionals who recited the
Homeric epics and other poems in public at Athens and else-
where—and they would in many cases have learnt extensive
passages by heart. Homer was reputed to be the educator of
the Greeks. What that means exactly is rather unclear. But
certainly the Iliad was an iconic text, the most highly prized in
all Greek literature.

At the beginning of the Iliad there is the plague. It is this
plague indeed that triggers the entire action of the Iliad for
with it begins the wrath of Achilles. It was Apollo, the poet
tells us, Iliad 1. 8ff . [T 2.1], who brought about the feud
between Achilles and Agamemnon. Apollo’s priest Chryses
had come to the Achaean camp to ransom his daughter,
Chryseis, taken captive in the spoils of war and apportioned to
Agamemnon. But while the rest of the Achaeans agreed that
she should be returned (‘shouting their agreement’, 22)
Agamemnon refused. Chryses thereupon prays to Apollo to
strike the Achaeans. ‘If ever I roofed over a pleasing shrine to
you, or if ever I burned to you fat thigh pieces of bulls or goats,’
Chryses says (37ff.), ‘fulfil for me this wish: let the Danaans
pay for my tears by your arrows.’ The response is swift and
deadly. Apollo comes down from Olympus ‘like night’. He lets
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fly his arrows first on the mules and dogs, then on the men,
‘and ever did the pyres of the dead burn thick’ (52).

What was to be done? The initiative is taken by Achilles
who calls an assembly and addressing Agamemnon he under-
lines the calamity they face. ‘But come,’ he says (62ff.) ‘let us
ask some seer or priest, or some reader of dreams—for a
dream too is from Zeus—who might tell us why Phoebus
Apollo has conceived such anger, whether it is because of a
vow that he blames us, or a hecatomb; in the hope that per-
haps he may accept the savour of lambs and unblemished
goats, and be minded to ward off destruction from us.’ We
may note, straight away, that Achilles himself is represented
as in no doubt that it is Apollo who is responsible for the
plague. His question is directed solely at what to do to placate
him, for which they will need to know why he is angry.

The seer Calchas replies. He is said to be by far the best of
diviners, one who ‘knew things that are, that will be, and that
were before’ (70: we shall meet echoes of this expression
again). But before he offers his advice, he asks for reassurance,
that he will be protected even if he offends a mighty king. To
that Achilles replies that he will personally ensure his safety
and that no one will lay hands on him ‘not even if it is
Agamemnon you mean’. Thus reassured Calchas diagnoses
the trouble as being Agamemnon’s insulting Chryses and
refusing to ransom his daughter. For that reason Apollo is
afflicting the Achaeans and will not let off doing so until the
daughter is returned without ransom and a hecatomb is
sacrificed in Apollo’s honour.

Agamemnon’s opening sally is to call Calchas a ‘prophet of
evils’, who has ‘never yet given me a favourable prophecy;
always it is dear to your heart to prophesy evil, and no word of
good have you ever yet spoken or brought to fulfilment’. Now
he speaks his prophecies in public, in front of the Achaeans,
blaming Agamemnon for what has happened. He agrees to
give back Chryses’ daughter (‘for I would rather have the
army safe than to die’, 117) but on condition that he is given
Achilles’ prize, Briseis, instead. That nearly provokes
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Achilles to kill Agamemnon on the spot—but he is restrained
by a sudden appearance of Athena. Agamemnon duly restores
Chryses’ daughter and performs a massive sacrifice, but
Achilles has to submit to handing over Briseis. But he swears
he will take no further part in the fighting and foresees great
devastation for the Achaean army from the Trojans under
Hector in his absence. With Chryseis returned to him,
Chryses once again prays to Apollo, this time to bring the
plague to an end. That duly happens, but the direct and 
indirect consequences of the quarrel between Achilles and
Agamemnon are what the rest of the Iliad—on the ‘wrath of
Achilles’ and his eventual setting it aside in reconciliation
with the Trojan king Priam—is all about.

Within the framework of the epic it is assumed that the god
causes the plague—and can bring about its end—and in both
cases he does so at the request of his priest, and for a reason.
Disease, on this story, may be sent as a punishment for an
offence. There are specialists who know what to do in such
predicaments, but their position, their authority, is far from
unchallengeable: Calchas is rightly nervous of the response 
he will get from Agamemnon. Yet it apparently needed no
specialist to identify Apollo at work, for Achilles is able to do
that on his own. Seers are, however, those who have or claim
special gifts of insight—into the past and future as well as into
the present. If we could be certain who they were, the real
ones that is, we would know better what awaits us. There are
levels and levels of understanding, in other words. This whole
epic is what the poet has from the Muses, gifted in an analo-
gous way with special knowledge: Hesiod in the Theogony
(38) uses a very similar expression of them as the one that
Homer used of Calchas.

The theme that gods are responsible for diseases and for
relief from them is thus strongly developed in the most
prominent position in the best known text of Greek literature.
Yet we should be careful to note what the first book of the
Iliad does not say as much as what it does. It does not, first,
suggest that all diseases everywhere are always sent by the
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gods. Nor does it develop a universal point of view according
to which diseases are a weapon the gods use to ensure justice
and punish injustice. This plague is sent by this god on this
occasion to punish Agamemnon for slighting his priest.

Other texts in Homer and in Hesiod show that it would be
wrong to see any universal implications in the episodes
described in Iliad 1. This is not particularly surprising, given
that Homer is not producing a general statement about dis-
ease, nor one that justifies the ways of god to humans. As
regards the second of those two points, we shall see in a
moment that the first text that attempts a correlation between
good behaviour among humans and health and prosperity,
and again between injustice and disease and misfortune, is in
Hesiod’s Works and Days. But as regards the first point it is
easy to see that elsewhere in the Iliad and the Odyssey there is
no direct link between pain and sickness and the gods. True,
Apollo and Artemis are often in action, shooting their arrows:
Artemis, who presides over childbirth, is associated especial-
ly, though not exclusively, with the diseases of women. But
references to disease in the Homeric epics do not necessarily
import allusions to gods. In the Odyssey (11. 198–201), when
Odysseus speaks with his dead mother in the underworld, she
contrasts being carried off by Artemis’ arrows with dying
from hateful consumption, wasting, caused by disease.

More importantly, those who treat disease, called ieter or
ietros, healers/doctors, include several who are in no way 
represented as ritual specialists. The most famous doctors in
the Iliad, Machaon and Podalirius, are, it is true, sons of
Asclepius, a hero described as a ‘blameless healer’ (Il. 4. 194)
who was taught about gentle drugs, pharmaka, by the centaur
Chiron (Il. 4. 218f.). But Asclepius has not yet attained
semi-divine status: we shall be looking at how that happened
in the next chapter. Machaon and Podalirius themselves
know about such matters as the extraction of arrows—shot by
mere mortals, this time—and the application of soothing
drugs. Their skills as doctors are in addition to their virtues as
fighters. Both are engaged, like any other notable warrior, in
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the battles in the Iliad, from which they are called away to 
perform their feats of medical skill. The clearest recognition
of the role of such healers comes in the famous remark that
Idomeneus makes at Iliad 11. 514f. that ‘a healer is worth as
much as many others put together when it comes to cutting
out arrows and smearing on gentle drugs’.

Just as there are diseases and diseases, ranging from ills sent
expressly by the gods, to the complications from the wounds
dealt by the blows of mortal warriors, so there are different
categories of those called in to cope. We have seen Calchas’
diagnosis of the causes of the plague, and Machaon is praised
for his skill at treating wounds. But two other groups must
also be mentioned (who again will recur in our subsequent
studies), namely women and foreigners. A text in the Odyssey
4. 219ff. [T 2.2] conveniently alludes to both. Telemachus
has arrived at Menelaus’ palace to seek news of his father’s
return. After some opening exchanges where tales of suffering
and sadness bring the assembled company to tears, Helen has
the idea of spiking the wine with a drug, which, when drunk,
takes away all pain and anger. Anyone who drinks this, the
poet says, would not weep, even though his mother and his
father died or his brother or son was killed before his very
eyes. Helen is clearly an expert in such potions, and the source
of her expertise is revealed. ‘The daughter of Zeus had such
cunning drugs, excellent ones, that the Egyptian woman
Polydamna, the wife of Thon, gave her, for there the earth,
the giver of grain, bears the most drugs, many that are good,
when mixed, and many that are baneful. There [in Egypt]—
every man is a healer, wise above humankind.’

Three modes of ambivalence are suggested by this text.
The potentiality of drugs both for good and for harm, which
we noted in Chapter 1, is here explicit. Secondly, when Egypt
is said to be the greatest source of drugs—of both kinds—we
can detect a sense of awe, wonder, but underlying fear, at the
marvels of this foreign place. In other texts, as we shall see,
foreigners’ ideas about diseases and their cures are strongly
disapproved of. But even here in the Odyssey the admiration
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for the doctors that Egypt produces must be said to be tem-
pered by the realization of the ways in which the drugs their
country produces can be used for good or ill.

Thirdly, it is a woman who dispenses this drug in the
Odyssey, even though Helen is the daughter of Zeus: and she
got her knowledge from another foreign woman. That too
serves to underline the ambivalence of attitudes towards
females in the affair. They are benefactors, no doubt, but also
potential dangers.

Our very next text, from Hesiod’s Works and Days, will
confirm the point. At Works 42ff., Hesiod, addressing his
brother Perses, tells the story of Prometheus, who stole fire
from Zeus and gave it to humans. In revenge (70ff.) [T 2.3]
Zeus causes Hephaestus to make Pandora, the first woman, to
whom Athena gives skills and whom Aphrodite makes beauti-
ful. Epimetheus, forgetting his brother’s instructions, accepts
the gift, with disastrous results. Before Pandora (90ff.) the
tribes of humans lived on earth without ills, without hard
work, without terrible diseases. Once Pandora had lifted the
lid of the jar in which the gods’ gifts were stored, all these evils
escaped. ‘The earth is full of evils and the sea is full’ (101).
‘Some diseases come upon men by day and some by night:
they roam of their own free will, bringing evils to mortals,
silently, since wise Zeus took away speech from them.’

The diseases themselves are personified, wilful, arbitrary.
That means there is great unpredictability in their coming.
Yet humans would have lived without diseases, so the myth
would have it, but for the action of Pandora. As things are
now, it is not as if males can do without females, of course.
Pandora is full of grace and her skills, in weaving especially,
are invaluable. Yet she is a bane (pema, 82) to males that eat
bread—because females consume what the males produce.
Evidently in the judgement of this male poet—addressing no
doubt a largely male audience—the ambivalence towards
women is heavily tilted towards the negative, a view echoed in
lyric poetry by Semonides in his account of the various tribes
of women, bitch, sow, vixen, all females marked by destruc-
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tive characters. Even the female bee, praised at least for her
industry, and said to be the best for males, even she is no
exception to the generalization that comes immediately after
her description, namely that Zeus made women as an evil.¹

The second respect in which Hesiod goes well beyond
Homer—over and above his fantastic myth of woman as the
source of all evil—relates to a further passage in the Works
which maintains that justice is rewarded by health and pros-
perity, injustice by the opposite. Hesiod’s own great banes are
the ‘bribe-devouring kings’ (e.g. 264) against whom he warns
his brother Perses (with whom he is locked in a family dispute
that would very probably have to be settled by those very
kings). In the end, Hesiod claims (217ff.) [T 2.4], Justice
wins. ‘But they who give straight judgements to strangers and
to the men of the land,’ he says (225ff.), ‘. . . their city flour-
ishes and the people prosper in it. Peace, the nurse of children,
is abroad in their land, and all-seeing Zeus never decrees cruel
war against them. Neither famine nor disaster (ate, ruin, and
especially the delusion that leads to it) ever haunt men who do
true justice . . . The earth bears an abundant livelihood . . .
their women bear children like their parents.’ So much for the
just city, but for those who practise hubris, violence, and
wicked deeds, Zeus decrees a penalty (dike, here in the sense
of punishment, rather than of justice itself). Often a whole
city suffers on account of a bad man who sins and does evil
deeds. ‘On them the son of Cronos brings great bane (pema,
242 cf. Pandora), both famine and plague (loimos). And the
people waste away and their women do not bear children.’
The moral is immediately spelt out: ‘You kings, pay atten-
tion, you too, to dike.’ For Zeus has 30,000 spirits on watch for
the wrong-doing that is done on earth (248–55).

Piecing together these ideas in Hesiod, we can see him first
blaming women for the hard life that males have to live, but
then also claiming that it is injustice that brings disaster, and
in both cases a prominent place is assigned to diseases among
the misfortunes that he is trying to account for. Diseases roam
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freely among humans: but they are not natural. It took certain
important and polemical developments that we shall be
studying in the next chapter for the idea to be established that
diseases all have natural causes and indeed for the idea of
nature itself to be, as I shall argue, invented. If Homer
describes a sphere of competence for human doctors, the pic-
ture Hesiod paints in the myths of Pandora and of the Just and
Unjust Cities is one of diseases as the instruments of divine
retribution. ‘There is no way to escape the will [or mind] of
Zeus’ (Works 105). If Zeus is the just god that Hesiod wants
Perses and us to believe, all well and good. But what kind 
of justice does he dispense? That question can hardly be
avoided, insofar as a whole city may suffer from the wrong-
doing of just one person.The diseases that fly out of Pandora’s
jar roam at random among humans. That too seems to prob-
lematize the idea of cosmic justice.²

Besides, on whose authority are we to accept these stories?
On Hesiod’s, of course, and he got them from the Muses. But
the way that Calchas’ divine inspiration was challenged in the
Iliad already suggests that there is no unassailable authority 
to which anyone, priests, prophets, the poets themselves, 
can appeal to secure acceptance of their ideas. We may well
wonder just how far Hesiod himself imagined that either his
brother Perses or those bribe-devouring kings would take 
his advice and reform. 

We have already seen the variety of ideas expressed in Homer
and Hesiod concerning diseases, their origins, what should be
done to cure or to avoid them, and who can pronounce on such
questions, ideas which in Hesiod’s case (at least) are endorsed
by the poet speaking on his own account. But three other early
figures can now be used to extend even further the range of
beliefs entertained on these and related topics. These are the
seventh-century lyric poet Sappho, the ‘sage’ Epimenides, and
the philosopher Empedocles, who will serve as a bridge to our
discussion of fifth-century ideas in the next chapter.

Sappho offers a rare and precious opportunity to listen to 
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a Greek woman speaking for herself, and it is a very different
voice we hear from those of Hesiod and Semonides. ‘Fortun-
ate as the gods he seems to me’, her poem 31 [T 2.5] begins,
‘the man who sits opposite you and listens to your sweet voice
and your lovely laughter; that, I vow, has set my heart within
my breast a-flutter. For when I look at you a moment, then I
have no longer power to speak. But my tongue keeps silence:
straightway a subtle flame has stolen beneath my flesh, with
my eyes I see nothing, my ears are humming, a cold sweat
covers me, and a trembling seizes me all over, I am paler than
grass, I seem to be not far short of death.’

The power of the poem lies in the detail with which Sappho
describes her feelings. Of course this is high poetry: but that
detail reflects, one is tempted to say, an almost clinical obser-
vation of her own condition, the cold sweat, the trembling, the
aphonia (as the Greek doctors were to say), the fire or flame
(where pur is a regular term in Greek medicine for fever) that
creeps beneath the skin, even the palpitating heart. There is
not a single item in that list that does not have Greek medical
parallels. But does Sappho believe she is ill? That is the kind
of question to which we shall learn to resist giving a simple
answer. Eros is, as we have already seen in Chapter 1, often
described as a nosos, but then nosos, as we are discovering, does
not just cover disease but is used of many other misfortunes.
What is certain, however, is that the vocabulary Sappho uses
for her passion is continuous with that of common later
descriptions of diseases.

Did she believe Aphrodite was responsible? Certainly her
relationship with the goddess is an intimate love–hate one.
Certainly Aphrodite is often thought to be at work when mere
mortals fall in love. But again at the level of this text, as we
have it, we may note there is no mention of Aphrodite. The
immediate cause of Sappho’s speechlessness is the girl. But
having said that, we must add a note of caution. This relates to
the common archaic and classical Greek notion of what has
been called double determination.³ An act may be at once the
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responsibility of a human agent, and ascribed to a divinity. 
A famous case that makes the point is Agamemnon’s eventual
acceptance of responsibility, in the Iliad, for having taken
Briseis from Achilles, in the sense that he agrees to offer com-
pensation, even though, as he puts it, Zeus and ate (delusion)
took away his senses (Il.19. 137ff. cf. 86ff., where he begins 
by saying he was not himself aitios, responsible, precisely
because he was deluded). So the fact that Sappho clearly
describes the girl as the cause as well as the object of her 
passion does not mean that we can infer that the goddess has
nothing to do with it.

Epimenides is a legendary figure whose very date is dis-
puted. Some put him in the seventh century, though Plato
places him a century later.⁴ Among the stories that circulated
about him is one reminiscent of Rip Van Winkle, namely that
he became famous in part because he fell asleep for fifty-seven
years. But another story introduces him as the man who
purified Athens when it was afflicted by a plague. Diogenes
Laertius (1.110) [T 2.6] reports two versions of this, both of
them starting with the Athenians summoning Epimenides
from Crete when the Pythian priestess commanded them to
purify (katherai) the city. In the first version he let sheep,
some black, some white, loose on the Areopagus and told men
to follow them and wherever each of them lay down, there to
sacrifice to a local god. The story has an aetiological ring to 
it, as Diogenes continues by remarking that even in his day
(third century ) there are anonymous altars in various parts
of Attica set up as memorials of the atonement. But in the 
second version of the story Epimenides declares the cause of
the plague to be the pollution caused at the time when Cylon
seized the Acropolis and certain suppliants who had taken
refuge in a temple were nevertheless killed. In that version
Diogenes has the plague ending only after the sacrifice of two
young men.
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The discrepancies in the stories are what we should expect
when we are dealing with legend. But whatever the truth of
either version, Epimenides occupies a familiar, ambivalent,
role that we shall see recurs in other contexts (Teiresias,
Philoctetes). This is of the person who has special insight and
special powers, often including the ability to cure diseases.
Epimenides is able to say what should be done to remove the
pollution. In other evidence about him we are told he col-
lected herbs (Diogenes Laertius 1. 112). So he was not just a
purifier, but also a healer, though the tale of his commanding
human sacrifice underlines that his was an authority to be
feared. Anyone who had the reputation of having slept for
fifty-seven years had indeed to be thought, as Diogenes puts
it, ‘most dear to the gods’.

My third and final figure bears important resemblances 
to Epimenides, though now we are dealing with a definite 
historical individual. Empedocles is often given pride of place
in histories of so-called Presocratic philosophy, for, among
other things, the first clear statement that other physical
bodies consist of different combinations of earth, water, air,
and fire. He does not use the word later adopted for ‘elements’
(stoicheion) but calls these four the ‘roots’ (rizomata) of things.
However, to treat them just as elements already oversimpli-
fies matters, for these four roots are divine and are brought
together and separated by two further divine cosmic forces he
names Love and Strife.

But whatever his other interests were, Empedocles pre-
sents himself as a wonder-worker and a purifier (cf. Kingsley
1995): indeed one of his poems, or, according to some his
whole output, went by the title of the Purifications. In one of
the quotations from his work (Fr. 111) [T 2.7] he says that his
listener will be able to control the winds and rain and drought,
and even will bring the dead back to life. He promises also to
teach pharmaka, drugs/remedies that are a defence for ills 
and old age. In another text (Fr. 112) [T 2.8] he addresses his
fellow-citizens, the inhabitants of Acragas. ‘An immortal 
god, mortal no more, I go about honoured by all, as is fitting,
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crowned with ribbons and fresh garlands: and by all whom 
I come upon as I enter their prospering towns, by men and
women, I am revered. They follow me in their thousands,
asking where lies the road to profit, some desiring prophecies,
while others ask to hear the word of healing for every kind of
illness, long transfixed by harsh pains.’

Now Galen’s view of Empedocles, often repeated by
modern scholars, was that he was a leading figure in what he
calls the Sicilian or Italian school of doctors,⁵ a group he
thinks of as analogous to the Coans and Cnidians represented
in our extant Hippocratic treatises and reported in the med-
ical history known as Anonymus Londinensis. We shall be
reviewing the doubts that may be expressed about Coans 
and Cnidians being organized in established schools in due
course. As for the Italians, we certainly hear of fifth- and
fourth-century medical writers based in Magna Graecia who
put forward medical theories based on physical principles of
one type or another, elements, humours, or whatever. Two 
of the most famous of these are the Pythagorean Philolaus of
Croton and Philistion of Locri.

But what kind of doctor was Empedocles? He dispensed
pharmaka,but we have seen that that could include charms
and spells as well as drugs. On his own account he was
accepted by his contemporaries as no mere ordinary mortal.
They thought of him (or so he says) as a god. Certainly the
advice he offers in the Purifications mainly relates to keeping
yourself ritually clean. He warns against the consequences 
of behaviour he considers polluting, and that includes such
ordinary practices as meat eating. He believes that all crea-
tures have an immortal soul, even though this is normally
condemned to the misery of reincarnation in cycles of rebirth
from which only the purest will escape. We should certainly
not underestimate the radical nature of Empedocles’ rejection
of one of the principal institutions of the city religion—blood
sacrifice—as well as a deeply ingrained dietary custom.
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Those who went to him for advice—to return to the text of
Fr. 112—received oracles and the ‘word of healing’ for every
kind of disease. Empedocles here uses the term baxis for
‘word’, and that was particularly associated with oracular pro-
nouncements. There is no reason to think that Empedocles
just offered charms and incantations. But there is every reason
to believe that he operated as a wonder-worker. His healing
was under the aegis not of the Olympian gods, but rather of
the deities he introduces in his poem under their names—
Aphrodite, Hephaestus, and so on. But Hephaestus was ele-
mental fire, and Aphrodite, as the principle of Love that acts
on the roots, was hardly the goddess with whom Sappho
seemed so intimate.

Empedocles thus stands as a prototype of a very Greek holy
man or sage. He claimed divine inspiration and divine
powers. At the same time he was a consummate self-publicist.

26 Chapter 2 Texts

CHAPTER 2  TEXTS

2.1 Homer, Iliad 1. 8–26, 33–108
T≤ß t’ £r sfwe qe0n πridi xunvhke m3cesqai;

Lhtoıß ka≥ DiÏß uÈÎß: Ø g¤r basil[i colwqe≥ß

noıson ån¤ stratÏn _rse kak&n, ølvkonto d† lao≤, 10
o\neka tÏn Cr»shn ]t≤masen årht[ra

!treºdhß: Ø g¤r Álqe qo¤ß ƒp≥ n[aß !cai0n

lusÎmenÎß te q»gatra fvrwn t’ åpere≤si’ £poina,

stvmmat’ πcwn ƒn cers≥n ‰khbÎlou !pÎllwnoß

crusv8 ån¤ sk&ptr8, ka≥ l≤sseto p3ntaß !caio»ß, 15
!treºda d† m3lista d»w, kosm&tore la0n:

“!treºdai te ka≥ £lloi ƒukn&mideß !caio≤,

Ëmin m†n qeo≥ do∏en ∞Ol»mpia d*mat’ πconteß

ƒkpvrsai Pri3moio pÎlin, ƒŸ d’ o÷kad’ Èkvsqai:

pa∏da d’ ƒmo≥ l»saite f≤lhn, t¤ d’ £poina dvcesqai, 20
ÅzÎmenoi DiÏß uÈÏn ‰khbÎlon !pÎllwna.”
>Enq’ £lloi m†n p3nteß ƒpeuf&mhsan !caio≥

ajde∏sqa≤ q’ Èer[a ka≥ ågla¤ dvcqai £poina:

åll’ oÛk !treºd7 !gamvmnoni ~ndane qum‘,

åll¤ kak0ß åf≤ei, kraterÏn d’ ƒp≥ mıqon πtelle: 25
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Detienne (1967/1996) introduced the term Masters of Truth
for those archaic leaders who made special claims to Wisdom,
and certainly Empedocles presents himself in a way that fits
that label. These were charismatic leaders, but ones whose
reputation was not just for special holiness, special purity, but
also for superior knowledge of the truth. As we shall see, how-
ever, that claim, so often made, was just as often contested.
The trouble about Masters of Truth was: could you believe
them? There were rather a lot of them and they came in
different guises. While the claims they made for themselves—
or that were made for them—were that they had special
powers, their being special immediately posed problems:
what was the origin of these powers? Was it entirely benign?
How could they be understood? Could they indeed be
believed?

We shall see these themes return in our next study.
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CHAPTER 2  TEXTS

2.1 Homer, Iliad 1. 8–26, 33–108
Who then of the gods was it that brought these two together to con-
tend? The son of Leto and Zeus; for he, angered at the king, roused
throughout the army an evil pestilence, and the men were perishing,
because to Chryses his priest the son of Atreus had done dishonor.
For he had come to the swift ships of the Achaeans to free his daugh-
ter and he brought with him ransom past counting; and in his hands
he held the ribbons of Apollo, who strikes from afar, on a staff of
gold, and he implored all the Achaeans, but most of all the two sons
of Atreus, the marshalers of armies: ‘Sons of Atreus, and you other
well-greaved Achaeans, to you may the gods who have dwellings 
on Olympus grant that you sack the city of Priam, and return home
safely; but set my dear child free for me, and accept the ransom in
reverence for the son of Zeus, Apollo, who strikes from afar.’

Then all the rest of the Achaeans shouted their agreement, to
respect the priest and accept the glorious ransom; yet this did not
please the heart of Agamemnon, son of Atreus, but he sent him 
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“m& se, gvron, ko≤l7sin ƒg° par¤ nhus≥ kice≤w.”

=Wß πfat’, πdeisen d’ Ø gvrwn ka≥ ƒpe≤qeto m»q8:

b[ d’ åkvwn par¤ q∏na poluflo≤sboio qal3sshß:

poll¤ d’ πpeit’ åp3neuqe ki°n ]r$q’ Ø geraiÏß 35
!pÎllwni £nakti, tÏn ]ÿkomoß tvke Lht*:

“klıq≤ meu, årgurÎtox’, ß Cr»shn åmfibvbhkaß

K≤llan te zaqvhn TenvdoiÎ te ”fi ån3sseiß,

Sminqeı, e÷ potv toi car≤ent’ ƒp≥ nhÏn πreya,

∂ ej d& potv toi kat¤ p≤ona mhr≤’ πkha 40
ta»rwn ]d’ ajg0n, tÎde moi kr&hnon ƒvldwr:

t≤seian Danao≥ ƒm¤ d3krua so∏si bvlessin.”
=Wß πfat’ eÛcÎmenoß, toı d’ πklue Fo∏boß !pÎllwn,

b[ d† kat’ OÛl»mpoio kar&nwn cwÎmenoß k[r,

tÎx’ •moisin πcwn åmfhrefva te farvtrhn. 45
πklagxan d’ £r’ ø∫sto≥ ƒp’ •mwn cwomvnoio,

aÛtoı kihqvntoß. Ø d’ ‡∫e nukt≥ ƒoik*ß.

1zet’ πpeit’ åp3neuqe ne0n, met¤ d’ jÏn 1hke:

dein¶ d† klagg¶ gvnet’ årgurvoio bio∏o.

oÛr[aß m†n pr0ton ƒp=ceto ka≥ k»naß årgo»ß, 50
aÛt¤r πpeit’ aÛto∏si bvloß ƒcepeuk†ß ƒfie≥ß

b3ll’: aje≥ d† pura≥ nek»wn ka≤onto qameia≤.

∞Enn[mar m†n ån¤ stratÏn )ceto k[la qeo∏o,

t∫ dek3t7 d’ ågor&nde kalvssato laÏn !cille»ß:

t‘ g¤r ƒp≥ fres≥ q[ke qe¤ leuk*lenoß fiHrh: 55
k&deto g¤r Dana0n, Òti Âa qn…skontaß Ør$to.

oÈ d’ ƒpe≥ oˆn ‡gerqen Ømhgerveß t’ ƒgvnonto,

to∏si d’ ånist3menoß metvfh pÎdaß ∑kŸß !cille»ß:

“!treºdh, nın £mme palimplagcqvntaß øºw

#y åponost&sein, e÷ ken q3natÎn ge f»goimen, 60
ej d¶ Ømoı pÎlemÎß te dam9 ka≥ loimÏß !caio»ß.

åll’ £ge d& tina m3ntin ƒre≤omen ∂ Èer[a,

∂ ka≥ øneiropÎlon, ka≥ g3r t’ Ônar ƒk DiÎß ƒstin,

Òß k’ e÷poi Ò ti tÎsson ƒc*sato Fo∏boß !pÎllwn,

e÷t’ £r’ Ò g’ eÛcwl[ß ƒpimvmfetai e÷q’ ‰katÎmbhß, 65
a÷ kvn pwß årn0n kn≤shß ajg0n te tele≤wn

bo»letai ånti3saß Óm∏n åpÏ loigÏn åmınai.”
#Htoi Ò g’ ̆ ß ejp°n kat’ £r’ 1zeto: to∏si d’ ånvsth

K3lcaß Qestor≤dhß, ojwnopÎlwn Ôc’ £ristoß,

ß çdh t3 t’ ƒÎnta t3 t’ ƒssÎmena prÎ t’ ƒÎnta, 70
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away harshly, and laid on him a stern command: ‘Let me not find
you, old man, by the hollow ships.’

So he spoke, and the old man was seized with fear and obeyed his
words. He went in silence along the shore of the loud-resounding
sea; and then, when he had gone apart, the old man prayed earnest-
ly to the lord Apollo, whom fair-haired Leto bore: ‘Hear me, you of
the silver bow, who have under your protection Chryse and sacred
Cilla, and who rule mightily over Tenedos, Smintheus, if ever I
roofed over a pleasing shrine for you, or if ever I burned to you fat
thigh pieces of bulls or goats, fulfil for me this wish: let the Danaans
pay for my tears by your arrows.’

So he spoke in prayer, and Phoebus Apollo heard him. Down
from the peaks of Olympus he strode, angry at heart, with his bow
and covered quiver on his shoulders. The arrows rattled on the
shoulders of the angry god as he moved; and his coming was like the
night. Then he sat down apart from the ships and let fly an arrow;
terrible was the twang of the silver bow. The mules he attacked first
and the swift dogs, but then on the men themselves he let fly his
stinging arrows, and struck; and ever did the pyres of the dead burn
thick.

For nine days the missiles of the god ranged through the army,
but on the tenth Achilles called the army to the place of assembly,
for the goddess, white-armed Hera, had put it in his heart; for she
pitied the Danaans because she saw them dying. So, when they were
assembled and met together, among them rose and spoke Achilles,
swift of foot: ‘Son of Atreus, now I think we shall be driven back and
return home, our plans thwarted—if we should escape death, that
is—if indeed war and pestilence alike are to subdue the Achaeans.
But come, let us ask some seer or priest, or some reader of dreams—
for a dream too is from Zeus—who might tell us why Phoebus
Apollo has conceived such anger, whether it is because of a vow that
he blames us, or a hecatomb; in the hope that perhaps he may accept
the savour of lambs and unblemished goats, and be minded to ward
off destruction from us.’

When he had thus spoken he sat down, and among them rose up
Calchas, son of Thestor, far the best of diviners, who had knowledge
of all things that are, and that will be, and that were before, and who
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ka≥ n&ess’ Óg&sat’ !cai0n >Ilion e÷sw

©n di¤ mantos»nhn, t&n oÈ pÎre Fo∏boß !pÎllwn.

Ò sfin ƒ”fronvwn ågor&sato ka≥ metveipen:

“_ !cileı, kvlea≤ me, di≤file, muq&sasqai

m[nin !pÎllwnoß ‰kathbelvtao £naktoß: 75
toig¤r ƒg°n ƒrvw: sŸ d† s»nqeo ka≤ moi Ômosson

Á mvn moi prÎfrwn πpesin ka≥ cers≥n år&xein:

Á g¤r øºomai £ndra colwsvmen, ß mvga p3ntwn

!rge≤wn kratvei ka≤ oÈ pe≤qontai !caio≤:

kre≤sswn g¤r basile»ß, Òte c*setai åndr≥ cvrh∫. 80
e÷ per g3r te cÎlon ge ka≥ aÛt[mar katapvy7,

åll3 te ka≥ metÎpisqen πcei kÎton, Ôfra telvss7

ƒn st&qessin ‰o∏si. sŸ d† fr3sai e÷ me sa*seiß.”
TÏn d’ åpameibÎmenoß prosvfh pÎdaß ∑kŸß !cille»ß:

“qars&saß m3la ejp† qeoprÎpion Ò ti o”sqa: 85
oÛ m¤ g¤r !pÎllwna DiΩ f≤lon, · te s», K3lcan,

eÛcÎmenoß Danao∏si qeoprop≤aß ånafa≤neiß,

oÇ tiß ƒmeı z0ntoß ka≥ ƒp≥ cqon≥ derkomvnoio

so≥ ko≤l7ß par¤ nhus≥ bare≤aß ce∏raß ƒpo≤sei

sump3ntwn Dana0n, oÛd’ ∂n !gamvmnona e÷p7ß, 90
ß nın pollÏn £ristoß !cai0n eÇcetai e”nai.”

Ka≥ tÎte d¶ q3rshse ka≥ hÇda m3ntiß åm»mwn:

“oÇt’ £r’ Ò g’ eÛcwl[ß ƒpimvmfetai oÇq’ ‰katÎmbhß,

åll’ 1nek’ årht[roß, n ]t≤mhs’ !gamvmnwn

oÛd’ åpvluse q»gatra ka≥ oÛk åpedvxat’ £poina, 95
toÇnek’ £r’ £lge’ πdwken ‰khbÎloß ]d’ πti d*sei:

oÛd’ Ò ge pr≥n Danao∏sin åeikva loigÏn åp*sei,

pr≤n g’ åpÏ patr≥ f≤l8 dÎmenai ‰lik*pida ko»rhn

åpri3thn ånapoinon, £gein q’ Èer¶n ‰katÎmbhn

ƒß Cr»shn: tÎte kvn min Èlass3menoi pep≤qoimen.” 100
#Htoi Ò g’ ̆ ß ejp°n kat’ £r’ 1zeto: to∏si d’ ånvsth

~rwß !treºdhß eÛrŸ kre≤wn !gamvmnwn

åcn»menoß: mvneoß d† mvga frvneß åmf≥ mvlainai

p≤mplant’, Ôsse dv oÈ pur≥ lampetÎwnti ƒºkthn.

K3lcanta pr*tista k3k’ øssÎmenoß prosveipe: 105
“m3nti kak0n, oÛ p* potv moi tÏ kr&guon e”paß:

aje≤ toi t¤ k3k’ ƒst≥ f≤la fres≥ mante»esqai,

ƒsqlÏn d’ oÇte t≤ pw e”paß πpoß oÇt’ ƒtvlessaß.”
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had guided the ships of the Achaeans to Ilios by the gift of prophecy
that Phoebus Apollo had granted him. He with good intent
addressed their assembly and spoke among them: ‘Achilles, dear to
Zeus, you ask me to declare the wrath of Apollo, who smites from
afar. Well, then, I will speak; but do you consider, and swear that
you will be eager to defend me with word and hand; for in truth I
think that I shall anger a man who rules mightily over all the
Argives, and whom the Achaeans obey. For a king is mightier when
he is angry at a lesser man. For even if he swallows down his anger
for the one day, still afterwards he holds resentment in his heart
until he fulfils it. Consider, then, if you will keep me safe.’

Then in answer to him spoke Achilles, swift of foot: ‘Take heart,
and speak out any oracle you know, for by Apollo, dear to Zeus, to
whom you pray, Calchas, and declare oracles to the Danaans, no
one, while I live and have sight on the earth, shall lay heavy hands on
you beside the hollow ships, no one of all the Danaans, not even if it
is Agamemnon you mean, who now declares himself far the best of
the Achaeans.’

Then the incomparable seer took heart, and spoke, saying: ‘It is
not because of a vow that he blames us, nor a hecatomb, but because
of the priest whom Agamemnon dishonored, and did not release his
daughter nor accept the ransom. For this reason the god who strikes
from afar has given woes, and will continue to give them, nor will he
drive off from  the Danaans loathsome destruction until we give
back to her father the bright-eyed maiden, unbought, unransomed,
and take a holy hecatomb to Chryse; then perhaps we might appease
his wrath and persuade him.’

When he had thus spoken, he sat down, and among them rose the
warrior, son of Atreus, wide-ruling Agamemnon, deeply vexed; and
with rage was his black heart wholly filled, and his eyes were like
blazing fire. To Calchas first of all he spoke, and his look threatened
trouble: ‘Prophet of evils, never yet have you given me a favourable
prophecy; always it is dear to your heart to prophesy evil, and no
word of good have you ever yet spoken or brought to fulfilment.’
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2.2 Homer, Odyssey 4. 219–32
πnq’ aˆt’ £ll’ ƒnÎhs’ <Elvnh DiÏß ƒkgegau∏a:

aÛt≤k’ £r’ ƒß o”non b3le f3rmakon, πnqen πpinon, 220
nhpenqvß t’ £colÎn te, kak0n ƒp≤lhqon Åp3ntwn.

ß tÏ katabrÎxeien, ƒpe≥ krht[ri mige≤h,

oÇ ken ƒfhmvriÎß ge b3loi kat¤ d3kru parei0n,

oÛd’ e÷ oÈ katateqna≤h m&thr te pat&r te,

oÛd’ e÷ oÈ prop3roiqen ådelfeÏn ∂ f≤lon ËÈÏn 225
calk‘ dh∫Î8en, Ø d’ øfqalmo∏sin Ør‘to.

to∏a DiÏß qug3thr πce f3rmaka mhtiÎenta,

ƒsql3, t3 oÈ Pol»damna pÎren, Q0noß par3koitiß,

Ajgupt≤h, t∫ ple∏sta fvrei ze≤dwroß £roura

f3rmaka, poll¤ m†n ƒsql¤ memigmvna poll¤ d† lugr3: 230
jhtrÏß d† 1kastoß ƒpist3menoß per≥ p3ntwn

ånqr*pwn: Á g¤r Pai&onÎß ejsi genvqlhß.

2.3 Hesiod, Works and Days 70–105
aÛt≤ka d’ ƒk ga≤hß pl3ssen klutÏß !mfigu&eiß 70
parqvn8 ajdo≤7 ÷kelon Kron≤dew di¤ boul3ß:

z0se dv ka≥ kÎsmhse qe¤ glauk0piß !q&nh

åmf≥ dv oÈ C3ritvß te qea≥ ka≥ pÎtnia Peiq°

Òrmouß cruse≤ouß πqesan croº: åmf≥ d† t&n ge

'Wrai kall≤komoi stvfon £nqesin ejarino∏sin: 75
p3nta dv oÈ croΩ kÎsmon ƒf&rmose Pall¤ß !q&nh.

ƒn d’ £ra oÈ st&qessi di3ktoroß !rge∫fÎnthß

ye»de3 q’ aÈmul≤ouß te lÎgouß ka≥ ƒp≤klopon Áqoß

teıxe DiÏß boul∫si barukt»pou: ƒn d’ £ra fwn¶n

q[ke qe0n k[rux, ønÎmhne d† t&nde guna∏ka 80
Pand*rhn, Òti p3nteß ∞Ol»mpia d*mat’ πconteß

d0ron ƒd*rhsan, p[m’ åndr3sin ålfhst∫sin.

AÛt¤r ƒpe≥ dÎlon ajpŸn åm&canon ƒxetvlessen,

ejß ∞Epimhqva pvmpe pat¶r klutÏn !rge∫fÎnthn

d0ron £gonta, qe0n tacŸn £ggelon: oÛd’ ∞EpimhqeŸß 85
ƒfr3sasq’, ¿ß oÈ πeipe PromhqeŸß m& pote d0ron

dvxasqai p¤r ZhnÏß ∞Olump≤ou, åll’ åpopvmpein

ƒxop≤sw, m& po» ti kakÏn qnhto∏si gvnhtai.

aÛtar  dex3menoß Òte d¶ kakÏn e”c’, ƒnÎhsen.

Pr≥n m†n g¤r z*eskon ƒp≥ cqon≥ fıl’ ånqr*pwn 90
nÎsfin £ter te kak0n ka≥ £ter calepo∏o pÎnoio
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2.2 Homer, Odyssey 4. 219–32
Then Helen, daughter of Zeus, had another plan. Straightway she
put into the wine which they were drinking a drug to quiet all pain
and anger and bring forgetfulness of every evil. Whoever should
drink this down, when mixed in the bowl, would not in the course of
that day let fall a tear on his cheeks, not even if his mother and father
died, or his brother or dear son were killed by the sword and his own
eyes saw it. The daughter of Zeus had such cunning drugs, excellent
ones, that the Egyptian woman Polydamna, the wife of Thon, gave
her, for there the earth, the giver of grain, bears the most drugs,
many that are good, when mixed, and many that are baneful. There
every man is a healer, wise above humankind: for they are of the race
of Paieon.

2.3 Hesiod, Works and Days 70–105
Straightway the famous Lame God moulded from the earth a like-
ness of a modest girl, on the plans of the son of Cronos. And grey-
eyed Athene clothed and adorned her, and the divine Graces and
lady Persuasion put golden necklaces on her, and the fair-tressed
Seasons crowned her with spring flowers. And Pallas Athene
adorned her in every way. And the Slayer of Argus, the guide, put
lies and crafty words and a deceitful character in her breast accord-
ing to the plans of Zeus the thunderer: and the herald of the gods 
put speech in her. And he named this woman Pandora, because all
those who lived on Olympus gave her a gift, a bane for men who eat
bread.

And when he had completed the sheer, hopeless, snare, the father
sent the famous Argus-Slayer, the swift messenger of the gods, to
take it to Epimetheus as a gift. And Epimetheus did not think of
what Prometheus had told him, namely not to receive a gift from
Olympian Zeus, but to send it back, lest it prove an evil for mortals.
But he took the gift, and only then realized that it was evil.

For before this the tribes of men lived on earth free from evils and
hard toil and grievous diseases, which bring the Fates on men: for
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no»swn t’ årgalvwn, aJ t’ åndr3si K[raß πdwkan.

a”ya g¤r ƒn kakÎthti broto≥ kataghr3skousin.

åll¤ gun¶ ce≤ressi p≤qou mvga p0m’ åfeloısa

ƒskvdas’: ånqr*poisi d’ ƒm&sato k&dea lugr3. 95
mo»nh d’ aÛtÎqi ∞Elp≥ß ƒn årr&ktoisi dÎmoisin

πndon πmimne p≤qou ËpÏ ce≤lesin, oÛd† q»raze

ƒxvpth: prÎsqen g¤r ƒpvllabe p0ma p≤qoio

ajgiÎcou boul∫si DiÏß nefelhgervtao.

£lla d† mur≤a lugr¤ kat’ ånqr*pouß ål3lhtai: 100
ple≤h m†n g¤r ga∏a kak0n, ple≤h d† q3lassa:

noısoi d’ ånqr*poisin ƒf’ Ómvr7, aÊ d’ ƒp≥ nukt≥

aÛtÎmatoi foit0si kak¤ qnhto∏si fvrousai

sig∫, ƒpe≥ fwn¶n ƒxe≤leto mht≤eta Ze»ß.

o\twß oÇti ph πsti DiÏß nÎon ƒxalvasqai. 105

2.4 Hesiod, Works and Days 225–47
OÊ d† d≤kaß xe≤noisi ka≥ ƒnd&moisi didoısin 225
jqe≤aß ka≥ m& ti parekba≤nousi dika≤ou,

to∏si tvqhle pÎliß, lao≥ d’ ånqeısin ƒn aÛt∫:

ejr&nh d’ ån¤ g[n kourotrÎfoß, oÛdv pot’ aÛto∏ß

årgalvon pÎlemon tekma≤retai eÛr»opa Ze»ß:

oÛde pot’ jqud≤k7si met’ åndr3si limÏß øphde∏ 230
oÛd’ £th, qal≤7ß d† memhlÎta πrga nvmontai.

to∏si fvrei m†n ga∏a polŸn b≤on, oÇresi d† drıß

£krh mvn te fvrei bal3nouß, mvssh d† mel≤ssaß:

ejropÎkoi d’ Ôieß mallo∏ß katabebr≤qasin:

t≤ktousin d† guna∏keß ƒoikÎta tvkna goneısin: 235
q3llousin d’ ågaqo∏si diampervß: oÛd’ ƒp≥ nh0n

n≤ssontai, karpÏn d† fvrei ze≤dwroß £roura.

OÍß d’ \briß te mvmhle kak¶ ka≥ scvtlia πrga,

to∏ß d† d≤khn Kron≤dhß tekma≤retai eÛr»opa Ze»ß.

poll3ki ka≥ x»mpasa pÎliß kakoı åndrÏß åph»ra, 240
Òß ken ålitra≤n7 ka≥ åt3sqala mhcan3atai.

to∏sin d’ oÛranÎqen mvg’ ƒp&gage p[ma Kron≤wn

limÏn Ømoı ka≥ loimÎn: åpofqin»qousi d† lao≤.

oÛd† guna∏keß t≤ktousin, min»qousi d† o”koi

ZhnÏß fradmos»n7sin ∞Olump≤ou: £llote d’ aˆte 245
∂ t0n ge stratÏn eÛrŸn åp*lesen ∂ Ò ge te∏coß

∂ nvaß ƒn pÎnt8 Kron≤dhß åpoa≤nutai aÛt0n.
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mortals grow old swiftly in misery. But the woman took off the great
lid of the jar with her hands and scattered dire sorrows for men.
Only Hope remained there within in an unbreakable home under
the rim of the jar and did not fly out of the door. For before that the
lid of the jar stopped her, by the designs of Zeus the cloud-gatherer
who wields the aegis. But the other countless miseries wander
among men. The earth is full of evils and the sea is full. Some dis-
eases come upon men by day and some by night: they roam of their
own free will, bringing evils to mortals, silently, for wise Zeus took
away speech from them. Thus there is no way to escape the will of
Zeus.

2.4 Hesiod, Works and Days 225–47
But they who give straight judgements to strangers and to the men
of the land, and who do not go astray from what is just, their city
flourishes and the people prosper in it. Peace, the nurse of children,
is abroad in their land, and all-seeing Zeus never decrees cruel war
against them. Neither famine nor disaster ever haunt men who do
true justice, but in good cheer they tend the fields they care for. The
earth bears them an abundant livelihood, and on the mountains the
oaks bear acorns on their tops and bees in their midst. Their woolly
sheep are laden with fleeces: their women bear children like their 
parents. They flourish continually with good things and do not 
travel on ships, for the grain-giving earth bears them fruit.

But for those who practise evil violence and wicked deeds, for
them the far-seeing son of Cronos decrees a penalty. Often a whole
city suffers on account of a bad man who sins and contrives evil
deeds. On them the son of Cronos brings great bane, both famine
and plague down from heaven. And the people waste away and their
women do not bear children, and the houses decline, through the
plans of Olympian Zeus. Again at another time the son of Cronos
either destroys their broad army, or their walls, or demolishes their
ships on the sea.
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2.5 Sappho, Fr. 31. 1–16
fa≤neta≤ moi k[no3 ÷3o3 qvoi3in

πmmen’ •nhr, Ôtti3 ƒn3ntiÎß toi

j3d3nei ka≥ pl33ion ¢du fwne≤-

3a3 Ûpako»ei 4

ka≥ gela≤3a3 jmvroen, tÎ m’ Á m¤n

kard≤an ƒn 3t&qe3in ƒptÎai3en:

∑ß g¤r π3 3’ ÷dw brÎce’, •3 me f*nai-

3’ oÛd’ ¥n πt’ e÷kei, 8

åll’ £kan m†n gl033a †πage†, lvpton

d’ aÇtika cr0i pır ÛpadedrÎmhken,

øpp3te33i d’ oÛd’ ¥n Ôrhmm’, ƒpirrÎm-

bei3i d’ £kouai, 12

k¤d’ dv m’ ÷drw3 yıcroß πcei, trÎmo3 d†

pa∏3an £grei, clwrotvra d† po≤a3

πmmi, teqn3khn d’ øl≤gw ’pide»h3

fa≤nomai 16

2.6 Epimenides (Diogenes Laertius 1. 110, 112)
TÎte ka≥ !qhna≤oiß [tÎte] loim‘ katecomvnoiß πcrhsen Ó Puq≤a kaq[rai

t¶n pÎlin: oÈ d† pvmpousi naın te ka≥ Nik≤an tÏn Nikhr3tou ejß Kr&thn,

kaloınteß tÏn ∞Epimen≤dhn. ka≥ ß ƒlq°n ∞Olumpi3di tessarakost∫ 1kt7

ƒk3qhren aÛt0n t¶n pÎlin ka≥ πpause tÏn loimÏn toıton tÏn trÎpon.

lab°n prÎbata mvlan3 te ka≥ leuk¤ ‡gage prÏß tÏn ⁄reion p3gon:

kåke∏qen e÷asen jvnai oÍ bo»lointo, prost3xaß to∏ß åkolo»qoiß πnqa #n

katakl≤noi aÛt0n 1kaston, q»ein t‘ pros&konti qe‘: ka≥ o\tw l[xai tÏ

kakÎn. Òqen πti ka≥ nın πstin eËre∏n kat¤ toŸß d&mouß t0n !qhna≤wn

bwmoŸß ånwn»mouß, ËpÎmnhma t[ß tÎte genomvnhß ƒxil3sewß. oÈ d† t¶n

ajt≤an ejpe∏n toı loimoı tÏ Kul*neion £goß shma≤nein te t¶n åpallag&n:

ka≥ di¤ toıto åpoqane∏n d»o nean≤aß, Krat∏non ka≥ Kths≤bion, ka≥ luq[nai

t¶n sumfor3n.

lvgetai d† ka≥ pr0toß ojk≤aß ka≥ ågroŸß kaq[rai ka≥ Èer¤ Èdr»sasqai. 

ejs≥ d’ oÊ m¶ koimhq[nai aÛtÏn lvgousin, åll¤ crÎnon tin¤ ƒkpat[sai

åscolo»menon per≥ Âizotom≤an.
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2.5 Sappho, Fr. 31. 1–16
Fortunate as the gods he seems to me, that man who sits opposite
you, and listens nearby to your sweet voice

And your lovely laughter; that, I vow, has set my heart within my
breast a-flutter. For when I look at you a moment, then I have no
longer power to speak,

But my tongue keeps silence, straightway a subtle flame has stolen
beneath my flesh, with my eyes I see nothing, my ears are humming,

A cold sweat covers me, and a trembling seizes me all over, I am
paler than grass, I seem to be not far short of death . . . 

2.6 Epimenides (Diogenes Laertius 1. 110, 112)
Then when the Athenians were attacked by plague, the Pythian
priestess commanded them to purify the city. They sent a ship 
commanded by Nicias the son of Niceratus to Crete, to summon
Epimenides. And he came in the forty-sixth Olympiad and purified
the city and stopped the plague in the following way. He took sheep,
some black, some white, and brought them to the Areopagus. There
he let them loose to go wherever they liked, and he told men to
follow them, and wherever each one lay down, to sacrifice to the
local god. And thus the evil was stopped. And so even today one 
may find anonymous altars in different Athenian demes, which are
memorials of the atonement. But some say that he declared the cause
of the plague to be the pollution that Cylon brought and showed
how to remove it: and in consequence two young men, Cratinus and
Ctesibis, were put to death and the city was delivered from disaster.

He is said to have been the first to purify houses and fields and to
establish temples. Some say that he did not go to sleep but withdrew
himself for a period engaged in collecting roots.
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2.7 Empedocles, Fr. 111 (Diogenes Laertius 8. 59)
f3rmaka d’ Òssa geg$si kak0n ka≥ g&raoß £lkar

pe»s7, ƒpe≥ mo»n8 so≥ ƒg° kranvw t3de p3nta.

pa»seiß d’ åkam3twn ånvmwn mvnoß oJ t’ ƒp≥ ga∏an

ørn»menoi pnoia∏si katafqin»qousin åro»raß

ka≥ p3lin, ∂n ƒqvl7sqa, pal≤ntita pne»mat〈a〉 ƒp3xeiß:

q&seiß d’ ƒx Ômbroio kelainoı ka≤rion aÛcmÎn

ånqr*poiß, q&seiß d† ka≥ ƒx aÛcmo∏o qere≤ou

Âe»mata dendreÎqrepta, t3 t’ ajqvri naiet3ousin,

£xeiß d’ ƒx !≤dao katafqimvnou mvnoß åndrÎß.

2.8 Empedocles, Fr. 112 (Diogenes Laertius 8. 62 (lines 1–10) 
and Clement, Strom. 6. 30 (lines 9–11))

_ f≤loi, oÊ mvga £stu k3ta xanqoı !kr3gantoß

na≤et’ ån’ £kra pÎleoß, ågaq0n meled&moneß πrgwn,

ca≤ret’: ƒg° d’ Ëm∏n qeÏß £mbrotoß, oÛkvti qnhtÏß

pwleımai met¤ p$si tetimvnoß, ¿sper πoika,

tain≤aiß te per≤steptoß stvfes≤n te qale≤oiß: 5
〈p$si d†〉 to∏ß #n Jkwmai ƒß £stea thleq3onta,

åndr3sin ]d† gunaix≤, seb≤zomai: oÈ d’ ‹m’ 1pontai

mur≤oi ƒxervonteß, Òp7 prÏß kvrdoß åtarpÎß,

oÈ m†n mantosunvwn kecrhmvnoi, oÈ d’ ƒp≥ no»swn

panto≤wn ƒp»qonto kl»ein eÛhkva b3xin, 10
dhrÏn d¶ calep∫si peparmvnoi 〈åmf’ ød»n7sin〉.
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2.7 Empedocles, Fr. 111 (Diogenes Laertius 8. 59)
You shall learn all the remedies that there are for ills and defence
against old age, since for you alone will I accomplish all this. And
you shall stay the force of the unwearied winds which sweep over the
earth and lay waste the fields with their blasts; and then, if you wish,
you shall bring back breezes in requital. After black rain you shall
cause drought for men in due season, and then after summer
drought cause air-inhabiting tree-nourishing streams. And you
shall bring from Hades the strength of a dead man.

2.8 Empedocles, Fr. 112 (Diogenes Laertius 8. 62 (lines 1–10) 
and Clement, Strom. 6. 30 (lines 9–11))

Friends, who live in the great city of the yellow Acragas, up on the
heights of the citadel, caring for good deeds, I give you greetings. An
immortal god, mortal no more, I go about honoured by all, as is fit-
ting, crowned with ribbons and fresh garlands; and by all whom 
I come upon as I enter their prospering towns, by men and women,
I am revered. They follow me in their thousands, asking where lies
the road to profit, some desiring prophecies, while others ask to hear
the word of healing for every kind of illness, long transfixed by harsh
pains.
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3

Secularization and Sacralization

One of the biggest challenges to understanding Greek medi-
cine in the fifth century  is that of accounting for two
remarkable concurrent developments. On the one hand there
is the move made by some Hippocratic authors to insist that
all diseases have natural causes, on the other there is the
growth of the cults of Asclepius and other healing gods and
heroes. Earlier positivist historians of medicine liked to 
represent the former as superseding the latter. First there 
was religious medicine, the type represented in the shrines 
of Asclepius at Epidaurus, Athens, Cos, and elsewhere. 
Then came naturalistic accounts of diseases and their cures.
Science, in a word, on this view, overtook religion as the basis
of medical practice.

That view is well wide of the mark. In fact the rise of 
temple medicine dates to the same period as that of those
Hippocratic accounts that advocate naturalistic explanations
of diseases. The great shrines we now see at Epidaurus and
Pergamum are Hellenistic foundations. Yet in the case of
Epidaurus at least the cult of Asclepius there goes back cer-
tainly into the classical period. But it was in the fifth century
that that cult ‘took off ’, just the period when many of the
Hippocratic authors were active.

Even more importantly, it was not as if the rise of secular
medicine spelt the demise of that practised in the shrines and
temples. Any such idea is refuted by the continued popularity
of the latter throughout Graeco-Roman antiquity, down to 
the second century , for instance, and beyond. Moreover
temple medicine was popular not just with ordinary people or
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among the uneducated. It numbered among its enthusiastic
supporters prominent members of the literate elite. We shall
be discussing Sophocles’ role in the acceptance of the cult at
Athens in the fifth century  in the next chapter. We shall be
coming back, in Chapter 8, to the evidence provided by Aelius
Aristides. He was a famous orator of the second century ,
and as ardent and articulate an advocate of Asclepius’ powers
of healing as any in the ancient world. So one of our major
questions is the concurrent rise of two sharply contrasting atti-
tudes and approaches to disease and cure.

I shall deal first with the evidence from the Hippocratic
writers and then turn in the second part of this chapter to the
data we have for the practices of temple medicine. But the
pluralism of Greek medicine stretches, as we shall see, well
beyond those two traditions to include several others as well,
from the practices of itinerant sellers of charms and incanta-
tions, to those of the root-cutters, drug-sellers, the midwives,
and a variety of other women healers.

Before we turn to the principal Hippocratic text we need to
consider, namely On the Sacred Disease,  it is worth under-
lining the heterogeneity to be found within what we call the
Hippocratic Corpus. This consists of some seventy treatises
ranging in date from the late sixth to the third century ,
with most falling in the period 450–350. None can reliably be
attributed to Hippocrates himself, the famous doctor men-
tioned by both Plato and Aristotle,¹ whose name came to be
attached to this collection when its main components came to
be put together for the first time probably in Alexandria at the
end of the fourth century . Many treatises are, in any case,
compilations, the work of several different writers. We know
that to be the case with one that is no longer extant, the
Cnidian Sentences, where our chief source (On Regimen in
Acute Diseases) speaks not just of its authors, in the plural, but
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¹ Plato, Phaedrus 270c and Protagoras 311bc, show that already in the
5th cent. Hippocrates was a famous doctor, as also does Aristotle, Politics
1326a14ff. But none of these texts gives us any determinate information on
his theory of diseases or on the treatments he favoured.
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also of its revisers. Only one work, or the main part of it at
least, can be ascribed to a known author, and this is the 
treatise On the Nature of Man, sections of which are assigned
to Polybus, the son-in-law of Hippocrates, by both Aristotle
and the author of Anonymus Londinensis.²

What is more important than the name of any author is 
the content of the works. The variety is very great. We have
individual case histories, the clinical notes contained in the
Epidemics, discussions of surgical interventions (mostly the
treatment of fractures and dislocations), accounts of women’s
diseases and reproductive problems, general theories of dis-
ease or of medical method (evidently a highly disputed topic),
and discussions of medical ethics and etiquette (some of those
works are among the latest in the Corpus: we shall have some-
thing to say about the famous Oath and the Law in due
course). Some works show little concern for literary style or
polish, but others are general lectures, exhibition speeches or
epideixeis, on such topics as the status of medicine and its
claims to be an art (On the Art) or the constitution of the
human body (On the Nature of Man).

The material found in one or other treatise covers problems
we would think of as falling under the heads of pathology,
physiology, surgery, embryology, gynaecology, pharmacology,
but we have to recognize that such terms are inappropriate 
in two respects. First, no such disciplinary boundaries were
drawn by the ancients and, second, in every case what we
mean by those subject areas is something very different from
ancient theories and practices. Above all we should not think
of the Corpus as a homogeneous whole. Different authors
represented in these works disagreed not just about the causes
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² The question of the authentic works of Hippocrates continues to exer-
cise scholars (see Lloyd 1991, ch. 9) even though conclusions on that subject
have, more often than not, merely reflected their authors’ preconceptions
about what is best in ‘Hippocratic’ medicine. That is not true of the recent
attempt by Smith (1979) to associate the treatise On Regimen with Hippo-
crates, though his arguments have not commanded any more general agree-
ment among scholars than previous identifications (see Lloyd 1991, 194–7).
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of diseases, but also about how to go about diagnosing and
treating them—as well as on how the doctor should behave
towards his patients. Thus some of the rules laid down in the
Oath—such as not to procure abortion—are ignored else-
where in the Corpus.

These points are relevant to our understanding of the attack
on the idea that the gods intervene to cause diseases or bring
about their cures in the treatise On the Sacred Disease. While
this treatise and others such as On Airs Waters Places adopt 
a severely naturalistic approach to medicine, the tone of some
works is, as we shall see, rather different.

The author of On the Sacred Disease states his thesis at the
outset in no uncertain terms (ch. 1) [T 3.1]. ‘I am about to 
discuss the disease called “sacred”. It is not, in my opinion,
any more divine or more sacred than other diseases, but has a
nature and a cause. But humans have considered it a divine
thing through their inexperience and their wonder at its pecu-
liar character.’ The description that we are later given of the
disease in question makes it clear that the writer principally
has in mind what we should call epileptic fits. Whatever we
may think about the author’s own theories and treatments, he
certainly shows keen skills of observation in his account of the
onset of the disease. He refers to what we call the ‘aura’ that
may precede an attack, and his description of the behaviour
and symptoms of those affected includes loss of voice, chok-
ing, foaming at the mouth, clenching of the teeth, convulsive
movements of the hands, eyes fixed, loss of consciousness,
occasional defecation (ch. 7, Littré vi. 372. 4ff., ch. 10, Jones)
[T 3.2].

Those who first called this a sacred disease are, he says, like
the mages, purifiers, charlatans, and quacks who claim to be
very pious and to have superior knowledge. ‘Being at a loss,
and having no treatment that would help, they concealed and
sheltered themselves behind the divine and called this disease
sacred in order that their utter ignorance might not be mani-
fest’ (ch. 1, Littré vi. 354. 15ff., ch. 2, Jones) [T 3.1]. They
prescribed purifications and incantations along with abstin-
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ence from baths and certain dietary and other rules. The
patients were not to wear goat-skin or sleep on goat-skin blan-
kets, for instance. They deployed a battery of arguments and
pretexts, so that if the patient got better, their own reputation
for cleverness was enhanced, while if the patient died, they
could excuse themselves by explaining that the gods were to
blame. 

Some of the prescriptions the writer ascribes to the
‘purifiers’ correspond to rules of behaviour that other sources
associate with the Pythagoreans. Yet there is this difference,
that the Pythagoreans were laying down general norms, while
the purifiers were dealing, or trying to deal, with the problems
posed by particular diseases. The connection with Empedo-
cles (often described as a Pythagorean and indeed one who
shared their belief in the transmigration of souls) is, however,
closer—not that we should think of him as the direct target of
the Hippocratic work. Empedocles composed, as we saw, a
work called Purifications; he said that people came to him
seeking the ‘word of healing’ for every kind of disease, and in
Fr. 111 he claimed that his knowledge would enable people to
control the wind and rain and drought. On the Sacred Disease
specifies those who assert that they understand how to ‘bring
down the moon, to eclipse the sun, to make storm and sun-
shine, rain and drought, the sea impassable and the earth bar-
ren’—claims that the author duly dismisses as nonsense (ch.
1, Littré vi. 358. 19ff., ch. 4, Jones). But if the purifiers in On
the Sacred Disease certainly seem to make claims that tally
with those Empedocles puts into his poem, it is still not the
case that Empedocles himself should be seen as the target. At
least there is this difference between him and the purifiers,
that he expressed a supreme self-confidence that goes far
beyond even the most extravagant pretensions the purifiers
laid claim to. Rather the practitioners attacked in the
Hippocratic treatise resemble those whom we hear of from
Plato who went from door to door selling charms and incanta-
tions to whoever they could persuade to buy them (Republic
364bc [T 3.3], cf. Laws 909a–d).
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The criticisms the author makes are extraordinarily com-
prehensive. First he attacks his opponents’ inexperience and
their motives. They have no idea about the real causes of the
disease. They invent excuses to conceal their ignorance and
try to cover themselves whatever the outcome of their treat-
ment. As to their basic motivation, these are ‘men in need of a
livelihood’ (ch. 1, Littré vi. 360. 10, ch. 4, Jones) [T 3.1]: they
are in it for the money that they can extract from their gullible
clientele.

Secondly he shows that their treatments cannot be effective
by the repeated use of arguments that take the form of a
reductio ad absurdum (if A, then B: but not B: so not A). If
wearing goatskins and eating goat is unhealthy, then it would
follow that none of those who live in Libya could enjoy good
health since they do just that. But, he implies, they are healthy
enough: so the goat connection must be wrong. Actually, with
a good deal of exaggeration he says that the Libyans have no
clothing, no footwear, no blankets that are not made from
goatskin.

Thirdly he attacks the consistency of his opponents’ views.
They cannot have it that their account of the origins of the dis-
ease and how to cure it is correct and still maintain that the
gods are at work. ‘But if to eat or use these things engenders
and increases the disease, while to refrain works a cure, then
neither is the god to blame nor are the purifications beneficial:
it is the foods that cure and hurt, and the power of the god 
vanishes’ (ch. 1, Littré vi. 358. 1ff., ch. 2, Jones). Again, if the
stuff they ‘purify’ away is holy, they ought to preserve it and
not abandon it on the mountains (ch. 1, Littré vi. 362. 13ff.,
ch. 4, Jones).

Fourthly he goes into the attack on the religious front itself.
Those who attempt to cure these diseases cannot consider
them sacred or divine (ch. 1, Littré vi. 358. 5ff., ch. 3, Jones).
If their purifications and treatment can remove the disease,
then presumably the disease could equally well be brought
about by such means. In which case, the divine is not respon-
sible, but rather something all too human. Instead of being
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particularly holy, they are, in reality, quite impious, for they
claim to be able to control the gods and they are committed to
the idea that a man’s body is actually defiled by the god (ch. 1,
Littré vi. 362. 16ff., ch. 4, Jones), that is when the god causes
the disease. In the author’s view the human body is itself cor-
ruptible, but god perfectly holy. What is divine is able to puri-
fy us (the author uses the term kathairein here too) when we
enter the gods’ temples: so it is quite irreligious to accuse the
gods of causing defilement.

The cunning of his own position is that he does not argue
that the notion of the divine is totally irrelevant. His view is
not that no disease has anything to do with the divine, but
rather that all are equally divine—evidently because nature
itself is divine. At one stroke he is able to neutralize his oppo-
nents’ view that there is something special about the ‘sacred
disease’—and their attempts to assign different varieties of
the disease to different individual deities (ch. 1, Littré vi. 360.
13ff., ch. 4, Jones)—and at the same time to claim the high
spiritual ground for himself. They are wrong because they
introduce the notion of the intervention of personal gods in
individual complaints. He has a far superior notion of the
divine, manifest throughout nature, and itself the source of
purity. He accuses them of claiming to be particularly pious:
implicitly he does the same himself.

This battery of arguments is impressive, even though the
rhetorical elements are easy to see.We have noted the exagger-
ation in the idea that all Libyan clothes are made of goatskin.
But if he is merciless in his demolition of the purifiers’ prac-
tices, we must now ask how well he himself got on, in his diag-
noses, explanations, and treatments. I have already remarked
on the exactness of his description of the onset of epilepsy. But
as to its cause, he identifies that as the blocking of the veins in
the head, claiming that this happens because of phlegm and
particularly affects those of a phlegmatic disposition. This
incidentally provides him with a further argument against
invoking gods. His differential view that the sacred disease
attacks the phlegmatic rather than the bilious allows him to
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argue that if its origin were divine, all types would be affected
without distinction: ‘if it were more divine than others, this
disease ought to have attacked all equally, without making any
difference between bilious and phlegmatic’ (ch. 2, Littré vi.
366. 2ff., ch. 5, Jones).³

Yet first his own idea of the veins or blood-vessels in the
body is quite schematic. It is certainly not based on anatomi-
cal dissection, even though at one point (ch. 11, Littré vi. 382.
6ff., ch. 14, Jones) he suggests one might open the head of a
goat supposedly suffering from the disease and inspect its
brain to verify that the cause is not a god, but the fluid with
which the brain is swamped. Like almost all the other Hippo-
cratic writers his ideas about the insides of the human body
were derived from external observation and what could be
inferred from such practices as venesection.⁴

Secondly his claim that the sacred disease—like every other
kind—can be cured by adjustments to ‘regimen’ (diet and
exercise) at the end of the treatise (ch. 18, Littré vi. 394. 9ff.,
396. 5ff., ch. 21, Jones) [T 3.4] is just wishful thinking. The
purifiers, if they had had the chance (which they now do not),
might well have accused the Hippocratic writer of being in
practice just as much at a loss as he said they were, both in
terms of understanding the causes of epilepsy and in bringing
about any alleviation, let alone cure. And they might have
followed that up by pointing out that he was in medical prac-
tice for the money—in search of a livelihood—just as much as
they were.

From several points of view we might say that there was
little to choose between the Hippocratic author and the
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³ On the Sacred Disease ch. 15, Littré vi. 388. 12ff., ch. 18, Jones, further
uses phlegm/bile analysis as a way of differentiating between different types
of madness.

⁴ The one exception is the treatise On the Heart but as Lonie (1973)
showed, this is a product of the Hellenistic period. Aristotle was the first
systematically to dissect animals, but human dissection was not undertaken
until the work of Herophilus and Erasistratus (von Staden 1989). On the
early history of dissection and other sources of knowledge of the insides of
the body, see Lloyd 1991, ch. 8, 164ff.
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purifiers he lambasts. Yet there is one chief exception to this,
which takes us to the heart of the matter and is the key to the
confidence of his attack. The purifiers must be wrong, he
thinks, because all diseases have a nature and natural causes.
If that is the case, then it is superfluous to invoke the indi-
vidual interventions of gods or divinities of any kind in the
account of disease. All diseases may be divine, in the sense
explained, but that means none is especially so. There can be
no question of invoking Apollo or Artemis or Zeus to explain
why this person suffered from this or that disease, let alone
why a group of people did.

A short digression is in order to underline the significance
of this concept of nature. Nature, phusis, had been used only
once in Homer of the way the magical plant molu grows—
which Athena points out to Odysseus and he then uses as an
antidote to the charms of Circe (Od. 10. 302ff.). Not every-
thing happens because of the gods in Homer, for sure: there 
is a clear sense of certain regularities in the phenomena,
expressed especially in the similes that refer to animal behav-
iour or changes in the weather. However, Homer has no con-
cept that picks out the domain of nature as such. It was that
notion that constitutes the chief innovation in the kinds of
accounts of phenomena such as earthquakes, or thunder and
lightning, or eclipses, or the rainbow, that we find in the Pre-
socratic philosophers—however much they disagreed about
the actual—natural—causes at work.⁵ The thinkers, both
philosophers and medical writers, whom Aristotle came to
label the ‘naturalists’, phusikoi, used that concept to mark out
the domain in which they had particular expertise. Their
types of account were superior, in their view, to traditional
beliefs that had invoked Zeus as responsible for lightning,
Poseidon for earthquakes, and so on, precisely because what
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⁵ Presocratic philosophers further differed in their views on the gods 
and the divine. While in Plato, Laws 10, those who advocated naturalistic
explanations of the phenomena and in cosmology were accused of atheism,
more often the naturalists took the view that nature itself is divine.
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they, the naturalists, offered were entirely naturalistic explan-
ations of the phenomena. Personal gods were now superfluous
to requirements. Indeed it was impossible to invoke them
without introducing an element of arbitrariness and un-
predictability that conflicted with the basic claim that these
phenomena followed regular patterns and had determinate
causes. Even so, to repeat the point, their contemporaries
were quick to spot that there was no agreement among these
new Masters of Truth about the actual causes of phenomena
such as earthquakes.

There is an interesting divergence in the status of the two
concepts that On the Sacred Disease brings together, nature
(phusis) on the one hand, and aitia, aition, prophasis, the words
he uses for cause on the other. The purifiers too used the latter
vocabulary—on this author’s account at least—when they
attributed particular manifestations of the disease to particu-
lar deities. If the patient imitates a goat, or roars, or suffers
convulsions on the right side, then the Mother of the Gods 
is responsible (aitie) (ch. 1, Littré vi. 360. 13ff., Jones ch. 4) 
[T 3.1]. This and other cognate terms are often used in legal
contexts of the guilty party. Again, if the patient snorts, they
compare him to a horse (the sacred creature of Poseidon) and
say that Poseidon is responsible. So on the one hand the
purifiers use the terminology of cause in the sense of personal
responsibility: on the other side the Hippocratic author now
links his notion of cause to his—new—concept of nature.
Against talk of Poseidon, he offers, as we have seen, an
account in terms of the blocking of the veins in the brain by
phlegm.

The introduction of this concept of nature marks a decisive
turning point and not just in the understanding of diseases.
The naturalists would claim that even if they were not in a
position—yet—to give reliable explanations of many phe-
nomena, the type of explanation they aimed to give was on the
right lines. Naturalistic causation was all that was needed, and
the only kind of explanation that was possible. That was
indeed a powerful argument that weighed with many. Yet it
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involved taking a good deal on trust—that correct explana-
tions would one day be found, indeed that reliable cures
would one day be possible in medicine. But we can under-
stand that many who refused to accept the naturalists’ argu-
ment would have done so on the grounds that currently their
aetiologies were quite arbitrary. The gods’ protection, if only
it could be secured, at least gave psychological comfort in a
situation where the naturalists’ own attempts to produce
cures often failed.

The polemic in On the Sacred Disease is about who can
claim to know about the causes of that disease and to bring
about a cure. We see another aspect of the competition for
authority in the short treatise Peri Parthenion that is On the
Diseases of Young Girls [T 3.5]. This too refers to the sacred
disease, to apoplexy, and to terrors that afflict people to the
point where they go mad and think they see evil spirits (dai-
mones). Women are more affected than men (‘because the
female nature is less courageous and weaker’), especially
young women who are of marriageable age who do not have
intercourse. When they recover, the treatise goes on, they
dedicate expensive clothes and other objects to Artemis—on
the orders of priests or prophets (manties) who deceive them.
The author for his part has a different suggestion to make. 
His order (keleuo the same verb he had used of the priests’ rec-
ommendations) is, precisely, for the young girls to have inter-
course. If they conceive, they become healthy. Otherwise,
they do not.

Once again it is clear that the different advice that was
offered to these young girls reflects radically different models
of disease. The priests operated with traditional ideas of the
need to keep the gods on your side. The Hippocratic author
thinks that pregnancy will bring health. This is one of several
treatises that recommend intercourse as a treatment for
women’s complaints: as commentators have pointed out, this
corresponds to another set of traditional Greek beliefs, name-
ly the male-oriented view that the chief role of women was
simply to produce children (cf. Manuli 1980, Rousselle 1980,
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Dean-Jones 1994, King 1998). The male naturalistic authors
in the Hippocratic Corpus were keen to represent themselves
as authoritative on matters concerning the reproductive
capacity of females as on other issues. Yet we also register
their sense of bafflement. One treatise (On the Eighth Month
Child, CMG I 2 1, ch. 6, 92. 4ff.) [T 3.6] says that women
often miscalculate how long they have been pregnant and so
make mistakes about premature births. But it also recognizes
(ch. 7, 92. 15ff.) that women have a point when they claim to
know better than anyone else what goes on in their own bod-
ies. The author of a further treatise (On the Diseases of Women
I ch. 62, L VIII 126. 14ff.) [T 3.7] criticizes male colleagues
for assimilating women’s complaints to those of males, while
recognizing a general problem, namely that women are reluc-
tant to speak openly about their condition to males. But if the
interactions between male doctors and female patients were
certainly highly problematic, when it came to the rivalry
between male doctor and priest, the issue was clear-cut. This,
like the polemic in On the Sacred Disease, was a competition
between two radically opposed paradigms of treatment, the
religious and the naturalistic.

Yet it is far from being the case that all the writers in the
Hippocratic Corpus exclude the discourse of the divine in
what they recommend. The Oath [T 3.8] lays down certain
rules of behaviour for doctors, though (as noted) these are
breached elsewhere in the Corpus and it is unclear who
actually subscribed to the oath. But if you swore an oath in 
any context in Greece, the gods were invoked as sanctions,
and this is no exception. ‘I swear by Apollo Physician, by
Asclepius, by Health, by Panacea and by all the gods and 
goddesses, making them my witnesses, that I will carry out,
according to my ability and judgement, this oath and this
indenture.’ Many doctors—and not just those who worked in
the shrines and temples dedicated to healing gods or heroes—
were happy to have medicine under divine auspices. We
should remember that swearing to some version of what is
claimed to be the Hippocratic Oath has continued, in the
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medical profession, right down to modern times, in particular
to emphasize the ethical responsibilities of doctors towards
their patients.

The original Oath may carry no particular commitment to
the role of the gods other than as in some sense the protectors
of doctors and as testimony to the doctors’ own sense of their
responsibilities.⁶ But another short work that deals with
ethics and etiquette, the Law, uses the language of religious
initiation when talking about the induction of doctors into the
art (ch. 5) [T 3.9]. ‘Things that are holy are revealed only to
men who are holy. The profane may not learn them until they
have been initiated into the mysteries of the art.’ That author
complains that there are no penalties, other than that of a poor
reputation, levied against bad medical practice, but his model
for what he claims to be the ‘most noble of all arts’ is that of the
exclusive mystery cults.

Quite divergent views about the gods and the divine are,
then, expressed by different authors represented in the
Hippocratic Corpus. Attacks on the beliefs of the purifiers
occur in On the Sacred Disease, and priests are criticized in On
the Diseases of Young Girls. But no treatise targets the cult of
Asclepius or the practices of temple medicine directly, even if
by implication On the Sacred Disease undermines any invoca-
tion of individual gods as the causes of diseases or as capable
of bringing about their cures. One of the great centres of the
cult was at Cos, home to many of the most famous doctors,
including Hippocrates himself. But the Coans seem success-
fully to have have exploited having a favourable reputation
both for religious, and for naturalistic, healers. That city was
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⁶ Cf. von Staden 1996 who explores the resonances of the terms holy and
pure in the Oath. On the question of prayer, too, the treatise On Regimen
shows a certain ambivalence. In IV ch. 87, CMG I 2 4, 218 19ff., it first
criticizes those who rely on prayer alone, on the grounds that, while prayer
is good, men should also help themselves at the same time as they call upon
the gods. But in two subsequent chapters, 89, 224. 25ff. and 90, 228. 2ff., it
gives some specific instructions about which gods to pray to when the signs
in dreams are favourable or unfavourable (see below, pp. 80–1, [T 3.12]).
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often asked by other states to supply doctors to serve as
‘public physicians’ (Cohn-Haft 1956, Sherwin-White 1978).
It evidently helped young practitioners to have been associ-
ated with one or other teacher on Cos—not that we should
think of any Coan school of medicine as an official establish-
ment teaching a set medical curriculum. Those doctors we
know to have come from Cos or to have been trained there 
certainly adopted widely contrasting views both on pathology
and on therapeutics. They may have been the chief reason for
the fame of Cos in some quarters: but in the fourth century 
at least no lay institution that we can identify was as firmly
established as the shrine.

The origins of temple medicine go back to practices that
can be traced to local shrines of healing gods and heroes for
which we have evidence from many parts of Greece. They
were common in Attica, for example (Kutsch 1913), and we
know of an important shrine dedicated to Amphiaraus at
Oropus and others to Machaon and Podalirius. But during
the fifth century, as Edelstein and Edelstein especially 1945
showed (cf. Graf 1992), the cult of Asclepius acquired far
more than just local significance, for it came to vie with, even
in some quarters surpass, the importance of Apollo, the chief
Olympian associated with healing, who was, in any case, rep-
resented as Asclepius’ father. Asclepius had figured, as we
saw, as a healer in the Iliad, where his sons are both warriors
and doctors. But he was not deified until much later. Pindar
tells the story of Asclepius’ overstepping the mark by bring-
ing a dead person back to life (Pythian 3) [T 3.10]—for which
he was punished by Zeus with death. Yet that did not prevent
him from being invoked as the supreme healer. The transfor-
mation may be compared with that of Heracles, incinerated
on a pyre, but cast thereafter in the role of protector. Indeed
Heracles was another hero to whom shrines were dedicated to
which the faithful came to be healed.

Apart from the literary references that enable us to trace
how the legend of Asclepius grew, we have direct evidence of
the cult from the inscriptions that come from one or other of
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his shrines, especially but by no means solely the one at
Epidaurus. We must repeat that these inscriptions mostly
date from the fourth century onwards. Moreover their pur-
pose is clear: they were set up in prominent locations in the
sanctuaries to record the successes achieved, as an advertise-
ment, in other words, for the powers of Asclepius. In these
circumstances we can understand better why the success rate
claimed is 100 per cent in very marked contrast to the perfor-
mance that some of the Hippocratic authors recorded. Of the
individual case histories contained in the first and third books
of the Epidemics, indeed, some 60 per cent of the patients died.
We shall be returning to this later.

But in the shrines it is not just diseases that are cured.
People are described as being guided by the god to find 
lost treasure, even a lost child. The only occasions when
immediate success was not forthcoming are when the patient
expressed doubts about the god’s power, or—worse still—
refused the payment due. Hermon of Thasos is one such 
case (22 on Stele B) [T 3.11]. His blindness was cured by
Asclepius. But since afterwards he did not bring the
thank-offerings, the god made him blind again. But when he
came back and slept again in the temple, the god made him
well. Cephisias’ story contains another warning (36) [T 3.11].
He laughed at the cures of Asclepius, saying that if he says he
could cure lame people that is a lie, for if he could do so he
would surely have healed Hephaestus. The god punishes him
by bringing it about that he was struck by his horse and
became a cripple himself. But ‘later on, after he had entreated
him earnestly, the god made him well’.

We can gather a little from the inscriptions themselves, 
and more from the later accounts in Aelius Aristides (cf. 
Ch. 8), about what went on in these shrines. The sick came
and were encouraged to sleep in the sanctuary (this is the
theme of a hilarious comic scene in Aristophanes’ Plutus,
659–747, which focuses on stealing the food offerings placed
on the altar). The patient then had a dream which contained
the god’s instructions for treatment: or, better still, the
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patient woke already cured. As for the instructions, they no
doubt often needed the interpretations of the staff at the
shrine.

The inscriptions contain some frankly miraculous cures.
One such is the case of Aristagora of Troezen (23) [T 3.11].
She had a tapeworm in her belly and when she came and had
a dream in the temple at Troezen, the god happened to be
away at Epidaurus. His sons cut off her head but were unable
to put it back again. So they summoned Asclepius to come.
‘Meanwhile day breaks and the priest (hiareus) clearly sees her
head cut off from the body.’ But that did not stop Aristagora
from going to sleep again the following night, when this time
she had a vision. The god arrived back from Epidaurus and
fastened the head back on to her neck. Then he cut open her
belly, took the tapeworm out, and stitched her up again.

This episode shows the god exercising truly supernatural
powers. The operation he undertakes on Aristagora’s belly
has no parallel in our Hippocratic surgical treatises, even
though we know that attempts were made to excise kidney and
bladder stones, for otherwise there would have been no need
for the Oath to prohibit them. But elsewhere in the activities
described in the inscriptions, the god’s treatments are more
mundane and indeed follow the patterns found in the
Hippocratic Corpus, for example the use of herbal remedies.
The god makes considerable use of emetics, for instance, just
as ordinary doctors did.

Two points are striking about this shrine-based treatment.
First, the god often acts very much in the way that many of the
Hippocratic doctors would—only with this difference, that
the god is infallible. But secondly we can detect a certain 
tension between the recommendations in the inscriptions 
and what some of the Hippocratics would have prescribed.
We have seen how some of the Hippocratic writers attack the
whole idea of gods being involved in diseases and their cures.
But it may not be too fanciful to see the temple healers offering
oblique criticisms of standard Hippocratic treatments. In one
case, for instance, the inscription says that cauterization is to
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be avoided (48, Herzog 1931, p. 28, and cf. many cases of
human prescriptions being contradicted by the god which 
we shall come to in Chapter 8 when dealing with Aelius
Aristides).

There is more of an overlap between these divergent med-
ical traditions than the rivalry between them might lead us to
expect. This relates both to the image of the doctor’s role and
how the doctor behaves, and to the vocabulary used to
describe medical procedures. Three examples are particu-
larly noteworthy.

First we have seen that dreams were a key part of the prac-
tice of temple medicine: they were the way the god conveyed
his advice about cure. Yet dreams were also accepted as diag-
nostic tools in many Hippocratic texts. Indeed the fourth
book of On Regimen is devoted to the interpretation of the
dreams of patients—only these are now understood in purely
physical terms. To dream of ‘springs and cisterns’, for
instance (ch. 90, CMG I 2 4, 226. 17ff.) [T 3.12] indicates
‘some trouble of the bladder; it should be thoroughly purged
by diuretics. A troubled sea indicates disease of the belly; it
should be thoroughly purged by light, soft aperients’.

Secondly, there is common ground in the terminology used
to describe what the doctor should aim to achieve. We saw
that in On the Sacred Disease the purifiers who are attacked
there claimed to bring about their kind of katharsis, in their
case a ritual cleansing. But the Hippocratic naturalists also
worked to bring about katharsis, though in their instance this
was a matter of physical purgation, getting rid of pathogens in
the body through the excreta. A woman’s monthly periods
were a natural katharsis, but if they were interrupted or
irregular, they had to be stimulated by medical intervention.
If the katharsis did not happen as it should, drugs needed to 
be used to bring it about.

My third example is that of prognosis. Much Greek medi-
cine, of all types, was preoccupied with forecasting the likely
outcome of a complaint. More attention was paid to prognosis
than to diagnosis as such. It is possible that the detailed case
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histories in the Epidemics were recorded in part to enable doc-
tors to anticipate the courses of the diseases they were likely to
encounter. Certainly studying those cases would provide
them with useful information about the correlations between
signs and outcomes, especially about the all-important issue
of whether the patient was going to survive or die. The
Hippocratic treatise Prognosis reveals the author’s awareness
of the psychological, as well as the purely medical, functions
of prognosis. ‘I hold that it is an excellent thing for a physician
to practise forecasting’, the work begins (ch. 1, L II 110. 1ff.)
[T 3.13]. ‘For if he discover and declare unaided by the side of
his patients the present, the past and the future, and fill in the
gaps in the account given by the sick, he will be the more
believed to understand the cases, so that men will confidently
entrust themselves to him for treatment.’ That sets out the
authority-enhancing role of prognosis. But there is also a
defensive one. ‘For the longer time you plan to meet each
emergency the greater your power to save those who have a
chance of recovery, while you will be blameless if you learn
and declare beforehand those who will die and those who will
get better’ (112. 6ff.).

We can see that this writer is very realistic about the need to
handle the doctor–patient relationship with tact. But the extra
factor that we should not miss is how, when the doctor is
encouraged to pronounce on past, present, and future, his role
immediately conjures up analogies with that of the prophet
Calchas in the Iliad or that of the Muses in Hesiod’s
Theogony. Foreknowledge is a key element in the claim of a
Master of Truth: but now the naturalistic doctors hope to get
this, not by divine inspiration, but by staring at the patient’s
face (Prognosis ch. 2) or investigating what can be learned
from his or her urine.

We began this chapter by pointing to the apparent puzzle of
the concomitant development both of naturalistic medicine
and of the cult of Asclepius—both of secularization and of
sacralization. Our study has revealed just how complex the
interrelations between the several traditions of Greek medi-
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cine were. First some of the procedures used span both
Hippocratic naturalism and temple medicine. Dreams are
diagnostic tools in both, prognosis is practised in both: the
god prescribes foods and drugs and practises surgical inter-
ventions (in dreams) just as ordinary doctors did. But 
secondly there are covert or overt criticisms from within one
tradition of other rival ones. The god warns against cautery.
On the Sacred Disease attacks any idea of personal divine
intervention in the causes or cures of diseases. Yet thirdly the
vocabulary used to describe medical practice shows many
common features. In particular katharsis does double service
in Hippocratic naturalism and healing that invoked the
divine. It is as if both those traditions expected patients to
respond positively to the idea that what they needed was a
‘cleansing’. Yet the kind of cleansing they received proved to
be very different in the two cases, for the Hippocratics used
laxatives and emetics, not charms, spells, and incantations. If
the common vocabulary suggests certain assumptions widely
shared by healers and patients, the divergent meanings and
uses of the terms in question point to the struggle to appro-
priate the concepts in question and give them the interpreta-
tion favoured by one tradition against its rivals.

None of these healers, we should emphasize again in con-
clusion, could do much to cure complaints such as epilepsy or
many other of the acute diseases for which we have graphic
descriptions in the Hippocratic case histories and elsewhere.
Indeed several Hippocratic writers record their failures, reg-
ister their own helplessness, and even say that their own treat-
ments were at fault.⁷ Part of the reassurance that naturalistic
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⁷ In a remarkable sequence of chapters (63–7) On Joints especially
repeatedly warns that the attempt to reduce intractable lesions does more
harm than good (L IV 268. 12ff., 274. 8ff., 20ff., 276. 12ff., 278. 5ff.).
Epidemics 3 case 9 of the first series (L III 58. 7ff.) and case 5 of the second
(118. 8) record that treatment was ineffectual. On Joints ch. 47 (L IV 210.
9ff.) goes into the author’s failure to reduce humpback in some detail, so
that others can learn from his mistakes, and perhaps most strikingly in
Epidemics 5 we have a series of instances where the doctor in charge iden-
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doctors offered their patients—if indeed it can be considered
reassuring—was the image they presented of themselves as
entirely honest. They were not in business, as the temple
healers were, to make extravagant claims for their own suc-
cesses.

Religious healing, for its part, offered solace of a different
kind. If you pray to the god, he will help. What you dream
indicates that you are in touch with the god and you should
put your trust in him—and his mortal representatives.
Naturalistic medicine, for those who believed in it, insisted
that you look elsewhere. At least those who accepted the argu-
ments of On the Sacred Disease were relieved of the anxiety
that went with the idea that diseases are a punishment for
sin—your own or that of your ancestors. Maybe naturalistic
medicine was ineffective in many cases. But it had some suc-
cess in such areas as the setting of fractures and dislocations,
and the advice to let nature effect a cure was often sensible. In
other more difficult cases, even if the actual treatments used
did not get results, believers could reassure themselves that
the attempted explanations of diseases and the kinds of 
remedies applied were along the right lines.

As for religious healing, who could tell whether or not
prayers were answered? If cures occurred, did that suggest
they were? If not, could it not be claimed that other factors
were in play, that meant that the gods were still displeased?
We know from the evidence not just of the Hippocratic
authors, but also of Thucydides (whom we shall be consider-
ing in Chapter 5), that faced with the plague that struck
Athens at the start of the Peloponnesian War in 429 ,
patients and their relatives and friends despaired. Ordinary
doctors were quite unable to help: those who went to the
temples were no better off.

The equal and concomitant development of two quite dis-
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tifies errors in the treatments administered, including those for which he
was personally responsible himself (chs. 27–30, L V 226. 10ff., 20ff., 228.
5ff., 10ff.). These texts are discussed in detail in Lloyd 1987, 124–35.
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tinct, but overlapping, medical traditions, is thus, in one
respect at least, more readily understandable. In the bid to
secure the support of their patients, who would have good
cause to be doubtful, if not suspicious, of both, the propo-
nents of each tradition relied on the plausibility of their
approach to the whole question of the nature of health and

60 Chapter 3 Texts

CHAPTER 3  TEXTS

3.1 On the Sacred Disease chs. 1–6 (Jones), 1–3 (Littré)

 Per≥ t[ß Èer[ß no»sou kaleomvnhß —d’ πcei. oÛdvn t≤ moi doke∏ 

t0n £llwn qeiotvrh e”nai no»swn oÛd† Èerwtvrh, åll¤ f»sin m†n πcei ka≥

prÎfasin, oÈ d’ £nqrwpoi ƒnÎmisan qe∏În ti pr[gma e”nai ËpÏ åpeir≤hß ka≥

qaumasiÎthtoß, Òti oÛd†n πoiken ‰tvroisi: ka≥ kat¤ m†n t¶n åpor≤hn

aÛto∏si toı m¶ gin*skein tÏ qe∏on dias=zetai, kat¤ d† t¶n eÛpor≤hn toı

trÎpou t[ß j&sioß · j0ntai, åpÎllutai, Òti kaqarmo∏s≤ te j0ntai ka≥

ƒpaoid∫sin. ej d† di¤ tÏ qaum3sion qe∏on nomie∏tai, poll¤ t¤ Èer¤ nos&mata

πstai ka≥ oÛc≥ 1n, „ß ƒg° åpode≤xw 1tera oÛd†n ¬sson ƒÎnta qaum3sia

oÛd† terat*dea, 4 oÛde≥ß nom≤zei Èer¤ e”nai. toıto m†n oÈ pureto≥ oÈ

åmfhmerino≥ ka≥ oÈ trita∏oi ka≥ oÈ tetarta∏oi oÛd†n ¬ssÎn moi dokvousin

Èero≥ e”nai ka≥ ËpÏ qeoı g≤nesqai ta»thß t[ß no»sou, —n oÛ qaumas≤wß

πcousin: toıto d† Ør0 mainomvnouß ånqr*pouß ka≥ parafronvontaß åpÏ

oÛdemi[ß prof3sioß ƒmfanvoß, ka≥ poll3 te ka≥ £kaira poivontaß, πn te

t‘ \pn8 o”da polloŸß ojm*zontaß ka≥ bo0ntaß, toŸß d† pnigomvnouß,

toŸß d† ka≥ ånaºssont3ß te ka≥ fe»gontaß πxw ka≥ parafronvontaß mvcri

ƒpvgrwntai, πpeita d† Ëgivaß ƒÎntaß ka≥ fronvontaß ¿sper ka≥ prÎteron,

ƒÎntaß t’ aÛtoŸß ∑cro»ß te ka≥ åsqenvaß, ka≥ taıta oÛc ‹pax, åll¤

poll3kiß. £lla te poll3 ƒsti ka≥ pantodap¤ —n per≥ ‰k3stou lvgein

polŸß #n e÷h lÎgoß.

 ∞Emo≥ d† dokvousin oÈ pr0toi toıto tÏ nÎshma Èer*santeß toioıtoi

e”nai £nqrwpoi oÍoi ka≥ nın ejsi m3goi te ka≥ kaq3rtai ka≥ åg»rtai ka≥

ålazÎneß, o˜toi d† ka≥ prospoivontai sfÎdra qeosebveß e”nai ka≥ plvon ti

ejdvnai. o˜toi to≤nun parampecÎmenoi ka≥ proballÎmenoi tÏ qe∏on t[ß

åmhcan≤hß toı m¶ πcein Ò ti prosenvgkanteß ∑fel&sousi, ka≥ „ß m¶

kat3dhloi πwsin oÛden ƒpist3menoi, ÈerÏn ƒnÎmisan toıto tÏ p3qoß 

e”nai: ka≥ lÎgouß ƒpilvxanteß ƒpithde≤ouß t¶n ÷hsin katest&santo ƒß tÏ

åsfal†ß sf≤sin aÛto∏si, kaqarmoŸß prosfvronteß ka≥ ƒpaoid3ß, loutr0n
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disease, rather than on any obviously verifiable record of suc-
cess in producing cures. But when the issue was about such
approaches, the attractiveness or the lack of it of those rival
traditions, to different constituents of the general public they
served, were more evenly balanced than we moderns might
initially suspect.

Chapter 3 Texts 61

CHAPTER 3  TEXTS

3.1 On the Sacred Disease chs. 1–6 (Jones), 1–3 (Littré)
 I am about to discuss the disease called ‘sacred’. It is not, in my
opinion, any more divine than other diseases, but has a nature and 
a cause. But humans have considered it a divine thing through their
inexperience and their wonder at its peculiar character. Now while
men continue to believe in its divine origin because they are at a 
loss to understand it, they really disprove its divinity by the facile
method of healing which they adopt, consisting as it does of purifi-
cations and incantations. But if it is to be considered divine just
because it is wonderful, there will be not one sacred disease but
many, for I will show that other diseases are no less wonderful and
portentous, and yet nobody considers them sacred. For instance,
quotidian fevers, tertians and quartans seem to me to be no less
sacred and god-sent than this disease, but nobody wonders at them.
Then again one can see men who are mad and delirious from 
no obvious cause, and committing many strange acts; while in 
their sleep, to my knowledge, many groan and shriek, others choke,
others dart up and rush out of doors, being delirious until they wake,
when they become as healthy and rational as they were before,
though pale and weak; and this happens not once but many times.
Many other instances, of various kinds, could be given, but time
does not permit us to speak of each separately.

 My own view is that those who first attributed a sacred
character to this malady were like the mages, purifiers, charlatans
and quacks of our own day, men who claim great piety and superior
knowledge. Being at a loss, and having no treatment which would
help, they concealed and sheltered themselves behind the divine,
and called this illness sacred, in order that their utter ignorance
might not be manifest. They added a plausible story, and estab-
lished a method of treatment that secured their own position. They
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te åpvcesqai kele»onteß ka≥ ƒdesm3twn poll0n ka≥ ånepithde≤wn

ånqr*poisi nosvousin ƒsq≤ein: qalass≤wn m†n tr≤glhß, melano»rou,

kestrvoß, ƒgcvluoß (o˜toi g¤r ƒpikhrÎtato≤ ejsin), kre0n d† ajge≤wn ka≥

ƒl3fwn ka≥ coir≤wn ka≥ kunÏß (taıta g¤r kre0n taraktik*tat3 ƒsti t[ß

koil≤hß), ørn≤qwn d† ålektruÎnoß ka≥ trugÎnoß ka≥ øt≤doß, πti d† Òsa

nom≤zetai jscurÎtata e”nai, lac3nwn d† m≤nqhß, skorÎdou ka≥ kromm»wn

(drimŸ g¤r åsqenvonti oÛd†n sumfvrei), Èm3tion d† mvlan m¶ πcein

(qanat0deß g¤r tÏ mvlan), mhd† ƒn ajge≤8 katake∏sqai dvrmati mhd†

fore∏n, mhd† pÎda ƒp≥ pod≥ πcein, mhd† ce∏ra ƒp≥ ceir≥ (p3nta g¤r taıta

kwl»mata e”nai). taıta d† toı qe≤ou eJneka prostiqvasin, „ß plvon ti

ejdÎteß, ka≥ £llaß prof3siaß lvgonteß, Òpwß, ej m†n Ëgi¶ß gvnoito, aÛt0n

Ó dÎxa e÷h ka≥ Ó dexiÎthß, ej d† åpoq3noi, ƒn åsfale∏ kaqista∏nto aÛt0n

aÈ åpolog≤ai ka≥ πcoien prÎfasin „ß oÛd†n a÷tio≤ ejsin, åll’ oÈ qeo≤: oÇte

g¤r fage∏n oÇte pie∏n πdosan f3rmakon oÛdvn, oÇte loutro∏si kaq&yhsan,

¿ste doke∏n a÷tioi e”nai. ƒg° d† dok0 Lib»wn #n t0n t¶n mesÎgeion

ojkeÎntwn oÛdvn’ #n Ëgia≤nein, Òti ƒp’ ajge≤oisi dvrmasi katakvontai ka≥

krvasin ajge≤oisi crvontai, ƒpe≥ oÛk πcousin oÇte str0ma oÇte Èm3tion

oÇte ËpÎdhma Ò ti m¶ a÷geiÎn ƒstin: oÛ g3r ƒstin aÛto∏ß £llo prob3tion

oÛd†n ∂ a”geß ka≥ bÎeß. ej d† taıta ƒsqiÎmena ka≥ prosferÎmena t¶n

noıson t≤ktei te ka≥ aÇxei ka≥ m¶ ƒsqiÎmena j[tai, oÛkvti Ø qeÏß a÷tioß

ƒstin, oÛd† oÈ kaqarmo≥ ∑felvousin, åll¤ t¤ ƒdvsmata t¤ j*men3 ƒsti ka≥

t¤ bl3ptonta, toı d† qeoı åfan≤zetai Ó d»namiß.

 O\twß oˆn πmoige dokvousin oJtineß t‘ trÎp8 to»t8 ƒgceirvousin

j[sqai taıta t¤ nos&mata oÇte Èer¤ nom≤zein e”nai oÇte qe∏a: Òpou g¤r ËpÏ

kaqarm0n toio»twn met3stata g≤netai ka≥ ËpÏ qerape≤hß toi[sde, t≤

kwl»ei ka≥ Ëf’ ‰tvrwn tecnhm3twn Ømo≤wn to»toisin ƒpig≤nesqa≤ te to∏sin

ånqr*poisi ka≥ prosp≤ptein; ¿ste tÏ qe∏on mhkvti a÷tion e”nai, åll3 ti

ånqr*pinon. Òstiß g¤r oÍÎß te perikaqa≤rwn ƒst≥ ka≥ mage»wn åp3gein

toioıton p3qoß, o˜toß k#n ƒp3goi 1tera tecnhs3menoß, ka≥ ƒn to»t8 

t‘ lÎg8 tÏ qe∏on åpÎllutai. toiaıta lvgonteß ka≥ mhcan*menoi pros-

poivontai plvon ti ejdvnai, ka≥ ånqr*pouß ƒxapat0si prostiqvmenoi

aÛto∏ß Ågne≤aß te ka≥ kaq3rsiaß, Ò te polŸß aÛto∏ß toı lÎgou ƒß tÏ qe∏on

åf&kei ka≥ tÏ daimÎnion. ka≤toi πmoige oÛ per≥ eÛsebe≤hß toŸß lÎgouß

dokvousi poie∏sqai, „ß o÷ontai, åll¤ per≥ åsebe≤hß m$llon, ka≥ „ß oÈ qeo≥

oÛk ejs≤, tÏ d† eÛseb†ß aÛt0n ka≥ tÏ qe∏on åsebvß ƒsti ka≥ ånÎsion, „ß ƒg°

did3xw.

 Ej g¤r sel&nhn kaqaire∏n ka≥ ~lion åfan≤zein ka≥ ceim0n3 te ka≥
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used purifications and incantations; they forbade the use of baths,
and of many foods that are unsuitable for sick folk—of sea fishes: red
mullet, blacktail, hammer and the eel (these are the most harmful
sorts); the flesh of goats, deer, pigs and dogs (meats that disturb
most the digestive organs); the cock, pigeon and bustard, with all
birds that are considered substantial foods; mint, leek and onion
among the vegetables, as their pungent character is not at all suited
to sick folk; the wearing of black (black is the sign of death); not to lie
on or wear goat-skin, not to put foot on foot or hand on hand (all
which conduct is inhibitive). These observances they impose
because of the divine origin of the disease, claiming superior know-
ledge and alleging other causes, so that, should the patient recover,
the reputation for cleverness may be theirs; but should he die, they
may have a sure fund of excuses, with the defence that they are not
at all to blame, but the gods. Having given nothing to eat or drink,
and not having steeped their patients in baths, no blame can be laid,
they say, upon them. So I suppose that no Libyan dwelling in the
interior can enjoy good health, since they lie on goat-skins and eat
goats’ flesh, possessing neither coverlet nor cloak nor footgear that
is not from the goat; in fact they possess no cattle save goats and
oxen. But if to eat or use these things engenders and increases the
disease, while to refrain works a cure, then neither is the god to
blame nor are the purifications beneficial; it is the foods that cure or
hurt, and the power of the god disappears.

 Accordingly I hold that those who attempt in this manner to
cure these diseases cannot consider them either sacred or divine; for
when they are removed by such purifications and by such treatment
as this, there is nothing to prevent the production of attacks in men
by devices that are similar. If so, something human is to blame, and
not the divine. He who by purifications and magic can take away
such an affection can also by similar means bring it on, so that by this
argument the action of the divine is disproved. But these sayings
and devices they claim superior knowledge, and deceive men by
prescribing for them cleansings and purifications, most of their talk
turning on the intervention of gods and spirits. Yet in my opinion
their discussions show not piety, as they think, but impiety rather,
implying that the gods do not exist, and what they call piety and the
divine is, as I shall prove, impious and unholy.

 For if they profess to know how to bring down the moon, to
eclipse the sun, to make storm and sunshine, rain and drought, the
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eÛd≤hn poie∏n ka≥  Ômbrouß ka≥ aÛcmoŸß ka≥ q3lassan £poron ka≥ g[n

£foron ka≥ t£lla t¤ toioutÎtropa p3nta Ëpodvcontai ƒp≤stasqai, e÷te

ka≥ ƒk teletvwn e÷te ka≥ ƒx £llhß tinÏß gn*mhß ka≥ melvthß fas≥ taıta

oÍÎn t’ e”nai genvsqai oÈ taıt’ ƒpithde»onteß, dussebe∏n πmoige dokvousi

ka≥ qeoŸß oÇte e”nai nom≤zein oÇte jsc»ein oÛd†n oÇte e÷rgesqai #n oÛdenÏß

t0n ƒsc3twn. 4 poivonteß p0ß oÛ deino≥ aÛto∏ß ejs≤n; ej g¤r £nqrwpoß

mage»wn ka≥ q»wn sel&nhn kaqair&sei ka≥ ~lion åfanie∏ ka≥ ceim0na ka≥

eÛd≤hn poi&sei, oÛk #n πgwgv ti qe∏on nom≤saimi to»twn e”nai oÛdvn, åll’

ånqr*pinon, ej d¶ toı qe≤ou Ó d»namiß ËpÏ ånqr*pou gn*mhß krate∏tai

ka≥ dedo»lwtai. ÷swß d† oÛc o\twß πcei taıta, åll’ £nqrwpoi b≤ou

deÎmenoi poll¤ ka≥ panto∏a tecn0ntai ka≥ poik≤llousin πß te t£lla p3nta

ka≥ ƒß t¶n noıson ta»thn, ‰k3st8 e÷dei toı p3qeoß qe‘ t¶n ajt≤hn pros-

tiqvnteß. ka≥ ∂n m†n g¤r a”ga mim0ntai, ka≥ ∂n br»cwntai, ∂ t¤ dexi¤

sp0ntai, mhtvra qe0n fas≥n ajt≤hn e”nai. ∂n d† øx»teron ka≥ eÛton*teron

fqvgghtai, Jpp8 ejk3zousi, ka≥ fas≥ Poseid0na a÷tion e”nai. ∂n d† ka≥

t[ß kÎprou ti par∫, Òsa poll3kiß g≤netai ËpÏ t[ß no»sou biazomvnoisin,

∞Enod≤7 prÎskeitai Ó ƒpwnum≤h: ∂n d† puknÎteron ka≥ leptÎteron, oÍon

Ôrniqeß, !pÎllwn nÎmioß. ∂n d† åfrÏn ƒk toı stÎmatoß åf≤7 ka≥ to∏si pos≥

lakt≤z7, ⁄rhß t¶n ajt≤hn πcei. oÍsi d† nuktÏß de≤mata par≤statai ka≥

fÎboi ka≥ par3noiai ka≥ ånaphd&sieß ƒk t[ß kl≤nhß ka≥ fe»xieß πxw,

<Ek3thß fas≥n e”nai ƒpibol¤ß ka≥ Ór*wn ƒfÎdouß. kaqarmo∏s≤ te crvontai

ka≥ ƒpaoid∫si, ka≥ ånosi*tatÎn te ka≥ åqe*taton pr[gma poivousin, 

„ß πmoige doke∏: kaqa≤rousi g¤r toŸß ƒcomvnouß t∫ no»s8 aJmat≤ te 

ka≥ £lloisi toio»toiß ¿sper m≤asm3 ti πcontaß, ∂ ål3storaß, ∂ 

pefarmakeumvnouß ËpÏ ånqr*pwn, ∂ ti πrgon ånÎsion ejrgasmvnouß, 

oÙß ƒcr[n tånant≤a to»twn poie∏n, q»ein te ka≥ eÇcesqai ka≥ ƒß t¤ 

Èer¤ fvrontaß Èkete»ein toŸß qeo»ß: nın d† to»twn m†n poivousin oÛdvn,

kaqa≤rousi dv. ka≥ t¤ m†n t0n kaqarm0n g∫ kr»ptousi, t¤ d† ƒß q3lassan

ƒmb3llousi, t¤ d† ƒß t¤ Ôrea åpofvrousin, Òph mhde≥ß ‹yetai mhd†

ƒmb&setai: t¤ d’ ƒcr[n ƒß t¤ Èer¤ fvrontaß t‘ qe‘ åpodoınai, ej d¶ Ø qeÎß

ƒstin a÷tioß: oÛ mvntoi πgwge åxi0 ËpÏ qeoı ånqr*pou s0ma mia≤nesqai,

tÏ ƒpikhrÎtaton ËpÏ toı Ågnot3tou: åll¤ ka≥ ∂n tugc3n7 ËpÏ ‰tvrou

memiasmvnon ‡ ti peponqÎß, ËpÏ toı qeoı kaqa≤resqai #n aÛtÏ ka≥

Ågn≤zesqai m$llon ∂ mia≤nesqai. t¤ goın mvgista t0n Åmarthm3twn ka≥

ånosi*tata tÏ qe∏În ƒsti tÏ kaqa∏ron ka≥ Ågn≤zon ka≥ Â»mma ginÎmenon

Óm∏n, aÛto≤ te Òrouß to∏si qeo∏si t0n Èer0n ka≥ t0n temenvwn åpo-

de≤knumen, „ß #n mhde≥ß Ëperba≤n7 ∂n m¶ Ågne»7, ƒsiÎnteß te Óme∏ß 
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sea impassable and the earth barren, and all such wonders, whether
it be by rites or by some cunning or practice that they can, according
to the adepts, be effected, in any case I am sure that they are 
impious, and cannot believe that the gods exist or have any strength,
and that they would not refrain from the most extreme actions.
Wherein surely they are terrible in the eyes of the gods. For if a man
by magic and sacrifice will bring the moon down, eclipse the sun,
and cause storm and sunshine, I shall not believe that any of these
things is divine, but human, seeing that the power of the divine is
overcome and enslaved by the cunning of man. But perhaps what
they profess is not true, the fact being that men, in need of a liveli-
hood, contrive and devise many fictions of all sorts, about this dis-
ease among other things, putting the blame, for each form of the
affection, upon a particular god. If the patient imitate a goat, if he
roar, or suffer convulsions in the right side, they say that the Mother
of the Gods is to blame. If he utter a piercing and loud cry, they liken
him to a horse and blame Poseidon. Should he pass excrement, as
often happens under the stress of the disease, the surname Enodia is
applied. If it be more frequent or thinner, like that of birds, it is
Apollo Nomius. If he foam at the mouth and kick, Ares has the
blame. When at night occur fears and terrors, delirium, jumpings
from the bed and rushings out of doors, they say that Hecate is
attacking or that heroes are assaulting. In making use, too, of purifi-
cations and incantations they do what I think is a very unholy and
irreligious thing. For the sufferers from the disease they purify with
blood and such like, as though they were polluted, blood-guilty,
bewitched by men, or had committed some unholy act. All such
they ought to have treated in the opposite way; they should have
brought them to the sanctuaries, with sacrifices and prayers, in sup-
plication to the gods. As it is, however, they do nothing of the kind,
but merely purify them. Of the purifying objects some they hide in
the earth, others they throw into the sea, others they carry away to
the mountains, where nobody can touch them or tread on them. Yet,
if a god is indeed the cause, they ought to have taken them to the
sanctuaries and offered them to him. However, I hold that a man’s
body is not defiled by a god, the one being utterly corruptible, the
other perfectly holy. No, even should it have been defiled or in any
way injured through some different agency, a god is more likely to
purify and sanctify it than he is to cause defilement. At least it is the
divine that purifies, sanctifies and cleanses us from the greatest and
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perirrainÎmeqa oÛc „ß miainÎmenoi, åll’ e÷ ti ka≥ prÎteron πcomen m»soß,

toıto åfagnio»menoi. ka≥ per≥ m†n t0n kaqarm0n o\tw moi doke∏ πcein.

 TÏ d† nÎshma toıto oÛdvn t≤ moi doke∏ qeiÎteron e”nai t0n loip0n,

åll¤ f»sin πcei ©n ka≥ t¤ £lla nos&mata, ka≥ prÎfasin Òqen 1kasta

g≤netai: ka≥ jhtÏn e”nai, ka≥ oÛd†n ¬sson ‰tvrwn, Ò ti £n m¶ ‡dh ËpÏ crÎnou

polloı katabebiasmvnon {, ¿ste ‡dh jscurÎteron e”nai t0n farm3kwn

t0n prosferomvnwn. £rcetai d† ¿sper ka≥ t£lla nos&mata kat¤ gvnoß:

ej g¤r ƒk flegmat*deoß flegmat*dhß, ka≥ ƒk col*deoß col*dhß g≤netai,

ka≥ ƒk fqin*deoß fqin*dhß, ka≥ ƒk splhn*deoß splhn*dhß, t≤ kwl»ei Òt8

pat¶r ∂ m&thr e÷ceto nos&mati, to»t8 ka≥ t0n ƒkgÎnwn πcesqa≤ tina; „ß

Ø gÎnoß πrcetai p3ntoqen toı s*matoß, åpÎ te t0n Ëgihr0n ËgihrÎß, ka≥

åpÏ t0n noser0n noserÎß. 1teron d† mvga tekm&rion Òti oÛd†n qeiÎterÎn

ƒsti t0n loip0n noshm3twn: to∏si g¤r flegmat*desi f»sei g≤netai: to∏si

d† col*desin oÛ prosp≤ptei: ka≤toi ej qeiÎterÎn ƒsti t0n £llwn, to∏sin

‹pasin Ømo≤wß πdei g≤nesqai t¶n noıson ta»thn, ka≥ m¶ diakr≤nein m&te

col*dea m&te flegmat*dea.

 !ll¤ g¤r a÷tioß Ø ƒgkvfaloß to»tou toı p3qeoß, ¿sper ka≥ t0n

£llwn noshm3twn t0n meg≤stwn:

3.2 On the Sacred Disease ch. 10 (Jones), ch. 7 (Littré)

 /Hn d† to»twn m†n t0n Ød0n åpokleisq∫, ƒß d† t¤ß flvbaß, 4ß

proe≤rhka, tÏn kat3rroon poi&shtai, £fwnoß g≤netai ka≥ pn≤getai, ka≥

åfrÏß ƒk toı stÎmatoß ƒkre∏, ka≥ oÈ ødÎnteß sunhre≤kasi, ka≥ aÈ ce∏reß

susp0ntai, ka≥ t¤ Ômmata diastrvfontai, ka≥ oÛd†n fronvousin, ƒn≤oisi

d† ka≥ Ëpocwre∏ Ó kÎproß k3tw. Òpwß d† to»twn 1kaston p3scei ƒg°

fr3sw: £fwnoß mvn ƒstin Òtan ƒxa≤fnhß tÏ flvgma ƒpikatelqÏn ƒß t¤ß

flvbaß åpokle≤s7 tÏn ]vra ka≥ m¶ paradvchtai m&te ƒß tÏn ƒgkvfalon

m&te ƒß t¤ß flvbaß t¤ß ko≤laß m&te ƒß t¤ß koil≤aß, åll’ ƒpil3b7 t¶n

ånapno&n: Òtan g¤r l3b7 £nqrwpoß kat¤ tÏ stÎma ka≥ toŸß mukt[raß tÏ

pneıma, pr0ton m†n ƒß tÏn ƒgkvfalon πrcetai, πpeita d† ƒß t¶n koil≤hn tÏ

ple∏ston mvroß, tÏ d† ƒp≥ tÏn ple»mona, tÏ d† ƒp≥ t¤ß flvbaß. ƒk to»twn

d† sk≤dnatai ƒß t¤ loip¤ mvrea kat¤ t¤ß flvbaß: ka≥ Òson m†n ƒß t¶n

koil≤hn πrcetai, toıto m†n t¶n koil≤hn diay»cei, ka≥ £llo oÛd†n sum-
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most impious of our sins; and we ourselves fix boundaries to the
sanctuaries and precincts of the gods, so that nobody may cross them
unless he be pure; and when we enter we sprinkle ourselves, not as
defiling ourselves thereby, but to wash away any pollution we may
already have contracted. Such is my opinion about purifications.

 But this disease is in my opinion no more divine than any 
other; it has the same nature as other diseases, and the cause that
gives rise to individual diseases. It is also curable, no less than other
illnesses, unless by long lapse of time it be so ingrained as to be more
powerful than the remedies that are applied. Its origin, like that of
other diseases, lies in heredity. For if a phlegmatic parent has a
phlegmatic child, a bilious parent a bilious child, a consumptive
parent a consumptive child, and a splenetic parent a splenetic child,
there is nothing to prevent some of the children suffering from this
disease when one or the other of the parents suffered from it; for the
seed comes from every part of the body, healthy seed from the
healthy parts, diseased seed from the diseased parts. Another strong
proof that this disease is no more divine than any other is that it
affects the naturally phlegmatic, but does not attack the bilious. Yet,
if it were more divine than others, this disease ought to have
attacked all equally, without making any difference between bilious
and phlegmatic.

 The fact is that the cause of this affection, as of the more seri-
ous diseases generally, is the brain. 

3.2 On the Sacred Disease ch. 10 (Jones), ch. 7 (Littré)
 If the phlegm be cut off from these passages but makes its

descent into the veins I have mentioned above, the patient becomes
speechless and chokes; froth flows from the mouth; he gnashes his
teeth and twists his hands; the eyes roll and intelligence fails, and 
in some cases excrement is discharged. I will now explain how 
each symptom occurs. The sufferer is speechless when suddenly the
phlegm descends into the veins and intercepts the air, not admitting
it either into the brain, or into the hollow veins, or into the cavities,
thus checking respiration. For when a man takes in breath by the
mouth or nostrils, it first goes to the brain, then most of it goes to the
belly, though some goes to the lungs and some to the veins. From
these parts it disperses, by way of the veins, into the others. The
portion that goes into the belly cools it, but has no further use; but
the air that goes into the lungs and the veins is of use when it enters
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b3lletai: Ø d’ ƒß tÏn ple»mon3 te ka≥ t¤ß flvbaß å¶r sumb3lletai ƒß t¤ß

koil≤aß ƒsi°n ka≥ ƒß tÏn ƒgkvfalon, ka≥ o\tw t¶n frÎnhsin ka≥ t¶n k≤nhsin

to∏si mvlesi parvcei, ¿ste, ƒpeid¤n åpokleisq0sin aÈ flvbeß toı ]vroß

ËpÏ toı flvgmatoß ka≥ m¶ paradvcwntai, £fwnon kaqist$si ka≥ £frona

tÏn £nqrwpon. aÈ d† ce∏reß åkrate∏ß g≤nontai ka≥ sp0ntai, toı aJmatoß

åtrem≤santoß ka≥ oÛ diaceomvnou ¿sper ej*qei. ka≥ oÈ øfqalmo≥ dia-

strvfontai, t0n fleb≤wn åpokleiomvnwn toı ]vroß ka≥ sfuzÎntwn. åfrÏß

d† ƒk toı stÎmatoß provrcetai ƒk toı ple»monoß: Òtan g¤r tÏ pneıma 

m¶ ƒs≤7 ƒß aÛtÎn, åfre∏ ka≥ ånabl»ei ¿sper åpoqn…skwn. Ó d† kÎproß

Ëpvrcetai ËpÏ b≤hß pnigomvnou: pn≤getai d† toı ~patoß ka≥ t[ß £nw

koil≤hß prÏß t¤ß frvnaß prospeptwkÎtwn ka≥ toı stom3cou t[ß gastrÏß

åpeilhmmvnou: prosp≤ptei d’ Òtan tÏ pneıma m¶ ƒs≤7 ƒß tÏ stÎma Òson

ej*qei. lakt≤zei d† to∏si pos≥n Òtan Ø å¶r åpokleisq∫ ƒn to∏si mvlesi ka≥

m¶ oÍoß te { diekdınai πxw ËpÏ toı flvgmatoß: åºsswn d† di¤ toı aJmatoß

£nw ka≥ k3tw spasmÏn ƒmpoie∏ ka≥ ød»nhn, diÏ lakt≤zei. taıta d† p3scei

p3nta, ØpÎtan tÏ flvgma pararru∫ yucrÏn ƒß tÏ aÍma qermÏn ƒÎn:

åpoy»cei g¤r ka≥ Jsthsi tÏ aÍma: ka≥ ∂n m†n polŸ { tÏ Âeıma ka≥ pac»,

aÛt≤ka åpokte≤nei: krate∏ g¤r toı aJmatoß t‘ y»cei ka≥ p&gnusin: ∂n d†

πlasson {, tÏ m†n paraut≤ka krate∏ åpofr3xan t¶n ånapno&n: πpeita t‘

crÎn8 ØpÎtan skedasq∫ kat¤ t¤ß flvbaß ka≥ mig∫ t‘ aJmati poll‘ ƒÎnti

ka≥ qerm‘, ∂n krathq∫ o\twß, ƒdvxanto tÏn ]vra aÈ flvbeß, ka≥

ƒfrÎnhsan.

3.3 Plato, The Republic, Book 2, 364b2–c5

to»twn d† p3ntwn oÈ per≥ qe0n te lÎgoi ka≥ året[ß qaumasi*tatoi

lvgontai, „ß £ra ka≥ qeo≥ pollo∏ß m†n ågaqo∏ß dustuc≤aß te ka≥ b≤on

kakÏn πneiman, to∏ß d’ ƒnant≤oiß ƒnant≤an mo∏ran. åg»rtai d† ka≥ m3nteiß

ƒp≥ plous≤wn q»raß jÎnteß pe≤qousin „ß πsti par¤ sf≤si d»namiß ƒk qe0n

porizomvnh qus≤aiß te ka≥ ƒp8da∏ß, e÷te ti åd≤khm3 tou gvgonen aÛtoı ∂

progÎnwn, åke∏sqai meq’ Ódon0n te ka≥ ‰ort0n, ƒ3n tv tina ƒcqrÏn

phm[nai ƒqvl7, met¤ smikr0n dapan0n Ømo≤wß d≤kaion åd≤k8 bl3yei

ƒpagwga∏ß tisin ka≥ katadvsmoiß, toŸß qeo»ß, ¿ß fasin, pe≤qontvß sfisin

Ëphrete∏n.
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the cavities and the brain, thus causing intelligence and movement
of the limbs, so that when the veins are cut off from the air by the
phlegm and admit none of it, the patient is rendered speechless and
senseless. The hands are paralysed and twisted when the blood is
still, and is not distributed as usual. The eyes roll when the minor
veins are shut off from the air and pulsate. The foaming at the mouth
comes from the lungs; for when the breath fails to enter them they
foam and boil as though death were near. Excrement is discharged
when the patient is violently compressed, as happens when the liver
and the upper bowel are forced against the diaphragm and the
mouth of the stomach is intercepted; this takes place when the
normal amount of breath does not enter the mouth. The patient
kicks when the air is shut off in the limbs, and cannot pass through
to the outside because of the phlegm; rushing upwards and down-
wards through the blood it causes convulsions and pain; hence the
kicking. The patient suffers all these things when the phlegm flows
cold into the blood which is warm; for the blood is chilled and
arrested. If the flow be copious and thick, death is immediate, for it
masters the blood by its coldness and congeals it. If the flow be less,
at the first it is master, having cut off respiration; but in course of
time, when it is dispersed throughout the veins and mixed with the
copious, warm blood, if in this way it be mastered, the veins admit
the air and intelligence returns.

3.3 Plato, The Republic, Book 2, 364b2–c5

But the strangest of all these speeches are the things they say about
the gods and virtue, how so it is that the gods themselves assign to
many good men misfortunes and an evil life, but to their opposites 
a contrary lot; and begging priests and soothsayers go to rich men’s
doors and make them believe that they by means of sacrifices and
incantations have accumulated a treasure of power from the gods
that can expiate and cure with pleasurable festivals any misdeed of 
a man or his ancestors, and that if a man wishes to harm an enemy,
at slight cost he will be enabled to injure just and unjust alike, since
they are masters of spells and enchantments that constrain the gods
to serve their end.
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3.4 On the Sacred Disease ch. 21 (Jones), ch. 18 (Littré)

 A\th d† Ó noısoß Ó Èer¶ kaleomvnh åpÏ t0n aÛt0n profas≤wn

g≤netai åf’ —n ka≥ aÈ loipa≥ åpÏ t0n prosiÎntwn ka≥ åpiÎntwn, ka≥

y»ceoß ka≥ Ól≤ou ka≥ pneum3twn metaballomvnwn te ka≥ oÛdvpote

åtremizÎntwn. taıta d’ ƒst≥ qe∏a, ¿ste mhd†n de∏ åpokr≤nonta tÏ nÎshma

qeiÎteron t0n loip0n nom≤sai, åll¤ p3nta qe∏a ka≥ p3nta ånqr*pina:

f»sin d† 1kaston πcei ka≥ d»namin ƒf’ ‰wutoı, ka≥ oÛden £porÎn ƒstin oÛd†

åm&canon: åkest3 te t¤ ple∏st3 ƒsti to∏ß aÛto∏si to»toisin åf’ —n ka≥

g≤netai.

Òstiß d† ƒp≤statai ƒn ånqr*poisi xhrÏn ka≥ ËgrÏn poie∏n, ka≥ yucrÏn ka≥

qermÏn, ËpÏ dia≤thß, o˜toß ka≥ ta»thn t¶n noıson j‘to £n, ej toŸß kairoŸß

diagin*skoi t0n sumferÎntwn, £neu kaqarm0n ka≥ mage≤hß.

3.5 On the Diseases of Young Girls ch. 1

Pr0ton per≥ t[ß Èer[ß no»sou kaleomvnhß, ka≥ per≥ t0n åpopl&ktwn, ka≥

per≥ t0n deim3twn, ØkÎsa fobeıntai oÈ £nqrwpoi jscur0ß, ¿ste

parafronvein ka≥ Ør∫n dokvein da≤mon3ß tinaß ƒf’ ‰wut0n dusmenvaß,

ØkÎte m†n nuktÎß, ØkÎte d† Ómvrhß, ØkÎte d† åmfotvr7si t∫sin ¿r7sin:

πpeita åpÏ t[ß toia»thß Ôyioß pollo≥ ‡dh åphgcon≤sqhsan, plvoneß d†

guna∏keß ∂ £ndreß: åqumotvrh g¤r ka≥ øligwtvrh Ó f»siß Ó gunaike≤h. 

AÈ d† parqvnoi, ØkÎs7sin ¿rh g3mou, parandro»menai, toıto m$llon

p3scousin ‹ma t∫ kaqÎd8 t0n ƒpimhn≤wn, prÎteron oÛ m3la taıta

kakopaqvousai: \steron g¤r tÏ aÍma xulle≤betai ƒß t¤ß m&traß, „ß

åpo®ÂeusÎmenon: ØkÎtan oˆn tÏ stÎma t[ß ƒxÎdou m¶ { ånestomwmvnon, 

tÏ d† aÍma plvon ƒpi®Âv7 di3 te t¤ sit≤a ka≥ t¶n aÇxhsin toı s*matoß,

thnikaıta oÛk πcon tÏ aÍma πkroun ånaºssei ËpÏ pl&qeoß ƒß t¶n kard≤hn

ka≥ ƒß t¶n di3fraxin: ØkÎtan oˆn taıta plhrwqvwsin, ƒmwr*qh Ó kard≤h:

e”ta ƒk t[ß mwr*sioß n3rkh: e”t’ ƒk t[ß n3rkhß par3noia πlaben.

∞Econtwn d† toutvwn —de, ËpÏ m†n t[ß øxuflegmas≤hß ma≤netai, ËpÏ d†

t[ß shpedÎnoß fon9, ËpÏ d† toı zoferoı fobvetai ka≥ dvdoiken, ËpÏ d† t[ß

per≥ t¶n kard≤hn pivxioß ågcÎnaß kra≤nousin, ËpÏ d† t[ß kak≤hß toı

aJmatoß ål»wn ka≥ ådhmonvwn Ø qumÏß kakÏn ƒfvlketai: 1teron d† ka≥
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3.4 On the Sacred Disease ch. 21 (Jones), ch. 18 (Littré)
This so-called ‘sacred’ disease is due to the same causes as all other
diseases, to the things we see come and go [i.e. to and from the
body], the cold and the sun too, the changing and inconstant winds.
These things are divine. So that there is no need to separate this dis-
ease from the others and consider it more divine than them. Rather
they are all divine and all human. Each has its own nature and
power, and there is nothing in any disease that is unintelligible or
insusceptible to treatment. Most are cured by the same things that
caused them.

A man with the knowledge of how to produce by regimen dryness
and moisture, cold and heat in the human body, could cure this dis-
ease too provided he could distinguish the right moment for the
application of what is beneficial, without recourse to purifications
and magic.

3.5 On the Diseases of Young Girls ch. 1
First I shall deal with the so-called ‘sacred’ disease, with apoplectic
fits and with terrors, that humans are afraid of so much that they go
mad and think they see spirits that are hostile to them, some by
night, some by day, some at both times. Then as a result of visions
of such a kind, many have already hanged themselves, though more
women than men, because the female nature is less courageous and
weaker. Young girls especially are affected by this at the onset of
menstruation, when they are of an age to marry but do not go with 
a man, even though before they did not suffer from this severely. Yet
later, the blood collects in the womb, to flow out: but when the
mouth of the exit is not opened, and when the blood flows in all the
more because of the nourishment and the growth of the body, when
the blood has no way to flow out, it rises up from this abundance to
the heart and the diaphragm. When these are filled, the heart
becomes sluggish, and numbness results from this sluggishness,
and then madness comes from the numbness.

In this state [the woman] becomes mad from the violent inflamma-
tion, she is murderous from the putrefaction, she fears and is
terrified from the darkness, she plots hanging from the pressure
around her heart; her spirit is distraught and dismayed from the bad
quality of the blood, and it attracts evil to itself. On other occasions
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fober¤ ønom3zei: ka≥ kele»ousin ‹llesqai ka≥ katap≤ptein ƒß t¤ frvata

ka≥ £gcesqai, ‹te åme≤non3 te ƒÎnta ka≥ cre≤hn πconta panto≤hn: ØkÎte d†

£neu fantasm3twn, Ódon& tiß, åf’ ¬ß ƒr9 toı qan3tou ¿spvr tinoß

ågaqoı. Fronhs3shß d† t[ß ånqr*pou, t∫ !rtvmidi aÈ guna∏keß £lla te

poll3, åll¤ d¶ ka≥ t¤ poulutelvstata t0n Èmat≤wn kaqieroısi t0n

gunaike≤wn, keleuÎntwn t0n m3ntewn, ƒxapate*menai. <H d† t[sde

åpallag&, ØkÎtan ti m¶ ƒmpod≤z7 toı aJmatoß t¶n åpÎ®Âusin. Kele»w 

d’ πgwge t¤ß parqvnouß, ØkÎtan tÏ toioıton p3scwsin, „ß t3cista

xunoik[sai åndr3sin: ∂n g¤r ku&swsin, Ëgiveß g≤nontai: ej d† m¶, ∂ aÛt≤ka

‹ma t∫ ~b7 ∂ øl≤gon \steron Ål*setai, e÷per m¶ ‰tvr7 no»s8: t0n d†

]ndrwmvnwn gunaik0n aÈ ste∏rai m$llon taıta p3scousin.

3.6 Eight Month Child chs. 6–7

6 fasi g¤r toŸß øgdÎouß t0n mhn0n ka≥ calep*tata fvrein t¤ß

gastvraß, ørq0ß lvgousai. πsti d† oÛ moınon Ø crÎnoß o˜toß, åll¤ ka≥

Ómvrai prÎseisin åpÎ te toı ‰bdÎmou mhnÏß ka≤ åpÏ toı ƒn3tou. åll¤ t¤ß

Ómvraß oÛc Ømo≤wß oÇte lvgousin oÇte gin*skousin aÈ guna∏keß.

plan0ntai g¤r di¤ tÏ m¶ kat¤ tÏ aÛtÏ g≤nesqai, åll¤ tÏ m†n åpÏ toı

‰bdÎmou mhnÏß ple≤onaß Ómvraß prosgenvsqai ƒß t¤ß tessar3konta, tÏ d†

åpÏ toı ƒn3tou.

7 Cr¶ d† oÛk åpiste∏n t∫si gunaix≤n åmf≥ t0n tÎkwn. lvgousi g3r,

‹per #n ejdvwsi, ka≥ aje≥ ƒrvousin. oÛ g¤r ån peisqe≤hsan oÇt’ πrg8 oÇte

lÎg8 £llo ti gn0nai ∂ tÏ ƒn to∏si s*masin aÛtvwn ginÎmenon. to∏si d†

boulomvnoisin £llo ti lvgein πxestin, aÈ d† kr≤nousai ka≥ t¤ nikht&ria

didoısai per≥ to»tou toı lÎgou aje≥ ƒrvousi ka≥ f&sousi t≤ktein ka≥

‰pt3mhna ka≥ økt3mhna ka≥ ƒnn3mhna ka≥ dek3mhna ka≥ ‰ndek3mhna, ka≥

to»twn t¤ økt3mhna oÛ perig≤nesqai, t¤ d’ £lla perig≤nesqai.

3.7 On the Diseases of Women I ch. 62

ka≥ πstin Òte t∫si m¶ ginwsko»s7sin Ëf’ Òteu noseısi fq3nei t¤ nos&mata

ån≤hta ginÎmena, pr≥n #n didacq[nai tÏn jhtrÏn ørq0ß ËpÏ t[ß noseo»shß

Ëf’ Òtou nosvei: ka≥ g¤r ajdvontai fr3zein, k∂n ejd0si, ka≤ sfin dokvousin

ajscrÏn e”nai ËpÏ åpeir≤hß ka≥ ånepisthmos»nhß. @ma d† ka≥ oÈ jhtro≥

Åmart3nousin, oÛk åtrekvwß punqanÎmenoi t¶n prÎfasin t[ß no»sou, åll’
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she utters fearful things. [The visions] command them to leap
about, to fall into wells, to hang themselves, as though that were bet-
ter and of any use at all. When there are no phantasms, there is a
certain pleasure, from which the woman loves death as though it
were some good. When the patient returns to her senses, women
dedicate many other offerings to Artemis, and especially the most
expensive women’s robes: they do this on the orders of priests,
though they are deceived. The recovery from this complaint comes
when there is no blockage to the outflow of blood. For my part I
order the young women, whenever they suffer from this, to have
intercourse with a man as soon as possible. If they conceive, they
become healthy. But if not, she will be seized by this disease either
just when she reaches puberty or a little later, unless she is affected
by some other disease. Among married women, the childless ones
suffer from this more. 

3.6 Eight Month Child chs. 6–7
The women who say they suffer most during the eighth month of 
pregnancy speak correctly, but the time involved is not only this 
one, but days also enter from the seventh month and from the ninth.
Yet women do not speak of the days in the same manner, nor do they
understand them. They are mistaken because it does not always 
happen in the same way: sometimes more days are added from the 
seventh month, sometimes from the ninth, to arrive at the forty days.

One must not doubt what women say about childbirth, for they
say what they know and they will always say so. They could not be
persuaded either by fact or by logical argument to know otherwise
than what goes on in their own bodies. Some may wish to argue
otherwise, but women who decide the contest and give the victory
prize concerning this argument say and always will say that they
bear seven and eight and nine and ten and eleven months’ children,
and that of these the eight months’ children do not survive,  but the
others do.

3.7 On the Diseases of Women I ch. 62
Sometimes when the women do not recognize why they are sick, the
diseases become incurable, before the doctor has been correctly
instructed by the sick woman why she is sick. For they are ashamed
to speak, even if they know, and they think that some shame has
come on them, out of their inexperience and lack of understanding.
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„ß t¤ åndrik¤ nos&mata j*menoi: ka≥ poll¤ß e”don diefqarmvnaß ‡dh ËpÏ

toio»twn paqhm3twn. !ll¤ cr¶ ånerwt9n aÛt≤ka åtrekvwß tÏ a÷tion:

diafvrei g¤r Ó ÷hsiß poll‘ t0n gunaikhºwn noshm3twn ka≥ t0n åndr*wn.

3.8 Oath

>Omnumi !pÎllwna jhtrÏn ka≥ !sklhpiÏn ka≥ <Uge≤an ka≥ Pan3keian

ka≥ qeoŸß p3ntaß te ka≥ p3saß, Jstoraß poie»menoß, ƒpitelva poi&sein

kat¤ d»namin ka≥ kr≤sin ƒm¶n Òrkon tÎnde ka≥ suggraf¶n t&nde:

Óg&sesqai m†n tÏn did3xant3 me t¶n tvcnhn ta»thn ÷sa genvt7sin ƒmo∏ß,

ka≥ b≤ou koin*sesqai, ka≥ cre0n crhºzonti met3dosin poi&sesqai, ka≥

gvnoß tÏ ƒx aÛtoı ådelfo∏ß ÷son ƒpikrine∏n £rresi, ka≥ did3xein t¶n tvcnhn

ta»thn, ∂n crhºzwsi manq3nein, £neu misqoı ka≥ suggraf[ß, paraggel≤hß

te ka≥ åkro&sioß ka≥ t[ß lo≤phß Åp3shß maq&sioß met3dosin poi&sesqai

uÈo∏ß te ƒmo∏ß ka≥ to∏ß toı ƒm† did3xantoß, ka≥ maqht∫si suggegrammvnoiß

te ka≥ „rkismvnoiß nÎm8 jhtrik‘, £ll8 d† oÛden≤. diait&mas≤ te cr&somai

ƒp’ ∑fele≤7 kamnÎntwn kat¤ d»namin ka≥ kr≤sin ƒm&n, ƒp≥ dhl&sei d† ka≥

ådik≤7 e÷rxein. oÛ d*sw d† oÛd† f3rmakon oÛden≥ ajthqe≥ß qan3simon, oÛd†

Ëfhg&somai sumboul≤hn toi&nde: Ømo≤wß d† oÛd† gunaik≥ pessÏn fqÎrion

d*sw. Ågn0ß d† ka≥ Øs≤wß diathr&sw b≤on tÏn ƒmÏn ka≥ tvcnhn t¶n ƒm&n.

oÛ temvw d† oÛd† m¶n liqi0ntaß, ƒkcwr&sw d† ƒrg3t7sin åndr3si pr&xioß

t[sde. ƒß ojk≤aß d† ØkÎsaß #n ƒs≤w, ƒsele»somai ƒp’ ∑fele≤7 kamnÎntwn,

ƒktÏß ƒ°n p3shß ådik≤hß ‰kous≤hß ka≥ fqor≤hß, t[ß te £llhß ka≥

åfrodis≤wn πrgwn ƒp≤ te gunaike≤wn swm3twn ka≥ åndr=wn, ƒleuqvrwn te

ka≥ do»lwn. 4 d’ #n ƒn qerape≤7 ∂ ÷dw ∂ åko»sw, ∂ ka≥ £neu qerape≤hß

kat¤ b≤on ånqr*pwn, 4 m¶ cr& pote ƒklale∏sqai πxw, sig&somai, £rrhta

Óge»menoß e”nai t¤ toiaıta. Òrkon m†n oˆn moi tÎnde ƒpitelva poivonti, ka≥

m¶ sugcvonti, e÷h ƒpa»rasqai ka≥ b≤ou ka≥ tvcnhß doxazomvn8 par¤ p$sin

ånqr*poiß ƒß tÏn aje≥ crÎnon: paraba≤nonti d† ka≥ ƒpiorkvonti, tånant≤a

to»twn.

3.9 Law ch. 5

 T¤ d† Èer¤ ƒÎnta pr&gmata Èero∏sin ånqr*poisi de≤knutai: beb&loisi

d† oÛ qvmiß, pr≥n ∂ telesq0sin ørg≤oisin ƒpist&mhß.
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At the same time the doctors too make mistakes, by not ascertaining
accurately the cause of the disease, but by proceeding to treatment
as though they were dealing with men’s diseases. I have seen many
women perish already from such sufferings as these. But one must at
the outset accurately inquire into the cause. For the cure of the dis-
eases of women differs greatly from that of those of men.

3.8 Oath

I swear by Apollo Physician, by Asclepius, by Health, by Panacea
and by all the gods and goddesses, making them my witnesses, that
I will carry out, according to my ability and judgment, this oath and
this indenture. To hold my teacher in this art equal to my own
parents; to make him partner in my livelihood; when he is in need of
money to share mine with him; to consider his family as my own
brothers, and to teach them this art, if they want to learn it, with-
out fee or indenture; to impart precept, oral instruction, and all
other instruction to my own sons, the sons of my teacher, and to
indentured pupils who have taken the physician’s oath, but to 
nobody else. I will use treatment to help the sick according to my
ability and judgment, but never with a view to injury and wrong-
doing. Neither will I administer a poison to anybody when asked to
do so, nor will I suggest such a course. Similarly I will not give to 
a woman a pessary to cause abortion. But I will keep pure and holy
both my life and my art. I will not use the knife, not even, verily, on
sufferers from stone, but I will give place to such as are craftsmen
therein. Into whatsoever houses I enter, I will enter to help the 
sick, and I will abstain from all intentional wrong-doing and harm,
especially from abusing the bodies of man or woman, bond or free.
And whatsoever I shall see or hear in the course of my profession, as
well as outside my profession in my intercourse with men, if it be
what should not be published abroad, I will never divulge, holding
such things to be holy secrets. Now if I carry out this oath, and break
it not, may I gain for ever reputation among all men for my life 
and for my art; but if I transgress it and forswear myself, may the
opposite befall me.

3.9 Law ch. 5
 Things however that are holy are revealed only to men who are

holy. The profane may not learn them until they have been initiated
into the mysteries of science.
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3.10 Pindar, Pythian 3. 45–58

ka≤ Â3 nin M3gnhti fvrwn pÎre Kenta»r8 did3xai

polup&monaß ånqr*poisin j$sqai nÎsouß.

toŸß m†n _n, Òssoi mÎlon aÛtof»twn

‰lkvwn xun3oneß, ∂ poli‘ calc‘ mvlh tetrwmvnoi

∂ cerm3di thlebÎl8,

∂ qerin‘ pur≥ perqÎmenoi dvmaß ∂

ceim0ni, l»saiß £llon ållo≤wn åcvwn

πxagen, toŸß m†n malaka∏ß ƒpaoida∏ß åmfvpwn,

toŸß d† prosanva p≤-

nontaß, ∂ gu≤oiß per3ptwn p3ntoqen

f3rmaka, toŸß d† toma∏ß πstasen ørqo»ß.

åll¤ kvrdei ka≥ sof≤a dvdetai.

πtrapen ka≥ ke∏non åg3nori misq‘

crusÏß ƒn cers≥n fane≤ß

£ndr’ ƒk qan3tou kom≤sai

‡dh ÅlwkÎta: cers≥ d’ £ra Kron≤wn

Â≤yaiß di’ åmfo∏n åmpno¤n stvrnwn k3qelen

∑kvwß, a÷qwn d† keraunÏß ƒnvskimyen mÎron.

3.11 Epidaurus Inscriptions, Stele B, 22, 23, 36

 | fiErmwn Q[3sioß. toıto]n tuflÏn ƒÎnta j3sato: met¤ d† toıto 

t¤ ÷atra oÛk å|p3gont. [a Ø qeÎß nin] ƒpÎhse tuflÏn aˆqiß: åfikÎmenon 

d’ aÛton ka≥ p3lin | ƒgkaqe.[»donta Ëgi][ katvstase.  ||
!rista. [gÎra Troz]an≤a. a\ta 1lmiqa πcousa ƒn t$i koil≤ai ƒnek3qeude |
ƒn Troz[$ni ƒn t0i] toı !sklapioı temvnei ka≥ ƒn»pnion e”de: ƒdÎkei oË |
toŸß uÈ[oŸß toı q]eoı, oÛk ƒpidamoıntoß aÛtoı, åll’ ƒn ∞Epida»rwi 

ƒÎntoß, | t¤g kefa[l¤n åpo]tame∏n, oÛ dunamvnouß d’ ƒpiqvmen p3lin

pvmyai tin¤ po[≥] | tÏn !skl[ap≤on, Ò ]pwß mÎlhi: metaxŸ d† Åmvra

ƒpikatalamb3nei ka≥ Ø Èar||reŸß Ør[i [s3fa t]¤n kefal¤n åfairhmvnan

åpÏ toı s*matoß: t$ß ƒferpo»|saß d† nukt[Ïß !r]istagÎra Ôyin e”de:

ƒdÎkei oÈ Ø qeÏß Jkwn ƒx ∞Epida»rou | ƒ.piqe≥ß t[¤n ke]fal¤n ƒp≥ [tÏ]n
tr3calon, met¤ taıta ånsc≤ssaß t¤g koil[≤|a]n. t¤n aÛt[$ß ƒx]ele∏n t¤n

1[lm]iqa ka≥ surr3yai p3lin, ka≥ ƒk to»tou Ëg[i|¶]ß ƒgvnet[o.
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3.10 Pindar, Pythian 3. 45–58

He took him and gave him to the Magnesian Centaur
for instruction in healing the diseases that plague men.

Now all who came to him afflicted with natural sores
or with limbs wounded by gray bronze
or by a far-flung stone,
or with bodies wracked by summer fever

or winter chill, he relieved of their various ills and

restored them; some he tended with calming incantations
while others drank soothing potions,

or he applied remedies to all parts
of their bodies; still others he raised up with surgery.

But even wisdom is enthralled to gain.
Gold appearing in his hands

with its lordly wage
prompted even him to bring back from death a man
already carried off. But then, with a cast from his hands,

Kronos’ son took the breath from both men’s breasts
in an instant; the flash of lightning hurled down doom.

3.11 Epidaurus Inscriptions, Stele B, 22, 23, 36
22. Hermon of Thasus. His blindness was cured by Asclepius. But,
since afterwards he did not bring the thank-offerings, the god made
him blind again. When he came back and slept again in the Temple,
he [sc., the god] made him well.
23. Aristagora of Troezen. She had a tapeworm in her belly, and
she slept in the Temple of Asclepius at Troezen and saw a dream. It
seemed to her that the sons of the god, while he was not present but
away in Epidaurus, cut off her head, but, being unable to put it back
again, they sent a messenger to Asclepius asking him to come.
Meanwhile day breaks and the priest clearly sees her head cut off
from the body. When night approached, Aristagora saw a vision. It
seemed to her the god had come from Epidaurus and fastened her
head on to her neck. Then he cut open her belly, took the tapeworm
out, and stitched her up again. And after that she became well.
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 Kafis≤ [aß – – – tÏm pÎda. o˜toß to∏ß toı !s] | klapioı qera-

pe»masin ƒp[igel0n “cwlo»ß,” πfa, “j3sasqai Ø qeÏß ye»] | detai lvgwn:

„ß, ej d»namin e[”ce, t≤ oÛ tÏn @faiston j3sato”; Ø d† qeÏß] | t$ß \brioß

poin¤ß lamb3nw[n oÛk πlaqe: Èppe»wn g¤r Ø Kafis≤aß ËpÏ] | toı

boukef3la ƒn t$i 1drai [gargalisqvntoß ƒpl3gh ¿ste phrwq[] ||men tÏm

pÎda paracr[ma ka≥ [for3dan ejß tÏ ÈarÏn ågkomisq[men.] | \[s]teron
d† poll¤ kaqikete»[santa aÛtÏn Ø qeÏß Ëgi[ ƒpÎhse.]

3.12 Regimen IV. ch. 90

 Proshma≤nei d† ka≥ t3de ƒß Ëge≤hn: t0n ƒp≥ g[ß øxŸ Ør[n ka≥ øxŸ

åko»ein, Ødoipore∏n te åsfal0ß ka≥ trvcein åsfal0ß ka≥ tacŸ £ter

fÎbou, ka≥ t¶n g[n Ør[n le≤hn ka≥ kal0ß ejrgasmvnhn, ka≥ t¤ dvndrea

qalvonta ka≥ pol»karpa ka≥ ~mera, ka≥ potamoŸß Âvontaß kat¤ trÎpon

ka≥ \dati kaqar‘ m&te plvoni m&te ƒl3ssoni toı pros&kontoß, ka≥ t¤ß

kr&naß ka≥ t¤ frvata „sa»twß. taıta p3nta shma≤nei Ëge≤hn t‘

ånqr*p8, ka≥ tÏ s0ma kat¤ trÎpon p3saß te t¤ß periÎdouß ka≥ t¤ß

prosagwg¤ß ka≥ t¤ß åpokr≤seiß e”nai. ej dv ti to»twn Ëpenant≤on Ør‘to,

bl3boß shma≤nei ti ƒn t‘ s*mati: Ôyioß m†n ka≥ åko[ß blaptomvnwn, per≥

t¶n kefal¶n noıson shma≤nei: to∏sin oˆn ørqr≤oisi perip3toisi ka≥ to∏sin

åpÏ de≤pnou ple≤oisi crhstvon prÏß t∫ protvr7 dia≤t7. t0n skelvwn d†

blaptomvnwn, ƒmvtoisin åntispastvon, ka≥ t∫ pal7 ple≤oni crhstvon

prÏß t∫ protvr7 dia≤t7. g[ d† trace≤h oÛ kaqar¶n t¶n s3rka shma≤nei:

to∏sin oˆn åpÏ t0n gumnas≤wn perip3toisi ple≤osi crhstvon. dvndrwn

åkarp≤a spvrmatoß toı ånqrwp≤nou diafqor¶n dhlo∏: ∂n m†n oˆn 

fullorrooınta { t¤ dvndra, ËpÏ t0n Ëgr0n ka≥ yucr0n bl3ptetai: ∂n d†

teq&l7 mvn, £karpa d† {, ËpÏ t0n qerm0n ka≥ xhr0n: t¤ m†n oˆn

qerma≤nein ka≥ xhra≤nein to∏si diait&masi cr&, t¤ d† y»cein te ka≥

Ëgra≤nein. potamo≥ d† kat¤ trÎpon m¶ ginÎmenoi aJmatoß per≤odon

shma≤nousi, plvon m†n Âvonteß Ëperbol&n, πlasson d† Âvonteß πlleiyin: de∏

d† t∫ dia≤t7 tÏ m†n aÛx[sai, tÏ d† mei0sai. m¶ kaqar‘ d† Âvonteß tarac¶n

shma≤nousi: kaqa≤retai d† ËpÏ t0n trÎcwn ka≥ t0n perip3twn pne»mati

pukn‘ diakineÎmena. kr[nai ka≥ frvata per≥ t¶n k»stin ti shma≤nei: åll¤

cr¶ to∏sin oÛrhtiko∏sin ƒkkaqa≤rein. q3lassa d† tarassomvnh koil≤hß

noıson shma≤nei: åll¤ cr¶ to∏si diacwrhtiko∏si ka≥ ko»foisi ka≥

malako∏sin  ƒkkaqa≤rein. g[ kineumvnh ∂ ojk≤h Ëgia≤nonti m†n åsqene≤hn
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36. Cephisias . . . with the foot. He laughed at the cures of Asclepius
and said: ‘If the god says he has healed lame people he is lying; for,
if he had the power to do so, why has he not healed Hephaestus?’ But
the god did not conceal that he was inflicting penalty for the
insolence. For Cephisias, when riding, was stricken by his bull-
headed horse which had been tickled in the seat, so that instantly his
foot was crippled and on a stretcher he was carried into the Temple.
Later on, after he had entreated him earnestly, the god made him
well.

3.12 Regimen IV. ch. 90
 The following too are signs that foretell health. To see and hear
clearly the things on the earth, to walk surely, to run surely, quickly
and without fear, to see the earth level and well tilled, trees that are
luxuriant, covered with fruit and cultivated, rivers flowing natural-
ly,with water that is pure, and neither higher nor lower than it
should be, and springs and wells that are similar. All these indicate
health for the dreamer, and that the body with all its circuits, diet
and secretions are proper and normal. But if anything be seen that is
the reverse of these things, it indicates some harm in the body. If
sight or hearing be impaired, it indicates disease in the region of the
head. In addition to the preceding regimen the dreamer should take
longer walks in the early morning and after dinner.If it be the legs
that are injured, the revulsion should be made with emetics, and in
addition to the preceding regimen there should be more wrestling.
For the earth to be rough indicates that the flesh is impure. So the
walks after exercises must be made longer. Fruitless trees signify
corruption of the human seed. Now if the trees are shedding their
leaves, the harm is caused by moist, cold influences; if leaves 
abound without any fruit, by hot, dry influences. In the former case
regimen must be directed towards warming and drying; in the latter
towards cooling and moistening. When rivers are abnormal they
indicate a circulation of the blood; high water excess of blood, low
water defect of blood. Regimen should be made to increase the latter
and lessen the former. Impure streams indicate disturbance of the
bowels. The impurities are removed by running on the round track
and by walks, which stir them up by accelerated respiration.
Springs and cisterns indicate some trouble of the bladder; it should
be thoroughly purged by diuretics. A troubled sea indicates disease
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shma≤nei, nosvonti d† Ëge≤hn ka≥ metak≤nhsin toı Ëp3rcontoß. t‘ m†n oˆn

Ëgia≤nonti metast[sai t¶n d≤aitan sumfvrei: ƒmes3tw d† pr0ton, Jna

prosdvxhtai aˆtiß kat¤ mikrÎn: åpÏ g¤r t[ß Ëparco»shß kine∏tai p$n tÏ

s0ma. t‘ d† åsqenvonti sumfvrei cr[sqai t∫ aÛt∫ dia≤t7: meq≤statai g¤r

‡dh tÏ s0ma ƒk toı pareÎntoß. katakluzomvnhn g[n åpÏ \datoß ∂

qal3sshß Ør[n noıson shma≤nei, Ëgras≤hß poll[ß ƒneo»shß ƒn t‘ s*mati:

åll¤ cr¶ to∏sin ƒmvtoisi ka≥ t∫sin ånarist≤7si ka≥ to∏si pÎnoisi ka≥ to∏si

diait&masi xhro∏si: πpeita pros3gein ƒx øl≤gwn ka≥ øl≤goisin. oÛd†

mvlainan Ør[n t¶n g[n oÛd† katakekaumvnhn ågaqÎn, åll¤ k≤ndunoß

jscuroı nos&matoß åntituce∏n ka≥ qanas≤mou: xhras≤hß g¤r Ëperbol¶n

shma≤nei ƒn t∫ sark≤: åll¤ cr¶ to»ß te pÎnouß åfele∏n, toı te s≤tou Òsa

te xhr¤ ka≥ drimva ka≥ oÛrhtik3: diait[sqa≤ te t[ß te ptis3nhß kaqvfq8

t‘ cul‘, ka≥ s≤toisi ko»foisin øl≤goisi, pot‘ d† plvoni Ëdare∏ leuk‘,

loutro∏si pollo∏si: m¶ £sitoß louvsqw, malakeune≤tw, Â6qume∏tw, yıcoß

ka≥ ~lion fulassvsqw: eÇcesqai d† G∫ ka≥ <Erm∫ ka≥ ~rwsin. ej d†

kolumb[n ƒn l≤mn7 ∂ ƒn qal3ss7 ∂ ƒn potamo∏si doke∏, oÛk ågaqÎn: Ëper-

bol¶n g¤r Ëgras≤hß shma≤nei: sumfvrei d† ka≥ to»t8 xhra≤nein t∫ dia≤t7,

to∏s≤ te pÎnoisi ple≤osi: purvssonti d† ågaqÎn: sbvnnutai g¤r tÏ qermÏn

ËpÏ t0n Ëgr0n.

3.13 Prognosis ch. 1

 tÏn jhtrÏn doke∏ moi £riston e”nai prÎnoian ƒpithde»ein: progin*skwn

g¤r ka≥ prolvgwn par¤ to∏si nosvousi t3 te pareÎnta ka≥ t¤ pro-

gegonÎta ka≥ t¤ mvllonta πsesqai, ØkÎsa te parale≤pousin oÈ åsqenvonteß

ƒkdihge»menoß piste»oito #n m$llon gin*skein t¤ t0n nose»ntwn

pr&gmata, ¿ste tolm$n ƒpitrvpein toŸß ånqr*pouß sf$ß aÛtoŸß t‘

jhtr‘. t¶n d† qerape≤hn £rista #n poivoito proeid°ß t¤ ƒsÎmena ƒk t0n

pareÎntwn paqhm3twn. Ëgivaß m†n g¤r poie∏n ‹pantaß toŸß nosvontaß

åd»naton: toıto g¤r ka≥ toı progin*skein t¤ mvllonta åpob&sesqai

krvsson #n Án: ƒpeid¶ d† oÈ £nqrwpoi åpoqn…skousin, oÈ m†n pr≥n ∂ 

kalvsai tÏn jhtrÏn ËpÏ t[ß jsc»oß t[ß no»sou, oÈ d† ka≥ ƒskales3menoi

paracr[ma ƒtele»thsan, oÈ m†n Ómvrhn m≤an z&santeß, oÈ d† øl≤g8
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of the belly; it should be thoroughly purged by light, soft aperients.
Trembling of the earth or of a house indicates illness when the
dreamer is in health, and a change from disease to health when he is
sick. So it is beneficial to change the regimen of a healthy dreamer.
Let him first take an emetic, that he may resume nourishment again
little by little, for it is the present nourishment that is troubling all
the body. A sick dreamer benefits by continuing the same regimen,
for the body is already changing from its present condition. To see
the earth flooded by water or sea signifies a disease, as there is much
moisture in the body. What is necessary is to take emetics, to avoid
luncheon, to exercise and to adopt a dry diet. Then there should be
a gradual increase of food, little by little, and little to begin with. It
is not good either to see the earth black or scorched, but there is a
danger of catching a violent, or even a fatal disease, for it indicates
excess of dryness in the flesh. What is necessary is to give up exer-
cises and such food as is dry and acrid and diuretic. Regimen should
consist of barley-water well boiled, light and scanty meals, copious
white wine well diluted, and numerous baths. No bath should be
taken on an empty stomach, the bed should be soft and rest abund-
ant. Chill and the sun should be avoided. Pray to Earth, Hermes and
the Heroes. If the dreamer thinks that he is diving in a lake, in the
sea, or in a river, it is not a good sign, for it indicates excess of mois-
ture. In this case also benefit comes from a drying regimen and
increased exercises. But for a fever patient these dreams are a good
sign, for the heat is being suppressed by the moisture.

3.13 Prognosis ch. 1
 I hold that it is an excellent thing for a physician to practise fore-
casting. For if he discover and declare unaided by the side of his
patients the present, the past and the future, and fill in the gaps in
the account given by the sick, he will be the more believed to under-
stand the cases, so that men will confidently entrust themselves to
him for treatment. Furthermore, he will carry out the treatment
best if he know beforehand from the present symptoms what will
take place later. Now to restore every patient to health is impossible.
To so do indeed would have been better even than forecasting the
future. But as a matter of fact men do die, some owing to the severity
of the disease before they summon the physician, others expiring
immediately after calling him in—living one day or a little longer—
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ple≤ona crÎnon, pr≥n ∂ tÏn jhtrÏn t∫ tvcn7 prÏß 1kaston nÎshma

åntagwn≤sasqai. gn0nai oˆn cr¶ t0n toio»twn noshm3twn t¤ß f»siaß,

ØkÎson Ëp†r t¶n d»nam≤n ejsin t0n swm3twn ka≥ to»twn t¶n prÎnoian

ƒkmanq3nein. o\tw g¤r £n tiß qaum3zoito dika≤wß ka≥ jhtrÏß ågaqÏß #n

e÷h: ka≥ g¤r oÙß oÍÎn te perig≤nesqai πti m$llon #n d»naito diaful3ssein

ƒk ple≤onoß crÎnou probouleuÎmenoß prÏß 1kasta, ka≥ toŸß åpoqaneu-

mvnouß te ka≥ swqhsomvnouß progin*skwn te ka≥ prolvgwn åna≤tioß #n

e÷h.
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before the physician by his art can combat each disease. It is neces-
sary, therefore, to learn the natures of such diseases, how much they
exceed the strength of men’s bodies, and to learn how to forecast
them. For in this way you will justly win respect and be an able
physician. For the longer time you plan to meet each emergency the
greater your power to save those who have a chance of recovery,
while you will be blameless if you learn and declare beforehand
those who will die and those who will get better.
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4

Tragedy

Many of the key themes of this book occur repeatedly
throughout the corpus of Greek tragedy, causation and
responsibility, good and evil, reality and appearances, author-
ity and control. An entire volume could easily be devoted to
those topics in Greek drama alone. We shall have to be more
than usually selective, concentrating on just a handful of plays
to study what they have to say about plagues, disease, mad-
ness, pollution, about foreknowledge and helplessness: who is
sound, who ill, who is mad, who can tell, who save?

Sophocles is important for our purposes not just because
his extant plays, the Oedipus Tyrannus especially, deal with
such themes with such subtlety and depth, but also because of
other facts we know about his life. His period of activity as a
playwright began in 468 (the first time he competed) and
ended, in a sense, only after his death (in 406) with the post-
humous victory of the Oedipus at Colonus in 401. He lived
through the terrible plague at Athens, that first struck in
430–429 and that was to play such an important role in the
Peloponnesian War.

The question immediately arises as to whether the Oedipus
Tyrannus itself reflects Sophocles’ first-hand experience of
that very real epidemic. Unfortunately we have no firm date
for that play, which may have been written any time between
430 and 420. There is no need, to be sure, as Vidal-Naquet
pointed out (Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1988, 303–4), to see
this play as a direct or even indirect response to the Athenian
plague. We must remember that the theme of a plague strik-
ing a whole population at war was already etched on the Greek
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imagination by the first book of the Iliad. But some scholars
(such as Knox 1964) believe that it is likely that the Oedipus
Tyrannus was written after 429—in which case the audience
present at its production cannot have failed to see the connec-
tion between the evils that afflict Thebes in the tragedy, and
the actual disease that decimated their own contemporaries.
At Athens, however, there was no Oedipus in control, whose
self-blinding could, in a sense, bring the pollution to an end.

The second important fact of Sophocles’ life is that he is
reported to have been one of those responsible for the intro-
duction of the cult of Asclepius at Athens around 420.
Sophocles was as famous a member of the literate elite in
Athens as anyone. His readiness to sponsor the cult of the
healing hero is testimony to its popularity among that elite.
Again there is no need to associate that sponsorship with the
Athenian plague and see it as evidence of Sophocles’ dissatis-
faction with purely naturalistic methods of healing. Thucydi-
des cannot have been the only person to have registered that
both lay and religious healers were helpless confronted by the
plague. Yet whatever Sophocles may have thought about the
styles of medicine represented in the Hippocratic Corpus, it
seems fair to infer that he did not exclude the idea that prayer
to the gods might contribute to healing. He would hardly have
sponsored Asclepius if he thought the whole idea of the gods
being at work was nonsense. As for his plays, we should not
attempt to draw conclusions about Sophocles’ own religious
beliefs on the basis of what he makes characters in the tragedy
say and do. Rather, we should see them as evidence for, pre-
cisely, the Greek imagination, even while here, as so often
elsewhere, the relationship between the real and the imagin-
ary is complex.

The Oedipus Tyrannus is full of plagues and pollutions,
prophecies, riddle-solving, ignorance, and self-knowledge.
At the start of the play Oedipus who is king at Thebes believes
himself to be the son of Polybus and Merope, king and queen
of Corinth (774). Of course the audience knows that his real
father and mother are Laius and Jocasta, who had tried to kill
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him by exposing him on the mountain, in order to escape, as
they hoped, the prophecy they had been given, that their son
would kill his father and marry his mother. But that attempt
to do away with him is thwarted by the shepherd, who dis-
obeyed his orders to kill the young baby and had pity on him,
with the consequence that the boy survived to be brought up
at Corinth by Polybus and Merope. But Oedipus had left
Corinth on his receiving an oracle from Phoebus Apollo with
precisely the same prediction, that he would marry his mother
and kill his father (791ff.). To avoid any possibility of that
happening, Oedipus distances himself from the pair he
believes to be his parents. On his way to Thebes he kills an old
man (whom of course he does not recognize) who blocks his
way with his chariot and companions. Oedipus thinks that he
has killed them all (813), though one in fact escaped (118) later
to play a crucial role in the identification of the dead old man
as Laius. When Oedipus arrives at Thebes, he finds it suffer-
ing from the depredations of the monstrous Sphinx, whose
riddle he alone is able to solve. What is the creature who goes
two-footed, four-footed, three-footed? Answer a human
being (there is an obvious aspect of self-revelation in this) as
an adult, as a baby, and as an old man with a stick. A grateful
populace of Thebes makes him king and he marries the previ-
ous king’s widow, in other words his mother Jocasta.

All that happens before the action of the play begins—the
information being introduced with the greatest skill and dis-
cretion during the course of the drama itself. But the action
itself begins (like the Iliad) with the plague. Oedipus must
once again come to the rescue (58ff.) [T 4.1], ‘Children, I pity
you. I know, I am not ignorant of the desires with which you
have come; yes, I know that you are all sick, and, sick as you
are, none of you is as sick as I.’ Of course that is true in a way
he does not yet understand: for he is the source of the city’s
pollution. Yet he does not himself suffer from the plague.
When he says he is sick, he just means sick at heart.

But in response to the city’s sufferings, he takes the initia-
tive: he has found the only remedy (iasis, 68) he could see,
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namely to send Creon (brother of Iocasta) to Apollo at Delphi
to discover by what act or word he can protect the city. It is
true to his proud character that he assumes that he will, once
again, be the saviour of the city, and he commits himself to
doing whatever the god suggests. Creon duly returns with the
news that Apollo has ordered that they drive out of the land a
pollution, miasma. With what purification (katharmos, 99) [T
4.2]? With banishment or death. The cause of the pollution is
the killer of Laius, and so the investigation into his death, that
will inexorably lead to the identification of Oedipus as the
killer, begins.

In the process we have Oedipus first consulting Teiresias,
but when Teiresias begins to point the finger at Oedipus him-
self, he explodes in indignation, calling Teiresias the worst of
evils (334) and suspecting a plot hatched by Creon to remove
him from the throne (380ff.) [T 4.3]. Creon has suborned this
crafty magos (‘magician’), this tricky agurtes (charlatan)—
using two of the terms the Hippocratic treatise On the Sacred
Disease also employs to characterize its opponents, the ‘puri-
fiers’, as devious quacks. Oedipus reminds him that it was 
he himself who solved the riddle of the sphinx: where was
Teiresias’ famous prophetic skill on that occasion? Creon too,
in turn, gets accused by Oedipus of disloyalty and much
worse.

As the pieces of the jigsaw are gradually fitted together—
Oedipus’ father is not Polybus, the son whom Laius exposed
was not killed, it was not a group that killed Laius, but just a
single man, so the sole survivor reports, and he was not killed
with the rest of Laius’ entourage—so the sense of the need for
that cleansing Apollo had demanded becomes overwhelming.
‘Neither Ister nor Phasis could wash clean this house’, the
messenger says at 1228. Indeed the pollution goes back long
before the deeds of Oedipus. The whole of the house of
Pelops, from which Laius comes, was afflicted by pollution
(Pelops’ father, Tantalus, had killed his son and served him
up as a dish for the gods: though he was later restored to life)
and by curses (those of Pelops’ father-in-law, Oenomaus,
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especially). Jocasta who realizes the truth some time before
Oedipus spells it out, takes her own life. Oedipus bursts into
the palace, discovers her dead (some daimon shows him the
corpse, for none of the mortal attendants did) and blinds him-
self with one of the brooches from her dress.

From the first of the passages I cited down to the end of the
play, the vocabulary of disease, nosos, nosema, nosein, is used
both of the diseases that are described as afflicting the people
of Thebes and of the state of Oedipus himself. When he is
about to come back on stage after his blinding, the messenger
says: ‘his disease (nosema) is too great for him to bear’ (1293).
What is needed is a remedy, a cure (iasis), a cleansing (kathar-
mos) for the pollution (miasma). The unfolding of the action
leads to Oedipus’ eventual self-knowledge. But who knows
what, and on what basis, provide two of the chief articulating
themes of the plot. Oracles have to be consulted—but can
they be trusted? Prophets such as the blind Teiresias have a
greater understanding of the truth—or do they? What about
the political machinations that may be at work and the cor-
ruption that may be suspected? Of course the play is not about
medicine, about medical diagnosis and treatment. But human
misfortune is depicted, repeatedly, in terms of diseases. Who
can tell when they will strike, and why? What was the cause,
indeed what type of cause is at work? Who knows what to do,
to bring about relief? The workings of the gods provide much
of the answer that the text gives. But no one in the play, or
watching it, can be sure.

Oedipus in the Oedipus Tyrannus is a pollution on Thebes
that has to be removed from the plague-ridden city for it to be
restored to health. In that role he has often been compared to
a pharmakos, a scapegoat,¹ who has to be driven from the com-
munity to save it from its troubles. Yet the source of pollution
may also be a source of salvation.

88 Tragedy

¹ The literature is very extensive, but see e.g. Knox 1964, 1998;
Sabbatucci 1978; Burkert 1979, 59ff.; Segal 1981; Vegetti 1983 ch. 1;
Girard 1986; Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1988, 16ff., 128ff. It should be
emphasized that while these scholars agree there is some link between the
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That ambivalence comes out clearly in the other Oedipus
play, the Oedipus at Colonus, produced after Sophocles’ own
death. Oedipus’ two sons fight over who is to rule Thebes, and
over who is to control Oedipus himself. Polyneices tries to
force Oedipus to return with him to Thebes, for he senses that
the old man holds the key to success. But Oedipus, accompa-
nied by his daughters, seeks asylum in Athens, where they are
received by king Theseus. At the end of the play the messen-
ger reports the apotheosis of Oedipus (1586ff., 1595ff. [T
4.4]). After washing and bathing Oedipus tells his daughters
to withdraw (1641) for they should not see what it is not right
to see. The god had called him (1626). Only Theseus was to
witness what happened next, and he had to shade his eyes
from the sight he could not endure. When the rest of those
there look round, Oedipus was no longer there—and yet no
one could tell how he died. The burial of Oedipus in Attica
was thereafter to ensure that all his powers for good would be
devoted to the country that had given him refuge. The man
becomes a hero in the Greek sense, between the gods and
mere mortals. From being a source of pollution he turns into
a source of protection: we are dealing with a notion of the
sacred that spans both extraordinary evil and extraordinary
good, both danger and salvation.

The sense that exceptional skill or exceptional character is
both a source of great benefit and a danger comes out in a dif-
ferent context in the next play we should consider, the Philoc-
tetes. Philoctetes had been abandoned on the way to Troy by
the other Achaean heroes because of the terrible wound with
which he is afflicted. But it turns out that to take Troy they
need both him and his bow. He is the archer par excellence,
and his bow is no good without him, nor he without his bow.
This play is all about loyalty and betrayal, straight dealings
and deceit. The wily Odysseus first persuades the young
Neoptolemus to trick Philoctetes into parting with his bow—
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figure of Oedipus and the institution of the pharmakos, quite what that con-
nection is, how important it is for our understanding of the play, and what
its wider significance is, are much disputed questions.
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only for Neoptolemus later to realize that that is wrong,
undergoing a veritable rite de passage in the process of this
self-realization.² The resolution at the end of the play has to
be brought about by the personal, divine, intervention of
Heracles (1409ff.). But Philoctetes is as ambivalent a figure as
Oedipus. On the one hand, he stinks from his running sore: he
still suffers from his unhealed wound (38ff.) [T 4.5]. Only at
the end does Heracles send Asclepius to heal him (1437). On
the other, he holds the key to taking Troy. Those with excep-
tional skills are—we understand—to be revered, even to be
feared. We recall that Empedocles had said he was greeted by
his fellow citizens as a god. Yet that acclaim carries with it its
own risks and dangers.

Tragedy is all about the gods and prophecies fulfilled in
unexpected, or in all too expected, ways. No extant Greek
play goes as far as Hesiod had done in stating as an unequivo-
cal general thesis that god rewards justice with health and
injustice with disease. Rather many individuals find them-
selves caught up in the doom of their families whose accursed
misfortunes carry on from one generation to the next. But 
celebrations of human ability, human know-how, can also be
found. Prometheus in the Prometheus Vinctus attributed to
Aeschylus famously praises the skills he says come from the
gift of fire that he stole from Zeus to give to humans. He
taught men, he says at 436ff., the skills of building houses, of
how to tell the seasons by the stars, of number, and most mar-
vellous of all, that of the remedies for diseases and a whole
gamut of techniques of prophecy (476) [T 4.6]. He presides,
of course, as his own name, Prometheus, indicates, over all
manner of foresight. We may note in passing that this focuses
attention on the abilities—of being able to bring about a cure,
of knowing the future—even though, as we saw in the previ-
ous chapter, there was considerable disagreement among
those who claimed to have those abilities about how precisely
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² The suggestion that this self-realization may be connected with the
institution of the ephebeia is proposed by Vidal-Naquet in Vernant and
Vidal-Naquet 1988, ch. 7.
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they were to be displayed. It is the success that Prometheus
celebrates, and questions as to how it is to be achieved are not,
of course, allowed to obtrude.

But a similar celebration, this time without reference to the
divine provenance of human abilities, comes in the famous
chorus of Sophocles’ Antigone (332ff.) [T 4.7]. ‘Many things
are formidable and none more formidable than humans.’ He
can cross the sea, till the soil, capture wild beasts and fish,
tame the horse and bull. He has learnt speech and social life
and architecture. He meets the future armed with resource
against all eventualities. Death, Hades, alone is something
from which he has no means of flight: but he has contrived
escape from desperate maladies, diseases (nosoi).

Such a paean of praise for humankind and its skills seems
extravagantly, almost foolishly, optimistic. It is as if no
shadow from plagues real or imaginary is cast over this cele-
bration. Medicine, it is claimed, has remedies even for terrible
diseases and there is no suggestion here that these cures are
only to be achieved with the help of the gods or of Asclepius.
Yet restored in its context in the action of the play, this chorus
can be seen in a very different light. This is a rare, indeed the
only, moment of optimism, when somehow or other Poly-
neices’ body has received its proper burial (though the chorus
does not yet know how and by whom this was done)—despite
Creon’s command that it should lie unburied as punishment
for his having dared to wage war against his brother, Eteocles,
and against Thebes. Yet we should recognize that this optim-
ism is short-lived. The very next chorus begins (582): ‘happy
are those whose lifespan is free from the taste of evils: but
those whose house has been shaken by the gods have no end 
of destruction (ate) . . . There is no escape (597).’ While one
chorus trumpets the resourcefulness of humankind, the next
suggests rather its helplessness. God’s will is inescapable and
his ways inscrutable.

The theme of evils as diseases, diseases as evils, has already
appeared in Sophocles. That is given a new twist in one of
Euripides’ most powerful plays, the Bacchae, a sustained
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problematization of madness, what it consists in, why people
are mad, what remedies are any use. Dionysus has come to
Thebes accompanied by his Asiatic women devotees, the
Bacchants, but king Pentheus rejects his worship, a rejection
that eventually leads to his death at the hands of his own
mother, Agave. She had gone with a band of Theban women
to the mountains to celebrate the god. Pentheus, enticed by
Dionysus to spy on the women, whom he suspects of lewd and
drunken behaviour, is discovered by his mother, but she is out
of her wits. She thinks he is a lion, and she slaughters him with
her own hands. She re-enters Thebes carrying his head in her
deluded triumph and is slowly led to a realization of what she
has done.

We have encountered before the themes of the threatening
nature of foreigners and of women. In this play the chorus,
consisting of Bacchants, stress their Asiatic origin (64), while,
when Dionysus talks of being worshipped by the barbarians,
Pentheus contrasts this with the better sense that Greeks pos-
sess (483). But I am more concerned here with the discourse
of madness, with accusations of madness by those who stress
their own sound sense, with the accounts given of mad behav-
iour and with the confusion that these engender. Nearly all
the characters in the play, the chorus, Agave and the Theban
women, Pentheus, Teiresias and Cadmus, even Pentheus’
servants, are implicated in one way or another.

The chorus itself speaks of the frenzy of their fellow-
worshippers of Bacchus, the mad Satyrs (mainomenoi saturoi,
130) and of their own rapture (135ff.) [T 4.8]. As for the
Theban women, led by Agave, their madness is sent by
Dionysus, so he himself says (36) and Pentheus for once
thinks the same, describing their madness as a ‘new disease’
(353–4). Cadmus in turn agrees (1295). When Agave finally
comes to her senses, this is her returning to her right mind,
becoming eunous again (1269ff.). But Pentheus, who prides
himself on his good sense, is also said by Teiresias to be mad
(359) because he rejects Dionysus. Seduced by Dionysus to
spy on the Bacchants he is described as mad (999) even while
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Dionysus says that even before that, he had ‘no sound wits’
(947–8). Even the servant, who brings in Dionysus bound and
announces that the imprisoned Bacchants have escaped, is
said by Pentheus to be mad (451). As for Teiresias and Cad-
mus, they, according to Pentheus, have taken leave of their
senses, when they decide to join the God’s devotees (252,
343ff.)

The exchanges between Pentheus, Teiresias, and Cadmus,
early in the play (215–369) [T 4.9, 4.10] are particularly strik-
ing. Pentheus sees nothing but an excuse for immoral behav-
iour in the Bacchants’ rites (224) and says there is nothing
healthy or sound (hygies) in them (262). To that Teiresias
retorts that Pentheus may seem wise, but there is no sense
(phrenes) in his words (266–9). He lectures Pentheus on
Dionysus’ miraculous birth and his gifts to humankind, wine,
especially, that brings sleep (there is no other remedy, phar-
makon, for sufferings, 283). The god is a prophet (298) [T
4.10]. Bacchic frenzy and madness (to maniodes) are full of
prophecy (299) and he can be seen in action in battle, when
panic seizes soldiers even before a blow is struck. That too is 
a madness that comes from Dionysus (305).

Teiresias goes on to warn Pentheus not to be arrogant, and
not to think that it is just political might (kratos) that has
power over humans (310). ‘Nor, even if you think so—but
your opinion is sick (nosei)—should you think you are wise (or
sober, phronein).’³ You should accept the god and welcome
him. As for women, Dionysus does not compel them to be
chaste: chaste behaviour is a matter of their inborn nature
(phusis), but chastity will not be undone by Bacchic frenzy
(317f.) Teiresias, for his part, together with Cadmus, will
dance in celebration of the god, old as they are. ‘You are most
painfully mad,’ he concludes to Pentheus (326), ‘nor will you
be cured by pharmaka (remedies, spells) nor are you ill with-
out them.’
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Both the positive and the negative range of pharmakon are
here dramatically juxtaposed—or rather they are indistin-
guishable. It is pharmaka that are responsible for his mad-
ness—nor can pharmaka cure him. Equally no wedge can be
driven between pharmaka as spells, as drugs, or as remedies.
Pentheus is convinced he is as right as rain. But Teiresias is
sure that to reject the god is mad (whether or not that mad-
ness, like many others in the play, is Dionysus’ own doing).
As for Cadmus, he takes the politic line. Even if this god is no
god, he says (333) you had better call him god.

Quite what Euripides himself believed about the gods is 
the subject of a famous scholarly controversy, with Verrall’s
disputes with his contemporaries finding echoes in modern
writings. But that is beside the point. We have no need to
enter that debate to register what the play tells us about the
powers and dangers of the divine, about the perils of madness
and its being confounded with good sense. Ordinary human
responses to crises may be useless. You may think it is sensible
to stick to what you are familiar with, avoiding trouble by not
tangling with these strange practices from foreign parts. But
what may look like prudent judgement may turn out to be
madness. There is a wisdom that is no wisdom (395). But who
is to know? Mere human judgement may be altogether inade-
quate to this vital task, and when it fails, what happens to the
boundary between wisdom and folly, and between folly and
madness? If someone represents themselves as particularly
knowledgeable or wise—a seer or a king, maybe—who can
verify whether they are right? Dionysus himself is on stage in
this play and he speaks for himself—or does he? The ‘I’ who
is the character Dionysus refers to Dionysus in the third per-
son (517, 649, 849) as well as in the first (1340: both at once,
for example at 498). Besides, we are in the theatre, are we not?⁴

The unpredictability of the gods, and the difficulty in keep-
ing in with all of them, are the leading themes in the last play
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⁴ The themes of the mask of Dionysus, and his simultaneous presence on
stage and in the theatre, are powerfully developed by Vernant in Vernant
and Vidal-Naquet 1988 ch. 17.
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I wish to comment on. This is Euripides’ Hippolytus, which
also picks up the topic of love or passion as disease. The action
of the play is sandwiched between speeches by two goddesses:
Aphrodite speaks the prologue and Artemis appears in the
closing scene. Aphrodite has been slighted by Hippolytus,
who worships the virgin goddess Artemis and will have
nothing to do with the works of Aphrodite. But Aphrodite
vows revenge. Phaedra, Hippolytus’ step-mother, falls madly
in love with Hippolytus, but, when repulsed by him, takes her
own life and denounces Hippolytus to his father, Theseus.
Theseus believes Phaedra, curses Hippolytus, driving him
into exile. Hippolytus is killed when a thunderbolt from Zeus
frightens the horses of his chariot team and a great wave over-
whelms him. As we have learnt to expect, divine actions and
motivations are interwoven with human and ‘natural’ ones.
That Aphrodite starts the action in no way removes all
responsibility from the shoulders of Phaedra, Hippolytus,
Theseus, themselves.

But when Phaedra first conceives her passion for Hippo-
lytus, her confidante, the Nurse, diagnoses disease. She in-
vokes ‘the troubles (evils) mortals have, the hateful illnesses
(nosoi)’ and addressing Phaedra asks ‘what shall I do for you?
What shall I not?’ (177f.) [T 4.12]. ‘Better it is to be sick’, she
claims (186) ‘than to tend the sick.’ The first is simple; the
second involves both grief—mental pain—and hard work.

Phaedra’s own opening speeches refer to her physical
symptoms (we might say) as much as to her emotions. ‘Raise
up my body, hold my head erect. My limbs are unstrung.
Take my fair arms, servants. It is a burden to have this head-
dress on my head. Take it off, spread my tresses on my shoul-
ders.’ The Nurse’s response is to try to encourage her to be
calm. ‘You will endure your sickness (nosos) more easily with
calm and nobility of heart. Mortals must endure trouble’
(203ff.). She should not speak such wild words, born of mad-
ness (mania, 214, cf. 232, 238), in public! After plenty of
further exchanges, the Nurse remains baffled: she later says
she is no prophet able to recognize clearly what is hidden, 346.
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Finally Phaedra confesses she is in love. It is the Nurse who,
registering Phaedra’s reaction to the mention of his name,
identifies Hippolytus as the object of her passion, only for her
to become distraught herself.

Phaedra herself has said, according to the Nurse (279), that
she is not ill. As Phaedra herself puts it (317) her mind has a
pollution (miasma). But she presents with all the signs of sick-
ness. In such straits it is natural for a woman to confide in
another woman. Indeed we saw in the last chapter that, faced
with their women patients, the male doctors represented in
the Hippocratic Corpus were often rather at a loss, not clear
whether to trust what they were told, and yet recognizing that
women thought they knew well enough what was going on in
their bodies, at least where childbirth was concerned. Euripi-
des’ depiction of the exchanges between Phaedra and the
Nurse exploits the idea that a woman will talk more easily to
another woman about love and disease, but it also confirms
that the line between those two is a fine one. Rather, there is
no fundamental distinction between the two, for love, in the
final analysis, is an affliction.

Works of high literature, let me say again, are bound to pose
a particular challenge to interpretation. But from the point of
view of what these plays assume their audience will under-
stand and respond to, they can be used for the light they throw
on the Greek imagination. Whether or not that audience
believed in the Olympian gods and the other agencies put on
stage is immaterial: they certainly accepted the actions as real.
They certainly recognized the playing out of the drama as
being ‘true to life’. Who knows what the future holds? Who
can tell what misfortunes may strike and why? When experts
diagnose the problems and offer remedies, can they be trust-
ed? Those problems, those ills, those diseases, where do they
come from, and how should they be responded to or reme-
died? The plague of a population, the wound of an individual,
lovesickness, mark calamity, whether heaven-sent or not: but
those marked out may be as much objects to revere as to pity.
The gods often achieve their ends—obscure as they are—
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through disease. Humans may try to understand, diagnose,
cure: but their helplessness is evident.

Yet it is not that the inevitable-seeming unfolding of the
action absolves humans from having to decide what to do.
‘Alas, what shall I do?’ is a refrain that haunts Greek tragedy,
from Orestes in Aeschylus Choephoroi (899) to the Nurse in
Euripides’ Hippolytus. Though so often in the dark, at a loss
to know whether the gods have taken offence and if so, why,
and how to go about placating them, or what to do in general,
humans have nevertheless to strain every nerve to get the
answers right—except that their efforts so often come to 
nothing (as was the fate, as we saw, of Greek doctors of every
description in their attempts to understand and to cure). To
seem pious, or wise, or even good, offered no immunity to
calamity, indeed no immunity was to be had, any more than
there was for disease. Its sudden onset, often unexplained,
often inexplicable, maybe irremediable, captures, in so many
respects, the very essence of the human predicament, serving
as not merely analogous to, but itself a key example of, human
vulnerability. So at least the Greek tragedians—and indeed
their audiences—evidently believed.
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CHAPTER 4  TEXTS

4.1 Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 58–72
Oi. _ paide3 ojktro≤, gnwt¤ koÛk £gnwt3 moi

pro3&lqeq’ Ème≤ronte3, eˆ g¤r o”d’ Òti

no3e∏te p3nte3: ka≥ no3oınte3, „3 ƒg° 60
oÛk π3tin Ëm0n Ò3ti3 ƒx ÷3ou no3e∏.

tÏ m†n g¤r Ëm0n £lgo3 ej3 1n’ πrcetai

mÎnon kaq’ aËtÎn, koÛdvn’ £llon, Ó d’ ƒm¶

yuc¶ pÎlin te kåm† ka≥ 3’ Ømoı 3tvnei.

¿3t’ oÛc \pn8 g’ e\dont3 m’ ƒxege≤rete, 65
åll’ ÷3te poll¤ mvn me dakr»3anta d&,

poll¤3 d’ ØdoŸ3 ƒlqÎnta front≤do3 pl3noi3.

©n d’ eˆ 3kop0n h\ri3kon ÷a3in mÎnhn,

ta»thn πpraxa: pa∏da g¤r Menoikvw3

Krvont’, ƒmautoı gambrÎn, ƒ3 t¤ Puqik¤ 70
πpemya Fo≤bou d*maq’, „3 p»qoiq’ Ò ti

dr0n ∂ t≤ fwn0n t&nd’ ƒru3a≤mhn pÎlin.

4.2 Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 95–104
Kr. lvgoim’ #n oÍ’ ‡kou3a toı qeoı p3ra. 95

£nwgen Óm$3 Fo∏bo3 ƒmfan03, £nax,

m≤a3ma c*ra3, „3 teqrammvnon cqon≥

ƒn t∫d’, ƒla»nein mhd’ ån&ke3ton trvfein.

Oi. po≤8 kaqarm‘; t≤3 Ø trÎpo3 t[3 xumfor$3;

Kr. åndrhlatoınta3, ∂ fÎn8 fÎnon p3lin 100
l»onta3, „3 tÎd’ aÍma ceim3zon pÎlin.

Oi. po≤ou g¤r åndrÏ3 t&nde mhn»ei t»chn;

Kr. Án Óm≤n, _nax, L3iÎ3 poq’ Ógem°n

g[3 t[3de, pr≥n 3† t&nd’ åpeuq»nein pÎlin.

4.3 Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 380–403
Oi. _ ploıte ka≥ turann≥ ka≥ tvcnh tvcnh3 380

Ëperfvrou3a t‘ poluz&l8 b≤8,

Ò3o3 par’ Ëm∏n Ø fqÎno3 ful333etai,

ej t[3dv g’ årc[3 o\nec’, ©n ƒmo≥ pÎli3

dwrhtÎn, oÛk ajthtÎn, ej3ece≤ri3en,

ta»th3 Krvwn Ø pi3tÎ3, oËx årc[3 f≤lo3, 385
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CHAPTER 4  TEXTS

4.1 Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 58–72
 : Children, I pity you! I know, I am not ignorant of the

desires with which you have come; yes, I know that you are all
sick, and, sick as you are, none of you is as sick as I. Your pain
comes upon each by himself and upon no other; but my soul
mourns equally for the city and for myself and for you. And so you
are not waking me from sleep, but know that I have shed many a
tear, and have travelled many roads in the wanderings of reflec-
tion. The only remedy which, by careful thought, I have found 
I have applied; I have sent Creon, son of Menoeceus, my wife’s
brother, to the Pythian halls of Phoebus, so that he may learn by
what deed or word I may protect this city.

4.2 Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 95–104
 : I will tell you what I heard from the god. The lord Phoebus

orders us plainly to drive out from the land a pollution, one that
has been nourished in this country, and not to nourish it till it can-
not be cured.

 : With what means of purifying? what is the nature of the
trouble?

 : By banishment, or by repaying killing with killing, since it
is this bloodshed that has brought the storm upon the city.

 : And who is the man whose fate he is revealing?
 : King, Laius was once lord of this land, before you guided

it.

4.3 Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 380–403
 : O riches and kingship and skill surpassing skill in a life

much-envied, how great is the hatred that you store up, if it is for
the sake of this royal power, which the city placed in my hands as
a gift, though I had not asked it, that Creon the trusty, my friend
from the first, has crept up to me and longs to throw me out, set-
ting upon me this wizard hatcher of plots, this crafty beggar, who
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l3qr6 m’ Ëpelq°n ƒkbale∏n Ème≤retai,

Ëfe≥3 m3gon toiÎnde mhcanorr3fon,

dÎlion åg»rthn, Ò3ti3 ƒn to∏3 kvrde3in

mÎnon dvdorke, t¶n tvcnhn d’ πfu tuflÎ3.

ƒpe≥ fvr’ ejpv, poı 3Ÿ m3nti3 e” 3af&3; 390
p03 oÛc, Òq’ Ó Âay8dÏ3 ƒnq3d’ Án k»wn,

hÇda3 ti to∏3d’ å3to∏3in ƒklut&rion;

ka≤toi tÎ g’ a÷nigm’ oÛc≥ toÛpiÎnto3 Án

åndrÏ3 dieipe∏n, åll¤ mante≤a3 πdei:

©n oÇt’ åp’ ojwn0n 3Ÿ proÛf3nh3 πcwn 395
oÇt’ ƒk qe0n tou gnwtÎn: åll’ ƒg° mol*n,

Ø mhd†n ejd°3 Ojd≤pou3, πpau33 nin,

gn*m7 kur&3a3 oÛd’ åp’ ojwn0n maq*n:

n d¶ 3Ÿ peir93 ƒkbale∏n, dok0n qrÎnoi3

para3tat&3ein to∏3 Kreonte≤oi3 pvla3. 400
kla≤wn doke∏3 moi ka≥ 3Ÿ c∑ 3unqe≥3 t3de

åghlat&3ein: ej d† m¶ ’dÎkei3 gvrwn

e”nai, paq°n πgnw3 £n oÍ3 per frone∏3.

4.4 Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus 1595–607, 1620–57
Ag. åf’ o˜ mv3o3 3t¤3 toı te Qorik≤ou pvtrou 1595

ko≤lh3 t’ åcvrdou kåp≥ laºnou t3fou

kaqvzet’: e”t’ πlu3e du3pine∏3 3tol33.

k£peit’ å»3a3 pa∏da3 ]n*gei Âut0n

Ëd3twn ƒnegke∏n loutr¤ ka≥ co33 poqen:

t° d’ eÛclÎou D&mhtro3 ej3 pro3Îyion 1600
p3gon molo»3a t33d’ ƒpi3tol¤3 patr≥

tace∏ ’pÎreu3an xŸn crÎn8, loutro∏3 tv nin

ƒ3q[t≤ t’ ƒx&3kh3an µ nom≤zetai.

ƒpe≥ d† p$3an π3ce dr0nto3 Ódon¶n

koÛk Án πt’ årgÏn oÛd†n —n ƒf≤eto, 1605
kt»ph3e m†n ZeŸ3 cqÎnio3, aÈ d† parqvnoi

Â≤gh3an, „3 ‡kou3an:

toiaıt’ ƒp’ åll&loi3in åmfike≤menoi 1620
l»gdhn πklaion p3nte3. „3 d† prÏ3 tvlo3

gÎwn åf≤kont’ oÛd’ πt’ ∑r*rei bo&,

Án m†n 3iwp&, fqvgma d’ ƒxa≤fnh3 tino3

q*uxen aÛtÎn, ¿3te p3nta3 ørq≤a3

3t[3ai fÎb8 de≤3anta3 eÛqvw3 tr≤ca3: 1625
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has sight only when it comes to profit, but in his art is blind! Why,
come, tell me, how can you be a true prophet? Why when the
versifying hound was here did not you speak some word that
could release the citizens? Indeed, her riddle was not one for the
first comer to explain! It required prophetic skill, and you were
exposed as having no knowledge from the birds or from the gods.
No, it was I that came, Oedipus who knew nothing, and put a stop
to her; I hit the mark by native wit, not by what I learned from
birds. And it is I that you are trying to throw out, thinking that
you will stand close to the throne of Creon. Both you and he who
hatched this plan will regret, I think, your attempt to drive out the
curse; and if you did not seem to be old, you would learn by suf-
fering how dangerous are your thoughts.

4.4 Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus 1595–607, 1620–57
 : Between this and the Thorician rock he took his

stand, and sat down by the hollow pear tree and the tomb of stone;
then he undid his filthy garments. Next he called upon his daugh-
ters, telling them to bring water for washing and libation from a
running stream somewhere. And they went to the hill of verdant
Demeter that was in view and discharged these duties swiftly 
for their father, and gave him the bath and the raiment this is
customary. But when he had got all the pleasure belonging to a
doer, and none of his commands had been left unfulfilled, Zeus 
of the earth thundered, and the maidens shuddered when they
heard it.

Thus, clinging closely to each other, all of them sobbed; but
when they came to the end of their lamenting, and no sound still
rose up, there was silence, and suddenly the voice of someone
hailed him, so that the hair of all stood upright suddenly in terror.
For the god called him often and from many places: ‘You there,
Oedipus, why do we wait to go? You have delayed too long!’ But
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kale∏ g¤r aÛtÏn poll¤ pollac∫ qeÎ3:

“_ o˜to3 o˜to3, Ojd≤pou3, t≤ mvllomen

cwre∏n; p3lai d¶ tåpÏ 3oı brad»netai.”
Ø d’ „3 ƒp…3qet’ ƒk qeoı kalo»meno3,

aÛd9 mole∏n oÈ g[3 £nakta Qh3va. 1630
kåpe≥ pro3[lqen, e”pen, “_ f≤lon k3ra,

dÎ3 moi cerÏ3 3[3 p≤3tin årca≤an tvknoi3,

Ëme∏3 te, pa∏de3, t‘de: ka≥ kata≤ne3on

m&pote prod*3ein t33d’ ‰k*n, tele∏n d’ Ò3’ #n

mvll73 fron0n eˆ xumfvront’ aÛta∏3 åe≤.” 1635
Ø d’, „3 ån¶r genna∏o3, oÛk o÷ktou mvta

kat…ne3en t3d’ Òrkio3 dr33ein xvn8.

Òpw3 d† taut’ πdra3en, eÛqŸ3 Ojd≤pou3

ya»3a3 åmaura∏3 cer3≥n —n pa≤dwn lvgei,

“_ pa∏de, tl33a3 cr¶ †tÏ genna∏on fvrein† 1640
cwre∏n tÎpwn ƒk t0nde, mhd’ 4 m¶ qvmi3

le»33ein dikaioın, mhd† fwno»ntwn kl»ein.

åll’ 1rpeq’ „3 t3ci3ta: pl¶n Ø k»rio3

Qh3eŸ3 parv3tw manq3nein t¤ dr*mena.”
to3aıta fwn&3anto3 ej3hko»3amen 1645
x»mpante3: å3takte≥ d† 3Ÿn ta∏3 parqvnoi3

3tvnonte3 „martoımen. „3 d’ åp&lqomen,

crÎn8 brace∏ 3trafvnte3, ƒxape≤domen

tÏn £ndra tÏn m†n oÛdamoı parÎnt’ πti,

£nakta d’ aÛtÏn ømm3twn ƒp≤3kion 1650
ce∏r’ åntvconta kratÎ3, „3 deinoı tino3

fÎbou fanvnto3 oÛd’ åna3cetoı blvpein.

πpeita mvntoi baiÏn oÛd† 3Ÿn lÎg8

Ør0men aÛtÏn g[n te pro3kunoınq’ ‹ma

ka≥ tÏn qe0n >Olumpon ƒn taÛt‘ crÎn8. 1655
mÎr8 d’ Øpo≤8 ke∏no3 •let’ oÛd’ #n eÍ3

qnht0n fr33eie pl¶n tÏ Qh3vw3 k3ra.

4.5 Sophocles, Philoctetes 38–47
Ne. joŸ jo»: ka≥ taıt3 g’£lla q3lpetai

Â3kh, bare≤a3 tou no3hle≤a3 plva.

Od. Ån¶r katoike∏ to»3de toŸ3 tÎpou3 3af03, 40
k£3t’ oÛc ‰k33 pou. p03 g¤r #n no30n ån¶r

k0lon palai9 khr≥ pro3te≤coi makr3n;

åll’ ∂ ’p≥ forb[3 ma3tŸn ƒxel&luqen
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when he realized that the god was calling him, he told the king 
of the country, Theseus, to come to him. And when he had
approached, he said, ‘My dear friend, pray give the ancient pledge
of a handclasp to my children, and do you daughters, give the
same to him! And promise that you will never willingly betray
them, and that you will always accomplish kindly all that will do
them good.’

And he like a noble man, without lamenting promised upon
oath that he would do this for the stranger. And when he had done
this, at once Oedipus laid his feeble hands upon his children and
said, ‘Daughters, you must bear this with a noble mind and depart
from these regions, and not claim to look upon what may not be
seen, or to hear such speech. Come, go with all speed! Only let
him who is responsible, Theseus, be here to learn what is being
done.’

We all heard him speak these words; and we accompanied the
maidens , with floods of tears. And when we had departed, after a
short time we turned around, and could see that the man was no
longer there, and the king was holding his hand before his face to
shade his eyes, as though some terrifying sight, which he could
not bear to look on, had been presented. But then after a moment,
with no word spoken, we saw him salute the earth and the sky,
home of the gods, at the same moment. But by what death that
man perished none among mortals could tell but Theseus.

4.5 Sophocles, Philoctetes 38–47
 : Ah, ah! Here is something else, rags drying in

the sun, stained with matter from some grievous sore!
 : Clearly this is the place where the man lives, and he

must be not far off; for how could a man whose leg is stricken with
an ancient affliction travel far? But either he has gone off to look
for food, or perhaps he knows some healing herb. So send the man
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∂ f»llon e÷ ti n*dunon k3toidv pou.

tÏn oˆn parÎnta pvmyon ƒ3 kata3kop&n, 45
m¶ ka≥ l3q7 me pro3pe3*n: „3 m$llon #n

1loit’ πm’ ∂ toŸ3 p3nta3 !rge≤ou3 labe∏n.

4.6 Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus 476–500
Pr. t¤ loip3 mou kl»ou3a qaum33hi plvon,

oJa3 tvcna3 te ka≥ pÎrou3 ƒmh33mhn:

tÏ m†n mvgi3ton, e÷ ti3 ƒ3 nÎ3on pv3oi,

oÛk Án ålvxhm’ oÛdvn, oÇte br*3imon

oÛ cri3tÏn oÛd† pi3tÎn, åll¤ farm3kwn 480
cre≤ai kate3kvllonto, pr≤n g’ ƒg* 3fi3in

πdeixa kr33ei3 ]p≤wn åke3m3twn,

aÍ3 t¤3 Åp33a3 ƒxam»nontai nÎ3ou3:

trÎpou3 te polloŸ3 mantik[3 ƒ3to≤ci3a,

k£krina pr0to3 ƒx øneir3twn 4 cr¶ 485
\par genv3qai, klhdÎna3 te du3kr≤tou3

ƒgn*ri3’ aÛto∏3 ƒnod≤ou3 te 3umbÎlou3,

gamywn»cwn te pt[3in ojwn0n 3keqr03

di*ri3’, oJtinv3 te dexio≥ f»3in

eÛwn»mou3 te, ka≥ d≤aitan ~ntina 490
πcou3’ 1ka3toi ka≥ prÏ3 åll&lou3 t≤ne3

πcqrai te ka≥ 3tvrghqra ka≥ 3unedr≤ai:

3pl3gcnwn te leiÎthta, ka≥ croi¤n t≤na

πcou3’ #n e÷h da≤mo3in prÏ3 Ódon¶n

col&, loboı te poik≤lhn eÛmorf≤an: 495
kn≤3hi te k0la 3ugkalupt¤ ka≥ makr¤n

ø3fın pur*3a3 du3tvkmarton ej3 tvcnhn

¿dw3a qnhto»3, ka≥ flogwp¤ 3¶mata

ƒxwmm3tw3a prÎ3qen Ônt’ ƒp3rgema.

toiaıta m†n d¶ taıt’: 500

4.7 Sophocles, Antigone 332–64
Co. poll¤ t¤ dein¤ koÛd†n ån-

qr*pou deinÎteron pvlei:

toıto ka≥ polioı pvran

pÎntou ceimer≤8 nÎt8 335
cwre∏, peribruc≤oi3in

per0n Ëp’ o÷dma3in, qe0n

te t¤n Ëpert3tan, G$n
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you have with you to look out, in case he should suddenly fall
upon me. How much rather he would take me than all the other
Argives!

4.6 Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus 476–500
 : Hear but the rest and thou shalt wonder the more

at the arts and resources I devised. This first and foremost: if ever
man fell ill, there was no defence—no healing food, no ointment,
nor any draught—but for lack of medicine they wasted away,
until I showed them how to mix soothing remedies wherewith
they now ward off all their disorders. And I marked out many
ways whereby they might read the future, and among dreams I
first discerned which are destined to come true; and voices
baffling interpretation I explained to them, and signs from meet-
ings by the way. The flight of crook-taloned birds I distinguished
clearly—which by nature are auspicious, which sinister—their
various modes of life, their mutual feuds and loves, and their 
consortings; and the smoothness of their entrails, and what colour
the gall must have to please the gods, and the speckled symmetry
of the liver-lobe; and the thigh-bones, enwrapped in fat, and 
the long chine I burned and initiated mankind into an occult art.
Also I cleared their vision to discern signs from flames, erstwhile
obscure. So much then touching these arts.

4.7 Sophocles, Antigone 332–64
 : Many things are formidable, and none more formidable

than humans. He crosses the gray sea beneath the winter wind,
passing beneath the surges that surround him; and he wears away
the highest of the gods, Earth, immortal and unwearying, as his
ploughs go back and forth from year to year, turning the soil with
the aid of the breed of horses.

And he captures the tribe of thoughtless birds and the races of
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£fqiton, åkam3tan åpotr»etai

jllomvnwn årÎtrwn πto3 ej3 πto3, 340
Èppe≤8 gvnei pole»wn.

koufonÎwn te fılon ør-

n≤qwn åmfibal°n £gei

ka≥ qhr0n ågr≤wn πqnh

pÎntou t’ ejnal≤an f»3in 345
3pe≤rai3i diktuokl*3toi3,

perifrad¶3 ån&r: krate∏

d† mhcana∏3 ågra»lou

qhrÏ3 øre33ib3ta, la3ia»cen3 q’ 350
Jppon øcm3zetai åmf≥ lÎfon zug‘

oÇreiÎn t’ åkm[ta taıron.

ka≥ fqvgma ka≥ ånemÎen frÎnhma ka≥ å3tunÎmou3 355
ørg¤3 ƒdid3xato ka≥ du3a»lwn

p3gwn Ëpa≤qreia ka≥

d»3ombra fe»gein bvlh

pantopÎro3: £poro3 ƒp’ oÛd†n πrcetai 360
tÏ mvllon: @ida mÎnon

feıxin oÛk ƒp3xetai:

nÎ3wn d’ åmhc3nwn fug¤3

xumpvfra3tai. 364

4.8 Euripides, The Bacchae 135–67
Co. ÓdŸß ƒn Ôresin, Òtan ƒk qi3swn droma≤- 135

wn pvs7 pedÎse, ne-

br≤doß πcwn ÈerÏn ƒndutÎn, ågre»wn

aÍma tragoktÎnon, ∑mof3gon c3rin, Èvme-

noß ƒß Ôrea Fr»gia, L»di’, Ø d’ πxarcoß BrÎmioß, 140
eÛoÍ.

Âe∏ d† g3lakti pvdon, Âe∏ d’ o÷n8, Âe∏ d† meliss$n

nvktari.

Sur≤aß d’ „ß lib3nou ka-

pnÏn Ø BakceŸß ånvcwn 145
purs*dh flÎga pe»kaß

ƒk n3rqhkoß å≤ssei

drÎm8 ka≥ coro∏sin

plan3taß ƒreq≤zwn

jaca∏ß t’ ånap3llwn,
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wild beasts and the watery brood of the sea, catching them in the
woven coils of nets, man the skilful. And he contrives to overcome
the beast that roams the mountain, and tames the shaggy-maned
horse and the untiring mountain bull, putting a yoke about their
necks.

And he has learned speech and wind-swift thought and the
temper that rules cities, and how to escape the exposure of the in-
hospitable hills and the sharp arrows of the rain, all-resourceful;
he meets nothing in the future without resource; only from Hades
shall he apply no means of flight; and he has contrived escape
from desperate maladies.

4.8 Euripides, The Bacchae 135–67
 : O what delight is in the mountains!

There the celebrant, wrapped in his sacred fawnskin,
Flings himself on the ground surrendered,
While the swift-footed company streams on;
There he hunts for blood, and rapturously
Eats the raw flesh of the slaughtered goat,
Hurrying on to the Phrygian or Lydian mountain heights.
Possessed, ecstatic, he leads their happy cries;
The earth flows with milk, flows with wine,
Flows with nectar of bees;
The air is thick with a scent of Syrian myrrh.
The celebrant runs entranced, whirling the torch
That blazes red from the fennel-wand in his grasp,
And with shouts he rouses the scattered bands,
Sets their feet dancing,
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truferÎn 〈te〉 plÎkamon ejß ajqvra Â≤ptwn. 150
‹ma d’ eÛ3smasi toi3d’ ƒpibrvmei:

#W ÷te b3kcai,

[_] ÷te b3kcai,

Tm*lou crusorÎou clid9

mvlpete tÏn DiÎnuson 155
barubrÎmwn ËpÏ tump3nwn,

eÇia tÏn eÇion ågallÎmenai qeÏn

ƒn Frug≤aisi boa∏ß ƒnopa∏s≤ te,

lwtÏß Òtan eÛkvladoß 160
ÈerÏß Èer¤ pa≤gmata brvm7, s»noca

foit3sin ejß Ôroß ejß Ôroß: Ódomv- 165
na d’ £ra, p0loß Òpwß ‹ma matvri

forb3di, k0lon £gei tac»poun skirt&masi b3kca.

4.9 Euripides, The Bacchae 215–25, 248–62
Pen. πkdhmoß ̄ n m†n t[sd’ ƒt»gcanon cqonÎß, 215

kl»w d† neocm¤ t&nd’ ån¤ ptÎlin kak3,

guna∏kaß Óm∏n d*mat’ ƒkleloipvnai

plasta∏si bakce≤aisin, ƒn d† dask≤oiß

Ôresi qo3zein, tÏn newst≥ da≤mona

DiÎnuson, Òstiß πsti, tim*saß coro∏ß: 220
pl&reiß d† qi3soiß ƒn mvsoisin ‰st3nai

krat[raß, £llhn d’ £llos’ ejß ƒrhm≤an

pt*ssousan eÛna∏ß årsvnwn Ëphrete∏n,

prÎfasin m†n „ß d¶ main3daß quoskÎouß,

t¶n d’ !frod≤thn prÎsq’ £gein toı Bakc≤ou. 225

åt¤r tÎd’ £llo qaıma, tÏn teraskÎpon

ƒn poik≤laisi nebr≤si Teires≤an Ør0

patvra te mhtrÏß t[ß ƒm[ß—polŸn gvlwn— 250
n3rqhki bakce»ont’: åna≤nomai, p3ter,

tÏ g[raß Ëm0n ejsor0n noın oÛk πcon.

oÛk åpotin3xeiß kissÎn; oÛk ƒleuqvran

q»rsou meq&seiß ce∏r’, ƒm[ß mhtrÏß p3ter;

sŸ taıt’ πpeisaß, Teires≤a: tÎnd’ aˆ qvleiß 255
tÏn da≤mon’ ånqr*poisin ƒsfvrwn nvon

skope∏n pterwtoŸß kåmp»rwn misqoŸß fvrein.

ej m& se g[raß poliÏn ƒxerr»eto,

kaq[s’ #n ƒn b3kcaisi dvsmioß mvsaiß,
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As he shakes his delicate locks to the wild wind.
And amidst the frenzy of song he shouts like thunder:
‘On, on! Run, dance, delirious, possessed!
You, the beauty and grace of golden Tmolus,
Sing to the rattle of thunderous drums,
Sing for joy,
Praise Dionysus, god of joy!
Shout like Phrygians, sing out the tunes you know,
While the sacred pure-toned flute
Vibrates the air with holy merriment,
In time with the pulse of the feet that flock
To the mountains, to the mountains!’
And, like a foal with its mother at pasture,
Runs and leaps for joy every daughter of Bacchus.

4.9 Euripides, The Bacchae 215–25, 248–62
 : I’ve been away from Thebes, as it happens; but I’ve

heard the news—this extraordinary scandal in the city. Our
women, I discover, have abandoned their homes on some pre-
tence of Bacchic worship, and go gadding about in the woods 
on the mountain side, dancing in honour of this upstart god
Dionysus, whoever he may be. They tell me, in the midst of each
group of revellers stands a bowl full of wine; and the women 
go creeping off this way and that to lonely places and there 
give themselves to lecherous men, under the excuse that they 
are Maenad priestesses; though in their ritual Aphrodite comes
before Bacchus.

He turns to go, and sees  and    .
Why, look! another miracle! Here’s the prophet Teiresias, and
my mother’s father, playing the Bacchant, in dappled fawnskin and
carrying fennel-wands! Well, there’s a sight for laughter! (But he
is raging, not laughing.] Sir, I am ashamed to see two men of your
age with so little sense of decency. Come, you are my grandfather:
throw away your garland, get rid of that thyrsus. You persuaded
him into this, Teiresias. No doubt you hope that, when you have
introduced this new god to the pe0ple, you will be his appointed
seer, you will collect the fees for sacrifices.Your grey hairs are your
protection; otherwise you should sit with all these crazy females
in prison, for encouraging such pernicious performances.
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telet¤ß ponhr¤ß ejs3gwn: gunaix≥ g¤r 260
Òpou bÎtruoß ƒn dait≥ g≤gnetai g3noß,

oÛc Ëgi†ß oÛd†n πti lvgw t0n ørg≤wn.

4.10 Euripides, The Bacchae 298–305, 309–27
Teir. m3ntiß d’ Ø da≤mwn Òde: tÏ g¤r bakce»simon

ka≥ tÏ mani0deß mantik¶n poll¶n πcei:

Òtan g¤r Ø qeÏß ƒß tÏ s0m’ πlq7 pol»ß, 300
lvgein tÏ mvllon toŸß memhnÎtaß poie∏.

⁄re*ß te mo∏ran metalab°n πcei tin3:

stratÏn g¤r ƒn Òploiß Ônta kåp≥ t3xesin

fÎboß dieptÎhse pr≥n lÎgchß qige∏n.

man≤a d† ka≥ toıt’ ƒsti Dion»sou p3ra. 305

åll’ ƒmo≤, Penqeı, piqoı:

m¶ tÏ kr3toß aÇcei d»namin ånqr*poiß πcein, 310
mhd’, ∂n dok∫ß mvn, Ó d† dÎxa sou nos∫,

frone∏n dÎkei ti: tÏn qeÏn d’ ƒß g[n dvcou

ka≥ spvnde ka≥ b3kceue ka≥ stvfou k3ra.

oÛc Ø DiÎnusoß swfrone∏n ånagk3sei

guna∏kaß ƒß t¶n K»prin, åll’ ƒn t∫ f»sei 315
[tÏ swfrone∏n πnestin ejß t¤ p3nt’ åe≤]
toıto skope∏n cr&: ka≥ g¤r ƒn bakce»masin

oˆs’ ~ ge s*frwn oÛ diafqar&setai.

Ør9ß, sŸ ca≤reiß, Òtan ƒfest0sin p»laiß

pollo≤, tÏ Penqvwß d’ Ônoma megal»n7 pÎliß: 320
kåke∏noß, o”mai, tvrpetai tim*menoß.

ƒg° m†n oˆn ka≥ K3dmoß, n sŸ diagel9ß,

kiss‘ t’ ƒreyÎmesqa ka≥ core»somen,

poli¤ xunwr≤ß, åll’ Òmwß coreutvon,

koÛ qeomac&sw s0n lÎgwn peisqe≥ß \po. 325
ma≤n7 g¤r „ß £lgista, koÇte farm3koiß

£kh l3boiß #n oÇt’ £neu to»twn nose∏ß.

4.11 Euripides, Hippolytus 176–214
Tr. _ kak¤ qnht0n 3tugera≤ te nÎ3oi:

t≤ 3’ ƒg° dr33w, t≤ d† m¶ dr33w;

tÎde 3oi fvggo3, lamprÏ3 Òd’ ajq&r,

πxw d† dÎmwn ‡dh no3er$3

dvmnia ko≤th3. 180
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As for women, my opinion is this: when the sparkle of sweet
wine appears at their feasts, no good can be expected from their
ceremonies.

4.10 Euripides, The Bacchae 298–305, 309–27
   : The god is a prophet: for Bacchic ecstasy and mad-

ness are full of prophecy When the god enters the body in
strength, he makes those possessed speak the future. He shares
too a part of Ares: fear has sometimes scattered an army, ready
armed and in battle formation, before a spear has been bran-
dished. This madness too is from Dionysus.

Come, Pentheus, listen to me: do not boast that force has power
over humans: nor, even if you think so—but your opinion is
sick—should you think you are wise. Receive the god into the
country and pour libations to him and celebrate his rites and gar-
land your head. Dionysus will not compel women to be temperate
where love is concerned: that lies in their  nature. But you must
consider this. A chaste woman will not be corrupted in the
Bacchic rites. See: you are pleased when many stand before the
gates, and the city glorifies the name of Pentheus. So too he, 
I think, takes delight in being honoured. So then I and Cadmus,
whom you make fun of, will wear the ivy-wreath and will dance,
grey-haired both of us and yet we must dance. And I shall never
fight against the gods, persuaded by arguments of yours. For you
are most painfully mad: nor will you be cured by spells—and nor
are you ill without them.

4.11 Euripides, Hippolytus 176–214
 : Oh, the troubles mortals have, the hateful illnesses! What

shall I do for you? What shall I not? Here is daylight and here the
bright sky, and your sickbed stands now outside the house. For to
come out here was all you talked of. But soon you will hurry back
into your chamber, for you soon slip from contentment and find
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deıro g¤r ƒlqe∏n p$n πpo3 Án 3oi,

t3ca d’ ƒ3 qal3mou3 3pe»3ei3 tÏ p3lin.

tacŸ g¤r 3f3llhi koÛden≥ ca≤rei3,

oÛdv 3’ årv3kei tÏ parÎn, tÏ d’ åpÏn

f≤lteron Óg[i. 185
kre∏33on d† no3e∏n ∂ qerape»ein:

tÏ mvn ƒ3tin Åploın, t0i d† 3un3ptei

l»ph te fren0n cer3≤n te pÎno3.

p$3 d’ ødunhrÏ3 b≤o3 ånqr*pwn

koÛk π3ti pÎnwn ån3pau3i3. 190
åll’ Òti toı z[n f≤lteron £llo

3kÎto3 åmp≤3cwn kr»ptei nefvlai3.

du3vrwte3 d¶ fainÎmeq’ Ônte3

toıd’ Òti toıto 3t≤lbei kat¤ g[n

di’ åpeiro3»nhn £llou biÎtou 195
koÛk åpÎdeixin t0n ËpÏ ga≤a3,

m»qoi3 d’ £llw3 ferÎme3qa.

Fa. a÷retv mou dvma3, ørqoıte k3ra:

lvlumai melvwn 3»nde3ma f≤lwn.

l3bet’ eÛp&cei3 ce∏ra3, prÎpoloi. 200
bar» moi kefal[3 ƒp≤kranon πcein:

£fel’, åmpvta3on bÎ3trucon •moi3.

Tr. q3r3ei, tvknon, ka≥ m¶ calep03

met3balle dvma3:

Â$ion d† nÎ3on met3 q’ Ó3uc≤a3 205
ka≥ genna≤ou l&mato3 o÷3ei3.

mocqe∏n d† broto∏3in ån3gkh.

Fa. aja∏.

p03 #n dro3er$3 åpÏ krhn∏do3

kaqar0n Ëd3twn p0m’ åru3a≤man,

ËpÎ t’ ajge≤roi3 πn te kom&thi 210
leim0ni kliqe∏3’ ånapau3a≤man;

Tr. _ pa∏, t≤ qroe∏3:

oÛ m¶ par’ Ôclwi t3de ghr»3hi,

man≤a3 πpocon Â≤ptou3a lÎgon;
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joy in nothing, taking no pleasure in what is at hand but loving
instead what you do not have. Better it is to be sick than to tend 
the sick. The first is a single thing, while the second joins grief of
heart to toil of hand. But the life of mortals is wholly trouble, and
there is no rest from toil. Anything we might love more than life 
is hid in a surrounding cloud of darkness, and we show ourselves
unhappy lovers of whatever light there is that shines on earth
because we are ignorant of another life and the world below is not
revealed to us. We are aimlessly borne along by mere tales.

 : Raise up my body, hold my head erect! My limbs are
unstrung! Take my fair arms, servants! It is a burden to have 
this headdress on my head. Take it off, spread my tresses on my
shoulders!

 : Courage, my child! Do not shift your body so violently.
You will endure your sickness more easily with calm and nobility
of heart. Mortals must endure trouble.

 : Oh, oh! How I long to draw a drink of pure water from
a dewy spring and to take my rest lying under the poplar trees and
in the uncut meadow!

 : My child, what are these words of yours? Stop saying such
things before the crowd, hurling wild words that are borne on
madness!
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5

The Historians

We can talk of historiography being invented in Greece in the
work first of Herodotus and then of Thucydides in this sense,
that their claim to attention and to prestige took a different
form from that of any earlier writers. That claim was based on
being able to give a true account of what happened, in Herod-
otus’ case in the Persian Wars, in Thucydides’ in the Pelopon-
nesian War. Herodotus reconstructs the past, Thucydides
deals with contemporary events. But both distance them-
selves from works that we should call fiction, the telling of
stories that had nothing to do with real events, however much
verisimilitude they could command. True, the connection
and the distinction between ‘myth’ and ‘logos’ were, and
remained, problematic, for ‘myth’ could cover any narrative
account, fictional or not, and ‘logos’ equally could be used of
any story, true or false. Nevertheless both Herodotus and
Thucydides are at pains to justify their claim to record what
actually happened. In neither case are their histories limited
to mere descriptions of how it was. Both memorialize the past.
Both have lessons to convey about what can be learned from
it, and about human nature generally.

In a sense the claim to deliver the truth antedates Herod-
otus. This is not just a matter of Hesiod saying, in the The-
ogony, 26ff., that the Muses, his inspiration, know, when they
wish, how to speak the truth—for as he also says they can
speak falsehoods that resemble the truth (Pucci 1977). But
one of the earliest Greek prose-writers, Hecataeus, opened
his work on Genealogies by contrasting what he has to say—
which is true—with the many and absurd tales of the Greeks.
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That work, so far as we can judge from the fragments of it that 
have survived, adopts a rationalizing approach to myths and
legends. But it did not attempt a narrative account of events
over a period of time. Meanwhile the other lost work of
Hecataeus we know about was more of a geographical account
of the Mediterranean world than a historical survey. True,
much of the earlier part of Herodotus’ work is also ‘geograph-
ical’ (to use our category), especially his accounts of Egypt
and Scythia. But they provide the background to the story of
the Persians’ attempt to conquer Greece.

It is not that the recording of events in Herodotus and
Thucydides meets all or only the criteria that we might asso-
ciate with modern historiography. The boundaries between
genres in the ancient world scarcely ever coincide with ours.
As Nicole Loraux put it, Thucydides is no colleague. But
their claims include that of narrating what happened—as well
as spelling out its significance. However, Herodotus also
engages in aetiological explanations (for example of the Nile’s
flooding) that are similar to those we find in the Presocratic
philosophers. Moreover both he and Thucydides have, as we
shall see, a good deal to say about disease. There is, in both
cases, an important overlap between their interests and those
of the doctors we studied in Chapter 3.

Herodotus prides himself on the research, historie, he has
undertaken, collecting and sifting stories about past events
from a variety of witnesses. He contrasts occasions when he
can speak confidently from personal experience, telling us
what he has himself seen, with those where he is only report-
ing what he has been told (Hartog 1988). He often gives 
several different accounts of the same episode, specifying his
sources and usually giving his own verdict in conclusion. We
are to have confidence in him (so we are to understand)
because he has done his homework and our confidence may be
increased insofar as he tells us frankly about the limits of what
he is sure about and where he has to admit he is baffled. We
may note, in passing, that this parallels what happens in 
several of the Hippocratic treatises, where the authors freely
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confess their own ignorance of their patients’ complaints and
even their own inability to treat them (see above Ch. 3 n. 7).

We often find Herodotus casting doubt on tall stories, tales
of humans with goats’ feet (4. 25), Scythian stories about
werewolves (4. 105), what the Egyptians say about the
phoenix (2. 73). Sometimes he offers a rationalization of a
mythical story, as when he glosses the popular belief that the
vale of Tempe was the work of Poseidon by suggesting that it
was brought about by an earthquake: so given that Poseidon 
is the earthshaker, that idea is reasonable (7. 129). Under the
rules of double determination, those accounts are, of course,
perfectly compatible, for the God can work through earth-
quakes.

A belief that wicked acts eventually get to be punished
underlies many particular stories and in a sense is implied by
the whole history. The overweening arrogance of the Persians
in general and of Xerxes in particular gets its just deserts
when they are defeated by the Greeks at Salamis and Plataea.
One way in which Herodotus is half inclined to believe that
god’s retribution works is through disease. At 4. 202–5 [T 5.1]
he recounts the fate of Pheretime who had punished the
people of Barce for the murder of Arcesilaus by cutting off the
breasts of the women and impaling the men on stakes round
the city wall. Pheretime herself comes to a sticky end: she dies
a horrible death ‘her body seething with worms while she was
still alive’. That elicits the comment from Herodotus that
excessive retribution exacted by humans is hateful in the eyes
of the gods.

Elsewhere too, when discussing the way the Agyllaeans
were affected by crippling diseases (1. 167) or Pheros went
blind (2. 111 ) or why the Enarieis in Scythia suffer from the
‘female sickness’ (1. 105) [T 5.2], he is inclined to see heaven
at work. Thus the Agyllaeans had stoned the Phoceans to
death, and when they consulted the oracle at Delphi as to why
they and their animals were crippled, they were told to insti-
tute rites in honour of the Phoceans to make amends (here we
have an aetiological element at work, for Herodotus says that
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those rites are still carried out). Pheros’ blindness is con-
nected with his having insulted the river Nile. However, that
story is given in oratio obliqua, as something that has been
reported to Herodotus, and it does not get his explicit
endorsement.

The Enarieis case is particularly interesting as it can be
compared with another account of what seems precisely the
same affliction in the Hippocratic treatise On Airs Waters
Places (ch. 22, CMG I 1 2, 72. 10ff. [T 5.3]) though there 
the writer calls them Anarieis. The Hippocratic author says
that the impotence that affects these people comes from
horseback-riding, which leads to varicose veins, which the
Scythians treat by cutting the vein that runs behind the ear.
But those veins (he believes) are linked to the seminal vessels,
and cutting them causes impotence. He is clear, however, that
the disease has nothing to do with gods.

Herodotus first says that the Scythians who robbed the
temple of Heavenly Aphrodite at Ascalon were punished by
the goddess with the female sickness and adds that their
descendants still suffer from it. This is the reason the Scyth-
ians themselves give for their mysterious complaint and those
who go to their country can see what it is like. True, Herod-
otus just tells this story as he says he has it from the Scythians,
without giving his own view on the subject. Yet the contrast
with the Hippocratic author is striking, for he goes out of his
way to deny that the gods were involved. Like the author of
On the Sacred Disease he asserts that this disease is no more of
divine origin than any other. ‘Each of them has a nature of its
own, and none arises without its natural cause’—and this
peculiar affliction of the Scythians is no exception.

A number of more complex cases allow us to see the 
tension, in Herodotus, between acceptance of traditional
accounts and the rationalization of them, between theodicy
and naturalism. The accounts of the madness of Cambyses
and of Cleomenes illustrate how he hedges his bets. Cam-
byses’ behaviour, in attempting to kill the calf sacred to Apis
(3. 28–30) [T 5.4], was enough to label him mad, and the
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Egyptians were convinced, so Herodotus tells us, that it was
because of that sacrilegious act that he went mad. Various
other extravagant acts follow, including against his own kin,
ending with him kicking his pregnant sister (whom he had
married) and causing her to miscarry. Herodotus then com-
ments (3. 33): ‘These were the acts of a madman, whether or
not his madness was due to his treatment of Apis’ (in fact
Herodotus had said that even before that, Cambyses was far
from sound in mind). ‘It may indeed have been the result of
any one of the evils that affect humans, and there is a story that
he had suffered from childbirth from the serious disease that
some call sacred. There would then be nothing strange in the
fact that since a serious disease affected his body, so too he was
not well in his mind.’ On the one hand, the order in which
these stories are presented may favour the view that Herod-
otus’ own conclusion was that Cambyses’ complaint had a
natural cause. On the other, it is clear that this does not 
exonerate him, in Herodotus’ eyes, for his acts of savagery are
still his work.

The case of Cleomenes, king of Sparta, is obviously closer
to home and Herodotus’ account (6. 75) [T 5.5] is appreciably
more complex. As evidence that he was mad Herodotus first
cites his striking a Spartan and then his self-mutilation, end-
ing in his death. Most Greeks, he continues, thought that this
grizzly end was due to his having suborned the Pythian priest-
ess to get her to deny that Demaratus was the son of Ariston.
That denial contributed to Demaratus being deposed as
king—as Herodotus had just recounted (6. 65ff). But both the
Athenians and the Argives had a different explanation. The
Athenians said it was because Cleomenes had destroyed the
precinct of Demeter and Persephone when he invaded
Eleusis, and the Argives that it was punishment for the acts 
of treachery and sacrilege he had committed when he killed
those who had taken refuge in the temple of Argos, after a
battle, and had burnt the temple down. That prompts
Herodotus to give us the whole of that story, after which he
returns to the explanation of Cleomenes’ madness that the
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Spartans gave (6. 84) [T 5.6]. They deny that that was a
punishment from heaven. Rather it came from his habit of
drinking his wine neat—a custom he had picked up from asso-
ciating with Scythians. The Spartans’ view is the only entirely
naturalistic one mentioned. Moreover Herodotus concludes
his whole account by giving his own opinion on the matter,
namely that ‘Cleomenes came to grief as a punishment for
what he did to Demaratus’. That is not the precise wording of
what he had said ‘many of the Greeks’ believed, but it certain-
ly supports the view that his madness was a result of divine
retribution.

Herodotus is evidently inclined, on occasion, to endorse the
traditional belief that being afflicted with disease—physical 
or mental—may be the gods’ doing, the retribution they 
exact for some offence to them or other wrongdoing. The
Cleomenes story shows both how widespread some such idea
was—at least according to Herodotus’ report of what the
Athenians and Argives and other Greeks believed—and also
that there was frequent disagreement about particular cases.
Even if a lot of Greeks diagnosed divine punishment, they
certainly did not agree about what that punishment was for
exactly. Herodotus himself sees heaven at work in the unfold-
ing of events and gives a moral twist to particular stories when
he can.

At the same time he sets himself up as critic and judge of
other people’s stories, playing them off against one another on
some occasions, often expressing his doubts on the grounds 
of their implausibility, or the unreliability of those who
recounted them. That includes criticizing some of the ideas
that his predecessor Hecataeus had put forward. He is prob-
ably in mind when Herodotus criticizes as ridiculous those
who give accounts of circuits of the earth in which the earth is
round, as if drawn by compasses, with Europe and Asia of the
same size (4. 36, cf. 42). Yet when Herodotus himself dis-
cusses the source of the Nile, he too thinks it plausible to
assume a certain symmetry between the great river Ister
(Danube) running across Europe and the Nile across Africa—
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allowing the inference that the great river reported in West
Africa (the Niger) was in fact the upper reaches of the Nile.
Here is yet another example of rivalry between competing
Masters of Truth. Herodotus’ claim to superiority rests on his
insistence on the comprehensiveness of his research and the
soundness of his judgement. But where disease is concerned,
we have seen what a wide range of opinions would have been
entertained by members of his audience on their provenance
and causation, as well as how diverse were the views of Herod-
otus himself on the subject. It is clear that his tactic is to keep
his options open, giving naturalistic explanations on occasion,
but being ready to invoke the hand of heaven where that
seemed compatible with his understanding of the possibilities
of divine retribution.

Yet Herodotus, while not named, is in turn implicitly criti-
cized by his successor, Thucydides, where the topics of health
and disease take on a particular resonance and where we can
detect further rivalries, not just with other historiographers,
but with the naturalistic doctors represented in our Hippo-
cratic texts. Just as the Hippocratic Epidemics contain, in
addition to individual case histories, accounts of epidemic
diseases that struck whole communities on particular occa-
sions associated with certain climatic and other circum-
stances, so too we have a full description of the plague that
struck Athens, first in Thucydides 2. 47–54, and then more
briefly in 3. 87.

Of course this was a significant factor in the war, both
because of the loss of life at Athens and because of the effects
the plague had on Athenian morale. So Thucydides was in
duty bound to include some discussion. Yet he does so, as we
shall see, for more than just those circumstantial reasons. His
description invites comparison—and contrast—with those in
the Epidemics. In the background we should never forget that
a Greek reader will be thinking of that other emblematic
account of the plague, in the first book of the Iliad. Moreover
the plague plays an important role in the justification of
Thucydides’ historiography itself. Just as diseases can be
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diagnosed and recognized when they come again, so political
ills have their objective causes. Since human nature remains
broadly the same, learning the lessons of the past is important
for future conduct. The role of the historian is thus to provide
a ‘possession for always’ (1. 22) [T 5.7].

No less than four considerations, then, lead to Thucydides
giving the plague such prominence. First it was an important
factor in the war, which led, secondly, to moral degradation
and depression. Thirdly it gives Thucydides a chance to show
that he knows as much about this as any doctor. Fourthly and
most importantly, it provides him with a model for objective
—‘scientific’—historiography, for history (broadly) repeats
itself (as human nature remains the same) just as diseases do.

Thucydides tells us that he himself suffered from the 
disease and saw others who did so. Anyone, he says (2. 48) 
[T 5.8], whether doctor or lay person, may, according to their
own opinions, say what the origin of it is likely to have been
and what causes they think had the power to bring about so
great a change. We may note in passing that change is often
mentioned among the causes of diseases in Hippocratic trea-
tises.¹ So as one who survived the plague, Thucydides pre-
sents himself as a reliable witness to it, just as much an
authority on the subject as the doctors who, as he goes on to
explain, were quite at a loss as to how to treat it.

But that is not the only point. He gives us an explicit reason
for his account. ‘I shall give a statement of what it was like,
which people can study in case it should ever attack again, to
equip themselves with foreknowledge so that they shall not
fail to recognize it’ (2. 48) [T 5.8]. If we turn to some of the
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¹ Changes in the seasons are associated with the onset of diseases in such
Hippocratic texts as Aphorisms III 1, L IV 486. 4ff. (cf. 2–23), On Airs
Waters Places ch. 11 CMG I 1 2, 52. 15ff. (cf. chs. 1, 24. 3ff., and 10, 46.
16ff.), and changes in the wind in particular are held responsible for certain
complaints in On the Sacred Disease ch. 13 Littré VI 384. 4ff., ch. 16 Jones
(cf. On Airs Waters Places ch. 5, CMG I 1 2, 32. 6ff.). In the treatise On
Humours ch. 17, L V 498. 7ff., it is suggested that one can infer not only like-
ly diseases from changes in the weather, but also in certain circumstances
changes in the weather from diseases.
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passages in which he speaks about the motives for his own
history, we can see the parallelism. His history, unlike that of
others that were produced as much for entertainment as for
enlightenment, is a ‘possession for always’. Why? Because it
reveals the motives at work in human behaviour, the conse-
quences of human ambition and greed, for instance, the dire
effects of war itself on morality and morale. In book 3. 82 [T
5.9] when he talks of the degrading effects of civil war, stasis,
he spells the point out. Such grave sufferings come upon cities
because of their internal strife, sufferings such as happen and
always will happen ‘as long as human nature is the same’,
though they will be more or less severe according to the cir-
cumstances of each case. His whole history is, one may say, an
account of human political misfortunes that will enable any-
one to diagnose and anticipate them when they recur—just as
his description of the plague will enable diagnosis and prog-
nosis of that disease to be made. In this context the detailed
description of the plague stands as a model for what he claims
for his whole work. Both are validated on the assumption that
they deal with natures—with the regularities of physical dis-
eases mirrored in the regularities of political troubles that are
the consequence of human nature being the same.

Although the point should not be exaggerated, the loca-
tions of the two main references to the plague in his history
give them added dramatic force. At 2. 35ff. we are given the
funeral speech which Pericles pronounces over those who
died in battle during the previous year. Nothing could be
more poignant than the juxtaposition between Pericles’ great
paean of praise for Athens—the educator of Greece, the shin-
ing example of successful democracy, gloriously combining
freedom and responsibility—and the paragraph that follows
at 2. 47 [T 5.8] which speaks of the Spartan invasion of Attica
and the first onslaught of the plague. It was said to have
broken out previously, in Lemnos and elsewhere—but no-
where on the scale on which it affected Athens. The doctors
were unable out of ignorance to treat the disease (and they
themselves especially died from the disease as they were par-
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ticularly exposed to it) nor was any other human art of any
use. As for those who made supplication at the sanctuaries or
resorted to divination and so on, that was all completely futile,
and at the end people gave up all such recourses, being over-
whelmed by the disaster.

The first account of the plague gains added significance by
the contrast with Pericles’ optimism. The second at 3. 87 fol-
lows Thucydides’ account of the moral degradation that was
one of the effects of the war, the passage I cited before. Here
the stark juxtaposition between moral and physical calamities
gives added resonance to both. The moral degradation is like
a plague: the plague is one aspect of the total degradation that
afflicted those who were caught up in the war.

By telling us straight away that the doctors could not cope,
and then that he himself suffered from the disease, Thucydi-
des stakes his claim to talk about it. Whether or not he was
familiar with the type of description we find in the Hippo-
cratic Epidemics, that we mentioned before, he gives us his
account as though it was just as worthy of attention as theirs.
The similarities and the differences between what we read 
in Thucydides and in those Hippocratic texts, which have
been studied by Parry 1969 especially, are striking. In the
background we may recall other occasions when Masters of
Truth and others offered their own diagnoses of diseases and
plagues, not just the rival views of maladies we have just been
considering from Herodotus, but those both real and imagin-
ary that have punctuated our account in each of the preced-
ing chapters. But the implicit rivalry between Thucydides
and the Hippocratics is particularly striking since their
approaches had so much in common.

First Thucydides’ description resembles one of the so-
called constitutions in the Epidemics that set out the general
state of health in the year in question. ‘It was universally
agreed that this particular year was exceptionally free from
disease as far as other afflictions were concerned’ (2. 49). Then
there is a search for the external or triggering cause, the
prophasis. Sometimes, for no apparent prophasis, suddenly
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people who had been in good health were seized by fever, red-
ness and inflammation of the eyes, and so on. The parallels
here include several Hippocratic cases where the presence or
absence of a prophasis is noted.² We should also recall that
prophasis is the term contrasted with aitia when Thucydides
speaks of the causes of the outbreak of hostilities between
Athens and the Peloponnesians in 1. 23. There he contrasts
the truest prophasis, the real underlying factor, with the
alleged reasons, the aitiai.

The absence of a prophasis is noted, but this leads into a full
account of the signs and symptoms of an attack. Much of the
vocabulary is familiar from our Hippocratic texts, heat or
fever (here thermai: i.e. a high temperature), redness of the
eyes (eruthemata) and their inflammation (phlogosis), the
throat and tongue becoming bloody, the breath fetid, sneez-
ing, hoarseness, and coughing. When the disease got down to
the stomach, Thucydides continues, there was ‘every kind of
evacuation of bile named by doctors’—which we may see as a
dig at excessive elaboration of humoral theories and nomen-
clature. Convulsions follow, the colour of the body is noted
(not pale, but reddish, livid) and its breaking out in small 
blisters and sores. As in many case histories in the Epidemics
psychological factors are noted. Thucydides remarks on loss
of memory (2. 49) and especially despondency (51).

He even goes along with the significance of what the
Hippocratics called critical days. There are many rival theo-
ries of such periodicities in different Hippocratic works, some
associating crises and exacerbations or remissions with par-
ticular sequences of odd-numbered or even-numbered days
(counting from the onset of the disease), others offering other
patterns (Lloyd 1991, ch. 9, 214–16), and many of the indi-
vidual case histories record quite complex patterns of such
crises, as they set out the progress of each patient’s condition
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² One instance from the Epidemics case histories where a particular
prophasis, (‘a grief with a reason for it’) is noted at the outset of a complaint,
is case 11 of the second series in Epidemics III, L III 134. 1ff. Rawlings 1975
discusses the range of the use of this term in Hippocratic and other texts.
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day by day. But Thucydides mentions that most died on the
seventh or ninth day (49).

However what quite definitely marks out Thucydides’
account from any that we find in our Hippocratic writers is
first and foremost his dwelling on the reaction to the experi-
ence of the plague as a whole. This is not just a matter of the
despondency that affected many patients (which can, as
noted, be paralleled in the Hippocratics³). Thucydides says
that as soon as anyone became aware that they were affected
they gave themselves up for lost (2. 51). Then he tells us that
those who recovered from the plague recognized that they
would not be again affected by it—and promptly thought of
themselves as invulnerable to every kind of disease. But he
especially underlines the lawlessness, anomia, and disregard
for all decency, that followed the plague. People buried their
dead any way they could (52), ignoring what was right and
proper, even putting their dead on someone else’s funeral
pyre. This sudden change of fortune led them to abandon all
sense of moderation and shame. They lived for the pleasures
of the moment, unrestrained by fear of gods or the laws of
humans. Seeing that everyone suffered alike, they judged that
it made no difference whether one was pious or not, as all alike
could be seen dying. No one expected to live long enough, to
be called to account or to pay the penalty for their misdeeds.

Once again the parallel with Thucydides’ comments in
book 3 is suggestive. There we learn that moral degradation
stems from political factionalism. Here in the account of the
plague we are told that immorality of a different type can be a
reaction to the awful sufferings of epidemic disease. There in
book 3 he claims to have uncovered what will be true so long
as human nature remains the same. In book 2 he makes the
assumption that the plague may well recur. As noted, he
claims his account is useful to enable people to recognize it
should it recur.
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³ Despondency is noted, but rather as a symptom than as a reaction to
disease, in such Hippocratic case histories as case 6 of the first series, and
cases 11 and 15 of the second in Epidemics III, L III 5. 28, 134. 4, 146. 4.
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Thucydides is the diagnostician of natural ills and moral
ones, the diagnostician, even if he is in no position to produce
the remedies for either type of misfortune, and in that respect
is as helpless as the doctors facing the plague. Yet one final
point of difference separates him from the authors of the con-
stitutions in the Epidemics. While they often give highly
differentiated diagnoses, identifying different types of com-
plaint affecting different groups of patients (the young, for
example, rather than the old, or males rather than females, or
the bilious rather than the phlegmatic), Thucydides’ assump-
tion is that the plague has a single general pathology. He
speaks of the disease, nosos at 2. 47 and 50, nosema at 51, nosos
again when the plague returns at 3. 87. True, he notes that
different people’s reactions differed—some after all survived
while many succumbed. But he writes as if he were dealing
with one disease.

We can see why. It is only if there is a single determinate
syndrome to which the various complex signs and symptoms
can be related that his claim to provide useful information, to
be able later to recognize its recurrence, can be sustained. We
can surely not fail to be struck by the similarity, and again the
difference, between that claim and those made by priests and
prophets and others who have figured in our story so far, from
Calchas in the Iliad to Teiresias in the Oedipus Tyrannus.
They had a special reputation for superior wisdom, for know-
ing more than others, for being able to say why the plague had
struck, and what was to be done about it. But their causal
accounts related to gods and their treatments to ritual
purification. Thucydides likewise knows as much as anyone
about the Athenian plague, and describes it in detail and with
care, concentrating, indeed, on description, rather than
attempting to identify the cause or causes as such. Yet he does
so in a totally naturalistic vein, even while he discounts the
efforts that both supernaturalistic and naturalist healers
offered. The only help that can be offered is the knowledge
that will enable the plague to be recognized again. But then
foreknowledge is itself valuable, not just in the domain of
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physical sickness, but in that of the moral degradation that
can infect social and political life through and through. And
that, after all, provides one of the main reasons why he wrote
his history.
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CHAPTER 5  TEXTS

5.1 Herodotus 4. 202–3. 1, 205

toŸß m†n nun ajtiwt3touß t0n Barka≤wn Ó Feret≤mh, ƒpe≤te oÈ ƒk t0n

Persvwn paredÎqhsan, åneskolÎpise k»kl8 toı te≤ceoß, t0n dv sfi

gunaik0n toŸß mazoŸß åpotamoısa perivstixe ka≥ to»toisi tÏ te∏coß:

toŸß d† loipoŸß t0n Barka≤wn lh≤hn ƒkvleuse qvsqai toŸß Pvrsaß, pl¶n

Òsoi aÛt0n Ásan Batti3dai te ka≥ toı fÎnou oÛ meta≤tioi: to»toisi d† t¶n

pÎlin ƒpvtreye Ó Feret≤mh. toŸß _n d¶ loipoŸß t0n Barka≤wn oÈ Pvrsai

åndrapodis3menoi åp&isan øp≤sw.

OÛ m†n oÛd† Ó Feret≤mh eˆ t¶n zÎhn katvplexe. „ß g¤r d¶ t3cista ƒk t[ß

Lib»hß teisamvnh toŸß Barka≤ouß åpenÎsthse ƒß t¶n A÷gupton, åpvqane

kak0ß: z0sa g¤r eÛlvwn ƒxvzese, „ß £ra ånqr*poisi aÈ l≤hn jscura≥

timwr≤ai prÏß qe0n ƒp≤fqonoi g≤nontai. Ó m†n d¶ Feret≤mhß t[ß B3ttou

toia»th te ka≥ tosa»th timwr≤h ƒgvneto ƒß Barka≤ouß.

5.2 Herodotus 1. 105. 4

to∏si d† t0n Skuqvwn sul&sasi tÏ ÈrÏn tÏ ƒn !sk3lwni ka≥ to∏si to»twn

aje≥ ƒkgÎnoisi ƒnvskhye Ó qeÏß q&lean noıson: ¿ste ‹ma lvgous≤ te oÈ

Sk»qai di¤ toıtÎ sfeaß nosvein, ka≥ Ør$n par’ ‰wuto∏si toŸß åpikneo-

mvnouß ƒß t¶n Skuqik¶n c*rhn „ß diakvatai toŸß kalvousi ƒn3reaß oÈ

Sk»qai.

5.3 Airs, Waters, Places ch. 22

 >Eti te prÏß to»toisin eÛnouc≤ai g≤nontai oÈ ple∏stoi ƒn Sk»q7si

ka≥ gunaike∏a ƒrg3zontai ka≥ „ß aÈ guna∏keß diaiteıntai dialvgonta≤ te

Ømo≤wß: kaleınta≤ te oÈ toioıtoi !narie∏ß. oÈ m†n oˆn ƒpic*rioi t¶n ajt≤hn

prostiqvasi qe‘ ka≥ svbontai to»touß toŸß ånqr*pouß ka≥ proskunvousi,

dedoikÎteß per≥ ‰wut0n 1kastoi. ƒmo≥ d† ka≥ aÛt‘ doke∏ taıta t¤ p3qea

qe∏a e”nai ka≥ t£lla p3nta ka≥ oÛd†n 1teron ‰tvrou qeiÎteron oÛd†

ånqrwpin*teron, åll¤ p3nta Ømo∏a ka≥ p3nta qe∏a. 1kaston d† aÛt0n πcei

f»sin t¶n ‰wutoı ka≥ oÛd†n £neu f»sioß g≤netai. ka≥ toıto tÏ p3qoß ¿ß
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CHAPTER 5  TEXTS

5.1 Herodotus 4. 202–3. 1, 205
The men of Barca who were most deeply involved in the murder of
Arcesilaus were delivered up by the Persians to Pheretima, who
impaled them on stakes all round the city wall. She also cut off their
wives’ breasts, and stuck those up, too, in the same position. The
rest of the people she gave over to the Persian soldiery to pillage,
with the exception of those who belonged to the house of Battus and
were not implicated in the murder. To these last she gave control of
the town. Everyone else the Persians reduced to slavery, and then
started on their march for home.

A fitting conclusion to this story is the manner of Pheretima’s
death—for the web of her life was not woven happily to the end. No
sooner had she returned to Egypt after her revenge upon the people
of Barca, than she died a horrible death, her body seething with
worms while she was still alive. Thus this daughter of Battus, by the
nature and severity of her punishment of the Barcaeans, showed
how true it is that all excess in such things draws down upon men the
anger of the gods.

5.2 Herodotus 1. 105. 4
The Scythians who robbed the temple at Ascalon were punished by
the goddess with the infliction of what is called the ‘female disease’,
and their descendants still suffer from it. This is the reason the
Scythians give for this mysterious complaint, and travellers to the
country can see what it is like. The Scythians call those who suffer
from it ‘Enarees’.

5.3 Airs, Waters, Places ch. 22
Moreover, the great majority among the Scythians become im-
potent, do women’s work, live like women and converse accord-
ingly. Such men they call Anaries. Now the natives put the blame on
to Heaven, and respect and worship these creatures, each fearing for
himself. I too think that these diseases are divine, and so are all
others, no one being more divine or more human than any other; all
are alike, and all divine. Each of them has a nature of its own, and
none arises without its natural cause. How, in my opinion, this
disease arises I will explain. The habit of riding causes swellings at
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moi doke∏ g≤nesqai fr3sw: ËpÏ t[ß Èppas≤hß aÛtoŸß kvdmata lamb3nei,

‹te aje≥ kremamvnwn åpÏ t0n Jppwn to∏ß pos≤n: πpeita åpocwloıntai ka≥

‰lkoıntai t¤ jsc≤a, oÊ #n sfÎdra nos&swsin. j0ntai d† sf$ß aÛtoŸß

trÎp8 toi‘de. ØkÎtan g¤r £rchtai Ó noısoß, Ôpisqen toı ∑tÏß ‰katvrou

flvba t3mnousin. ØkÎtan d† åporru∫ tÏ aÍma, \pnoß Ëpolamb3nei ËpÏ

åsqene≤hß ka≥ kaqe»dousin. πpeita ånege≤rontai, oÈ mvn tineß Ëgiveß ƒÎnteß,

oÈ d’ oÇ. ƒmo≥ m†n oˆn doke∏ ƒn ta»t7 t∫ j&sei diafqe≤resqai Ø gÎnoß. ejs≥

g¤r par¤ t¤ _ta flvbeß, 4ß ƒ3n tiß ƒpit3m7, £gonoi g≤nontai oÈ

ƒpitmhqvnteß. ta»taß to≤nun moi dokvousi t¤ß flvbaß ƒpit3mnein. oÈ d†

met¤ taıta ƒpeid¤n åf≤kwntai par¤ guna∏kaß ka≥ m¶ oÍoi t’ πwsi cr[sqa≤

sfisin, tÏ pr0ton oÛk ƒnqumeıntai, åll’ Ósuc≤hn πcousi. ØkÎtan d† d≥ß ka≥

tr≥ß ka≥ pleon3kiß aÛto∏si peirwmvnoisi mhd†n ålloiÎteron åpoba≤n7,

nom≤santvß ti Ómarthkvnai t‘ qe‘, n ƒpaiti0ntai, ƒnd»ontai stol¶n

gunaike≤hn katagnÎnteß ‰wut0n ånandre≤hn. gunaik≤zous≤ te ka≥ ƒrg3zon-

tai met¤ t0n gunaik0n 4 ka≥ ƒke∏nai.

Toıto d† p3scousi Skuqvwn oÈ plo»sioi, oÛc oÈ k3kistoi åll’ oÈ

eÛgenvstatoi ka≥ jscŸn ple≤sthn kekthmvnoi, di¤ t¶n Èppas≤hn, oÈ d†

pvnhteß ¬sson: oÛ g¤r Èpp3zontai. ka≤toi ƒcr[n, ƒpe≥ qeiÎteron toıto tÏ

nÎseuma t0n loip0n ƒstin, oÛ to∏ß gennaiot3toiß t0n Skuqvwn ka≥ to∏ß

plousiwt3toiß prosp≤ptein mo»noiß, åll¤ to∏ß ‹pasin Ømo≤wß, ka≥

m$llon to∏sin øl≤ga kekthmvnoisin, ej d¶ tim*menoi ca≤rousin oÈ qeo≥ ka≥

qaumazÎmenoi Ëp’ ånqr*pwn ka≥ ånt≥ to»twn c3ritaß åpodidÎasin. ejkÏß

g¤r toŸß m†n plous≤ouß q»ein poll¤ to∏ß qeo∏ß ka≥ ånatiqvnai ånaq&mata

ƒÎntwn crhm3twn poll0n ka≥ tim$n, toŸß d† pvnhtaß ¬sson di¤ tÏ m¶

πcein, πpeita ka≥ ƒpimemfomvnouß Òti oÛ didÎasi cr&mata aÛto∏sin, ¿ste

t0n toio»twn Åmarti0n t¤ß zhm≤aß toŸß øl≤ga kekthmvnouß fvrein m$llon

∂ toŸß plous≤ouß. åll¤ g3r, ¿sper ka≥ prÎteron πlexa, qe∏a m†n ka≥

taıt3 ƒstin Ømo≤wß to∏ß £lloiß: g≤netai d† kat¤ f»sin 1kasta.

5.4 Herodotus 3. 28. 2–30. 1

Ø d† #Apiß o˜toß Ø >Epafoß g≤netai mÎscoß ƒk boÏß ~tiß oÛkvti oJh te

g≤netai ƒß gastvra £llon b3llesqai gÎnon. Ajg»ptioi d† lvgousi svlaß ƒk

toı oÛranoı ƒp≥ t¶n boın kat≤scein ka≤ min ƒk to»tou t≤ktein tÏn #Apin.

πcei d† Ø mÎscoß o˜toß Ø #Apiß kaleÎmenoß shm&ia toi3de, ƒ°n mvlaß ƒp≥

m†n t‘ met*p8 leukÏn tetr3gwnon, ƒp≥ d† toı n*tou ajetÏn ejkasmvnon,

ƒn d† t∫ oÛr∫ t¤ß tr≤caß dipl3ß, ËpÏ d† t∫ gl*ss7 k3nqaron. „ß d†
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the joints, because they are always astride their horses; in severe
cases follow lameness and sores on the hips. They cure themselves
in the following way. At the beginning of the disease they cut the
vein behind each ear. When the blood has ceasd to flow faintness
comes over them and they sleep. Afterwards they get up, some
cured and some not. Now, in my opinion, by this treatment the seed
is destroyed. For by the side of the ear are veins, to cut which causes
impotence, and I believe that these are the veins which they cut.
After this treatment, when the Scythians approach a woman but
cannot have intercourse, at first they take no notice and think no
more about it. But when two, three or even more attempts are
attended with no better success, thinking that they have sinned
against Heaven they attribute thereto the cause, and put on
women’s clothes, holding that they have lost their manhood. So
they play the woman, and with the women do the same work as
women do.

This affliction affects the rich Scythians because of their riding,
not the lower classes but the upper, who possess the most strength;
the  poor, who do not ride, suffer less. But, if we suppose this disease
to be more divine than any other, it ought to have attacked, not the
highest and richest classes only of the Scythians, but all classes
equally—or rather the poor especially, if indeed the gods are pleased
to receive from men respect and worship, and repay these with
favours. For naturally the rich, having great wealth, make many
sacrifices to the gods, and offer many votive offerings, and honour
them, all of which things the poor, owing to their poverty, are less
able to do; besides, they blame the gods for not giving them wealth,
so that the penalties for such sins are likely to be paid by the poor
rather than by the rich. But the truth is, as I said above, these affec-
tions are neither more nor less divine than any others, and all and
each are natural.

5.4 Herodotus 3. 28. 2–30. 1
This Apis—or Epaphus—is the calf of a cow which is never after-
wards able to have another. The Egyptian belief is that a flash of
light descends upon the cow from heaven, and this causes her to
conceive Apis. The Apis-calf has distinctive marks: it is black, with
a white diamond on its forehead, the image of an eagle on its back,
the hairs on its tail double, and a scarab under its tongue. The priests
brought the animal and Cambyses, half mad as he was, drew his
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‡gagon tÏn #Apin oÈ Èrveß, Ø Kamb»shß, oÍa ƒ°n ËpomargÎteroß,

spas3menoß tÏ ƒgceir≤dion, qvlwn t»yai t¶n gastvra toı ⁄pioß pa≤ei tÏn

mhrÎn: gel3saß d† e”pe prÏß toŸß Èrvaß: #W kaka≥ kefala≤, toioıtoi qeo≥

g≤nontai, πnaimo≤ te ka≥ sark*deeß ka≥ ƒpaºonteß sidhr≤wn; £xioß mvn ge

Ajgupt≤wn o˜toß ge Ø qeÎß: åt3r toi Ëme∏ß ge oÛ ca≤ronteß gvlwta ƒm†

q&sesqe. taıta e÷paß ƒnete≤lato to∏si taıta pr&ssousi toŸß m†n Èrvaß

åpomastig0sai, Ajgupt≤wn d† t0n £llwn tÏn #n l3bwsi Ørt3zonta

kte≤nein. 〈Ó〉 Ørt¶ m†n d¶ dielvluto Ajgupt≤oisi, oÈ d† Èrveß ƒdikaieınto, Ø

d† #Apiß peplhgmvnoß tÏn mhrÏn πfqine ƒn t‘ Èr‘ katake≤menoß. ka≥ tÏn

m†n teleut&santa ƒk toı tr*matoß πqayan oÈ Èrveß l3qr7 Kamb»sew.

Kamb»shß dv, „ß lvgousi Ajg»ptioi, aÛt≤ka di¤ toıto tÏ åd≤khma

ƒm3nh, ƒ°n oÛd† prÎteron fren&rhß.

5.5 Herodotus 6. 75

maqÎnteß d† Kleomvnea LakedaimÎnioi taıta pr&ssonta kat[gon aÛtÏn

de≤santeß ƒp≥ to∏si aÛto∏si [ƒß Sp3rthn] to∏si ka≥ prÎteron Árce.

katelqÎnta d† [aÛtÏn] aÛt≤ka Ëpvlabe man≤h noısoß, ƒÎnta ka≥ prÎteron

ËpomargÎteron: Òkwß g3r te8 ƒnt»coi Spartihtvwn, ƒnvcraue ƒß tÏ

prÎswpon tÏ sk[ptron. poivonta d† aÛtÏn taıta ka≥ parafron&santa

πdhsan oÈ pros&konteß ƒn x»l8: Ø d† deqe≥ß tÏn f»lakon mounwqvnta jd°n

t0n £llwn ajtvei m3cairan: oÛ boulomvnou d† t¤ pr0ta [toı ful3kou]
didÎnai åpe≤lee t3 min luqe≥ß poi&sei, ƒß  de≤saß t¤ß åpeil¤ß Ø f»lakoß

(Án g¤r t0n tiß eÈlwtvwn) dido∏ oÈ m3cairan. Kleomvnhß d† paralab°n

tÏn s≤dhron £rceto ƒk t0n knhmvwn ‰wutÏn lwb*menoß: ƒpit3mnwn g¤r

kat¤ m[koß t¤ß s3rkaß provbaine ƒk t0n knhmvwn ƒß toŸß mhro»ß, ƒk d†

t0n mhr0n πß te t¤ jsc≤a ka≥ t¤ß lap3raß, ƒß  ƒß t¶n gastvra åp≤keto

ka≥ ta»thn katacorde»wn åpvqane trÎp8 toio»t8, „ß m†n oÈ pollo≥

lvgousi <Ell&nwn, Òti t¶n Puq≤hn ånvgnwse t¤ per≥ Dhmar&tou

[genÎmena] lvgein, „ß de !qhna∏oi [moınoi] lvgousi, diÎti ƒß ∞Eleus∏na

ƒsbal°n πkeire tÏ tvmenoß t0n qe0n, „ß d† !rge∏oi, Òti ƒx Èroı aÛt0n toı

⁄rgou !rge≤wn toŸß katafugÎntaß ƒk t[ß m3chß kataginvwn katvkopte

ka≥ aÛtÏ tÏ £lsoß ƒn ålog≤7 πcwn ƒnvprhse.
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dagger, aimed a blow at its belly, but missed and struck its thigh.
Then he laughed, and said to the priests: ‘Do you call that a god, you
poor blockheads? Are your gods flesh and blood? Do they feel the
prick of steel? No doubt a god like that is good enough for the
Egyptians; but you won’t get away with trying to make a fool of me.’
He then ordered the priests to be whipped by the men whose busi-
ness it was to carry out such punishments, and any Egyptian who was
found still keeping holiday to be put to death. In this way the festival
was broken up, the priests punished, and Apis, who lay in the temple
for a time wasting away from the wound in his thigh, finally died and
was buried by the priests without the knowledge of Cambyses.

Even before this Cambyses had been far from sound in his mind;
but the Egyptians are convinced that the complete loss of his reason
was the direct result of this crime.

5.5 Herodotus 6. 75
The Spartans, alarmed by the news of Cleomenes’ proceedings in
Arcadia, brought him home and restored him to the same power as
he had before possessed. He had always been a little queer in the
head, but no sooner had he returned to Sparta than he lost his wits
completely, and began poking his staff into the face of everyone he
met. As a result of this lunatic behaviour his relatives put him in the
stocks. As he was lying there, fast bound, he noticed that all his
guards had left him except one. He asked this man, who was a serf,
to give him a knife. At first the fellow refused, but Cleomenes, by
threats of what he would do to him when he recovered his liberty, so
frightened him that he at last consented. As soon as the knife was in
his hands, Cleomenes began to mutilate himself, beginning on his
shins. He sliced his flesh into strips, working upwards to his thighs,
and from them to his hips and sides, until he reached his belly,
which he chopped into mincemeat. This finished him, and most
people in Greece think that his unpleasant death was due to the fact
that he corrupted the Priestess at Delphi and induced her to say
what she did say about Demaratus; the Athenians, however, put it
down to his destruction of the sacred precinct of Demeter and
Persephone, on the occasion of his invasion of Eleusis; while the
Argives maintain that it was a punishment for the acts of treachery
and sacrilege he committed when, after a battle, he fetched the
Argive fugitives from the temple of Argos, where they were taking
shelter, and cut them to pieces, and then showed such contempt for
the grove itself where the temple stood that he burned it down.
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5.6 Herodotus 6. 84. 1 and 84. 3

!rge∏oi mvn nun di¤ taıta Kleomvne3 fasi manvnta åpolvsqai kak0ß,

aÛto≥ d† Sparti[ta≤ fasi ƒk daimon≤ou m†n oÛdenÏß man[nai Kleomvnea,

Sk»q7si d† Ømil&sant3 min åkrhtopÎthn genvsqai ka≥ ƒk to»tou man[nai.

Kleomvnea d† lvgousi ÓkÎntwn t0n Skuqvwn ƒp≥ taıta Ømilvein sfi

mezÎnwß, Ømilvonta d† m$llon toı Èkneomvnou maqe∏n t¶n åkrhtopos≤hn

par’ aÛt0n: ƒk to»tou d† man[na≤ min nom≤zousi Sparti[tai. πk te tÎsou,

„ß aÛto≥ lvgousi, ƒpe¤n zwrÎteron bo»lwntai pie∏n, ∞Episk»qison

lvgousi. o\tw d¶ Sparti[tai t¤ per≥ Kleomvnea lvgousi: ƒmo≥ d† dokvei

t≤sin ta»thn Ø Kleomvnhß Dhmar&t8 ƒkte∏sai.

5.7 Thucydides 1. 22

t¤ d’ πrga t0n pracqvntwn ƒn t‘ polvm8 oÛk ƒk toı paratucÎntoß

punqanÎmenoß ]x≤wsa gr3fein, oÛd’ „ß ƒmo≥ ƒdÎkei, åll’ oÍß te aÛtÏß

par[n ka≥ par¤ t0n £llwn Òson dunatÏn åkribe≤6 per≥ ‰k3stou ƒpex-

elq*n. ƒpipÎnwß d† hËr≤sketo, diÎti oÈ parÎnteß to∏ß πrgoiß ‰k3stoiß oÛ

taÛt¤ per≥ t0n aÛt0n πlegon, åll’ „ß ‰katvrwn tiß eÛno≤aß ∂ mn&mhß

πcoi. ka≥ ƒß m†n åkrÎasin ÷swß tÏ m¶ muq0deß aÛt0n återpvsteron

fane∏tai: Òsoi d† boul&sontai t0n te genomvnwn tÏ saf†ß skope∏n ka≥ t0n

mellÎntwn pot† aˆqiß kat¤ tÏ ånqr*pinon toio»twn ka≥ paraplhs≤wn

πsesqai, ∑fvlima kr≤nein aÛt¤ årko»ntwß 1xei. kt[m3 te ƒß aje≥ m$llon ∂

åg*nisma ƒß tÏ paracr[ma åko»ein x»gkeitai.

5.8 Thucydides 2. 47. 1–49. 6, 51. 2–4, 51. 6, 53. 1–4

ToiÎsde m†n Ø t3foß ƒgvneto ƒn t‘ ceim0ni to»t8. ka≥ dielqÎntoß

aÛtoı pr0ton πtoß toı polvmou toıde ƒtele»ta. toı d† qvrouß eÛqŸß
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5.6 Herodotus 6. 84. 1 and 84. 3
Cleomenes’ behaviour in this episode was, according to the Argives,
the cause of his subsequent madness and miserable death. His own
countrymen, however, deny that his madness was a punishment
from heaven; they are convinced, on the contrary, that he lost his
wits because, in his association with the Scythians, he had acquired
the habit of drinking his wine neat.

The story is, that when the Scythian representatives came to discuss
this scheme, Cleomenes spent more time with them than he need
have done, or than was strictly appropriate, and during that time
acquired the habit of taking wine without water—and went off his
head in consequence. The Spartans tell us that ever since then they
have used the phrase ‘Scythian fashion’ when they want a stronger
drink than usual.

There, then, is the Spartan story for what it is worth; my own
opinion is that Cleomenes came to grief as a punishment for what he
did to Demaratus.

5.7 Thucydides 1. 22
But as to the facts of what occurred in the war, I thought it right to
write them down not from what I learned from any chance inform-
ant, nor as seemed to me to be probable, but after going through
each event—both those at which I was present and with regard to
those where I learned from others—with as much accuracy as
possible. The investigation  was laborious, because those present at
the several events did not give the same stories about them, but each
according to their own conception and recollection. And the lack of
the mythical may make my account less agreeable to listen to. But as
for anyone who wishes to have a clear view both of the events that
happened and those that will happen in such, or a similar, way in
future according to human probability, if they deem my account to
be of use, that is sufficient for me. Indeed it has been composed as 
a possession for always, rather than as a competition piece for the
moment.

5.8 Thucydides 2. 47. 1–49. 6, 51. 2–4, 51. 6, 53. 1–4
47 Such was the funeral in this winter. When that was over, the
first year of this war came to an end. 

At the very beginning of summer, the Peloponnesians and their
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årcomvnou Peloponn&sioi ka≥ oÈ x»mmacoi t¤ d»o mvrh ¿sper ka≥ tÏ

pr0ton ƒsvbalon ƒß t¶n !ttik&n (Óge∏to d† !rc≤damoß Ø Zeuxid3mou

Lakedaimon≤wn basile»ß), ka≥ kaqezÎmenoi ƒd…oun t¶n g[n. ka≥ Ôntwn

aÛt0n oÛ poll3ß pw Ómvraß ƒn t∫ !ttik∫ Ó nÎsoß pr0ton ‡rxato

genvsqai to∏ß !qhna≤oiß, legÎmenon m†n ka≥ prÎteron pollacÎse ƒgkata-

sk[yai ka≥ per≥ L[mnon ka≥ ƒn £lloiß cwr≤oiß, oÛ mvntoi tosoıtÎß ge

loimÏß oÛd† fqor¤ o\twß ånqr*pwn oÛdamoı ƒmnhmone»eto genvsqai. oÇte

g¤r jatro≥ ‡rkoun tÏ pr0ton qerape»onteß ågno≤6, åll’ aÛto≥ m3lista

πqn7skon Òs8 ka≥ m3lista pros∫san, oÇte £llh ånqrwpe≤a tvcnh

oÛdem≤a: Òsa te prÏß Èero∏ß Èkvteusan ∂ mante≤oiß ka≥ to∏ß toio»toiß

ƒcr&santo, p3nta ånwfel[ Án, teleut0ntvß te aÛt0n åpvsthsan ËpÏ toı

kakoı nik*menoi. ‡rxato d† tÏ m†n pr0ton, „ß lvgetai, ƒx Ajqiop≤aß t[ß

Ëp†r Ajg»ptou, πpeita d† ka≥ ƒß Ajg»pton ka≥ Lib»hn katvbh ka≥ ƒß t¶n

basilvwß g[n t¶n poll&n. ƒß d† t¶n !qhna≤wn pÎlin ƒxapina≤wß ƒsvpese,

ka≥ tÏ pr0ton ƒn t‘ Peiraie∏ ~yato t0n ånqr*pwn, ¿ste ka≥ ƒlvcqh Ëp’

aÛt0n „ß oÈ Peloponn&sioi f3rmaka ƒsbebl&koien ƒß t¤ frvata: kr[nai

g¤r oÇpw Ásan aÛtÎqi. \steron d† ka≥ ƒß t¶n £nw pÎlin åf≤keto, ka≥

πqn7skon poll‘ m$llon ‡dh. legvtw m†n oˆn per≥ aÛtoı „ß 1kastoß

gign*skei ka≥ jatrÏß  ka≥ jdi*thß, åf’ Òtou ejkÏß Án genvsqai aÛtÎ, ka≥

t¤ß ajt≤aß ‹stinaß nom≤zei tosa»thß metabol[ß Èkan¤ß e”nai d»namin ƒß tÏ

metast[sai sce∏n: ƒg° d† oÍÎn te ƒg≤gneto lvxw, ka≥ åf’ —n £n tiß

skop0n, e÷ pote ka≥ aˆqiß  ƒpipvsoi, m3list’ #n πcoi ti proeid°ß m¶

ågnoe∏n, taıta dhl*sw aÛtÎß te nos&saß ka≥ aÛtÏß jd°n £llouß

p3scontaß.

TÏ m†n g¤r πtoß, „ß „mologe∏to, ƒk p3ntwn m3lista d¶ ƒke∏no £noson

ƒß t¤ß £llaß åsqene≤aß ƒt»gcanen Ôn: ej dv tiß ka≥ pro»kamnv ti, ƒß toıto

p3nta åpekr≤qh. toŸß d† £llouß åp’ oÛdemi$ß prof3sewß, åll’ ƒxa≤fnhß

Ëgie∏ß Ôntaß pr0ton m†n t[ß kefal[ß qvrmai jscura≥ ka≥ t0n øfqalm0n

ƒruq&mata ka≥ flÎgwsiß  ƒl3mbane, ka≥ t¤ ƒntÎß, ~ te f3rugx ka≥ Ó

gl0ssa, eÛqŸß aÈmat*dh Án ka≥ pneıma £topon ka≥ dus0deß ]f≤ei: πpeita

ƒx aÛt0n ptarmÏß ka≥ br3gcoß ƒpeg≤gneto, ka≥ ƒn oÛ poll‘ crÎn8

katvbainen ƒß t¤ st&qh Ø pÎnoß met¤ bhcÏß jscuroı: ka≥ ØpÎte ƒß t¶n

kard≤an sthr≤xeien, ånvstrefv te aÛt¶n ka≥ åpokaq3rseiß col[ß p$sai

Òsai ËpÏ jatr0n ∑nomasmvnai ejs≥n ƒp∫san, ka≥ a˜tai met¤ talaipwr≤aß

meg3lhß. l»gx te to∏ß plvosin ƒnvpipte ken&, spasmÏn ƒndidoısa jscurÎn,

to∏ß m†n met¤ taıta lwf&santa, to∏ß d† ka≥ poll‘ \steron. ka≥ tÏ m†n

πxwqen Åptomvn8 s0ma oÇt’ £gan qermÏn Án oÇte clwrÎn, åll’
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allies invaded Attica, with a two-thirds force as on the first occasion,
under the command of Archidamus, son of Zeuxidamus, king of
Sparta. They established themselves and began to ravage the land.

They had not yet spent many days in Attica when the plague first
struck the Athenians. It is said to have broken out previously in
many other places, in the region of Lemnos and elsewhere, but there
was no previous record of so great a pestilence and destruction of
human life. The doctors were unable to cope, since they were treat-
ing the disease for the first time and in ignorance: indeed, the more
they came into contact with sufferers the more liable they were to
lose their own lives. No other device of men was any help.
Moreover, supplication at sanctuaries, resort to divination and the
like were all unavailing. In the end people were overwhelmed by the
disaster and abandoned their efforts against it. 
48 The plague is said to have come first of all from Ethiopia
beyond Egypt; and from there it fell on Egypt and Libya and on
much of the King’s land. It struck the city of Athens suddenly.
People in the Piraeus caught it first, and so, since there were not yet
any fountains there, they actually alleged that the Peloponnesians
had put poison in the wells. Afterwards it arrived in the upper city
too, and then deaths started to occur on a much larger scale.
Everyone, whether doctor or layman, may say from his own experi-
ence what the origin of it is likely to have been, and what causes he
thinks had the power to bring about so great a change. I shall give 
a statement of what it was like, which people can study in case it
should ever attack again, to equip themselves with foreknowledge so
that they shall not fail to recognize it. I can give this account because
I both suffered from the disease myself and saw other victims of it.
49 It was universally agreed that this particular year was excep-
tionally free from disease as far as other afflictions were concerned.
If people did first suffer from other illnesses, all ended in this.
Others were afflicted with no apparent antecedent cause, but sud-
denly, when they were in good health. The disease began with a
strong fever in the head, and redness and inflammation in the eyes;
the first internal symptoms were that the throat and tongue became
bloody and the breath unnatural and malodorous. This was
followed by sneezing and hoarseness, and in a short time the afflic-
tion descended to the chest, producing violent coughing. When it
became established in the stomach, it convulsed that and produced
every kind of evacuation of bile named by the doctors, accompanied
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Ëpvruqron, pelitnÎn, flukta≤naiß mikra∏ß ka≥ 1lkesin ƒxhnqhkÎß: t¤ d†

ƒntÏß o\twß ƒk3eto ¿ste m&te t0n p3nu lept0n Èmat≤wn ka≥ sindÎnwn t¤ß

ƒpibol¤ß mhd’ £llo ti ∂ gumno≥ ånvcesqai, ~dist3 te #n ƒß \dwr yucrÏn

sf$ß aÛtoŸß Â≤ptein. ka≥ pollo≥ toıto t0n ]melhmvnwn ånqr*pwn ka≥

πdrasan ƒß frvata, t∫ d≤y7 åpa»st8 xunecÎmenoi: ka≥ ƒn t‘ Ømo≤8

kaqeist&kei tÎ te plvon ka≥ πlasson potÎn. ka≥ Ó åpor≤a toı m¶

Ósuc3zein ka≥ Ó ågrupn≤a ƒpvkeito di¤ pantÎß. ka≥ tÏ s0ma, Òsonper

crÎnon ka≥ Ó nÎsoß åkm3zoi, oÛk ƒmara≤neto, åll’ ånte∏ce par¤ dÎxan t∫

talaipwr≤6, ¿ste ∂ diefqe≤ronto oÈ ple∏stoi ƒnata∏oi ka≥ ‰bdoma∏oi ËpÏ

toı ƒntÏß ka»matoß, πti πcontvß ti dun3mewß, ∂ ej diaf»goien,

ƒpikatiÎntoß toı nos&matoß ƒß t¶n koil≤an ka≥ ‰lk*se*ß te aÛt∫ jscur$ß

ƒggignomvnhß ka≥ diarro≤aß ‹ma åkr3tou ƒpipipto»shß oÈ pollo≥ \steron

di’ aÛt¶n åsqene≤6 diefqe≤ronto.

πqn7skon d† oÈ m†n åmele≤6, oÈ d† ka≥ p3nu qerapeuÎmenoi. 1n te oÛd† 2n

katvsth ÷ama „ß ejpe∏n Òti cr[n prosfvrontaß ∑fele∏n: tÏ g3r t8

xunenegkÏn £llon toıto πblapten. s0m3 te aÇtarkeß Ìn oÛd†n dief3nh

prÏß aÛtÏ jsc»oß pvri ∂ åsqene≤aß, åll¤ p3nta xun…rei ka≥ t¤ p3s7 dia≤t7

qerapeuÎmena. deinÎtaton d† pantÏß Án toı kakoı ~ te åqum≤a ØpÎte tiß

a÷sqoito k3mnwn (prÏß g¤r tÏ ånvlpiston eÛqŸß trapÎmenoi t∫ gn*m7

poll‘ m$llon proºento sf$ß aÛtoŸß ka≥ oÛk ånte∏con), ka≥ Òti 1teroß åf’

‰tvrou qerape≤aß ånapimpl3menoi ¿sper t¤ prÎbata πqn7skon: ka≥ tÏn

ple∏ston fqÎron toıto ƒnepo≤ei.

ƒpi plvon d’ Òmwß oÈ diapefeugÎteß tÎn te qn…skonta ka≥ tÏn pono»menon

≠kt≤zonto di¤ tÏ proeidvnai te ka≥ aÛto≥ ‡dh ƒn t‘ qarsalv8 e”nai: d≥ß

g¤r tÏn aÛtÎn, ¿ste ka≥ kte≤nein, oÛk ƒpel3mbanen. ka≥ ƒmakar≤zontÎ te

ËpÏ t0n £llwn, ka≥ aÛto≥ t‘ paracr[ma pericare∏ ka≥ ƒß tÏn πpeita

crÎnon ƒlp≤doß ti e”con ko»fhß mhd’ #n Ëp’ £llou nos&matÎß pote πti

diafqar[nai.
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by great discomfort. Most victims then suffered from empty retch-
ing, which induced violent convulsions: they abated after this for
some sufferers, but only much later for others. The exterior of the
body was not particularly hot to the touch or yellow, but was red-
dish, livid and burst out in small blisters and sores. But inside the
burning was so strong that the victims could not bear to put on even
the lightest clothes and linens, but had to go naked, and gained the
greatest relief by plunging into cold water. Many who had no one to
keep watch on them even plunged into wells, under the pressure of
insatiable thirst; but it made no difference whether they drank a
large quantity or a small. Throughout the course of the disease
people suffered from sleeplessness and inability to rest. For as long
as the disease was raging, the body did not waste away, but held out
unexpectedly against its suffering. Most died about the seventh or
the ninth day from the beginning of the internal burning, while they
still had some strength. If they escaped then, the disease descended
to the bowels: there violent ulceration and totally fluid diarrhoea
occurred, and most people then died from the weakness caused by
that.

51. 2 Some victims were neglected and died; others died despite 
a great deal of care. There was not a single remedy, you might say,
which ought to be applied to give relief, for what helped one sufferer
harmed another. No kind of constitution, whether strong or weak,
proved sufficient against the plague, but it killed off all, whatever
regime was used to care for them. The most terrifying aspect of the
whole affliction was the despondency that resulted when someone
realised that he had the disease: people immediately lost hope, and
so through their attitude of mind were much more likely to let them-
selves go and not hold out. In addition, one person caught the dis-
ease through caring for another, and so they died like sheep: this was
the greatest cause of loss of life.

51. 6 Those who had come through the disease had the greatest
pity for the suffering and the dying, since they had previous experi-
ence of it and were now feeling confident for themselves, as the dis-
ease did not attack the same person a second time, or at any rate not
fatally. Those who recovered were congratulated by the others, and
in their immediate elation cherished the vain hope that for the
future they would be immune to death from any other disease.
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Pr0tÎn te Árxe ka≥ ƒß t¢lla t∫ pÎlei ƒp≥ plvon ånom≤aß tÏ nÎshma.

Â9on g¤r ƒtÎlma tiß 4 prÎteron åpekr»pteto m¶ kaq’ Ódon¶n poie∏n,

ågc≤strofon t¶n metabol¶n Ør0nteß t0n te eÛdaimÎnwn ka≥ ajfnid≤wß

qn7skÎntwn ka≥ t0n oÛd†n prÎteron kekthmvnwn, eÛqŸß d† tåke≤nwn

ƒcÎntwn. ¿ste tace≤aß t¤ß ƒpaurvseiß ka≥ prÏß tÏ terpnÏn ]x≤oun

poie∏sqai, ƒf&mera t3 te s*mata ka≥ t¤ cr&mata Ømo≤wß Ógo»menoi. ka≥

tÏ m†n prostalaipwre∏n t‘ dÎxanti kal‘ oÛde≥ß prÎqumoß Án, £dhlon

nom≤zwn ej pr≥n ƒp’ aÛtÏ ƒlqe∏n diafqar&setai: Òti d† ‡dh te ÓdŸ pan-

tacÎqen te ƒß aÛtÏ kerdalvon, toıto ka≥ kalÏn ka≥ cr&simon katvsth.

qe0n d† fÎboß ∂ ånqr*pwn nÎmoß oÛde≥ß åpe∏rge, tÏ m†n kr≤nonteß ƒn

Ømo≤8 ka≥ svbein ka≥ m¶ ƒk toı p3ntaß Ør$n ƒn ÷s8 åpollumvnouß, t0n d†

Åmarthm3twn oÛde≥ß ƒlp≤zwn mvcri toı d≤khn genvsqai bioŸß #n t¶n

timwr≤an åntidoınai, polŸ d† me≤zw t¶n ‡dh kateyhfismvnhn sf0n

ƒpikremasq[nai, ©n pr≥n ƒmpese∏n ejkÏß e”nai toı b≤ou ti åpolaısai.

5.9 Thucydides 3. 82

O\twß ∑m¶ 〈Ó〉 st3siß prouc*rhse, ka≥ πdoxe m$llon, diÎti ƒn to∏ß pr*th

ƒgvneto, ƒpe≥ \sterÎn ge ka≥ p$n „ß ejpe∏n tÏ <EllhnikÏn ƒkin&qh, dia-

for0n oÛs0n ‰kastacoı to∏ß te t0n d&mwn prost3taiß toŸß !qhna≤ouß

ƒp3gesqai ka≥ to∏ß øl≤goiß toŸß Lakedaimon≤ouß. ka≥ ƒn m†n ejr&n7 oÛk 

#n ƒcÎntwn prÎfasin oÛd’ ‰to≤mwn parakale∏n aÛto»ß, polemoumvnwn d† 

ka≥ xummac≤aß ‹ma ‰katvroiß t∫ t0n ƒnant≤wn kak*sei ka≥ sf≤sin aÛto∏ß 

ƒk toı aÛtoı prospoi&sei Â6d≤wß aÈ ƒpagwga≥ to∏ß newter≤zein ti

boulomvnoiß ƒpor≤zonto. ka≥ ƒpvpese poll¤ ka≥ calep¤ kat¤ st3sin ta∏ß

pÎlesi, gignÎmena m†n ka≥ aje≥ ƒsÎmena, 1wß #n Ó aÛt¶ f»siß ånqr*pwn {,

m$llon d† ka≥ Ósuca≤tera ka≥ to∏ß e÷desi dihllagmvna, „ß #n 1kastai 

aÈ metabola≥ t0n xuntuci0n ƒfist0ntai. ƒn m†n g¤r ejr&n7 ka≥ ågaqo∏ß

pr3gmasin aJ te pÎleiß ka≥ oÈ jdi0tai åme≤nouß t¤ß gn*maß πcousi di¤ tÏ

m¶ ƒß åkous≤ouß ån3gkaß p≤ptein: Ø d† pÎlemoß Ëfel°n t¶n eÛpor≤an toı

kaq’ Ómvran b≤aioß did3skaloß ka≥ prÏß t¤ parÎnta t¤ß ørg¤ß t0n

poll0n Ømoio∏.
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53 In other respects too the plague marked the beginning of a
decline to greater lawlessness in the city. People were more willing
to dare to do things which they would not previously have admitted
to enjoying, when they saw the sudden changes of fortune, as some
who were prosperous suddenly died, and their property was imme-
diately acquired by others who had previously been destitute. So
they thought it reasonable to concentrate on immediate profit and
pleasure, believing that their bodies and their possessions alike
would be short-lived. No one was willing to persevere in struggling
for what was considered an honourable result, since he could not be
sure he would not perish before he achieved it. What was pleasant in
the short term, and what was in any way conducive to that, came to
be accepted as honourable and useful. No fear of the gods or law of
men had any restraining power, since it was judged to make no dif-
ference whether one was pious or not, as all alike could be seen
dying. No one expected to live long enough to have to pay the penal-
ty for his misdeeds: people tended much more to think that a sen-
tence already decided was hanging over them, and that before it was
executed they might reasonably get some enjoyment out of life.

5.9 Thucydides 3. 82
That is how savage the course of the civil war became, and it seemed
even worse than it was because it was the first of all. Later indeed 
one might say that the whole Greek world was turned upside-down,
as grievances in different places prompted the democratic leaders 
to call in the Athenians and the oligarchs to call in the Spartans. In
peace they would not have had the excuse or the willingness to issue
the invitation; but when they were at war, and there was an alliance
available to each side to harm their opponents and at the same time
strengthen themselves, it was easy for those who wanted to bring
about a revolution to call in outsiders. Many grave sufferings
attacked the cities through civil war, of the kind that continue to
happen and always will happen as long as human nature remains the
same, but more or less severe, and varying in form, as imposed by
the changes of circumstances in individual cases. In peace and in
favourable conditions both cities and individuals pursue better
policies because they are not caught by unwanted constraints; but
war, which takes away the ready supply of one’s daily needs, is a vio-
lent teacher and brings the passions of the majority to the same level
as their circumstances.
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6
Plato

It may seem extraordinary to some students of ancient phil-
osophy to find a whole chapter devoted to Plato in a book on
disease and the Greek imagination. Yet we can study four
different aspects of his thought where the notion of disease
plays an important role, first in his psychology, then relatedly
in his theory of justice—both in the individual and in the
state—and thirdly in his views on authority and insistence on
the need for experts, not least in the moral and political
domains. Finally there is his own extended discussion of dis-
eases both of the body and of the soul in the Timaeus—clear
recognition, surely, of his sense of the importance of the topic,
even though why he should have considered it so important,
and decided to devote so many pages to it in his cosmological
work, are questions we shall have to tackle and try to resolve at
the end of this chapter.

One recurrent theme that serves to link Plato’s ideas in the
physical, to the psychological, social, moral, and even cosmo-
logical domains, relates to his notion of what the good order 
of composite wholes consists in. Within the body, between
the body and the soul, within the soul, within the state, he
speaks of good relations in terms of harmony, health, justice,
and of bad ones, conversely, in terms of discord, disease,
injustice.

Even before he developed his theory of the three parts, or
faculties, of the soul (reasoning, spirit, and appetite), he pre-
sented certain analogies between the body and the soul. In the
Gorgias he talks of the three kinds of evils (poneriai) that affect
wealth, the body, and the soul, namely poverty, disease, and
injustice (477c). Just as anyone would want to be rid of disease
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in the body, so similarly they will surely wish to be relieved of
injustice in the soul, namely by receiving due punishment
(477aff.). This is in an argument that it is better for the
wrongdoer to be punished than to escape punishment. While
the best state for the body is not to be sick at all, if it does suffer
from disease it is far better to be treated than not. So in the
analogous situation in the soul, we need treatment to rid us of
wickedness. The courts make us more just, acting in the same
way as medicine (iatrike) does to relieve us of the sickness of
the body (477e) [T 6.1]. Of course many kinds of medical
treatment for the body, cautery, surgery, are painful. Punish-
ment of the soul too is painful, but it secures the desirable end
that we no longer have a soul that is unhealthy, corrupt,
unjust, and unholy (479bc).

The analogy is developed further at Gorgias 504bff.,
505aff. [T 6.2]. Regularity (taxis) and order (kosmos) in the
body are called health and strength, and the people who can
bring such order into the body are trainers and doctors. So too
the orderly and regular states of the soul are lawfulness and
produce justice and temperance. This then is what the good
orator will aim to bring about. Just as the doctor will not allow
the patient to do just what he or she likes, so where the soul is
concerned, it should be restrained in its desires when it is in a
depraved state (505b). So the conclusion follows (though
Callicles will not accept it) that it is better for the soul to be
punished than to live a life of uncorrected licence.

The two key themes thus introduced are first that the soul
can be as disordered and as sick as the body, and secondly that
just as there are doctors who know what to do in the case of
physical diseases, so there are people who will be able to say
how the soul is to be treated and cured of its injustice. The
terms ‘just’ and ‘unjust’ in the arguments we have considered
apply in the first instance to the individual person, but of
course they also have general political relevance. Justice in 
the individual is good order within the soul: but analogously
justice in the state is a matter of good order and lawfulness
there.
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In the Republic Socrates and his interlocutors investigate
both these manifestations of justice, and discuss the state to
see justice writ large, before turning to the individual to iden-
tify justice there. The assumption is that justice will exhibit
the same structure in both parts of the comparison. Both
types of justice, in Plato’s view, exemplify the single Form of
Justice.

When they first set out in Republic 2 to construct the ideal
state by considering what functions are absolutely necessary
(the skill to procure food and shelter, principally) the account
they arrive at is rejected by Glaucon as a ‘city of pigs’. It is
unbearably primitive, even though it is described as the
healthy city (hygies, hygiene, 372e, 373b) [T 6.3]. When they
introduce such luxuries as tables and chairs, and dancing
girls, the healthy state of the city with its healthy diet is com-
promised and it becomes the ‘fevered’ one (phlegmainousan,
372e), that they nevertheless take as the subject for their
analysis of the ideal state and the place of justice in it. Certain-
ly once they leave behind the healthy city, they will need 
doctors (373d) to look after all the complaints that will arise
from the more complicated diet.

As in the Gorgias, health in the body is the analogue of
health in the soul at Republic 444cff. [T 6.4]. Both excellences
(aretai: in the moral context the word is often translated
virtue) depend on good order, the correct relationship
between the elements that should rule and those that should
be ruled. Just as healthy and sick practices produce health and
disease in the body, so just and unjust acts instil justice and
injustice in the soul. Once again the argument is used to show
that it is better for the unjust to be punished than to escape
(445aff.). What good order in the soul, and in the state,
amounts to is spelled out in terms of the due relationship
between the three parts he identifies in each. In the state it is
the guardians who should be in control over the other two ele-
ments, the helpers and the money-makers, though each part
has its own particular function to fulfil (434c). So similarly in
the individual soul, reason should be in charge over spirit and
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appetite. But when in either case it comes to ensuring that
order is maintained, severe measures may be necessary.

Here too the analogy with health and medicine is made to
do important work. At 459c [T 6.5] we are told that when
health can be secured by regimen (diet and exercise) and
drugs (pharmaka) are not needed, an ordinary doctor will be
up to the job. But when the complaints are more severe, then
a courageous doctor is needed and drugs prescribed. So the
philosopher-kings will need ‘noble lies’ to win the people
round, including for example the myth of the metals to per-
suade them that there are fundamental differences between
those who are pure gold and those who are made of baser
metals, silver, or iron or brass (414b, 415a). Somehow or
other they have got to agree that there are human natures of
different kinds, with different values. What the philosopher-
kings use to secure consent is recognized to be falsehoods
(pseudos) but described as pharmaka (459c2).

Plato there exploits not just the analogy between the states-
man and the doctor, but also the semantic range of pharmaka
drugs, remedies, spells. Already at 389b Socrates says that
truth is to be valued highly, but nevertheless lies may have to
be used by human beings, in the form of a pharmakon (here
primarily with the sense of remedy in general). But if so, that
is the job of the doctor, not just of any lay person. The rulers
(cast in the role of the doctor) are allowed to lie for the benefit
of the state. But no one else is permitted to do so: that would
be as bad, or worse, than a patient not telling his doctor or
trainer about his bodily condition. At 414b, as we have seen,
the myth of the metals is a falsehood the rulers use to justify
keeping the sections of the state apart and insisting that there
should be no cross-breeding between them. At 459cd again
securing good order depends on control of procreation, and
again the doctor’s use of his kind of pharmaka is cited in
justification for the type of pharmakon the ruler must use.
Falsehood can prove useful: it can be a cure or remedy for the
ills that affect the state. This is no actual physical drug, of
course, but rather a spell or a charm. But the controversy 
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surrounding Greek doctors’ actual remedies is not allowed to
obtrude, nor their doubtful efficacy, nor the association,
indeed, between pharmakon as drug, at one end of the spec-
trum, and pharmakon as poison, at the other.

Starting from the idea that the body’s disorder is manifest
in disease, we have a first extension to the idea of the dis-
order/disease of the soul, namely injustice. That yields a 
characterization of the unjust person, where disorder reflects
a failure of reason to control spirit and appetite. The second
extension takes us to injustice in the state, arising from a dis-
ruption to the proper relations between its parts. The diseases
of states—political ones—become a recurrent theme in the
account given in the later books of the decline from the ideal
constitution they have described. Thus tyranny, the worst
kind of state of all, is said to come about when the same disease
(nosema) that destroys oligarchy infects democracy in turn
and enslaves it (563e) [T 6.6]. Excess, Socrates goes on, is
likely to bring about the same type of change in seasons, in
plants, in bodies, and not least in political constitutions. Too
much freedom leads to slavery both in the individual and in
the state. The diagnosis of the infection of political constitu-
tions is then given. Idle good-for-nothings, like drones, some
sting-less but some (the leaders) equipped with stings, arise
and they produce disturbances in any state just as phlegm and
bile do in the body. Just as you need a good doctor to be on the
look-out for and to treat the latter, so you need a good
law-giver to do the same in the state.

That theme recurs in the Sophist 227cff. [T 6.7], where two
kinds of evil, needing two kinds of purging or cleansing, are
identified. We need a katharsis of the body, to rid it of its dis-
ease, but also one (also called a katharmos, 227d6, d10) for the
soul, to rid it of its disease, namely faction, stasis. Disease and
discord or faction (stasis) are, in a way, the same (228a):
wickedness is the stasis and sickness (nosos) of the soul (228b).
What is popularly called wickedness is most certainly a dis-
ease of the soul (228d), though in addition to the vice of
cowardice, injustice and so on, there is a second kind of evil
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affection (pathos) namely ignorance. Once again the appropri-
ate remedies are spelt out, punishment for injustice and edu-
cation for ignorance.

We should pause for a moment to reflect on this whole 
complex of ideas, and first from the point of view of logical
analysis. Sometimes we are given explicit analogies or com-
parisons. In many such cases the analogies are justified
because both items compared exhibit the same general struc-
ture and exemplify the same general rule. But the terminology
of disease, health, cure, remedy is also often applied directly
to both the soul and the state. When in Republic 372e the true
city is a kind of healthy one (hygies tis), the addition of the tis
indicates some recognition of the extension of the term. But
often there is no such qualification.

Some may wish to diagnose some of these uses as meta-
phorical. But the problem of so doing is the one I mentioned
at the outset, namely the difficulty in giving any clear delinea-
tion of precisely what the literal applications cover. Phar-
maka, in particular, come in many shapes and forms, and it is
arbitrary to privilege physical drugs or poisons over other
modes of remedy. The same can be said of purifications or
katharseis. It is both less tendentious and more accurate to
acknowledge, throughout, considerable semantic stretch.
Plato himself evidently often felt no need to apologize for
speaking of the health and disease of the city and for the soul’s
need for purging.

Then from the point of view of the substantive content of
the ideas Plato puts forward, the two most striking theses he
presents are first the claim that injustice in the soul and the
state are objectively verifiable conditions, and secondly the
idea that experts can be found both to diagnose, and to cure,
them. Physical disease, it is assumed, is unproblematic,
though in fact the Hippocratic doctors disagreed not just on
whether apparently healthy people were really so, but even 
on what health itself consisted in, let alone on the principal
causes of diseases. Certainly, however, physical disease is
generally unproblematically bad. No one except the most
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deranged would want to suffer from illness. In the moral and
political sphere that translates into the idea that we should
naturally shun injustice and prefer to be punished for what we
do wrong rather than escape punishment.

If so, then the lay person will no more be in a position to
challenge what is prescribed in the injustice case than in the
physical sickness one. There are experts, Plato claims, in
diagnosing the state of the soul, in determining the health or
sickness of the body politic, and their word must be accepted,
even when they prescribe drastic remedies, getting rid of
deviants and purging the city of what pollutes it in just the
way the doctor uses cautery, surgery, or drugs to get rid of the
pathogens in the body.

Those themes receive some of their most powerful expres-
sion in the Laws, which lays down severe penalties for those
who disagree with the rulers, including on such matters as
religious belief. Those who do not believe in the benevolent
gods that govern the cosmos are punished first with imprison-
ment, but then if on release they do not recant, with death.
Those who suffer from folly are to be given another chance,
but for the hardened atheists, when they die, their bodies are
to be taken from the country and refused burial (907eff.). The
whole topic of political purgation (katharmos, kathairein) is
developed with medical analogies at 735bff. [T 6.8]. ‘The best
purge is painful, like all medicines (pharmaka) of a drastic
nature.’ That combines punishment with vengeance, where
the penalty is death or exile. ‘It, as a rule, clears out the great-
est criminals when they are incurable (aniatoi) and cause seri-
ous damage to the state.’ Even the lesser, so-called milder,
purges involve exiling the guilty, though their evacuation is to
be given the euphemistic label of ‘emigration’.

Yet there is first a philosophical difficulty in Plato’s position
and then a paradox. The difficulty, which has been explored
in studies by Renford Bambrough (1967a and 1967b), relates
to the disanalogies between medicine and politics. The doctor
does not (usually) decide on goals, only on the means to them,
whereas the statesman settles on ends that may be disagreed
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and controversial, as well as having to chart the manner of
attaining them. Some defence can be offered on Plato’s
behalf, though the chief one that has been attempted (namely
that health, the goal for medicine, may not be so unlike politi-
cal ideals, after all, in that it is not unanimously agreed) is not
one that Plato would approve, since it saves the analogy only
at the risk of destroying his whole point, which was that in
both cases there is a determinate objective truth that justifies
the claim to authority by those who have it.

The paradox is this. Plato uses the model of the doctor to
construct his image of the expert in moral and political mat-
ters. Yet the real-live doctors of Plato’s day were—to judge
from the evidence in the Hippocratic Corpus—far from being
all the confident authorities that Plato’s ideal would have us
believe. Quite the reverse, in certain cases. We noted a whole
range of Hippocratic texts where the writers confess that they
were at a loss, unable to alleviate their patients’ sufferings, let
alone to cure them, uncertain as to the causes of their com-
plaints as well as about what to do, responsible themselves
even sometimes for treatment that they recognized, with the
benefit of hindsight, to have been mistaken. The admiration
we may feel for these writers’ honesty is one side of the coin,
but the other is the impression they give of their own help-
lessness when faced with difficult cases.

As we shall see at the end of this chapter, Plato evidently
knew a lot about contemporary medicine: we shall be outlin-
ing later his own account of diseases, discussing its sources
and asking why he wrote at such length on the subject. But
medicine plays such a crucial role in his moral and political
arguments that he seems to elide most of the difficulties in the
application of the analogy. True, this is ideal medicine, and
these are paragons of doctors who have secured that knowl-
edge of objective causes and cures. Plato knew well enough, to
be sure, that ordinary doctors fell far short. Yet for the sake of
the construction of the ideal philosopher-king, he evidently
thought that the authority of doctors was sufficiently impres-
sive for them to serve as paradigms for that. This was true,
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even though his doctors were not represented as basing their
practice on knowledge of the Forms. Indeed the fact that they
did not (and it would have been very implausible to suggest
that they did) makes his analogy all the more useful to him, as
reaching to a wider audience than just those who accepted his
particular metaphysical tenets. From that point of view, the
great advantage of medicine was that it offered a case where
many would agree that it dealt with objective cause–effect
relations whether or not they were prepared to accept the
further claim that the ultimate basis of the philosophers’
authority was the theory of Forms.

Before we turn to what Plato has to say about disease in the
Timaeus there is a further foray into the themes of disease and
disorder that we should consider in the account of madness in
the Phaedrus. The Republic insisted that reason must rule.
The Phaedrus allows us to see that in a different light, and
shows that Plato recognized that there are positive aspects to
madness itself, what Dodds called ‘the blessings of madness’
(Dodds 1951, ch. 3). Socrates is led to recant the speech he
had made that argued that the beloved should favour the non-
lover over the lover, on the grounds that the lover is mad
(shades of Phaedra in the Hippolytus if not also Sappho her-
self, though this time the lover and beloved are, of course,
male). Madness is not a simple evil (244a) [T 6.9]. Indeed the
greatest blessings come to us by way of madness when it is
sent as a divine gift. Four illustrations are given, the last of
which is the subject that concerns Socrates particularly,
namely love itself.

The first three, expressed in some of the most convoluted
language in Plato, relate to (1) prophecy, (2) purifications, and
(3) the gift of poetry. As to (1) there is some typically 
playful etymologizing on the connection between mania
(madness) and mantike (prophecy), but the passage ends by
praising prophecy above augury (oionistike). The former is as
far superior to the latter as madness when it comes from the
gods is to mere human prudence. As to (2) Socrates speaks
obscurely of the diseases and great sufferings that come on
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families from some ancient sin or guilt (menimata)—where
purifications (katharmoi) with the help of prayers to the gods
can procure relief. The interpretation of what precisely Plato
has in mind here is disputed, but one possibility is the release
from pollution attained at the end of Aeschylus’ Oresteia
when Orestes is purified and discharged of the pollution that
followed from his killing his mother Clytaemnestra. As to (3)
the third type, poetry, we are told that he who comes to the
doors of poetry without the madness of the Muses has no
chance of being a good poet. In each case we should note that
it is when the madness in question is under the protection of the
gods that it can produce the benefits of which Socrates speaks.
It is far from being the case that madness as such is a good.
Rather it would be more accurate to see Plato’s position as
echoing the ambivalence we noted in the presentation of such
figures as Oedipus and Philoctetes.

However in the sequel in the Phaedrus, the relations within
the soul are pictured with the image of a chariot team. The
charioteer corresponds fairly obviously to the reasoning
element in the soul, and his two horses, one good, one bad, to
spirit and to appetite respectively. But as Ferrari in particular
has shown (Ferrari 1987, 185ff.), the language in which the
charioteer’s control is described contains some striking and
unexpected features. When the charioteer beholds the
beloved (253e) [T 6. 10], the obedient horse is self-controlled.
But the other, the horse that corresponds to appetite, is all for
leaping upon the beloved.

This provokes what can only be described as a pretty 
violent response from the charioteer. The bad horse does not
heed the goad or the whip of the charioteer, who later when he
recalls true beauty is described as having to pull back on the
reins with such force that the horses are brought down on
their haunches. When this happens again, the charioteer pulls
the bit in the mouth of the unruly horse, spattering his tongue
and jaws with blood, and bringing him to the ground. When
we reflect that the charioteer represents reason, the violence
of his reaction to the sight of the beloved is remarkable and is
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testimony, of course, to the threat that the lower parts of the
soul, appetite especially, pose to its rule. It is obviously not
enough for the rational part to use mere argument in the
circumstances described in the image. The violence of the
horses is met with a violent—even horse-like¹ reaction on 
the part of the charioteer. If we transfer some of the lessons of
the struggle within the soul here in the Phaedrus to the picture
of reason and good rule we are given in the Republic, we can
see that to attain justice and equilibrium may involve con-
siderable turmoil. Disorder, or the threat of it, are the ante-
cedents of establishing order. The control that reason has 
to exercise is indeed a control over scarcely controllable ele-
ments.

We come now to the account that Plato himself offers of 
diseases in the Timaeus. It was presumably not just to seem
learned, or to encourage his readers to take a broad interest in
a wide range of subjects, that he included this. Though we
certainly hear, from Aristotle for example (Politics 1282a3ff.),
of people who studied medicine not to practise it, but for the
sake of their general education, medicine as such was not an
obligatory part of what any cultivated individual needed to
know. Again, while some earlier cosmologies included med-
ical theorizing, the model they provided will not serve as the
whole explanation for what Plato sought to do in the Timaeus.

We should begin by noting that the theories of disease it
contains were taken sufficiently seriously by the author of
Anonymus Londinensis, the history of medicine that draws on
the work of Aristotle’s pupil, Meno, for them to be given more
space in that account, as we have it, than those of any other
theorist, Hippocrates included. Of course Plato was a name to
conjure with, but again that does not give the whole story. We
might think it absurd to treat him as an authority on medical
theory and practice. After all he never had any experience as a
doctor himself. But first it is worth recalling that some of the
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treatises in the Hippocratic Corpus, especially the general
lectures or epideixeis, may well have been the work of writers
who were not themselves practitioners. The gap between the
doctor and the lay person was, in any case, far narrower in the
ancient world, where the former had no legally recognized
qualifications they could cite to justify their right to practise,
and where we have already seen a lay person such as
Thucydides prepared to give his account of the causes of the
plague. If Plato felt he could, in some respects, vie with, in
others (as we shall see) even outdo, the theories of the doctors
on diseases, that is not so surprising in an ancient context as it
would be in a modern one, where we certainly do not expect
philosophers to claim competence to speak on medicine, not
unless they also happen to be medically qualified.

Those remarks are based on the assumption that what we
are given in the Timaeus is Plato’s views, not just those he has
copied from one or more earlier medical writer. That point
has been disputed, because some have seen the cosmology in
the Timaeus as a whole as just an amalgam of the ideas of other
theorists (Taylor 1928). In the case of the passage on medi-
cine, the preferred sources are Philistion and Philolaus, for
example. Yet first the account of diseases in the Timaeus was
accepted as Plato’s in the history of medicine I have just men-
tioned. Indeed Anonymus Londinensis clearly distinguishes
Plato’s views from those of both Philistion and Philolaus in
particular. Secondly, if it is puzzling that Plato gave such a
detailed account of his own ideas on diseases, that puzzle is in
no way alleviated by saying that what he was doing was just
repeating what others had proposed. Of course he drew on
others’ views. But it is what he does with them, for his pur-
poses, that is so intriguing and that enables us to appreciate
his reasons for including disease so prominently in his cosmo-
logical account.

The discussion of diseases stretches from Timaeus 81e to
87b, with a continuation on health and therapy down to 90d.
It opens with a rhetorical flourish. ‘As regards diseases, how
they originate, is clear in a way (pou) to everyone.’ Elsewhere
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in the dialogue other theoretical discussions are similarly
introduced as ‘clear’, for example that the four simple bodies,
including fire and air, are bodies, somata (53c). But this time,
with diseases, we cannot help feeling that Plato is about to
skate over some of the difficulties and controversies. Three
different sources of physical disease are then distinguished.
First they arise from disorder in the simple bodies (which are
themselves constituted by elementary triangles), then there
are those that affect secondary structures (the homoeomerous
compounds such as bone and flesh), and thirdly there are
those that arise from air, phlegm, and bile. In each case Plato
varies ideas that we can parallel in our more strictly medical
writers, and in each instance the new twist he gives to those
ideas has moral or political resonance. Just as the Republic and
other dialogues describe the state’s disorders in bodily terms,
so conversely, we may say, the Timaeus describes the body’s
disorders partly in political terms.

The first origin of diseases is due to excess and deficiency.
The terms often used in Hippocratic texts for those or cognate
ideas are plerosis and kenosis (repletion and depletion).² But
Plato uses pleonexia and endeia (excess and deficiency) (82a)
[T 6.11]. The latter is a general word for lack or need, but the
former has particular associations with greed, or wanting to
have more than your fair share. The full range of applications
of the term, from bodily diseases, through excesses in the
weather, to political excesses and injustice, is exploited in 
the Laws at 906a–c. Here in the Timaeus (82a6) what excess
and deficiency bring about in the body is said to be not just 
diseases (nosoi) but also staseis, the word used for political 
factions and disorder.³ It is what oversteps the mark that 
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² e.g. On Ancient Medicine chs. 9 and 10 (CMG I 1, 41. 17ff., 42. 11ff.),
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On Diseases IV chs. 32 and 33 (L VII 542. 12ff., 544. 14ff., referring to what
is in excess or in default in the body), On the Places in Man ch. 42 (L VI 334.
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³ On Breaths ch. 7 (CMG I 1, 95. 6), for instance, uses the verb stasiazein
of the interaction between unlikes in the body.
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produces alterations, diseases and destructions, of a great
variety of types.

The second main category of diseases continues to exploit
moral and political terminology, even while the disorders in
question affect such physical compounds in the body as flesh.
When the substances interact and generate one another as
they should, health is the result, but when not, diseases arise.
When the material becomes ‘reversed and corrupted’ (82ef.)
[T 6.12], then the substances no longer maintain their natural
order (taxis) but ‘being at enmity with themselves (echthra)
they have no enjoyment of themselves, and being at war
(polemia) with the established and regular constitution of the
body, they destroy and dissolve it’ (83a). So order in the body
is contrasted with hostility and warfare. Once again the idea 
of warfare in the body can be found in Hippocratic texts, and
already Alcmaeon had described the true balance of the ele-
ments in it as isonomia, equality, and their imbalance as
‘monarchy’.⁴ Plato was evidently not the first—nor would he
be the last—writer to picture warfare within the body. But
such an image was, evidently, particularly well suited to one
of his important underlying messages.

The third variety of disease comes from air, phlegm, and
bile. At 85b he takes a swipe at those who would deny the
sacred character of the sacred disease. It is justly so called, but
then Plato’s rationalization of that is to say that it attacks the
most sacred part of the body, the head, or more strictly its
‘divine revolutions’. In this section order (taxis) and propor-
tion (summetria) are the norm and their disturbance is disease
(85c). When these are disrupted, the result is disorder (ataxia,
85e4) [T 6.13]. If we are in any doubt about the political over-
tones, these are made clear when the purgation of bile from
the body is compared to the exiling of someone from a city in
a state of faction or strife (stasiazein, 85e10).

Those are all diseases that affect the body, but the Timaeus
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also offers an account of those that affect the soul through the
body, where disease takes the form of folly or mindlessness
(anoia, 86b) [T 6.14]. There are two varieties of this, madness
and ignorance. In a twist to the usual Socratic dictum or para-
dox that no one does wrong willingly, we are here told that no
one is voluntarily wicked, since it is rather the case that they
are diseased (86d). This springs in part from the effects of the
humours running amok, though there is also a reference to the
fact that political circumstances may contribute to these evils
(87ab). The remedy for mental, as for bodily, disease, is to
restore harmony or proportion (summetria) especially that
between the body and the soul themselves.

Given that one of the most common Greek ideas of disease,
found in many different versions in the Hippocratic writers
and elsewhere, was that they arise from the interaction of
opposite factors in the body, Plato’s association of the causes
of some diseases with the hostility between elements in the
body is certainly not unprecedented. But we can see that he
has selected and modified those common Greek themes that
suit his underlying moral. The Timaeus is all about the work
of the Demiurge, the divine Craftsman responsible for the
order in the universe, and about the way that reason persuades
necessity to bring about the best results. The description of
the proper, natural state of the body in health as orderly and of
its disruption as disorder is consonant with that cosmic mes-
sage and fits those traditional Greek beliefs well enough. But
Plato carries the politicization of the body much further than
most, maybe than any, extant Greek medical theorist. His
notions of order, proportion, harmony span the fields of poli-
tics, morality, ‘physics’ (the nature of things), and the body in
particular. We should not say that those ideas arise in one of
those fields, then to be applied to others. Rather, their power
and relevance in each field get to be strengthened and
confirmed by their use in others.

The Republic and the Laws insist on order in the state and
order in the individual’s psyche, and they associate the oppo-
site, disorder, in each case, with what no one would desire,
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namely disease. But conversely, when it comes to an account
of health and disease themselves, we find that they are
described in terms that draw heavily on the political sphere.
Goodness or virtue or excellence in every important domain
turns out to be a matter of good order between potentially
hostile elements (cf. Timaeus 87c4) [T 6.15]. Any disorder
must be remedied by cures, purges, purifications, to restore,
as far as possible, the original ideal balance.

The converse of the medicalizing of the city is the politi-
cization of the body. While no doctor himself, Plato lays 
claim to knowing about diseases both of the body and of the 
soul. The conception of expert authority is one on which 
so much depends in his account of the ideal state, for the
philosopher-kings must be people who know what is right
and whose word should accordingly be accepted. But it is not
just that political ideas lie in the background in Plato’s
exceptional foray into medical theory. When it comes to who
can speak with authority about those problems to do with the
origins of diseases (of which such play is made when he talks
about trusting political and moral experts) it is not
Hippocrates whom he chooses to cite, nor Philistion nor
Philolaus nor any other of the writers cited in Anonymus
Londinensis nor any of the nameless authors of the treatises
that came to be associated with Hippocrates. No. The author-
ity on the origins of diseases—‘clear’, as we are told, ‘to every-
one’—is Timaeus, spokesman, as we said, for Plato’s own
views.
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CHAPTER 6  TEXTS

6.1 Plato, Gorgias 477e7–478c7 (Socrates and Polus)

SW. T≤ß oˆn tvcnh pen≤aß åpall3ttei; oÛ crhmatistik&;

PWL. Na≤.

SW. T≤ß d† nÎsou; oÛk jatrik&;

PWL. !n3gkh.

SW. T≤ß d† ponhr≤aß ka≥ ådik≤aß; ej m¶ o\twß eÛpore∏ß, —de skÎpei:

po∏ £gomen ka≥ par¤ t≤naß toŸß k3mnontaß t¤ s*mata;

PWL. Par¤ toŸß jatro»ß, _ S*krateß.

SW. Po∏ d† toŸß ådikoıntaß ka≥ toŸß åkolasta≤nontaß;

PWL. Par¤ toŸß dikast¤ß lvgeiß;

SW. OÛkoın d≤khn d*sontaß;

PWL. Fhm≤.

SW. #Ar’ oˆn oÛ dikaios»n7 tin≥ cr*menoi kol3zousin oÈ ørq0ß

kol3zonteß;

PWL. D[lon d&.

SW. Crhmatistik¶ m†n £ra pen≤aß åpall3ttei, jatrik¶ d† nÎsou,

d≤kh d† åkolas≤aß ka≥ ådik≤aß.

PWL. Fa≤netai.

SW. T≤ oˆn to»twn k3llistÎn ƒstin [—n lvgeiß];
PWL. T≤nwn lvgeiß;

SW. Crhmatistik[ß, jatrik[ß, d≤khß.

PWL. PolŸ diafvrei, _ S*krateß, Ó d≤kh.

SW. OÛkoın aˆ ‡toi Ódon¶n ple≤sthn poie∏ ∂ ∑fel≤an ∂ åmfÎtera,

e÷per k3llistÎn ƒstin;

PWL. Na≤.

SW. #Ar’ oˆn tÏ jatre»esqai Ód» ƒstin, ka≥ ca≤rousin oÈ jatreuÎmenoi;

PWL. OÛk πmoige doke∏.

SW. !ll’ ∑fvlimÎn ge. Á g3r;

PWL. Na≤.

SW. Meg3lou g¤r kakoı åpall3ttetai, ¿ste lusitele∏ Ëpome∏nai

t¶n ålghdÎna ka≥ Ëgi[ e”nai.

PWL. P0ß g¤r oÇ;

SW. #Ar’ oˆn o\twß #n per≥ s0ma eÛdaimonvstatoß £nqrwpoß e÷h,

jatreuÎmenoß, ∂ mhd† k3mnwn årc&n;
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CHAPTER 6  TEXTS

6.1 Plato, Gorgias 477e7–478c7 (Socrates and Polus)
 . Now what is the art that relieves from poverty? Is it not

money-making?
 . Yes.
 . And what from disease? Is it not medicine?
 . It must be.
 . And what from wickedness and injustice? If you are not ready

for that offhand, consider it thus: whither and to whom do we take
whose who are in bodily sickness?

 . To the doctor, Socrates.
 . And whither the wrongdoers and libertines?
 . To the law-court, do you mean?
 . Yes, and to pay the penalty?
 . I agree.
 . Then is it not by employing a kind of justice that those pun-

ish who punish aright?
 . Clearly so.
. Then money-making relieves us from poverty, medicine from

disease, and justice from licentiousness and injustice.
 . Apparently.
 . Which then is the fairest of these things?
 . Of what things, pray?
 . Money-making, medicine, justice.
 . Justice, Socrates, is far above the others.
 . Now again, if it is fairest, it causes either most pleasure or

benefit or both.
 . Yes.
 . Well then, is it pleasant to be medically treated, and do those

who undergo such treatment enjoy it?
 . I do not think so.
 . But it is beneficial, is it not?
 . Yes.
 . Because one is relieved of a great evil, and hence it is worth

while to endure the pain and be well.
 . Of course.
 . Is this then the happiest state of body for a man to be in—that 

of being medically treated— or that of never being ill at all?
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PWL. D[lon Òti mhd† k3mnwn.

SW. OÛ g¤r toıt’ Án eÛdaimon≤a, „ß πoike, kakoı åpallag&, åll¤

t¶n årc¶n mhd† kt[siß.

PWL. >Esti taıta.

6.2 Plato, Gorgias 505a6–b12 (Socrates and Callicles)

SW. OÛkoın ka≥ t¤ß ƒpiqum≤aß åpopimpl3nai, oÍon pein0nta fage∏n

Òson bo»letai ∂ diy0nta pie∏n, Ëgia≤nonta m†n ƒ0sin oÈ jatro≥ „ß t¤

poll3, k3mnonta d† „ß πpoß ejpe∏n oÛdvpot’ ƒ0sin ƒmp≤mplasqai —n

ƒpiqume∏; sugcwre∏ß toıtÎ ge ka≥ s»;

KAL. >Egwge.

SW. Per≥ d† yuc&n, _ £riste, oÛc Ø aÛtÏß trÎpoß; 1wß m†n #n ponhr¤

{, ånÎhtÎß te oˆsa ka≥ åkÎlastoß ka≥ £dikoß ka≥ ånÎsioß, e÷rgein aÛt¶n

de∏ t0n ƒpiqumi0n ka≥ m¶ ƒpitrvpein £ll’ £tta poie∏n ∂ åf’ —n belt≤wn

πstai: fæß ∂ oÇ;

KAL. Fhm≤.

SW. O\tw g3r pou aÛt∫ £meinon t∫ yuc∫;

KAL. P3nu ge.

SW. OÛkoın tÏ e÷rgein ƒst≥n åf’ —n ƒpiqume∏ kol3zein;

KAL. Na≤.

SW. TÏ kol3zesqai £ra t∫ yuc∫ £meinÎn ƒstin ∂ Ó åkolas≤a, ¿sper

sŸ nund¶ )ou.

6.3 Plato, The Republic 2. 372c2–e8

Ka≥ Ø Gla»kwn Ëpolab*n, ⁄neu Ôyou, πfh, „ß πoikaß, poie∏ß toŸß

£ndraß ‰stiwmvnouß.

!lhq[, Án d’ ƒg*, lvgeiß. ƒpelaqÎmhn Òti ka≥ Ôyon 1xousin, ‹laß te

d[lon Òti ka≥ ƒl3aß ka≥ turÎn, ka≥ bolboŸß ka≥ l3can3 ge, oÍa d¶ ƒn ågro∏ß

‰y&mata, ‰y&sontai. ka≥ trag&mat3 pou paraq&somen aÛto∏ß t0n te

s»kwn ka≥ ƒreb≤nqwn ka≥ ku3mwn, ka≥ m»rta ka≥ fhgoŸß spodioısin prÏß

tÏ pır, metr≤wß Ëpop≤nonteß: ka≥ o\tw di3gonteß tÏn b≤on ƒn ejr&n7 met¤

Ëgie≤aß, „ß ejkÎß, ghraio≥ teleut0nteß £llon toioıton b≤on to∏ß ƒkgÎnoiß

parad*sousin.

Ka≥ Òß, Ej d† Ë0n pÎlin, _ S*krateß, πfh, kateske»azeß, t≤ #n aÛt¤ß

£llo ∂ taıta ƒcÎrtazeß;

!ll¤ p0ß cr&, Án d’ ƒg*, _ Gla»kwn;
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 . Clearly, never being ill.
 . Yes, for what we regarded as happiness, it seems, was not this

relief from evil, but its non-acquisition at any time.

6.2 Plato, Gorgias 505a6–b12 (Socrates and Callicles)
 . And so the satisfaction of one’s desires—if one is hungry, eat-

ing as much as one likes, or if thirsty, drinking—is generally
allowed by doctors when one is in health; but they practically
never allow one in sickness to take one’s fill of things that one
desires: do you agree with me in this?

 . I do.
 . And does not the same rule, my excellent friend, apply to the

soul? So long as it is in a bad state—thoughtless, licentious, unjust
and unholy—we must restrain its desires and not permit it to do
anything except what will help it to be better: do you grant this, 
or not?

 . I do.
 . For thus, I take it, the soul itself is better off?
 . To be sure.
 . And is restraining a person from what he desires correcting

him?
 . Yes.
 . Then correction is better for the soul than uncorrected

licence, as you were thinking just now.

6.3 Plato, The Republic 2. 372c2–e8
Here Glaucon broke in: ‘No relishes apparently,’ he said, ‘for the

men you describe as feasting.’ ‘True,’ said I; ‘I forgot that they
will also have relishes—salt, of course, and olives and cheese; and
onions and greens, the sort of things they boil in the country, they
will boil up together. But for dessert we will serve them figs and
chickpeas and beans, and they will toast myrtle-berries and
acorns before the fire, washing them down with moderate pota-
tions; and so, living in peace and health, they will probably die in
old age and hand on a like life to their offspring.’ And he said, ‘If
you were founding a city of pigs, Socrates, what other fodder than
this would you provide?’ ‘Why, what would you have, Glaucon?’
said I. ‘What is customary,’ he replied; ‘they must recline on
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@per nom≤zetai, πfh: ƒp≤ te klin0n katake∏sqai o”mai toŸß mvllontaß

m¶ talaipwre∏sqai, ka≥ åpÏ trapez0n deipne∏n, ka≥ Ôya ‹per ka≥ oÈ nın

πcousi ka≥ trag&mata.

E”en, Án d’ ƒg*: manq3nw. oÛ pÎlin, „ß πoike, skopoımen mÎnon Òpwß

g≤gnetai, åll¤ ka≥ truf0san pÎlin. ÷swß oˆn oÛd† kak0ß πcei: skopoınteß

g¤r ka≥ toia»thn t3c’ #n kat≤doimen t&n te dikaios»nhn ka≥ ådik≤an Òp7

pot† ta∏ß pÎlesin ƒmf»ontai. Ó m†n oˆn ålhqin¶ pÎliß doke∏ moi e”nai ©n

dielhl»qamen, ¿sper Ëgi&ß tiß: ej d’ aˆ bo»lesqe, ka≥ flegma≤nousan

pÎlin qewr&swmen: oÛd†n åpokwl»ei.

6.4 Plato, The Republic 4. 444c8–e2

T¤ mvn pou Ëgiein¤ Ëg≤eian ƒmpoie∏, t¤ d† nos*dh nÎson.

Na≤.

OÛkoın ka≥ tÏ m†n d≤kaia pr3ttein dikaios»nhn ƒmpoie∏, tÏ d’ £dika

ådik≤an;

!n3gkh.

>Esti d† tÏ m†n Ëg≤eian poie∏n t¤ ƒn t‘ s*mati kat¤ f»sin kaqist3nai

krate∏n te ka≥ krate∏sqai Ëp’ åll&lwn, tÏ d† nÎson par¤ f»sin £rcein te

ka≥ £rcesqai £llo Ëp’ £llou.

>Esti g3r.

OÛkoın aˆ, πfhn, tÏ dikaios»nhn ƒmpoie∏n t¤ ƒn t∫ yuc∫ kat¤ f»sin

kaqist3nai krate∏n te ka≥ krate∏sqai Ëp’ åll&lwn, tÏ d† ådik≤an par¤

f»sin £rcein te ka≥ £rcesqai £llo Ëp’ £llou;

Komid∫, πfh.

!ret¶ m†n £ra, „ß πoiken, Ëg≤ei3 tv tiß #n e÷h ka≥ k3lloß ka≥ eÛex≤a

yuc[ß, kak≤a d† nÎsoß te ka≥ a”scoß ka≥ åsqvneia.

6.5 Plato, The Republic 5. 459c2–e3

fiOti ån3gkh aÛto∏ß, Án d’ ƒg*, farm3koiß pollo∏ß cr[sqai. jatrÏn 

dv pou m¶ deomvnoiß m†n s*masi farm3kwn, åll¤ dia≤t7 ƒqelÎntwn

Ëpako»ein, ka≥ faulÎteron ƒxarke∏n Ógo»meqa e”nai: Òtan d† d¶ ka≥

farmake»ein dv7, ÷smen Òti åndreiotvrou de∏ toı jatroı.

!lhq[: åll¤ prÏß t≤ lvgeiß;

PrÏß tÎde, Án d’ ƒg*: sucn‘ t‘ ye»dei ka≥ t∫ åp3t7 kindune»ei Óm∏n

de&sein cr[sqai toŸß £rcontaß ƒp’ ∑fel≤6 t0n årcomvnwn. πfamen dv pou
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couches, I presume, if they are not to be uncomfortable, and dine
from tables and have made dishes and sweetmeats such as are now
in use.’ ‘Good,’ said I, ‘I understand. It is not merely the origin of
a city, it seems, that we are considering but the origin of a luxuri-
ous city. Perhaps that isn’t such a bad suggestion, either. For by
observation of such a city it may be we could discern the origin 
of justice and injustice in states. The true state I believe to be the
one we have described—the healthy state, as it were. But if it is
your pleasure that we contemplate also a fevered state, there is
nothing to hinder.’

6.4 Plato, The Republic 4. 444c8–e2
‘Healthful things, surely engender health and diseaseful disease.

‘Yes.’
‘Then does not doing just acts engender justice and unjust injus-

tice?’
‘Of necessity.’
‘But to produce health is to establish the elements in a body in the

natural relation of dominating and being dominated by one another,
while to cause disease is to bring it about that one rules or is ruled by
the other contrary to nature.’

‘Yes, that is so.’
‘And is it not likewise the production of justice in the soul to

establish its principles in the natural relation of controlling and
being controlled by one another, while injustice is to cause  the one
to rule or be ruled by the other contrary to nature?’

‘Exactly, so,’ he said.
‘Virtue, then, as it seems, would be a kind of health and beauty

and good condition of the soul, and vice would be disease, ugliness,
and weakness.’

6.5 Plato, The Republic 5. 459c2–e3
‘This,’ said I, ‘that they will have to employ many of those drugs

of which we were speaking. We thought that an inferior physician
sufficed for bodies that do not need drugs but yield to diet and regi-
men. But when it is necessary to prescribe drugs we know that a
more enterprising and venturesome physician is required.’

‘True; but what is the pertinency?’
‘This,’ said I: ‘it seems likely that our rulers will have to make

considerable use of falsehood and deception for the benefit of their
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ƒn farm3kou e÷dei p3nta t¤ toiaıta cr&sima e”nai.

Ka≥ ørq0ß ge, πfh.

∞En to∏ß g3moiß to≤nun ka≥ paidopoi≤aiß πoike tÏ ørqÏn toıto g≤gnesqai

oÛk ƒl3ciston.

P0ß d&;

De∏ mvn, e”pon, ƒk t0n „mologhmvnwn toŸß år≤stouß ta∏ß år≤staiß

sugg≤gnesqai „ß pleist3kiß, toŸß d† faulot3touß ta∏ß faulot3taiß

toÛnant≤on, ka≥ t0n m†n t¤ πkgona trvfein, t0n d† m&, ej mvllei tÏ

po≤mnion Òti åkrÎtaton e”nai, ka≥ taıta p3nta gignÎmena lanq3nein pl¶n

aÛtoŸß toŸß £rcontaß, ej aˆ Ó ågvlh t0n ful3kwn Òti m3lista

åstas≤astoß πstai.

6.6 Plato, The Republic 8. 563e6–564b2

TaÛtÎn, Án d’ ƒg*, Òper ƒn t∫ øligarc≤6 nÎshma ƒggenÎmenon

åp*lesen aÛt&n, toıto ka≥ ƒn ta»t7 plvon te ka≥ jscurÎteron ƒk t[ß

ƒxous≤aß ƒggenÎmenon katadouloıtai dhmokrat≤an. ka≥ t‘ Ônti tÏ £gan ti

poie∏n meg3lhn file∏ ejß toÛnant≤on metabol¶n åntapodidÎnai, ƒn ¿raiß te

ka≥ ƒn futo∏ß ka≥ ƒn s*masin, ka≥ d¶ ka≥ ƒn polite≤aiß oÛc ~kista.

EjkÎß, πfh.

<H g¤r £gan ƒleuqer≤a πoiken oÛk ejß £llo ti ∂ ejß £gan doule≤an

metab3llein ka≥ jdi*t7 ka≥ pÎlei.

EjkÎß, g3r.

EjkÎtwß to≤nun, e”pon, oÛk ƒx £llhß polite≤aß turann≥ß kaq≤statai ∂

ƒk dhmokrat≤aß, ƒx o”mai t[ß åkrot3thß ƒleuqer≤aß doule≤a ple≤sth te

ka≥ ågriwt3th.

>Ecei g3r, πfh, lÎgon.

!ll’ oÛ toıt’ o”mai, Án d’ ƒg*, ]r*taß, åll¤ po∏on nÎshma ƒn ølig-

arc≤6 te fuÎmenon taÛtÏn ka≥ ƒn dhmokrat≤6 douloıtai aÛt&n.

6.7 Plato, Sophist 227c7–228b10 (Theaetetus and Visitor)

QEAI. !ll¤ mem3qhka, ka≥ sugcwr0 d»o m†n e÷dh  kaq3rsewß, 2n d†

tÏ per≥ t¶n yuc¶n e”doß e”nai, toı per≥ tÏ s0ma cwr≥ß Ôn.

XE. P3ntwn k3llista. ka≤ moi tÏ met¤ toıto ƒp3koue peir*menoß aˆ

tÏ lecq†n dic∫ tvmnein.

QEAI. Kaq’ Øpo∏’ #n Ëfhg∫ peir3soma≤ soi suntvmnein.
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subjects. We said, I believe, that the use of that sort of thing was 
in the category of medicine.’

‘And that was right,’ he said. 
‘In our marriages, then, and the procreation of children, it

seems there will be no slight need of this kind of “right.”’
‘How so?’
‘It follows from our former admissions,’ I said, ‘that the best

men must cohabit with the best women in as many cases as
possible and the worst with the worst in the fewest, and that the
offspring of the one must be reared and that of the other not, if
the flock is to be as perfect as possible. And the way in which all
this is brought to pass must be unknown to any but the rulers, if,
again, the herd of guardians is to be as free as possible from dis-
sension.’

6.6 Plato, The Republic 8. 563e6–564b2
‘The same malady,’ I said, ‘that, arising in oligarchy, destroyed it,

this more widely diffused and more violent as a result of this licence,
enslaves democracy. And in truth, any excess is wont to bring about
a corresponding reaction to the opposite in the seasons, in plants, in
animal bodies, and most especially in political societies.’

‘Probably,’ he said.
‘And so the probable outcome of too much freedom is only too

much slavery in the individual and the state.’
‘Yes, that is probable.’
‘Probably, then, tyranny develops out of no other constitution

than democracy—from the height of liberty, I take it, the fiercest
extreme of servitude.’

‘That is reasonable,’ he said.
‘That, however, I believe, was not your question, but what iden-

tical malady arising in democracy as well as in oligarchy enslaves it?’

6.7 Plato, Sophist 227c7–228b10 (Theaetetus and Visitor)
 . I do understand, and I agree that there are two types of

cleansing, one dealing with the soul and a separate one dealing
with the body.

   . Fine. Next listen and try to cut the one we’ve mentioned in
two.
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XE. Ponhr≤an 1teron året[ß ƒn yuc∫ lvgomvn ti;

QEAI. P0ß g¤r oÇ;

XE. Ka≥ m¶n kaqarmÎß g’ Án tÏ le≤pein m†n q3teron, ƒkb3llein d†

Òson #n { po» ti flaıron.

QEAI. #Hn g¤r oˆn.

XE. Ka≥ yuc[ß £ra, kaq’ Òson #n eËr≤skwmen kak≤aß åfa≤res≤n tina,

kaqarmÏn aÛtÏn lvgonteß ƒn mvlei fqegxÎmeqa.

QEAI. Ka≥ m3la ge.

XE. D»o m†n e÷dh kak≤aß per≥ yuc¶n Âhtvon.

QEAI. Po∏a;

XE. TÏ m†n oÍon nÎson ƒn s*mati, tÏ d’ oÍon aÍscoß ƒggignÎmenon.

QEAI. OÛk πmaqon.

XE. NÎson ÷swß ka≥ st3sin oÛ taÛtÏn nenÎmikaß;

QEAI. OÛd’ aˆ prÏß toıto πcw t≤ cr& me åpikr≤nasqai.

XE. PÎteron £llo ti st3sin Ógo»menoß ∂ t¶n toı f»sei suggenoıß πk

tinoß diafqor$ß diafor3n;

QEAI. OÛdvn.

XE. !ll’ a”scoß £llo ti pl¶n tÏ t[ß åmetr≤aß pantacoı duseid†ß

ƒnÏn gvnoß;

QEAI. OÛdam0ß £llo.

XE. T≤ d†; ƒn yuc∫ dÎxaß ƒpiqum≤aiß ka≥ qumÏn Ódona∏ß ka≥ lÎgon

l»paiß ka≥ p3nta åll&loiß taıta t0n fla»rwß ƒcÎntwn oÛk «sq&meqa

diaferÎmena;

QEAI. Ka≥ sfÎdra ge.

XE. Suggen[ ge m¶n ƒx ån3gkhß s»mpanta gvgonen.

QEAI. P0ß g¤r oÇ;

XE. St3sin £ra ka≥ nÎson t[ß yuc[ß ponhr≤an lvgonteß ørq0ß

ƒroımen.

QEAI. ∞OrqÎtata m†n oˆn.

6.8 Plato, Laws 5. 735b1–736a3

p$san ågvlhn poim¶n ka≥ boukÎloß trofe»ß te Jppwn ka≥ Òsa £lla

toiaıta paralab*n, oÛk £llwß m& pote ƒpiceir&sei qerape»ein ∂ pr0ton

m†n tÏn ‰k3st7 pros&konta kaqarmÏn kaqare∏ t∫ sunoik&sei, dialvxaß d†

t3 te Ëgi[ ka≥ t¤ m¶ ka≥ t¤ genna∏a ka≥ ågenn[, t¤ m†n åpopvmyei prÏß
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 . I’ll try to follow your lead and cut it however you say.
   . Do we say that wickedness in the soul is something different

from virtue?
 . Of course.
   . And to cleanse something was to leave what’s good and throw

out whatever’s inferior.
 . Yes
   . So insofar as we can find some way to remove what’s bad in the

soul, it will be suitable to call it cleansing.
 . Of course.
   . We have to say that there are two kinds of badness that affect

the soul.
 . What are they?
   . One is like bodily sickness, and the other is like ugliness.
 . I don’t understand.
   . Presumably you regard sickness and discord as the same

thing, don’t you?
 . I don’t know what I should say to that.
   . Do you think that discord is just dissension among things that

are naturally of the same kind, and arises out of some kind of cor-
ruption?

 . Yes
   . And ugliness is precisely a consistently unattractive sort of
disproportion?
 . Yes
   . Well then, don’t we see that there’s dissension in the souls of
people in poor condition, between beliefs and desires, anger and
pleasures, reason and pains, and all of those things with each other?
 . Absolutely.
   . But all of them do have to be akin to each other.
 . Of course.
   . So we’d be right if we said that wickedness is discord and sick-
ness of the soul.
 . Absolutely right.

6.8 Plato, Laws 5. 735b1–736a3
In dealing with a flock of any kind, the shepherd or cowherd, or the
keeper of horses or any such animals, will never attempt to look after
it until he has first applied to each group of animals the appropriate
purge—which is to separate the sound from the unsound, and the
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£llaß tin¤ß ågvlaß, t¤ d† qerape»sei, dianoo»menoß „ß m3taioß #n Ø pÎnoß

e÷h ka≥ ån&nutoß per≤ te s0ma ka≥ yuc3ß, 4ß f»siß ka≥ ponhr¤ trof¶

diefqarku∏a prosapÎllusin tÏ t0n Ëgi0n ka≥ åkhr3twn ]q0n te ka≥

swm3twn gvnoß ƒn ‰k3stoiß t0n kthm3twn, £n tiß t¤ Ëp3rconta m¶

diakaqa≤rhtai. t¤ m†n d¶ t0n £llwn z=wn ƒl3ttwn te spoud¶ ka≥

parade≤gmatoß 1neka mÎnon £xia paraqvsqai t‘ lÎg8, t¤ d† t0n

ånqr*pwn spoud[ß t[ß meg≤sthß t‘ te nomoqvt7 diereun$sqai ka≥

fr3zein tÏ pros[kon ‰k3stoiß kaqarmoı te pvri ka≥ sumpas0n t0n £llwn

pr3xewn. aÛt≤ka g¤r tÏ per≥ kaqarmoŸß pÎlewß —d’ πcon #n e÷h: poll0n

oÛs0n t0n diakaq3rsewn aÈ m†n Â5ouß ejs≤n, aÈ d† calep*terai, ka≥ t¤ß

m†n t»rannoß m†n ¯n ka≥ nomoqvthß Ø aÛtÎß, Òsai calepa≤ t’ ejs≥n ka≥

£ristai, d»nait’ #n kaq[rai, nomoqvthß d† £neu turann≤doß kaqist¤ß

polite≤an kain¶n ka≥ nÎmouß, ej ka≥ tÏn pr6Îtaton t0n kaqarm0n

kaq&reien, ågap*ntwß #n ka≥ tÏ toioıton dr3seien. πsti d’ Ø m†n £ristoß

ålgeinÎß, kaq3per Òsa t0n farm3kwn toioutÎtropa, Ø t∫ d≤k7 met¤

timwr≤aß ejß tÏ kol3zein £gwn, q3naton ∂ fug¶n t∫ timwr≤6 tÏ tvloß

ƒpitiqe≤ß: toŸß g¤r mvgista ƒxhmarthkÎtaß, åni3touß d† Ôntaß, meg≤sthn

d† oˆsan bl3bhn pÎlewß, åpall3ttein e÷wqen. Ø d† pr6ÎterÎß ƒsti t0n

kaqarm0n Ø toiÎsde Óm∏n: Òsoi di¤ t¶n t[ß trof[ß åpor≤an to∏ß ÓgemÎsin

ƒp≥ t¤ t0n ƒcÎntwn m¶ πconteß ‰to≤mouß aËtoŸß ƒnde≤knuntai

pareskeuakÎteß 1pesqai, to»toiß „ß nos&mati pÎlewß ƒmpefukÎti, di’

eÛfhm≤aß åpallag&n, Ônoma åpoik≤an teqvmenoß, eÛmen0ß Òti m3lista

ƒxepvmyato.

6.9 Plato, Phaedrus 244a5–b3, 244d5–245a8

ej m†n g¤r Án Åploın tÏ man≤an kakÏn e”nai, kal0ß #n ƒlvgeto: nın d† t¤

mvgista t0n ågaq0n Óm∏n g≤gnetai di¤ man≤aß, qe≤6 mvntoi dÎsei

didomvnhß. ~ te g¤r d¶ ƒn Delfo∏ß prof[tiß aJ t’ ƒn Dwd*n7 Èvreiai

mane∏sai m†n poll¤ d¶ ka≥ kal¤ jd≤6 te ka≥ dhmos≤6 t¶n <Ell3da

]rg3santo, swfronoısai d† bracva ∂ oÛdvn:

åll¤ m¶n nÎswn ge ka≥ pÎnwn t0n meg≤stwn, 4 d¶ palai0n ƒk mhnim3twn

poq†n πn tisi t0n gen0n Ó man≤a ƒggenomvnh ka≥ profhte»sasa, oÍß πdei

åpallag¶n h\reto, katafugoısa prÏß qe0n eÛc3ß te ka≥ latre≤aß, Òqen
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well-bred from the ill-bred, and to send off the latter to other herds,
while keeping the former under his own care; for he reckons that his
labour would be fruitless and unending if it were spent on bodies
and souls which nature and ill-nurture have combined to ruin, and
which themselves bring ruin on a stock that is sound and clean 
both in habit and in body,—whatever the class of beast,—unless 
a thorough purge be made in the existing herd. This is a matter of
minor importance in the case of other animals, and deserves men-
tion only by way of illustration; but in the case of man it is of the
highest importance for the lawgiver to search out and to declare
what is proper for each class both as regards purging out and all
other modes of treatment. For instance, in respect of civic purgings,
this would be the way of it. Of the many possible modes of purging,
some are milder, some more severe; those that are severest and best
a lawgiver who was also a despot might be able to effect, but a law-
giver without despotic power might be well content if, in establish-
ing a new polity and laws, he could effect even the mildest of
purgations. The best purge is painful, like all medicines of a drastic
nature,—the purge which hales to punishments by means of justice
linked with vengeance, crowning the vengeance with exile or death:
it, as a rule, clears out the greatest criminals when they are incurable
and cause serious damage to the State. A milder form of purge is one
of the following kind:—when, owing to scarcity of food, people are
in want, and display a readiness to follow their leaders in an attack
on the property of the wealthy,—then the lawgiver, regarding all
such as a plague inherent in the body politic, ships them abroad as
gently as possible, giving the euphemistic title of ‘emigration’ to
their evacuation.

6.9 Plato, Phaedrus 244a5–b3, 244d5–245a8
That would be right if it were an invariable truth that madness is an
evil: but in reality, the greatest blessings come by way of madness,
indeed of madness that is heaven-sent. It was when they were mad
that the prophetess at Delphi and the priestesses at Dodona
achieved so much for which both states and individuals in Greece
are thankful: when sane they did little or nothing.

And in the second place, when grievous maladies and afflictions
have beset certain families by reason of some ancient sin, madness
has appeared amongst them, and breaking out into prophecy has
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d¶ kaqarm0n te ka≥ telet0n tucoısa ƒx3nth ƒpo≤hse tÏn [‰aut[ß] πconta

prÎß te tÏn parÎnta ka≥ tÏn πpeita crÎnon, l»sin t‘ ørq0ß manvnti te ka≥

katascomvn8 t0n parÎntwn kak0n eËromvnh. tr≤th d† åpÏ Mous0n

katokwc& te ka≥ man≤a, laboısa Åpal¶n ka≥ £baton yuc&n, ƒge≤rousa

ka≥ ƒkbakce»ousa kat3 te ≠d¤ß ka≥ kat¤ t¶n £llhn po≤hsin, mur≤a t0n

palai0n πrga kosmoısa toŸß ƒpigignomvnouß paide»ei: ß d’ #n £neu

man≤aß Mous0n ƒp≥ poihtik¤ß q»raß åf≤khtai, peisqe≥ß „ß £ra ƒk tvcnhß

ÈkanÏß poiht¶ß ƒsÎmenoß, åtel¶ß aÛtÎß te ka≥ Ó po≤hsiß ËpÏ t[ß t0n

mainomvnwn Ó toı swfronoıntoß ]fan≤sqh.

6.10 Plato, Phaedrus 253e5–254e5

Òtan d’ oˆn Ø Ón≤ocoß jd°n tÏ ƒrwtikÏn Ômma, p$san ajsq&sei diaqerm&naß

t¶n yuc¶n, gargalismoı te ka≥ pÎqou kvntrwn Ëpoplhsq∫, Ø m†n eÛpeiq¶ß

t‘ ÓniÎc8 t0n Jppwn, åe≤ te ka≥ tÎte ajdo∏ biazÎmenoß, ‰autÏn katvcei

m¶ ƒpiphd$n t‘ ƒrwmvn8. Ø d† oÇte kvntrwn Óniocik0n oÇte m3stigoß πti

ƒntrvpetai, skirt0n d† bi6 fvretai, ka≥ p3nta pr3gmata parvcwn t‘

s»zug≤ te ka≥ ÓniÎc8 ånagk3zei jvnai te prÏß t¤ paidik¤ ka≥ mne≤an

poie∏sqai t[ß t0n åfrodis≤wn c3ritoß. t° d† kat’ årc¤ß m†n åntite≤neton

åganaktoınte, „ß dein¤ ka≥ par3noma ånagkazomvnw: teleut0nte dv,

Òtan mhd†n { pvraß kakoı, pore»esqon ågomvnw, e÷xante ka≥

Ømolog&sante poi&sein tÏ keleuÎmenon. ka≥ prÏß aÛt‘ t’ ƒgvnonto ka≥

e”don t¶n Ôyin t¶n t0n paidik0n åstr3ptousan. jdÎntoß d† toı ÓniÎcou Ó

mn&mh prÏß t¶n toı k3llouß f»sin ]nvcqh, ka≥ p3lin e”den aÛt¶n met¤

swfros»nhß ƒn Ågn‘ b3qr8 beb0san: jdoısa d† πdeisv te ka≥ sefqe∏sa

ånvpesen Ëpt≤a, ka≥ ‹ma ]nagk3sqh ejß toÛp≤sw ‰lk»sai t¤ß Ón≤aß o\tw

sfÎdra, ¿st’ ƒp≥ t¤ jsc≤a £mfw kaq≤sai t° Jppw, tÏn m†n ‰kÎnta di¤ tÏ

m¶ åntite≤nein, tÏn d† Ëbrist¶n m3l’ £konta. åpelqÎnte d† åpwtvrw, Ø m†n

Ëp’ ajsc»nhß te ka≥ q3mbouß Èdr0ti p$san πbrexe t¶n yuc&n, Ø d† l&xaß

t[ß ød»nhß, ©n ËpÏ toı calinoı te πscen ka≥ toı pt*matoß, mÎgiß ƒxana-

pne»saß ƒloidÎrhsen ørg∫, poll¤ kak≤zwn tÎn te Ón≤ocon ka≥ tÏn ØmÎzuga

„ß deil≤6 te ka≥ ånandr≤6 lipÎnte t¶n t3xin ka≥ Ømolog≤an: ka≥ p3lin oÛk

ƒqvlontaß prosivnai ånagk3zwn mÎgiß sunec*rhsen deomvnwn ejß aˆqiß
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secured relief by finding the means thereto, namely by recourse to
prayer and worship; and in consequence thereof rites and means of
purification were established, and the sufferer was brought out of
danger, alike for the present and for the future. Thus did madness
secure, for him that was maddened aright and possessed, deliver-
ance from his troubles.

There is a third form of possession or madness, of which the
Muses are the source. This seizes a tender, virgin soul and stimu-
lates it to rapt passionate expresssion, especially in lyric poetry,
glorifying the countless mighty deeds of ancient times for the
instruction of posterity. But if any man come to the gates of poetry
without the madness of the Muses, persuaded that skill alone will
make him a good poet, then shall he and his works of sanity with him
be brought to naught by the poetry of madness, and behold, their
place is nowhere to be found.

6.10 Plato, Phaedrus 253e5–254e5
Now when the driver beholds the person of the beloved, and causes
a sensation of warmth to suffuse the whole soul, he begins to experi-
ence a tickling or pricking of desire; and the obedient steed, con-
strained now as always by modesty, refrains from leaping upon 
the beloved; but his fellow, heeding no more the driver’s goad or
whip, leaps and dashes on, sorely troubling his companion and his
driver, and forcing them to approach the loved one and remind him
of the delights of love’s commerce. For a while they struggle, indig-
nant that he should force them to a monstrous and forbidden act;
but at last, finding no end to their evil plight, they yield and agree to
do his bidding. And so he draws them on, and now they are quite
close and behold the spectacle of the beloved flashing upon them. At
that sight the driver’s memory goes back to that form of Beauty, and
he sees her once again enthroned by the side of Temperance upon
her holy seat; then in awe and reverence he falls upon his back, and
therewith is compelled to pull the reins so violently that he brings
both steeds down on their haunches, the good one willing and un-
resistant, but the wanton sore against his will. Now that they are a
little way off, the good horse in shame and horror drenches the
whole soul with sweat, while the other, contriving to recover his
wind after the pain of the bit and his fall, bursts into angry abuse,
railing at the charioteer and his yoke-fellow as cowardly treacherous
deserters. Once again he tries to force them to advance, and when
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Ëperbalvsqai. ƒlqÎntoß d† toı sunteqvntoß crÎnou [o˜] åmnhmone∏n pros-

poioumvnw ånamimn…skwn, biazÎmenoß, cremet≤zwn, 1lkwn ]n3gkasen aˆ

proselqe∏n to∏ß paidiko∏ß ƒp≥ toŸß aÛtoŸß lÎgouß, ka≥ ƒpeid¶ ƒggŸß Ásan,

ƒgk»yaß ka≥ ƒkte≤naß t¶n kvrkon, ƒndak°n tÏn calinÎn, met’ ånaide≤aß

1lkei: Ø d’ Ón≤ocoß πti m$llon taÛtÏn p3qoß paq*n, ¿sper åpÏ \splhgoß

ånapes*n, πti m$llon toı Ëbristoı Jppou ƒk t0n ødÎntwn b≤6 øp≤sw

sp3saß tÏn calinÎn, t&n te kakhgÎron gl0ttan ka≥ t¤ß gn3qouß

kaq…maxen ka≥ t¤ skvlh te ka≥ t¤ jsc≤a prÏß t¶n g[n ƒre≤saß ød»naiß

πdwken.

6.11 Plato, Timaeus 81e6–82a7

TÏ d† t0n nÎswn Òqen sun≤statai, d[lÎn pou ka≥ pant≤. tett3rwn g¤r

Ôntwn gen0n ƒx —n sumpvphgen tÏ s0ma, g[ß purÏß \datÎß te ka≥ åvroß,

to»twn Ó par¤ f»sin pleonex≤a ka≥ πndeia ka≥ t[ß c*raß met3stasiß 

ƒx ojke≤aß ƒp’ ållotr≤an gignomvnh, purÎß te aˆ ka≥ t0n ‰tvrwn ƒpeid¶

gvnh ple≤ona ‰nÏß Ônta tugc3nei, tÏ m¶ pros[kon 1kaston ‰aut‘ pros-

lamb3nein, ka≥ p3nq’ Òsa toiaıta, st3seiß ka≥ nÎsouß parvcei:

6.12 Plato, Timaeus 82e7–83a5

palina≤reta g¤r p3nta gegonÎta ka≥ diefqarmvna tÎ te aÍma aÛtÏ pr0ton

diÎllusi, ka≥ aÛt¤ oÛdem≤an trof¶n πti t‘ s*mati parvconta fvretai

p3nt7 di¤ t0n fleb0n, t3xin t0n kat¤ f»sin oÛkvt’ ÷sconta periÎdwn,

ƒcqr¤ m†n aÛt¤ aËto∏ß di¤ tÏ mhdem≤an åpÎlausin ‰aut0n πcein, t‘

sunest0ti d† toı s*matoß ka≥ mvnonti kat¤ c*ran polvmia, dioll»nta

ka≥ t&konta.

6.13 Plato, Timaeus 85e2–86a2

ple≤wn d’ ƒpirrvousa, t∫ par’ aÛt[ß qermÎthti krat&sasa t¤ß ”naß ejß

åtax≤an zvsasa divseisen: ka≥ ƒ¤n m†n Èkan¶ di¤ tvlouß krat[sai gvnhtai,

prÏß tÏ toı mueloı diaper3sasa gvnoß k3ousa πlusen t¤ t[ß yuc[ß

aÛtÎqen oÍon ne°ß pe≤smata meq[kvn te ƒleuqvran, Òtan d’ ƒl3ttwn { 

tÎ te s0ma ånt≤sc7 thkÎmenon, aÛt¶ krathqe∏sa ∂ kat¤ p$n tÏ s0ma

ƒxvpesen, ∂ di¤ t0n fleb0n ejß t¶n k3tw sunwsqe∏sa ∂ t¶n £nw koil≤an,
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they beg him to delay awhile he grudgingly consents. But when 
the time appointed is come, and they feign to have forgotten, he
reminds them of it, struggling and neighing and pulling until he
compels them a second time to approach the beloved and renew
their offer; and when they have come close, with head down and tail
stretched out he takes the bit between his teeth and shamelessly
plunges on. But the driver, with resentment even stronger than
before, like a racer recoiling from the starting-rope, jerks back the
bit in the mouth of the wanton horse with an even stronger pull,
bespatters his railing tongue and his jaws with blood, and forcing
him down on legs and haunches delivers him over to anguish.

6.11 Plato, Timaeus 81e6–82a7
As regards diseases, how they originate is clear in a way to everyone.
Since there are four kinds from which the body is constituted—
earth, fire, water and air—when there is, contrary to nature, an
excess or deficiency in these, or a transfer from their pr0per region
to an alien one, or again since fire or the others have more than one
variety, when the body admits an inappropriate one, all such and
similar occurrences bring about strifes and diseases.

6.12 Plato, Timaeus 82e7–83a5
For when all the substances become reversed and corrupted, first of
all they destroy the blood, and then themselves no longer afford
nourishment to the body and move through the veins in every kind
of way: they no longer maintain the order of their natural move-
ments, but being at enmity with themselves they have no enjoyment
of themselves and being at war with the established and regular,
stable, constitution of the body they destroy and dissolve it.

6.13 Plato, Timaeus 85e2–86a2
But when [the bile] flows in, in greater quantity, it overcomes the
fibres by the heat it contains and shakes it into disorder by boiling
up. And if it is enough to overcome completely, it penetrates to the
nature of the marrow and loosens from there the mooring-ropes of
the soul, as it were of a ship, by burning them, and lets it free. But
when it is less and the body resists being dissolved, then the bile
itself is overcome, and either it is ejected all over the body or else it
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oÍon fug¤ß ƒk pÎlewß stasias3shß ƒk toı s*matoß ƒkp≤ptousa, diar-

ro≤aß ka≥ dusenter≤aß ka≥ t¤ toiaıta nos&mata p3nta parvsceto.

6.14, Plato Timaeus 86b1–7

Ka≥ t¤ m†n per≥ tÏ s0ma nos&mata ta»t7 sumba≤nei gignÎmena, t¤ d† per≥

yuc¶n di¤ s*matoß 1xin t∫de. nÎson m†n d¶ yuc[ß £noian sugcwrhtvon,

d»o d’ åno≤aß gvnh, tÏ m†n man≤an, tÏ d† åmaq≤an. p$n oˆn Òti p3scwn tiß

p3qoß ØpÎteron aÛt0n ÷scei, nÎson prosrhtvon, Ódon¤ß d† ka≥ l»paß

Ëperballo»saß t0n nÎswn meg≤staß qetvon t∫ yuc∫.

6.15, Plato Timaeus 87c4–d3

p$n d¶ tÏ ågaqÏn kalÎn, tÏ d† kalÏn oÛk £metron: ka≥ z‘on oˆn tÏ

toioıton ƒsÎmenon s»mmetron qetvon. summetri0n d† t¤ m†n smikr¤

diaisqanÎmenoi sullogizÎmeqa, t¤ d† kuri*tata ka≥ mvgista ålog≤stwß

πcomen. prÏß g¤r Ëgie≤aß ka≥ nÎsouß året3ß te ka≥ kak≤aß oÛdem≤a sum-

metr≤a ka≥ åmetr≤a me≤zwn ∂ yuc[ß aÛt[ß prÏß s0ma aÛtÎ.
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is forced through the veins into the lower or upper gut, and is ejected
from the body like exiles from a city in a state of faction: and it pro-
duces diarrhoea and dysentery and suchlike diseases.

6.14 Plato, Timaeus 86b1–7
That is the way in which diseases of the body occur: and those of the
soul that are due to the condition of the body happen in the follow-
ing way. We must agree that folly is a disease of the soul, and of folly
there are two kinds. one being madness, the other ignorance. When-
ever anyone suffers either of these affections, we must call it a dis-
ease, and we must suppose that excessive pleasures and pains are the
greatest of the soul’s diseases.

6.15 Plato, Timaeus 87c4–d3
All that is good is fair and what is fair does not lack due measure. So
the living creature that is to be fair must be symmetrical. Of sym-
metries, we perceive distinctly and reason about the minor ones, but
of the most important and greatest ones we have no rational com-
prehension. For as regards health and disease, and virtues and vices,
there is no symmetry or lack of symmetry that is greater than that
between the soul itself and the body itself.
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7

Aristotle

Aristotle was the son of a doctor and contemplated writing a
treatise On Health and Disease, though if he did so, it is no
longer extant. We can organize our discussion of what he has
to say about disease that is germane to our study under five
main heads.

1. The importance of medicine in natural philosophy,
‘physics’, phusike, in Aristotle’s sense.

2. His development of the comparison between the state and
the body and of the nature of the healthy organism as the
model for well-being in both the individual and the state.

3. The support the ideas of health and disease lend to the
theses of the objectivity of the good and the existence of
experts who can speak with authority on the subject—
topics that we have just been discussing in relation to
Plato, although Aristotle’s position diverges from his in
fundamental respects.

4. Further conclusions concerning good and deviant political
constitutions that again draw on notions that have reso-
nance in the sphere of medicine.

5. Aristotle’s famous, but famously obscure, notion that the
function of tragedy is to produce a katharsis, a purification
or purgation.

In many cases there are anticipations of Aristotle’s ideas in
earlier writers. But it is not my chief aim here to assess his
originality, but rather to explore the ramifications of the idea
of disease in different areas of his work—and of its grip on his
imagination.
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1. In two prominent texts in the Parva Naturalia, namely 
at On the Senses 436a17ff. [T 7.1] and On Respiration
480b22ff. [T 7.2], Aristotle makes the claim that the investi-
gation of the first principles and causes of diseases is the job
not just of the doctor (iatros) but also of the natural philoso-
pher (phusikos). We recall the importance of the concept of
nature in the Hippocratic treatise On the Sacred Disease in its
refutation of the idea that that disease is the result of divine
intervention. It is precisely as a student of nature, phusis, that
Aristotle engages in his extensive inquiries into animals and
into the inanimate world. Phusis stakes out a territory over
which the phusikos can claim expertise. But now we see a
wedge driven between the phusikos and the doctor. It is the
more philosophically inclined doctors, he says in On the
Senses 436a19ff., that share the interest in primary causes that
most of the students of nature engage in. The latter end their
inquiries with medicine, the former start their investigations
of medicine from the study of nature. Similarly at the end of
On Respiration, 480b24ff., Aristotle says that we should not
fail to recognise how the two groups differ. It is the more 
subtle doctors who derive their principles from the study of
nature, and the most polished (chariestatoi) of the students of
nature who end up by considering medical principles.

This concern with boundaries, both between doctors and
naturalists, and within each group, is what we have come to
expect in areas of Greek intellectual life where rivalry is
endemic and claims to superiority repeatedly challenged. But
Aristotle’s own understanding of those boundaries is distinc-
tive. It is not that he identifies the study of medicine with that
of nature as a whole. However much the author of On the
Sacred Disease went into battle under the banner of ‘nature’,
there are, in Aristotle’s view, still clear differences between
doctors (even the ‘more subtle’ ones) and students of nature.
The most obvious, of course, would be that the aim of medi-
cine is not just theoretical knowledge, but to heal the sick.¹

Aristotle 177

¹ See below, p. 182, on Nicomachean Ethics 1097a11ff., and cf.
1137a23ff. 
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In practice, to be sure, many natural philosophers claimed
expertise on the subject of the causes of health and disease,
whether or not they were medical practitioners. Plato is the
most striking of a number of examples, among whom we may
include several of the theorists mentioned in Anonymus
Londinensis such as Philolaus, as well as the authors of some of
the epideixeis in the Hippocratic Corpus.

Furthermore if Aristotle himself wrote on health and dis-
ease, he would count as another case, and in any event we find
him pronouncing in general terms on medical problems in his
extant treatises. It is true that when in the Topics, 139b20f.,
145b7ff., and Physics, 246b4f., he refers to health being a
balance or proportion, summetria, between opposites such as
hot and cold, he is repeating what may be taken as a common-
place of Greek thought. However in On the Parts of Animals 2
chs. 2–4, for instance, he goes into the question of the innate
constitution of different types of animals with some care, sug-
gesting that their character and intelligence depend (in part)
on the quality of their blood. Again in the Parva Naturalia he
discusses the causes of old age and death in animals (see King
2001). Although he does not, in the treatises that have come
down to us, present a fully fledged theory of disease, in the
manner of Plato’s Timaeus, his natural philosophical interests
extend to the study of what preserves the normal healthy state
of the animal and of what threatens to undermine that.

So we can see that that convergence of the studies of the
more philosophical doctors and those of the more polished of
the natural philosophers enables Aristotle to claim the former
as his allies while maintaining the right of the natural philoso-
phers to pronounce on matters that others might consider be-
longed to the domain of medicine. At the same time he scores
a point against both the less philosophical doctors and those
natural philosophers who did not go into the problem of the
first principles of diseases. The former lack the basic theory
on which their practical skills depend. The latter ignore an
important part of the domain of the study of nature. While
Aristotle makes his own views clear, we should remember

178 Aristotle
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that there were Hippocratic authors who would strongly have
resisted that convergence. The author of On Ancient Medi-
cine, in particular, objected to what he considered the invasion
of medicine by ‘philosophy’, represented, precisely, by those
who sought to derive the whole of medicine from a limited
number of ‘hypotheses’, postulates, or as Aristotle might have
said ‘first principles’, concerning the causes of diseases. The
objection to them, according to the Hippocratic author, is 
that they narrow down the principles of disease and introduce
factors that are unverifiable, a fatal mistake in a branch of
knowledge such as medicine that depends on experience. So
not all the more subtle doctors in our sources would have
agreed with that convergence that Aristotle wished for: they
for their part would have insisted on the autonomy of medi-
cine from the focus on the types of causal explanations in the
study of nature as a whole that Aristotle advocated.

2. Our second topic is again one on which Aristotle draws on
predecessors, Plato especially. The Aristotelian versions of
the idea of the body as modelled on the state and that of the
state as the body politic have precedents in, for example, the
analogy between the individual and the state in the Republic.
Yet the context in which Aristotle introduces the first image,
in On the Movement of Animals 703a29ff. [T 7.3], is very
different, namely the investigation of how animals move. The
leading idea here is that there is a controlling element in the
soul that is responsible not just for movement, that is volun-
tary motions, but also for perception and indeed life itself. He
believes that the heart, where this control centre is located, 
is the first part of the animal to be formed, and he claims 
direct evidence for this from his detailed investigation of the
development of hen’s eggs. In a famous experiment in the
History of Animals 6 ch. 3, 561a4ff., he describes the dissec-
tion of eggs at different stages of growth and reports that 
the first part to be formed (the first visible to the naked eye,
that is) is what later came to be called the punctum saliens, 
corresponding to the heart.

Aristotle 179
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In On the Movement of Animals, after a discussion of the
modalities of movement in which he alludes (at 703a14ff.) to
the primacy of the heart, he proceeds: ‘we must suppose that
an animal is constituted like a well-governed city-state. For
once order is established in the city, there is no need of a
monarch to be present at every activity, but individuals each
play their own part as they are ordered, and one thing follows
another because of habituation. So in animals the same thing
happens because of nature, each part naturally doing its own
work as constituted by nature. So there is no need for soul in
each part, but it resides in a kind of source of authority, arche
[here ruling part, as much as principle] in the body, and the
other parts live by being naturally connected to it, and they
perform their own work because of nature’ (703a29–b2).

Here we see Aristotle making the most of the analogy
between living organism and state for the sake of some ‘bio-
logical’ conclusions. But as we shall see in greater detail later
in this chapter, the analogy works also in the reverse direction.
The constitution (politeia) he says at Politics, 1295a40f. 
[T 7.4], is a kind of life (bios tis) for the state. But by kind of life
he means not just being alive, but more especially a manner of
living. Although phusis, nature, as a whole, corresponds to
what is good, often picking out the final causes of objects or
events—and so in On the Movement of Animals a normal ani-
mal is compared with a well-ordered city—there are of course
better and worse manners of life and better and worse politi-
cal constitutions. In the Politics passage, Aristotle’s concern is
to suggest that the best constitution is one where the mesoi—
‘middle class’ in the sense of those who are neither very rich
nor very poor—are the dominant group.

It is in fact the healthy organism that serves as the model for
the well-run state, and the notion of disease is, as we shall see,
in the background in his account of deviant constitutions. We
said that it was the well-governed state that serves as the ana-
logue for the way the control centre in the animal should and
normally does operate, and what Aristotle called the arche in
the triple sense of principle and starting-point and source of
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rule was later to enter into discussions of how the soul governs
the body under the label of the hegemonikon. The modelling of
the idea of psychic control on political rule (already present in
Plato) thus became profoundly embedded in Greek thought,
and as we shall see in the next chapter, was common ground to
theorists who interpreted it in quite different ways to support
divergent psychologies. 

3. The normative function of health takes us to our next top-
ics, the way in which the medical analogue underpins claims
that in ethics values such as the good and the pleasant are
objective, and the idea that there are experts who can pro-
nounce on this with authority. Plato too, as we saw, used med-
icine to justify his ideas of the role of the philosopher-kings
and to support the Socratic thesis that it is better to undergo
punishment (the cure of the wrongdoings of your soul) than
not to do so. But for Plato the ultimate source of the objectiv-
ity of ethical values is the corresponding Forms, of Justice,
Courage, the Good itself. Aristotle uses the same analogy, and
shares a belief in objectivity in the moral domain, but now
gives a very different account of that from Plato’s.

Moral virtue or excellence, arete, in the famous definition
in the Nicomachean Ethics, 1106b36ff., is a state that lies in a
mean relative to us and as the person with practical wisdom
would define it. This is not an arithmetic mean halfway
between the excesses either side of it, of course, but virtue lies,
nevertheless, between excess and defect, courage between
foolhardiness and cowardice, generosity between profligacy
and miserliness, and so on. Courage is not just a matter of
doing a few courageous acts: it must reflect the disposition to
behave in such a way. The deeds stem from the disposition,
which they nevertheless help to build up. The actions must
also reflect knowledge of all the relevant circumstances of the
case. Obviously if the soldier is unaware of the danger he runs,
he is not behaving courageously. So the appeals to the know-
ledge of the context of the action, and to how the person of
practical wisdom, the phronimos, would decide, are essential.

Aristotle 181
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It is the phronimos who can tell the right thing to do, at the
right time and for the right motives.

But what that right solution will be will vary from one indi-
vidual to another, for one aspect of the knowledge required
relates to the agent’s own circumstances. It is easiest to illus-
trate this in the case of generosity. Clearly what would be a
generous donation to a charitable cause on the part of a poor
person would not count as generosity in a multi-millionaire.

But if what will count as a virtuous act and a virtuous dis-
position varies from one person to another, that does not
mean that Aristotle has abandoned the claim to objectivity in
ethics. Certainly not. There is a right solution in each case for
each individual, even though we have to take those differences
into account.

The analogy with health and disease is repeatedly invoked
to support different aspects of Aristotle’s position. He uses it
first in relation to the basic point that ethics is a practical, not
a theoretical, branch of knowledge. The doctor, he says at
Nicomachean Ethics 1097a11ff. [T 7.5] in an argument object-
ing to Plato’s conception of the form of the Good, focuses not
on health in general, but on that of a human being, or rather
on that of this human being. For it is the individual whom he
cures. Both general, that is abstract, knowledge on the one
hand, and knowledge of the particular circumstances of the
case, have their distinct roles to play. In medicine, he says at
1137a13ff. [T 7.6], optimistically, in all conscience, it is easy
to know what honey, wine, hellebore, cautery, and surgery
are: but to know how and when to apply them so as to bring
about a cure is no less a task than that of being a doctor. To be
a physician and cure patients is not a matter of employing or
not employing surgery or drugs, but of doing so in a certain
manner.

Then three other contexts in which the health analogy is
put to work are in relation to the basic idea of the moral dispo-
sition as a mean, with regard to his views on how moral dis-
positions are formed, and to his conception of the good person
as the judge or criterion of right and wrong.
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Thus at 1104a11ff. [T 7.7] in first introducing the mean
Aristotle remarks that moral qualities are destroyed by
excesses and deficiencies and he cites the analogies with
strength and health to support this. Both those two are ruined
by too much, or too little, exercise, or food and drink, while
the right amount preserves and increases them. He continues
with the food analogy at 1106a29ff. [T 7.8] when pointing out
that the mean varies from one individual to another. The cor-
rect amount for an athlete such as Milo would not be right for
ordinary people.

Then at 1114a11ff.[T 7.9] and 1115a1–3, when discussing
how moral dispositions are formed, his key point is that we are
directly responsible for our individual actions and so indirect-
ly for our dispositions or characters. The latter, once formed,
are hard to change. The case is argued by reference to a sick
person. He or she may have become ill because of intemperate
living or ignoring the doctor’s orders. But once sick, it may
not be possible voluntarily to become well again. While it was
once open to the patient not to become sick, that may eventu-
ally not be an option. So once we have become unjust or
self-indulgent, for example, it may no longer be possible not
to be so.²

Some had claimed that views on the subject of pleasure, for
instance, are subjective. But Aristotle counters this and
argues that the good person is the true judge of what is really
pleasant. The case is analogous to health, where it is the per-
son of sound constitution who can be used as a standard.
Aristotle is aware that sick people have a different view of
what is sweet or bitter, for example, from healthy individuals.
But that does not lead him to qualify the claim that we can talk
about what is really sweet and bitter for he believes we can use
the healthy person as the judge of this (1113a25ff., 1173b22ff.
[T 7.10], 1176a12ff. [T 7.11] ). It is the morally sound person
who must be taken to be the one who can determine what is
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same point: once you have let it go, it is too late to recover it, Nicomachean
Ethics 1114a16–19 [T 7.9].
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truly pleasant or painful not just in the physical domain but
right across the board.

There are, of course, difficulties in Aristotle’s position here,
because even the question of who is healthy can be problem-
atic, and a fortiori who is morally sound is likely to be. Here
there is a difference between the medical and the moral situa-
tions that Aristotle leaves implicit. We may distinguish
between the question of whether we can believe there are
morally sound individuals, and the further issue of how we
would recognise them, if they exist. Doctors are those who, in
principle at least, are supposed to be able to tell the healthy
from the sick, though the appearances may well be deceptive
and the ordinary lay person may well get it wrong. Of course
in the medical domain being healthy is quite distinct from
being able to say who or what is healthy. In the sphere of
morality, however, soundness of moral judgement, in Aris-
totle’s judgement at least, does double service. Knowledge
here is indissociable from morality itself (1144a1ff.). A person
who is just intellectually knowledgeable is not a man of 
practical wisdom, but just someone who is clever (deinos,
1144a23ff.). Conversely, without knowledge of the appropri-
ate kind the person who has a good disposition possesses not
moral, but merely natural excellence (1144b4ff.). But that
means that the person who does fulfil both criteria, having
both moral excellence and practical wisdom, is the analogue
both of the doctor (who can reason correctly about health) and
of the person who is truly healthy.

The differences between Aristotle’s and Plato’s use of the
medical analogy in ethics are worth spelling out as a conclu-
sion to this section. For Plato the good is absolute, difficult as
it is to describe the Form of the Good, let alone to attain it. But
that and the other Forms correspond to what is in no sense
relativised, whether to persons or respects or times or places.
What is beautiful in itself is contrasted with what is beautiful
in some respects but not others in such a text as Symposium
210ef. It is because they have apprehended the Forms and can
give an account of them that the philosopher-kings are true
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statesmen. Even though Plato does not expect doctors to pro-
ceed by way of understanding the Forms, and their know-
ledge is accordingly inferior to that of the philosopher, they
too are expected to be able to give the reasons for why the
healthy are healthy, the sick sick, and for the remedies and
treatments for the situations they encounter.

But Aristotle, without absolutes as moral standards, can
and still does appeal to the medical analogy, to justify his
different claims to objectivity. Indeed he can be said to use
more of the medical situation to illustrate the moral one. In
contrast, rather, to Plato, Aristotle uses the doctor as the ana-
logue for the morally sound person in respect of the detailed
appreciation of all the circumstances of the particular case
that both will need to have. The doctor’s decisions will
depend on a grasp not just of the general principles of medi-
cine, but of how to bring about a cure in the individual patient
with whom he is faced. Just as in Plato, the doctor is the per-
son in authority, but the way he exercises that authority is
different, for it involves his practical understanding of all the
relevant circumstances of the case. As in Plato, ordinary folk
should agree with what the experts prescribe, and as in Plato,
the desirability of being good is supported by the far less
controversial desirability of being healthy. Yet given Aris-
totle’s views on the difficulty of altering a disposition, once 
it has become ingrained, it is not that he sends an optimistic
message about how the morally unsound may be ‘cured’.

4. The political applications of the health analogy had, as we
saw, supported Plato’s view that the true statesman will be
able to diagnose the diseases in the body politic and will move
swiftly and surely from diagnosis to treatment, not shrinking
from the most painful measures if they are necessary to purge
the state of pathogens. Aristotle too has his accounts of the
best, and of normal or natural, constitutions to propose,
though these are far less idealistic than those Plato suggested
in the Republic or even in the Laws. First Aristotle’s view of
the knowledge the statesman needs to possess incorporates
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the same conception of phronesis or practical wisdom that we
discussed in the last section. The phronimoi will be able to
arrive at correct judgements about what to do, though they
will certainly not do so by reference to absolutes. Rather, the
skills they need to display are (as we have seen) like those of
the doctor who has to take into account all the circumstances
of a case in reaching a diagnosis and recommendations for
therapy.

Here then is one context in which the medical analogy is rel-
evant. Another relates to Aristotle’s classification of political
constitutions. Different suggestions are made at different
places in the Politics on this issue, but in the most complex of
his analyses, at 1279a22ff. [T 7.12] he contrasts three true con-
stitutions with what he calls their deviations (parekbaseis). The
three correct constitutions are the rule of one (monarchy), that
of the few (aristocracy) and that of a greater number, which
here goes by the general label ‘constitution’ (politeia)—the
same term being used both generically of constitutions as a
whole, and normatively of the best one. Those three are con-
trasted with three others on the criterion of whose interests are
served. In each case the correct constitutions aim not just at 
the good of those who rule but of the whole state. The three
corresponding deviant constitutions, tyranny, oligarchy, and
democracy, have just the interests of the rulers at heart.

The term I have translated ‘deviation’, namely parekbasis
(e.g. at 1279b4 [T 7.13]) does not directly conjure up ideas of
sickness. But the true constitutions are the natural ones, and
in that sense these deviations are abnormal or unnatural. The
‘soundness’ of a state is compared with health and with sea-
worthy ships in such a context as 1320b33ff., to make the
point that a weak state needs most safeguarding, just as a
sickly body and unseaworthy ships are especially vulnerable.
‘Nature’ applies, we must remember, even in the political
domain: for all humans are by nature political animals, more
strictly ones that live in city-states (1253a2f.). Even though
Aristotle is fully aware of important differences between the
inquiry into nature (phusike) and moral and political philoso-
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phy, both deal with regularities and cause–effect relation-
ships, to describe which the same term ‘nature’ can be used,
on occasion, in both contexts. The person who knows—Aris-
totle himself in the first instance—can contrast the natural
with unnatural social arrangements, where the former corres-
pond to the natures of human beings as the social animals they
are.

5. Aristotle’s famous essay on literary criticism has more in
common (I shall claim) with the other aspects of his thought
that we have been discussing than one might at first expect.
His account of poetry can be seen as restoring it to the place of
importance and prestige that it normally occupied in Greek
perceptions, but which had been challenged by Plato’s attacks
in the Republic. Plato had banned most Greek poetry, epic and
tragedy included, first for purveying false tales about the gods
and false morality in general, and then for promoting danger-
ous psychological tendencies—encouraging people to live
with images or representations rather than training their souls
to study reality. For Aristotle poetry in general and tragedy in
particular had positive value, but quite what he wishes to
claim for them is much disputed. Tragedy, in his well-known
but elliptical phrase (Poetics 1449b24ff. [T 7.14]) procures,
through pity and fear, a katharsis of such affections.

What kind of katharsis is this? Three main lines of interpre-
tation have been put forward, that it is or is like a medical
purge, that it is basically a ritual or religious one, and that it is
no purification or purgation at all, but rather a clarification
(Nussbaum 1986, 388–90). That last, cognitive, view does not
sufficiently explain the reciprocity involved in the katharsis of
certain emotions through them. On that view Aristotle would
seem to owe us an account of why in certain circumstances
(but not in others) such a ‘clarification’ of emotions should
occur by their very experience.

We have to concede, to be sure, that the Poetics itself gives
us very little to go on. Ritual purifications can indeed be
exemplified in extant tragedy: the end of Aeschylus’ Oresteia
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is one notable instance. Yet the claim Aristotle makes is a
quite general one about tragedy as a whole, and too specific an
application to what happens only in particular plays can be
faulted on those grounds.

Our main clue to understanding must come from the
account of the aims and effects of different kinds of music in
Politics 8, where Aristotle deals with education in relation to
his ideal state. This text has, of course, often been brought to
bear, but some have been reluctant to allow the medical ideas
it introduces to be the key to the statement about tragedy in
the Poetics.

At 1341b32ff. [T 7.15] he distinguishes three types of melo-
dies, ‘ethical’ ones, melodies relating to actions, and ‘enthusi-
astic’ ones. Music should be used not just for one kind of
benefit but for many, for it serves the purposes both of educa-
tion and of katharsis (b38). He says he will use the term
katharsis for the present without qualification or explanation,
haplos, though ‘we will speak more clearly about it again in the
Poetics’. Unfortunately that does not happen in what we have
of that work, and if Aristotle’s promise was fulfilled, that must
have been in the parts that we know were written but are not
extant. Then thirdly, the third purpose it serves is for diagoge,
amusement, helping to relax us and affording relief from 
tension.

Using this threefold analysis of aims and of benefits, he 
says that all should be used, and attempts some correlations
between his earlier account of melodies and the correspond-
ing benefits. Thus the ethical melodies should be used for
education. The two others (active and enthusiastic) are to be
employed on other occasions, in listening to others’ perform-
ances. He then opens a convoluted digression in an already
complicated analysis. Any pathos, feeling, affection, or emo-
tion (but the term is of course also used of disease) that occurs
violently in some souls is found in all, some to a greater, some
to a less, extent. That includes pity and fear and again ‘enthu-
siasm’. Some people are liable to this change and possessed by
it. ‘We see them, under the influence of sacred melodies, when
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they use melodies that excite the soul to frenzy, being restored
as if they had received a cure (iatreia) and a katharsis.’

The same experience must also come to the compassionate
and the fearful and those who are generally given to feeling
(pathetikoi) to the degree that it affects each type: all must
undergo a certain katharsis and a feeling of relief accompanied
by pleasure. And similarly also the purgative (kathartika)
melodies offer harmless delight to people. 

This text is, as remarked, highly convoluted, and yet it 
provides us with important insights. First the correlations
between melodies and purposes are not straightforward.
While educational aims are served by ‘ethical’ melodies, the
other two purposes are divided between the other two types of
melody. The juxtaposition with cure at 1342a10ff. suggests
that the katharsis in question there is thought of partly as a
medical purge. Yet this clear reference to a medical purgation
relates to the experience of those who suffer from religious
fervour or possession (enthousiasmos) who listen to sacred
melodies. Aristotle evidently moves without strain from the
religious to the medical context—and this is in line with what
we have already found in Chapter 3, for instance, namely that,
just as pharmaka may be spells or drugs, so ‘purifications’
span both rituals and physical purges. Moreover in the
Politics the cures in question are pleasurable. This is implicit
perhaps at 1342a10f. where the katharsis involves a restora-
tion (kathistamenous) to a normal state. But it is explicit in the
second reference at a14f. which speaks of the pleasant feeling
of relief that accompanies katharsis there, and the point is
repeated in the mention of the ‘harmless delight’ that purga-
tive melodies offer.

The central question must now be faced. How far is the
Politics passage relevant to the claims in the Poetics about
tragedy? Evidently the discussion in the Politics concerns
music of different kinds, while the Poetics offers an account of
the experience of tragedy in particular. Yet two lines of argu-
ment strongly suggest that we can and should relate the two
texts. First there is the explicit cross-reference to the Poetics
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in the Politics. Even though that appears to be to a part of the
Poetics we no longer have, it would be surprising if that part
conflicted in what it had to say on katharsis with the mention
of that term in the definition of tragedy. Secondly, both texts
refer to the same emotions or affections, pity and fear, and
their removal.

Yet the stumbling block to using the Politics, and to the
whole medical line of interpretation of katharsis, has been
thought to be that medical purgations deal with the sick, while
tragedy can be appreciated by the healthy and there is no sug-
gestion that Aristotle thought anything different. Why should
we need this kind of medical treatment? Why should the citi-
zens of Greek city-states do so especially, or, to turn the ques-
tion round, if, as this interpretation suggests, there is need for
a cure for certain feelings, how do those who have not got the
chance to go to tragedies (or to listen to the appropriate
music), how do they manage to stay healthy?

These questions are understandable, but they arise from
mistaken assumptions. What Aristotle appears to believe—
indeed what he states in so many words—is that any ordinary
person can suffer from some emotional excess or disturbance.
The affections that occur in violent form in some souls come
to all to a greater or less degree (Politics 1342a4ff.). Even
under the best political constitution, then, the citizens may
well come to be disturbed. This is not the same problem we
had in Plato, where spirit and appetite have to be controlled
by the reasoning faculty, even (in the Phaedrus image of the
chariot-team) with some violence. Aristotle thinks here not so
much of a struggle in the soul, as of the feelings by which it
may be swayed. At one extreme these include religious pos-
session or Bacchic frenzy (where we might compare the
Bacchae): but at the milder end of the spectrum, there are still
disturbing emotions that may affect anyone—which it may be
the function of tragedy to alleviate.

If so, what is claimed is not that tragedy is a cure for the
abnormal, but rather of the emotions that fall within the range
of anyone’s experience. No one can be said to be free of those
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affections of pity and fear and the like: indeed they contribute
to education, in this sense that growing up involves learning
to cope with them. The experience of watching a tragedy
enables the audience to find the necessary release from them.
Even the good person is not immune. To say that we need 
a purification is not to equate those emotions with disease, 
nor with religious frenzy, but to allow that common human
experience may include powerful affections from which we
need relief. And if tragedy is therapeutic in that sense, it is also
pleasurable. But these aesthetic pleasures are no more than an
extrapolation from Aristotle’s general view of pleasure as the
accompaniment of natural activity, for in this case the plea-
sure arises from the return to the norm.

When we say that health is natural, nature is both descrip-
tive and normative. In the descriptive sense, disease and old
age are also natural, in that they occur as a matter of course.
Strong feelings are also natural, in the sense of regular, for
everyone is liable to them. But we need relief, to return to a
state of full well-being, and can obtain that through tragedy
and music of certain types. This is true even if we live as citi-
zens in the best type of political constitution. Even in ideal
conditions, the good life is not easy. The Politics identifies the
different roles that music can play, educational, cathartic,
entertaining, each useful and in their different ways pleasur-
able. Our own understanding of strong feelings, if we follow
Aristotle, has been taken further. We have learnt that we may
all be subject to them: we need relief from them and we see
how that is forthcoming in aesthetic experience. 

The concept of phusis will enable me to draw some of the
threads of our discussion together, for it provides an import-
ant connecting link between Aristotle’s views on such dis-
parate subjects as medicine itself, the study of nature, ethics
and politics, and poetry. While that was the concept that some
of the medical writers used to distance themselves from the
‘purifiers’ and others who believed in divine intervention in
diseases, Aristotle drives a wedge within the doctors, and
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recovers a positive sense for purification. First he distin-
guishes between those doctors that do and those that do not
seek basic medical principles and the causes of health and dis-
ease. Those who do, converge in their interests with natural
philosophy as he, Aristotle, defines it. Natural philosophy, we
are to understand, will encompass the theoretical basis for
medicine.

A second fundamental distinction is drawn between
‘physics’ on the one hand, and ‘ethics’ and ‘politics’ on the
other. The former deals with the physical world, the latter
with the realm of moral choice, political constitutions and the
like, a domain where (as in physics) the exactness of mathe-
matical disciplines cannot be expected. Yet the human body is
like a well-run state, and the city like a living organism: and
different political constitutions can be classified into true and
deviant kinds, where the true picks out the normal and the
natural.³ That there is an objective good, and that there is
what is objectively pleasant, as determined by the person of
sound judgement, is argued in part on the analogy of health—
a good that we all want. That there are experts in that domain,
doctors, supports the conclusion that persons with objective-
ly good judgement in ethics also exist (even if they do not play
the authoritarian role they do in Plato).

Phusis finally underpins the account of the pleasure and
relief obtained from watching tragedy, on the interpretation 
I have offered. Even ordinary people have feelings, of pity and
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³ In a remarkable passage in Politics 4 ch. 4, 1290b21ff., Aristotle 
suggests a further analogy between political constitutions and animals. 
To define the different types of constitution, one should proceed by first
identifying the necessary parts in the state and then working out their 
theoretical combinations. Similarly one can classify all the different kinds of
animals by identifying the necessary animal parts (sense-organs, organs of
locomotion, those involved in nutrition and so on) and seeing how they
combine. The interpretation of this passage is disputed, and it has to be said
that in his zoological works Aristotle never attempts to classify animals
according to the method here envisaged. The text is, however, one further
indication of the ease with which Aristotle passes from the domain of (in his
terms) physics to that of morality and politics. 
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fear, that some experience in a violent form. Tragedy fulfils
the function of providing an agreeable release from such
affections, to return to the norm, in the sense of the ideal con-
dition. Even in the best city-states this will be needed—just as
there will inevitably be old age and disease in such cities. Even
though phusis is not directly invoked in our key texts in the
Poetics and Politics, the latter passage allows us to infer that all
human nature is liable to some emotional disturbance and
needs such a release. ‘Purifications’, we have been learning
throughout this study, are not limited to strictly medical ones,
nor just to religious or ritual ones: where the ‘purification’ of
pity and fear in tragedy is concerned, we can see that Aristotle
exploits the full range of possibilities that his term katharsis
offers.
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CHAPTER 7  TEXTS

7.1 Aristotle, On the Senses 436a17–b1
Fusikoı d† ka≥ per≥ Ëgie≤aß ka≥ nÎsou t¤ß pr*taß jde∏n årc3ß: oÇte g¤r

Ëg≤eian oÇte nÎson oÍÎn te g≤nesqai to∏ß ƒsterhmvnoiß zw[ß. diÏ scedÏn

t0n te per≥ f»sewß oÈ ple∏stoi ka≥ t0n jatr0n oÈ filosofwtvrwß t¶n

tvcnhn metiÎnteß, oÈ m†n teleut0sin ejß t¤ per≥ jatrik[ß, oÈ d’ ƒk t0n per≥

f»sewß £rcontai per≥ t[ß jatrik[ß.

7.2 Aristotle, On Respiration 480b21–30
Per≥ m†n oˆn zw[ß ka≥ qan3tou ka≥ t0n suggen0n ta»thß t[ß skvyewß,

scedÏn e÷rhtai per≥ p3ntwn. per≥ d† Ëgie≤aß ka≥ nÎsou oÛ mÎnon ƒst≥n

jatroı åll¤ ka≥ toı fusikoı mvcri tou t¤ß ajt≤aß ejpe∏n. µ d† diafvrousi

ka≥ µ diafvronta qewroısin, oÛ de∏ lanq3nein, ƒpe≥ Òti ge s»noroß Ó

pragmate≤a mvcri tinÎß ƒsti, marture∏ tÏ ginÎmenon: t0n te g¤r jatr0n

Òsoi komyo≥ ∂ per≤ergoi, lvgous≤ ti per≥ f»sewß ka≥ t¤ß årc¤ß ƒke∏qen

åxioısi lamb3nein, ka≥ t0n per≥ f»sewß pragmateuqvntwn oÈ carivstatoi

scedÏn teleut0sin ejß t¤ß årc¤ß t¤ß jatrik3ß.

7.3 Aristotle, Movement of Animals 703a28–b2
'Wi m†n oˆn kine∏ kinoumvn8 mor≤8 Ó yuc&, e÷rhtai, ka≥ di’ ©n ajt≤an:

Ëpolhptvon d† sunest3nai tÏ z‘on ¿sper pÎlin eÛnomoumvnhn. πn te g¤r

t∫ pÎlei Òtan ‹pax sust∫ Ó t3xiß, oÛd†n de∏ kecwrismvnou mon3rcou, n

de∏ pare∏nai par’ 1kaston t0n ginomvnwn, åll’ aÛtÏß 1kastoß poie∏ t¤

aËtoı „ß tvtaktai, ka≥ g≤netai tÎde met¤ tÎde di¤ tÏ πqoß: πn te to∏ß z=oiß

tÏ aÛtÏ toıto di¤ t¶n f»sin g≤netai ka≥ t‘ pefukvnai 1kaston o\tw

sust3ntwn poie∏n tÏ aËtoı πrgon, ¿ste mhd†n de∏n ƒn ‰k3st8 e”nai yuc&n,

åll’ πn tini årc∫ toı s*matoß oÇshß t¢lla z[n m†n t‘ prospefukvnai,

poie∏n d† tÏ πrgon tÏ aËt0n di¤ t¶n f»sin.

7.4 Aristotle, Politics 1295a40–b1
toŸß d† aÛtoŸß to»touß Òrouß ånagka∏on e”nai ka≥ pÎlewß året[ß ka≥

kak≤aß ka≥ polite≤aß, Ó g¤r polite≤a b≤oß t≤ß ƒsti pÎlewß.
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CHAPTER 7  TEXTS

7.1 Aristotle, On the Senses 436a17–b1
It is the business of the student of nature to inquire into the first
principles of health and disease. For neither health nor disease can
come to be in things deprived of life. So generally speaking, most of
those who study nature end by dealing with medicine, while those of
the doctors who practise their art in a more philosophical manner
take their medical principles from nature.

7.2 Aristotle, On Respiration 480b21–30
Our inquiry into life and death and related matters is now practical-
ly complete. As for health and disease it is not just the business of
the doctor, but also of the student of nature, to discuss their causes
up to a point. But we should not fail to recognize the way in which
they differ and consider different issues, since the facts show that up
to a point these inquiries border one another. For those doctors who
are more subtle and inquisitive have something to say about the
study of nature and claim to derive their principles from it, while the
most polished of those who study nature generally end up by con-
sidering medical principles.

7.3 Aristotle, Movement of Animals 703a28–b2
We have now said what the part is which is moved when the soul
initiates movement and what the reason for this is. We must suppose
that the animal is constituted like a well-governed city-state. For
once order is established in the city, there is no need of a monarch to
be present at every activity, but individuals each play their own 
part as they are ordered, and one thing follows another because of
habituation. So in animals the same thing happens because of
nature, each part naturally doing its own work as constituted by
nature. So there is no need for soul in each part, but it resides in a
kind of source of authority in the body, and the other parts live by
being naturally connected to it and they perform their own work
because of nature.

7.4 Aristotle, Politics 1295a40–b1
The same criteria necessarily apply also to the goodness and badness
of a city-state, and of a constitution: for the constitution is a kind of
life for the state.
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7.5 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1097a11–13
fa≤netai m†n g¤r oÛd† t¶n Ëg≤eian o\twß ƒpiskope∏n Ø jatrÎß, åll¤ t¶n

ånqr*pou, m$llon d’ ÷swß t¶n toıde: kaq’ 1kaston g¤r jatre»ei. 

7.6 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1137a11–17
åll’ oÛ taıt’ ƒst≥ t¤ d≤kaia åll’ ∂ kat¤ sumbebhkÎß: åll¤ p0ß

prattÎmena ka≥ p0ß nemÎmena d≤kaia; toıto d¶ plvon πrgon ∂ t¤ Ëgiein¤

ejdvnai: ƒpe≥ kåke∏ mvli ka≥ o”non ka≥ ƒllvboron ka≥ kaısin ka≥ tom¶n

ejdvnai Â5dion, åll¤ p0ß de∏ ne∏mai prÏß Ëg≤eian ka≥ t≤ni ka≥ pÎte,

tosoıton πrgon Òson jatrÏn e”nai.

7.7 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1104a11–19
Pr0ton oˆn toıto qewrhtvon, Òti t¤ toiaıta pvfuken ËpÏ ƒnde≤aß ka≥

Ëperbol[ß fqe≤resqai, (de∏ g¤r Ëp†r t0n åfan0n to∏ß fanero∏ß martur≤oiß

cr[sqai) ¿sper ƒp≥ t[ß jsc»oß ka≥ t[ß Ëgie≤aß Ør0men: t3 te g¤r

Ëperb3llonta gumn3sia ka≥ t¤ ƒlle≤ponta fqe≤rei t¶n jsc»n, Ømo≤wß d†

ka≥ t¤ pot¤ ka≥ t¤ sit≤a ple≤w ka≥ ƒl3ttw ginÎmena fqe≤rei t¶n Ëg≤eian,

t¤ d† s»mmetra ka≥ poie∏ ka≥ aÇxei ka≥ s=zei. o\twß oˆn ka≥ ƒp≥

swfros»nhß ka≥ åndre≤aß πcei ka≥ t0n £llwn året0n.

7.8 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1106a29–b7
lvgw d† toı m†n pr3gmatoß mvson tÏ ÷son åpvcon åf’ ‰katvrou t0n

£krwn, Òper ƒst≥n 2n ka≥ taÛtÏn p$sin, prÏß Óm$ß d†  m&te pleon3zei

m&te ƒlle≤pei: toıto d’ oÛc 1n, oÛd† taÛtÏn p$sin. oÍon ej t¤ dvka poll¤

t¤ d† d»o øl≤ga, t¤ 2x mvsa lamb3nousi kat¤ tÏ pr$gma: ÷s8 g¤r Ëper-

vcei te ka≥ Ëpervcetai, toıto d† mvson ƒst≥ kat¤ t¶n åriqmhtik¶n åna-

log≤an. tÏ d† prÏß Óm$ß oÛc o\tw lhptvon: oÛ g¤r e÷ t8 dvka mna∏ fage∏n

polŸ d»o d† øl≤gon, Ø åle≤pthß 2x mn$ß prost3xei: πsti g¤r ÷swß ka≥ toıto

polŸ t‘ lhyomvn8 ∂ øl≤gon: M≤lwni m†n g¤r øl≤gon, t‘ d† årcomvn8 t0n

gumnas≤wn pol»: Ømo≤wß 〈d’〉 ƒp≥ drÎmou ka≥ p3lhß. o\tw d¶ p$ß

ƒpist&mwn t¶n Ëperbol¶n m†n ka≥ t¶n πlleiyin fe»gei, tÏ d† mvson zhte∏

ka≥ toıq’ aÈre∏tai, mvson d† oÛ tÏ toı pr3gmatoß åll¤ tÏ prÏß Óm$ß.
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7.5 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1097a11–13
For a doctor does not seem to study health in such a way [viz in
general], but rather the health of a human being, or rather perhaps the
health of a particular human. For it is the individual whom he cures.

7.6 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1137a11–17
But the actions prescribed by law are only accidentally just actions.
But to know how actions should be performed, and how distribu-
tions should be made, in order to be just, is harder than to know
what is good for health. And even there, while it is easy to know what
honey, wine, hellebore, cautery and surgery are, to know how and to
whom and when they should be applied in order to produce health
is no less a task than that of being a doctor.

7.7 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1104a11–19
First then we should observe this, that it is the nature of such things
[viz moral qualities] to be destroyed by deficiency and excess, as we
see in the case of strength and of health (for we must use clear cases
as evidence concerning unclear ones). Both excessive and deficient
exercises destroy strength, and similarly too much or too little drink
and food destroys health, while what is proportionate produces and
increases and preserves it. The same holds also of temperance and
courage and the other virtues.

7.8 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1106a29–b7
By the mean of the thing I mean that which is equidistant from each
of the extremes, which is one and the same for everybody. By the
mean relative to us, that which is neither too much nor too little, and
this is not one, nor the same for everybody. For example, if ten be
many and two is few, then six is the mean with respect to the thing:
for it exceeds and is exceeded by an equal amount, and this is the
mean according to arithmetical proportion. But the mean relative to
us is not to be grasped in the same way. Suppose that ten pounds is
too much for a particular person to eat and two too little: it does not
follow that the trainer will prescribe six pounds. For this is perhaps
too much for the person who is to consume it, or too little. For Milo
it is too little, but for the person who is beginning to engage in
athletics too much. Similarly with the amount of running and
wrestling. In the same way every expert avoids excess, and deficien-
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7.9 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1114a11–19
πti d’ £logon tÏn ådikoınta m¶ bo»lesqai £dikon e”nai ∂ tÏn

åkolasta≤nonta åkÎlaston: oÛ m¶n ƒ3n ge bo»lhtai, £dikoß ̄ n pa»setai

ka≥ πstai d≤kaioß: oÛd† g¤r Ø nos0n Ëgi&ß, ka≤〈toi〉, ej o\twß πtucen, ‰k°n

nose∏, åkrat0ß biote»wn ka≥ åpeiq0n to∏ß jatro∏ß. tÎte m†n oˆn ƒx[n aÛt‘

m¶ nose∏n, proemvn8 d’ oÛkvti, ¿sper oÛd’ åfvnti l≤qon πt’ aÛtÏn dunatÏn

ånalabe∏n: åll’ Òmwß ƒp’ aÛt‘ tÏ labe∏n ka≥ Â∏yai: Ó g¤r årc¶ ƒn aÛt‘.

7.10 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1173b22–25
oÛ g¤r ej to∏ß kak0ß diakeimvnoiß Ódva ƒst≤n, ojhtvon aÛt¤ ka≥ Ódva e”nai

pl¶n to»toiß, kaq3per oÛd† t¤ to∏ß k3mnousin Ëgiein¤ ∂ glukva ∂ pikr3,

oÛd’ aˆ leuk¤ t¤ fainÎmena to∏ß øfqalmi0sin.

7.11 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1176a12–16
ka≥ ƒp≥ glukvwn d† toıto sumba≤nei: oÛ g¤r t¤ aÛt¤ doke∏ t‘ purvttonti

ka≥ t‘ Ëgia≤nonti, oÛd† qermÏn e”nai t‘ åsqene∏ ka≥ t‘ eÛektik‘. Ømo≤wß

d† toıto ka≥ ƒf’ ‰tvrwn sumba≤nei. doke∏ d’ ƒn ‹pasi to∏ß toio»toiß e”nai

tÏ fainÎmenon t‘ spouda≤8.

7.12 Aristotle, Politics 1279a22–31
Diwrismvnwn d† to»twn ƒcÎmenÎn ƒsti t¤ß polite≤aß ƒpiskvyasqai, pÎsai

tÏn åriqmÏn ka≥ t≤neß ejs≤, ka≥ pr0ton t¤ß ørq¤ß aÛt0n: ka≥ g¤r aÈ

parekb3seiß πsontai fanera≥ to»twn diorisqeis0n. ƒpe≥ d† polite≤a m†n

ka≥ pol≤teuma shma≤nei taÛtÎn, pol≤teuma d’ ƒst≥ tÏ k»rion t0n pÎlewn,

ån3gkh d’ e”nai k»rion ∂ 1na ∂ øl≤gouß ∂ toŸß pollo»ß, Òtan m†n Ø eÍß ∂ oÈ

øl≤goi ∂ oÈ pollo≥ prÏß tÏ koinÏn sumfvron £rcwsi, ta»taß m†n ørq¤ß

ånagka∏on e”nai t¤ß polite≤aß, t¤ß d† prÏß tÏ ÷dion ∂ toı ‰nÏß ∂ t0n

øl≤gwn ∂ toı pl&qouß parekb3seiß.
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cy, and seeks and chooses the mean, but not the mean of the thing,
but rather the mean relative to us.

7.9 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1114a11–19
Again it is irrational to suppose that a person who acts unjustly or
self-indulgently does not wish to be unjust or self-indulgent. Yet it
does not follow that, if he wishes, he can stop being unjust and be
just. For neither can a sick person become healthy [by wishing],
although possibly he became ill voluntarily, by living intemperately
and disobeying the doctors. At that point, then, it was possible 
for him not to be ill, but that is no longer the case, once he has let go
the chance—just as once you have thrown a stone, it is no longer
possible to recall it. But still it was in your power to pick up the stone
and throw it, for the origin of the act was in you.

7.10 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1173b22–25
If things are pleasant to people of bad character, one must not sup-
pose that they are also pleasant to others besides them—any more
than what is healthy or sweet or bitter to those who are sick [is really
so] or again what seems white to those suffering from disease of the
eyes [is really so].

7.11 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1176a12–16
This happens too in the case of sweet things: the same things do not
seem sweet to a person with a fever and to a healthy person—nor hot
to a sickly person and to one in good condition. The same happens
in other cases as well. But it is agreed that in all such matters what
appears to the good person is really so.

7.12 Aristotle, Politics 1279a22–31
Having determined these points, we have next to consider how
many constitutions there are and what they are, and first study the
true ones: for once these are determined, the deviations will become
clear. But since constitution and government have the same mean-
ing, and the government has the supreme authority in the state, and
this must be in the hands of one person, or few, or the many, then
whenever the one or the few or the many govern with a view to the
common interest, these are necessarily the true constitutions. But
those governed with a view to the private interest of the one or the
few or the many are deviations.
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7.13 Aristotle, Politics 1279b4–10
parekb3seiß d† t0n ejrhmvnwn turann≥ß m†n basile≤aß øligarc≤a d†

åristokrat≤aß dhmokrat≤a d† polite≤aß: Ó m†n g¤r turann≤ß ƒsti monarc≤a

prÏß tÏ sumfvron tÏ toı monarcoıntoß, Ó d’ øligarc≤a prÏß tÏ t0n

eÛpÎrwn, Ó d† dhmokrat≤a prÏß tÏ sumfvron tÏ t0n åpÎrwn. prÏß d† tÏ

t‘ koin‘ lusiteloın oÛdem≤a aÛt0n.

7.14 Aristotle, Poetics 1449b24–8
πstin oˆn trag8d≤a m≤mhsiß pr3xewß spouda≤aß ka≥ tele≤aß mvgeqoß

ƒco»shß, Ódusmvn8 lÎg8 cwr≥ß ‰k3st8 t0n ejd0n ƒn to∏ß mor≤oiß,

dr*ntwn ka≥ oÛ di’ åpaggel≤aß, di’ ƒlvou ka≥ fÎbou pera≤nousa t¶n t0n

toio»twn paqhm3twn k3qarsin.

7.15 Aristotle, Politics 1341b32–1342a16
ƒpe≥ d† t¶n dia≤resin åpodecÎmeqa t0n mel0n „ß diairoıs≤ tineß t0n ƒn

filosof≤6, t¤ m†n ]qik¤ t¤ d† praktik¤ t¤ d’ ƒnqousiastik¤ tiqvnteß, ka≥

t0n Årmoni0n t¶n f»sin prÏß 1kasta to»twn ojke≤an £llhn prÏß £llo

mvroß tiqvasi, fam†n d’ oÛ mi$ß 1neken ∑fele≤aß t∫ mousik∫ cr[sqai de∏n

åll¤ ka≥ pleiÎnwn c3rin (ka≥ g¤r paide≤aß 1neken ka≥ kaq3rsewß—t≤ d†

lvgomen t¶n k3qarsin, nın m†n Åpl0ß, p3lin d’ ƒn to∏ß per≥ poihtik[ß

ƒroımen safvsteron,—tr≤ton d† prÏß diagwg&n, prÏß £nes≤n te ka≥ prÏß

t¶n t[ß sunton≤aß ån3pausin), fanerÏn Òti crhstvon m†n p3saiß ta∏ß

Årmon≤aiß, oÛ tÏn aÛtÏn d† trÎpon p3saiß crhstvon, åll¤ prÏß m†n t¶n

paide≤an ta∏ß ]qikwt3taiß, prÏß d† åkrÎasin ‰tvrwn ceirourgo»ntwn ka≥

ta∏ß praktika∏ß ka≥ ta∏ß ƒnqousiastika∏ß ( g¤r per≥ ƒn≤aß sumba≤nei

p3qoß yuc¤ß jscur0ß, toıto ƒn p3saiß Ëp3rcei, t‘ d† ¬tton diafvrei ka≥

t‘ m$llon—oÍon πleoß ka≥ fÎboß, πti d’ ƒnqousiasmÎß, ka≥ g¤r ËpÏ

ta»thß t[ß kin&sewß katak*cimo≤ tinvß ejsin, ƒk d† t0n Èer0n mel0n

Ør0men to»touß Òtan cr&swntai to∏ß ƒxorgi3zousi t¶n yuc¶n mvlesi

kaqistamvnouß ¿sper jatre≤aß tucÎntaß ka≥ kaq3rsewß: taÛtÏ d¶ toıto

ånagka∏on p3scein ka≥ toŸß ƒle&monaß ka≥ toŸß fobhtikoŸß ka≥ toŸß Òlwß

paqhtikoŸß toŸß £llouß kaq’ Òson ƒpib3llei t0n toio»twn ‰k3st8, ka≥

p$si g≤gnesqa≤ tina k3qarsin ka≥ kouf≤zesqai meq’ Ódon[ß: Ømo≤wß d† ka≥

t¤ mvlh t¤ kaqartik¤ parvcei car¤n åblab[ to∏ß ånqr*poiß).
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7.13 Aristotle, Politics 1279b4–10
Deviations to the constitutions mentioned are tyranny correspond-
ing to kingship, oligarchy corresponding to aristocracy, democracy
corresponding to constitutional government. For tyranny is mon-
archy in the interest of the monarch, oligarchy in the interest of the
wealthy, democracy in that of the poor, and none of these is for the
benefit of the community as a whole.

7.14 Aristotle, Poetics 1449b24–8
Tragedy is a representation of an action that is serious, complete and
of a certain magnitude, by means of language embellished with
ornament of different kinds for each part, in a dramatic and not in a
narrative form, procuring through pity and fear a purgation of such-
like affections.

7.15 Aristotle, Politics 1341b32–1342a16
We accept the division of melodies made by some philosophers, as
ethical ones, melodies relating to actions, and enthusiastic ones, and
we distribute the various harmonies among them as being in nature
akin to one or to another. And we say that music ought to be used not
just for one kind of benefit but for many, for it serves both for edu-
cation and for purgation (we talk of purgation for the present with-
out qualification, but we shall speak more clearly about it again in
the Poetics). Thirdly it serves for amusement, for relaxation and to
afford relief from tension. It is clear, therefore, that we should use all
the harmonies, yet not all in the same way, but the most ethical ones
for education, and the active and enthusiastic ones for listening to
when others are performing: for the affections that occur violently
in some souls, happen to all, though with different degrees of inten-
sity, for example pity and fear, and again enthusiasm. For some
people are possessed by such a change, and we see them, under the
influence of sacred melodies, when they use melodies that excite the
soul to frenzy, being restored as if they had received a cure and a
purgation. The same experience must also come to the compassion-
ate and the fearful and other emotional people, to the degree that it
affects each type, and all must undergo a certain purgation and a
feeling of relief accompanied by pleasure. And similarly the purga-
tive melodies offer harmless delight to people.
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8

After Aristotle: Or Did Anything
Change?

Real and imaginary plagues continued to haunt the Greek—
and the Roman—imagination long after Aristotle. Galen the
famous medical theorist from the second century , whose
account of the passions we shall be considering later in this
chapter, lived through a particularly nasty plague, that struck
Rome in 166—or rather it would be more accurate to say, not
that he lived through it, but left Rome to escape it. As for the
continued reflections on previous plagues, we shall be dis-
cussing Lucretius’ account of the Athenian plague, the actual
historical one described by Thucydides, but now overlaid
with new imaginings. Why should this staunch advocate of
the Epicurean philosophy have ended his poem with a
detailed and graphic—and intensely gloomy—account of that
plague? I shall try to answer that question at the end of the
chapter.

The principal question I now want to raise is whether, as 
I put it, anything changed from the classical period to late
antiquity on the issues that we are concerned with, the atti-
tudes to, preoccupation with, and understanding of, disease.
In certain respects or in some senses the answer can be a
straightforward yes. But those respects turn out to be peri-
pheral and unimportant compared with those in which the
similarities between earlier and later periods are more striking
than the contrasts.

Aristotle himself had already recommended, and practised,
the dissection of animals in pursuit of his inquiry into their
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forms and functions. On the Parts of Animals 1 ch. 5 is elo-
quent advocacy of the method, though it also reveals that he
had to overcome considerable inhibitions on the subject
among his contemporaries. The practice of dissection—and
of vivisection—was extended to humans for a brief period in
Alexandria with the anatomists Herophilus and Erasistratus.
The knowledge that thereby became available was impressive
(von Staden 1989). Herophilus distinguished the nerves from
the other structures (tendons, ligaments) that had regularly
been confused with them, and among the nerves he distin-
guished between the sensory and the motor. He was aware of
the ventricles of the brain. He gave some detailed descriptions
of the reproductive organs, undertook a comparative anatomy
of the liver, and many other examples can be cited. There is
conflicting evidence as to whether he knew of the valves of the
heart, but Erasistratus certainly did, and this turned out to be
a particularly important discovery, not least for the further
problems it posed for investigation. If there are one-way
valves controlling entry into, and exit, from the two sides of
the heart, what is the connection between them? Are their
contents identical? How does blood get into the left side? It
was often thought to originate in the liver, but if from there it
entered and then exited from the right side, how did it get into
the arterial system? Some thought that the arteries naturally
contained air, not blood at all, and the questions of the con-
tents of the two systems, and the transport of blood and air
into and out of the two sides of the heart, continued to re-
verberate down to Harvey.

Human dissection practically ceased after the generation 
of Herophilus and Erasistratus, and dissection as a whole
remained controversial, since some argued that the know-
ledge it provided was relevant only to dead bodies (Lloyd
1987, 160ff.). Yet Galen, for one, continued Herophilus’
explorations of the nervous system, and of the processes of
digestion, for instance, even though his work was no longer on
human, but on animal, subjects, the pig, the Barbary ape,
even on one famous occasion, an elephant.
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But while knowledge of anatomy and physiology (as we like
to call them) increased, that does not answer the question of
whether there were any advances in pathology. We should not
underestimate the improvements in surgical practices that
could result from increased understanding of, for example,
the nervous system. But my chief question relates to diseases
as such. Medical theories based on humours, the elements,
other kinds of opposites (like repletion and depletion, cf.
above Ch. 6 n. 2) and so on, continued to proliferate. Yet there
was no resolution of the disputes and controversies these 
generated, no intellectual resolution at least. Eventually the
theory based on four humours (blood, phlegm, yellow and
black bile) correlated with the four simple bodies and the four
primary opposites came to predominate over all others. But
that was because it was the theory that Galen maintained. It
was the prestige he attained some 200 years after his death that
led to this becoming something of an orthodoxy. But in the
centuries that preceded Galen there was no agreement either
about which the important humours were, or on whether they
were the causes, or the products, of diseases.

Galen, it is true, saw his own theory as being based on,
indeed as merely repeating, the one he ascribed to Hippoc-
rates, for which he used the treatise On the Nature of Man as
his chief evidence (Lloyd 1991, ch. 17). Yet that was Galen’s
reconstruction, on the basis of his particular interpretation
not just of that treatise but also of what Plato said about
Hippocrates in the Phaedrus. Few scholars would now go
along with Galen’s views on the latter, and as to the former,
Galen himself ascribed parts of On the Nature of Man not to
Hippocrates himself but to his son- in-law Polybus. Yet it was
Galen’s adoption of that theory that ensured its prominence
in later medical teaching—thanks to the authority that Galen
himself acquired as the most learned, most articulate, and in
certain respects, such as in anatomy, undoubtedly the most
knowledgeable theorist of his day. I shall be returning to this
in the Epilogue.

Yet the reaction of some doctors to the ongoing theoretical
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disputes that were such a feature of the classical and Hellen-
istic periods was to reject theory in favour of practice. Some
argued that it was less important to know why any particular
treatment worked, than that it worked. In the Proem to book
1 of his On Medicine (39) [T 8.1] Celsus reports the Empiri-
cists as arguing: ‘nor do we have any need to inquire into how
we breathe, but what relieves difficult and laboured breath-
ing: nor what may move the blood-vessels, but what the
various types of movement signify . . . A man of few words
who learns by practice to discern well would make an alto-
gether better doctor than one who, unpractised, cultivates his
tongue excessively.’ Such knowledge was to be built up from
experience (from which the Empiricist doctors got their
name) and theory was pointless.

The so-called Methodists went a good deal further and
rejected the entire gamut of traditional Greek medical ideas
about disease entities as such (Lloyd 1983, Part III chs. 5–6;
Frede 1987, ch. 14). Instead of focusing on ‘pleuritis’, ‘pneu-
monia’, ‘peripneumonia’, and the like, they argued that what
counted was the overall state of the patient, his or her ‘com-
mon conditions’, where they distinguished the constricted,
the lax, and the mixed—to be countered, in each case, by
attempting to restore a balanced, healthy state. For them too
the emphasis was on therapy, on what worked, or at least what
helped to alleviate the patients’ conditions. But while this
practical turn was sensible, it also reflected a widespread dis-
illusion with theory.

After these preliminaries we may now concentrate on the
two main topics for discussion, first the ongoing debate as to
what disease consists in and how the ‘affections’ are to be
interpreted, and secondly the continued controversy between
those who adopted an entirely naturalistic approach to medi-
cine and those who still believed that the gods are at work.

Many of the philosophers in the period after Aristotle
remained aloof from, some were quite ignorant of, the
advances that came from the anatomical studies I have
described. Their chief interest was in ethics, to which indeed
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the study of nature was subordinated. The main function of
philosophy was to provide the wherewithal to achieve happi-
ness, and that—everyone agreed—depended on peace of
mind, freedom from disturbance, ataraxia. The study of
nature was only relevant—so many philosophers argued—
insofar as you could not achieve peace of mind without some
understanding of the basic constitution of the universe and of
the causes of phenomena. Unfortunately the philosophers
were as divided on the former question as the medical theo-
rists were on the causes of disease.

For ethics you certainly needed an account of the soul or
mind, psuche. Ever since Plato had distinguished three func-
tions of the soul, reason, spirit, and appetite, the question of
what was needed, in addition to the reasoning faculty, to
account for human cognitive, conative, or affective abilities
was controversial. Aristotle had distinguished the rational
faculty from such others as nutrition and reproduction, per-
ception, locomotion, desire, and the imagination. He used
that account of the faculties of the soul in part to organize his
ideas of the hierarchy of nature and of the place of humans 
and other animals in it. For him ‘reason’ covers both practical
and more especially theoretical reason, but he does not have 
a separate faculty corresponding to the spirited part, and his
‘desire’ (orektikon) cuts across all three of the Platonic parts.
While his fully worked out theory in On the Soul has these fac-
ulties, for the purposes of his ethical discussions he often uses
a simpler contrast between the rational and irrational parts of
the soul. We saw in the last chapter how he argues that practi-
cal wisdom and moral character are interdependent. The 
latter is built up through training in the right reactions to
pleasures and pains. His total picture of the harmonious and
wise individual is rather different, therefore, from Plato’s,
where everything depends on the rational part doing the
governing, while the other parts should obey orders and be
under its control.

The major positive post-Aristotelian philosophical sys-
tems, Stoic and Epicurean, were as split on the analysis of the
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soul as Plato and Aristotle had been. The Stoic position is par-
ticularly interesting since they adopted a quite radical solu-
tion to the problems, denying that there are distinct parts of
the soul and claiming that its sole constituent is reason.

On that view the pathe (feelings or passions, though, as we
shall see, the word retains its association with diseases) do not
belong to a separate part of the soul, but to the rational part
itself. Just as reason rules in the universe, so too in the micro-
cosm of the individual person the rational element should be
in control. Of course it sometimes fails, but on the Stoic view
this is not because it is overcome by some other part of the
soul: there is no other part. Rather, the feelings are excessive
impulses (hormai). While the Stoics allow joy, watchfulness,
and wishing (which are called well-reasoned impulses, eu-
patheiai, in our sources¹) the pathe in general are disturbances
of the rational faculty. The comparison that is attributed to
Chrysippus is that of the difference between someone walk-
ing—where his movements are under control—and someone
running—where they are not.² All impulses imply assent.
The affections do not just incorporate judgements (kriseis):
they are judgements, even though the kind of mistake that
may be made can be distinguished from a mere error of fact: it
is rather a matter of an excessive conation, contrary to reason
in the sense that the excess goes beyond what reason, if in full
control, would determine.³

This looks like an extreme instance of the intellectualizing
tendencies that have often been found in Greek philosophy,
especially in the Platonic representation of Socrates, for whom
‘virtue’ is ‘knowledge’.⁴ Yet caution is necessary on two
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¹ Diogenes Laertius 7. 116. But whether the Stoics themselves used the
term is disputed, Long and Sedley 1987, ii. 407.

² Galen, On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 240. 35ff. [T 8.2]
³ Galen, On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 242. 32ff.
⁴ We should bear in mind, however, that many Greek cognitive terms

incorporate also a dispositional element. This applies particularly to
phronesis and its cognates. Phronein turannika, for instance (as in Aris-
tophanes Wasps 507) is not so much to think tyrannical thoughts as to have
a tyrannical disposition, to be intent on tyranny.
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counts. First to intellectualize the affections is at the same
time to extend the notion of reason to cover many other phe-
nomena besides those we would normally associate with the
intellect. By the time we get to talk of the diseases of the soul,
we see that the converse of the intellectualizing of the feelings
is the pathologizing of the intellect.

But then the second methodological reason for caution is
that our sources for Stoic views are not complete works of the
leading members of the school (Zeno, Cleanthes, Chrysip-
pus) but reports in generally hostile witnesses, Galen espe-
cially. Galen himself accepted the Platonic doctrine of the
three main faculties of the soul. Against the monistic views of
the Stoics he brings a series of objections. He is intent, first,
on showing that their monism is internally inconsistent. He
attacks Chrysippus on that score repeatedly.⁵ Affection is an
irrational and unnatural movement of the soul and an exces-
sive impulse that Galen glosses as ‘irrational’ or ‘without 
reason (logos) and judgement’: but with that gloss Galen can
accuse Chrysippus of having contradicted himself, both
asserting and denying that affection is a judgement. Whether
or not Galen has cited Chrysippus correctly, it is clear that he
has distorted his views, for what Chrysippus more probably
meant was that affections lack right judgement, not that they
were not judgements at all. Furthermore Galen seeks to drive
a wedge, within Stoic theorists, between Chrysippus and
Zeno and more especially between Chrysippus and the later
Stoic Posidonius, whom Galen represents as returning more
or less to tripartition.⁶

It is striking that both the monistic and the tripartite views
of the soul make use of the model or analogy or image of dis-
ease to account for evil. In the tripartite view evil is an im-
balance between the parts, just as disease itself can be, and
frequently was, explained in terms of a similar imbalance
between opposite elements within the body. But on the
monistic view too evil is seen as an excess, an affection that
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⁵ On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 234. 22ff., 238.4–240. 29.
⁶ On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 246. 38ff., 248. 3ff.
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afflicts the rational faculty itself, as if that faculty were dis-
eased. Whatever psychological theory was upheld, so it
seems, evil could be construed in terms of illness. Yet unlike
in some modern views (cf. below, Ch. 9) that did not go with a
sense of diminished personal responsibility for wrongdoing.
Rather, the argument was that the individual can be held
responsible for the state their soul was in.

Indeed in On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato (294.
33ff.) Galen represents Chrysippus as making much of the
analogy between the diseases of the soul and those of the body.
The pathe do not arise in the souls of good persons at all: but
the souls of inferior people are like the bodies of people prone
to fall into fever on a small triggering cause (prophasis).
Posidonius, Galen goes on, criticized Chrysippus at this point
on the grounds that while there are some souls that are
immune to the pathe, there are no bodies that are totally
immune to disease. But rather than accept Posidonius’
modification of Chrysippus’ view (that the souls of inferior
people are either like vulnerable physical constitutions or
actually diseased) we find Galen offering the Stoics a
five-level analogy setting out at each stage the comparison
between physical and bodily ailments (296. 18ff.) [T 8.3].
The souls of the good are like bodies that are invulnerable to
disease (whether or not such bodies exist). Those who are
progressing towards sagehood are like those with a strong or
robust constitution, euexia. Moderately good people are like
those who are healthy but lack that euexia. The many inferior
people are like those who are diseased from a small cause
(prophasis), while fifthly and finally those who are repeatedly
angry or enraged are like those who are already ill.

One of the great strengths of the Stoic position is the clear,
if uncompromising, emphasis on reasoning and responsibili-
ty. While in the Stoic universe everything is determined in the
sense of there being an inexorable chain of cause and effect,
the individual person is responsible for his or her reason and
so also for his or her feelings. When things go wrong, this is
like the disease of the rational part. All the more need, then,
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for a physician of the soul. All the more need for philosophy as
a remedy for suffering. If you believe the Stoics, the soul is, in
principle, invulnerable to evil, in the sense that the only source
of that is judgement, and you can (if you are a Stoic sage at
least) be in total control of your judgements. The ultimate
goal was such an immunity to evil or to distress. Nevertheless
they recognized that the sage is an ideal rarely if ever encoun-
tered in real life. Heracles was one example, but he was
legendary. Socrates may be another, but he was safely dead.

Galen’s criticism of the Stoic, especially the Chrysippean,
view starts from his assumption that of course there must be
different sources of psychic activities. Plato was right to insist
that psychic struggles occur between the rational faculty and
the spirited and appetitive parts. That struggle too, as
explained, could be imagined as a disease needing remedies
that only the doctor of the soul can provide. Galen’s position
on the affections is that they do not belong to the reasoning
faculty, but to the other parts, but that does not stop him, too,
treating imbalance within the soul on the model of sickness in
the body. 

Those ideas appear in his treatise On the Opinions of
Hippocrates and Plato especially. But in another work he
makes even stronger claims. In the short treatise entitled That
the Faculties of the Soul Follow the Mixtures of the Body (here-
after QAM) he embarks on an ambitious project proposing a
picture of the doctor as able to cure not just the body, but also
the soul. In the view that he there develops, character is made
to depend on the physiological constitution or state of the
body.

It had, of course, always been part of traditional medical
theory that there were important differences between dif-
ferent physical constitutions. The Hippocratic work On Airs
Waters Places associates these physical differences with cor-
responding climatic and ecological conditions (while allowing
a place also for social and political factors in influencing
character-formation). But the extra point in Galen’s QAM is
that he urges that you can—on the advice of the doctor—mod-
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ify your physical constitution by diet and regimen and con-
sequently also your character. Insofar as character depends
on physiology (and the claim is that it does), this means that
the doctor will be in a position to help those whom he advises
to modify their characters, indeed to improve them.

If so, the doctor can make you a better person. In the course
of the argument Galen engages in some—highly selective—
citations from Plato and others (ignoring, for example, what
Plato has to say in the Timaeus on the role of education in
training people to be good, cf. Lloyd 1988). But if we believe
Galen, then putting ourselves in the hands of doctors and 
following their advice on food, drink, and exercise, can turn
us into upright and honourable people. ‘So it would be wise of
my opponents,’ he says at QAM ch. 9 [T 8.4], with no appar-
ent sign of his tongue being in his cheek, ‘to come to me even
now and receive instruction on their diet. They would derive
enormous benefit from this in their command of ethics; and
the improvement in their intellectual faculties, too, would
have an effect on their virtue, as they acquired greater powers
of understanding and memory.’ Here was a medical writer
infiltrating the domain of philosophy and taking over the tra-
ditional role of the philosopher as the source of moral advice
and guidance for your improvement.

Both the Stoics and Galen, in their different ways, thus
extend the domain of therapeutics. In that regard, both do
introduce and develop new ideas and in that sense too we can
say that something changed after Aristotle. For the Stoics
psychotherapeutics has as its aim the removal of all those
excessive impulses that constitute the pathe. As disturbances,
they are like diseases: but unlike the diseases that affect the
body they are ones for which the remedy is at hand—in prin-
ciple at least—when the rational faculty takes full control,
even though they recognised how difficult it was to attain
sagehood.

But if psychotherapeutics is a Stoic speciality, Galen’s
emphasis, in QAM, on modifying your character via modify-
ing your physical constitution reflects a determined claim to
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extend the role of the doctor into that of a source of moral
improvement in his patients. Adopting and adapting Plato’s
tripartite psychology, he sees evil as an imbalance between the
faculties. The extremely wide definition of ‘disease’ which we
saw Plato offer in the Sophist (above Ch. 6, p. 146) is taken up
with approval by Galen in On the Opinions of Hippocrates and
Plato (302. 17ff.) [T 8.5]. Plato had said that disease is the
destruction of what is by nature congenial as a result of some
difference.⁷ What Galen finds attractive in this, among other
things, is that it covers far more than just the diseases of the
body. ‘It is not difficult to ascertain,’ Galen writes, ‘that this
formulation is at a higher level and accurately covers all 
particular diseases, those of our soul, those of our body, those
found in other animals and plants, even those of whole cities.
Thus we say, I believe, that cities divided by civil war (stasiaz-
ousais) are internally diseased, as though their components,
congenial by nature, had come to blows.’ It is clear that this
talk of diseases in the state is no mere figure of speech, trans-
ferred from the body to those other contexts. The sphere of
disease is a generic one that includes every kind of disorder.
We could hardly have a more vivid illustration and proof of
the wide extensions of which the terms nosema and pathos are
capable.

But if both the Stoics and Galen do thereby represent
certain new trends in the period after Aristotle, our final two
sources show first that traditional views continued to be
vigorously maintained and secondly that there was still
nothing like unanimity on diseases and their cures. We may
consider first the evidence in Aelius Aristides that demon-
strates the continued belief in the role of the gods. Then we
shall backtrack to discuss what a representative of the other
major Hellenistic philosophical school besides the Stoics has
to say on the problems. This is the Epicurean poet Lucretius.

Galen himself from time to time suggests that he was in
some sense divinely inspired. He became a doctor because his
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⁷ To judge from On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato 302. 18f., cf 310.
26, Galen may have read a slightly different text of Plato’s Sophist 228a8.
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father had a dream that that was what he was to do. He says
that some of the treatments he used came to him in dreams.
But of course the whole tenor of his work is naturalistic. He
explicitly disclaims any suggestion that his ability was in any
way ‘magical’, though one feels he was flattered by the sug-
gestion that his diagnostic insights were so extraordinary that
they defied ordinary explanation.⁸ He just puts it down to his
particular skill in the interpretation of the pulse and so on.

But we can use the Sacred Tales of his contemporary Aelius
Aristides to illustrate how not just ordinary folk, but some of
the most distinguished members of the literate elite, con-
tinued to be devoted to the cult of Asclepius. Aelius Aristides
was a famous orator, widely acclaimed as such by his fellow-
citizens and indeed across the Greek-speaking provinces of
the Roman world. He was also a confirmed hypochondriac,
constantly afflicted, on his own account, by terrible com-
plaints. But for these the ordinary doctors he consulted were
usually no good. In any case they often disagreed among
themselves (e.g. Sacred Tales 47. 62) [T 8.6] and were often
quite at a loss as to how to treat him (48. 39 [T 8.7], cf. 63).
The god, on the other hand, was his salvation. He often
contradicted the advice that ordinary mortal doctors had
given (47. 62f.). Their remedies failed, but his were really
effective, and the more enlightened doctors, according to
Aelius Aristides, came to appreciate that this was so. ‘From
here on, the doctors stopped their criticisms,’ and ‘expressed
extraordinary admiration for the providence of the god in
each particular’ (47. 67).

The god works through dreams and visions, and in the text
it is sometimes hard to know what register we are in: is it
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⁸ Galen tells us that his use of the pulse in diagnosis was considered to be
mere divination by his critics, On Prognosis, CMG V 8 1, 94. 18f. cf. 84. 5ff.,
106. 21ff. He was evidently suspected of magic and charlatanry, even while
he himself accused others in similar vein. It is clear, too, that he sometimes
deliberately sought to amaze his audience, especially in the context of
spectacular exhibition dissections, while he criticizes others for doing the
same (see Kollesch 1965, Vegetti 1981, Lloyd 1987, 42f.).
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Aelius Aristides speaking, or the god speaking to him in his
dreams? As was the case with the much earlier Epidaurus
inscriptions that we discussed in Chapter 2, the god uses
many standard therapies, though sometimes in a less than
standard way. At one point (48. 47) he orders venesection at
the elbow, drawing off 120 litrai of blood indeed—which
would come to an unbelievable 25 to 30 litres. That evokes the
response from the temple assistants that they had never
known anyone who had been venesected so much.⁹

Just as the severity of his complaints is exceptional, so too 
is the rigour of what the god tells him to do to remedy them.
He is commanded to run barefoot in winter (47. 65) [T 8.6],
indeed to do the rounds of all the temples at Pergamum (48.
75), and other drastic treatments include horseback riding
and taking to sea in a storm. He himself becomes, naturally
enough, something of an expert in both diagnosis and treat-
ment. After one vision of the goddess Athena (48. 41ff.) 
[T 8.7] he says: ‘it immediately occurred to me to have an
enema of Attic honey.’ However in places his account is in-
determinate. Zosimus and he have a dream at 47. 66 [T 8.6]
about a certain drug—but Aelius Aristides cannot remember
what it contained, except salt. On other occasions he is hesi-
tant about precisely what remedies were used when he was
under the god’s care. 48. 43 [T 8.7] is one instance of this:
‘First, I think, goose-liver after much refusal of all food. Then
a sausage . . .’

The amazement with which he says both his terrible ail-
ments and his miraculous cures were greeted indicates an
element of what we may call competitive hypochondria. He
never comments on why it is that he gets all these diseases. No
sooner does the god achieve one astonishing cure, than Aelius
Aristides falls sick again: he certainly keeps the god busy.
While his confidence in ordinary doctors is minimal, his
expression of faith in Asclepius is unqualified. The god may
act like a human from time to time, but his cures are unfailing.
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⁹ Aelius Aristides adds ‘with the exception of Ischuron’: but his was a
strange case, and even so his own case surpassed it.
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His appearance in visions and dreams is marvellously reassur-
ing. He is the healer par excellence, the source of indescrib-
able solace, hailed as the Saviour (soter).

Aelius Aristides is, to be sure, an exceptional case. The
detail he provides of his dreams—as he reports them—has
provoked attempts at retrospective psychoanalysis. That is
not my purpose here. Rather we may use the evidence he pro-
vides to illuminate the dilemma that many must have faced, in
choosing what mode of therapy to employ for the complaints
from which they suffered. How effective were naturalistic
treatments? Of course the question cannot be answered.
Some of the drugs we know to have been used certainly con-
tained some powerful ingredients: some indeed were highly
toxic.¹⁰ Some of the surgical interventions too were drastic,
cutting for the stone, trepanning, cautery, the reduction of
fractures by stretching on the so-called Hippocratic bench,
the use of a ladder on which the patient was strapped upside
down, and then bounced on the floor or earth, employed again
in reduction or even for cases of difficult childbirth.¹¹ Already
in the classical period some doctors warned against the reme-
dies their own colleagues were using, and as I noted already in
Chapter 3 (n. 7) some even confess that their own treatments
did more harm than good.¹²
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¹⁰ This applies particularly to those that incorporated minerals, not least
the various arsenical compounds that were employed. See Caley and
Richards 1956, 171f., on sandarache (realgar) and arrenikon (orpiment),
used at On Diseases of Women II ch. 203 (L VIII 388. 11ff.), On
Superfetation chs. 32 and 33 (CMG I 2 2, 90. 26, 94. 14), On Wounds chs. 16
and 17 (L VI 418. 22ff., 420. 6ff.). There are further references to primary
and secondary literature in Lloyd 1987, 19 and n. 58.

¹¹ See e.g. On Diseases of Women I ch. 68 (L VIII 142. 20ff.) and On the
Excision of the Foetus ch. 4 (L VIII 514. 14ff.). At Epidemics V 103 (L V 258.
9ff.) one case of a woman who had been succussed in childbirth is reported
that ends fatally, though success in the use of succussion in a case where a
patient suffers from a liver complaint is claimed at Epidemics VI 8. 28 (L V
354. 4f.).

¹² The various contexts in which medical writers warn against the 
dangers of commonly employed remedies include surgical procedures (e.g.
On Joints chs. 42 and 44, L IV 182. 13ff., 188. 1ff. as well as those noted in 
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Whatever the physical results of therapies may have been,
often the psychological effects and preconceptions were as
important or more important. The extra dimension provided
by the fact that temple medicine came under the aegis of
Asclepius and Apollo certainly weighed with many. Aelius
Aristides himself evidently enjoyed an iron constitution—to
judge from the way he survived even the most rigorous thera-
pies that he undertook on the god’s orders. But it was his
unshakeable belief that he was special, and specially favoured
by the gods, that bolsters him in the darkest moments of his
illnesses.

This is not to ignore the differences that existed between
healing in different modes. If recourse to diet and drugs was
common to most traditions, the Hippocratic surgical treatises
show that specialists developed a variety of techniques for
dealing with fractures and dislocations, not all of which were
as drastic as the use of the Hippocratic bench could be, and
several stand comparison with modern orthopaedic pro-
cedures. But if we try to understand the continuing pluralism
of medicine in the Graeco-Roman world, it is as well to appre-
ciate that the competition in persuasion was for their patients’
minds and related as much to what they could be got to believe
as to obviously verifiable results. The effects of a given treat-
ment were always a matter of interpretation, where there
would be plenty of room for disagreement among different
practitioners as to why the patient died or recovered.

Although a fundamental gap opened up between those who
thought the divine was involved directly in diseases and their
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Ch. 3 n. 7, and cf. above n. 11), drugs (e.g. Dioscorides 5. 104–5), excessive
and inappropriate exercise (Epidemics VI 3. 18, L V 302. 1ff., cf. Plato,
Republic 406a–c on Herodicus), and the use of what was called a ‘starvation
diet’, limoktonia (On Regimen III 71, CMG I 2 4, 204. 10, criticized, for
instance, in On Regimen in Acute Diseases, ch. 11 Littré II 310. 1ff., 316.
9ff., chs. 39–44 Jones). Even the Methodists, who avoided drastic remedies
in principle, and criticized some of those used in mental cases in particular,
give a limited endorsement to some harsh measures to ‘cure’ madness
(Caelius Aurelianus On Chronic Diseases I 144ff., 155ff., 171ff.). See Lloyd
1987, 19ff., 25ff., 68ff. 
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cures, and those who denied that, we have seen that there was,
in practice, considerable overlap both in the remedies used
and in the discourse employed to justify them. Temple medi-
cine adopted many of the therapies lay doctors used. Both tra-
ditions aimed to foretell the courses of diseases, and both used
dreams as diagnostic tools, even though differences remained
as to whether they were sent from the gods, or merely indica-
tors of physical disturbances in the body.

On the patients’ side of the equation, there were no doubt
those who were convinced by the naturalists’ arguments, just
as there were many who doubted divination. Some may well
have been relieved that those arguments implied the denial of
the view that diseases were punishments sent by the gods for
some offence that you yourself, or your ancestors, had com-
mitted. But just as many, if not more, were led to seek the pro-
tection of the gods—in disease as in other matters—putting
their trust in their own piety and their use of traditional ritu-
als to placate the gods or otherwise to negotiate a deal with
them. The naturalists could point to the increased knowledge
of anatomy that came from the use of the methods that some
of them, at least, favoured. Some might further argue that
their own research extended knowledge in such matters as the
properties and effects of drugs. The supernaturalists were not
short of apparent successes that they could chalk up to the
efficacy of prayer. At least there is no reason to believe that
every patient in the temples succumbed to their diseases, any
more than there is to credit the 100 per cent success rate
claimed in the inscriptions the priests set up to advertise the
power of the god. And who was to say that those who survived
and were cured owed that to the gods or to nature?

The struggle was for the beliefs of patients, then, and in the
wider battle, the arguments between belief and agnosticism,
and between different modes of belief, were complex and
more evenly balanced than we might suppose, at least until
the third century. Then, however, the institutionalization of
Christianity, when it was adopted as the official religion of the
Roman emperor, added a new and eventually in many
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respects decisive factor. I shall have more to say on this in the
Epilogue.

The question of the relevance of the gods takes me to my
final source, for whom we need to go back in time, to the first
century . Lucretius is in many respects an exceptional
writer, an Epicurean who chose to advocate that philosophy
in poetry. On two separate occasions in his poem, 1. 936ff. 
[T 8.8] and 4. 11ff., he represents the poetry as like the honey
on a cup of bitter medicine that will persuade children to
drink it down. That immediately suggests—what will be our
main theme—the therapeutic function of his philosophy.

The poem, On the Nature of Things, ends with some 200
lines devoted to disease, first Lucretius’ explanation of its ori-
gins and causes and then his account of the plague that struck
Athens in the Peloponnesian War. From one point of view
this is just what we should expect, in that Epicureanism was
all about providing people with the knowledge that would free
them from fear, particularly of fear that the gods are at work
in the world. So naturally an explanation of diseases, how they
vary from one climate to another, how the ‘seeds of disease’ as
Lucretius calls them, may be transported from place to place
in the air or in the water, affecting animals as well as humans,
all that is understandable in terms of Lucretius’ programme.

Yet the graphic detail of the plague at Athens, where
Lucretius goes over and elaborates the material in Thucydi-
des (and it may well be other sources) provides an unexpected
culmination of the poem. Nor can we dismiss the problem 
on the grounds that the poem was left unfinished at his death.
When we think that Lucretius’ message is supposed to be one
of consolation, it is striking that he should have ended his
poem with the story of the total despair to which the plague
reduced the Athenians, their despondency (6. 1156ff. [T 8.9],
1230ff.), the failure of ordinary doctors (1179ff.), the filling 
of the temples and the sanctuaries with the bodies of the dead
(1272). Why should he have left his readers, at the end, with
this bleak, sustained, description of human miseries?

Yet on reflection we can see that this is the perfect, or at
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least the most powerful, conclusion that there could be.
Although the message is left implicit, it is clear. Despair at
disease is precisely what ordinary mortals suffer, if they have
not learned the lessons of Epicurus (as the Athenians when
that plague struck—before Epicurus himself lived—were cer-
tainly in no position to do). What seems like misery, pain,
unbearable suffering, is not. Epicurus tells us that death itself
is ‘nothing to us’, and that the Epicurean sage is happy even
on the rack, under torture that is. In a letter that Epicurus is
purported to have written on the final day of his life, he refers
to his suffering from strangury and dysentery, and yet
describes the day as blissful and talks of the joy that his mem-
ories of his conversations with his friends give him.¹³ The
message is like that of the Stoics, though with a very different
doctrinal underpinning, namely that philosophy is the key to
happiness. With philosophy you are safe, immune to the
apparent ills that surround and afflict you. Philosophy, in
other words, is the supreme therapy.¹⁴

Once again we see the power of the discourse of health and
disease. If philosophy is the true therapy, what it cures you of
is disturbance in your soul. But disturbances in the soul, those
that affect your body, even those that the state may suffer
from, are all ills from which you need release. Lucretius joins
the long list of writers for whom disease is not limited to what
affects your body, except that now he finesses the idea that
either disease or death is truly evil. Philosophy is the
sovereign remedy, one that can make you immune to every
kind of ill, both real and imaginary. Or so the claim was.

¹³ Diogenes Laertius 10. 22, Long and Sedley 1987, 24. 
¹⁴ Porphyry, To Marcella 31, Long and Sedley 1987, 25, cites Epicurus:

‘Empty are the words of that philosopher who offers therapy for no human
suffering. For just as there is no use in medical expertise if it does not give
therapy for bodily diseases, so too there is no use in philosophy if it does not
expel the suffering of the soul.’
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CHAPTER 8  TEXTS

8.1 Celsus, On Medicine I Prooemium 39
Neque quaerendum esse quomodo spiremus, sed quid gravem et
tardum spiritum expediat; neque quid venas moveat, sed quid
quaeque motus genera significent. Haec autem cognosci experi-
mentis. Et in omnibus eiusmodi cogitationibus in utramque partem
disseri posse; itaque ingenium et facundiam vincere, morbos autem
non eloquentia sed remediis curari. Quae si quis elinguis usu dis-
creta bene norit, hunc aliquanto maiorem medicum futurum, quam
si sine usu linguam suam excoluerit.

8.2 Galen, On The Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato
IV, 240.11–242.11

Ka≥ g¤r oÛ kat¤ taıta mÎnon aÛtÏß ‰aut‘ diafvretai faner0ß, åll¤

kåpeid¤n Ëp†r t0n kat¤ tÏ p3qoß Ørism0n gr3fwn £logÎn te ka≥ par¤

f»sin k≤nhsin yuc[ß aÛtÏ f3sk7 ka≥ pleon3zousan Ørm&n, e”ta tÏ m†n

£logon ƒxhgo»menoß tÏ cwr≥ß lÎgou te ka≥ kr≤sewß ejr[sqai f3sk7, t[ß

d† pleonazo»shß Ørm[ß par3deigma toŸß trvcontaß sfodr0ß para-

lamb3n7: taut≥ g¤r åmfÎtera m3cetai t‘ kr≤seiß e”nai t¤ p3qh. ejsÎmeqa

d’ ƒnargvsteron aÛt¤ß t¤ß Â&seiß aÛtoı paragr3yanteß: πcei d’ Ó m†n

‰tvra tÎnde tÏn trÎpon: “de∏ d† pr0ton ƒntequm[sqai Òti tÏ logikÏn z‘on

åkolouqhtikÏn f»sei ƒst≥ t‘ lÎg8 ka≥ kat¤ tÏn lÎgon „ß #n ÓgemÎna

praktikÎn. poll3kiß mvntoi ka≥ £llwß fvretai ƒp≤ tina ka≥ åpÎ tinwn

åpeiq0ß t‘ lÎg8 ∑qo»menon ƒp≥ ple∏on, kaq’ ©n for¤n åmfÎteroi πcousin

oÈ Òroi, t[ß par¤ f»sin kin&sewß ålÎgwß o\twß ginomvnhß ka≥ toı ƒn ta∏ß

Ørma∏ß pleonasmoı. tÏ g¤r £logon tout≥ lhptvon åpeiq†ß lÎg8 ka≥

åpestrammvnon tÏn lÎgon, kaq’ ©n for¤n ka≥ ƒn t‘ πqei tin3ß famen

∑qe∏sqai ka≥ ålÎgwß fvresqai £neu lÎgou 〈ka≥〉 kr≤sewß: 〈oÛ g¤r〉 „ß 

ej dihmarthmvnwß fvretai ka≥ parid*n ti kat¤ tÏn lÎgon, taıt’ ƒpi-

shmainÎmeqa, åll¤ m3lista kaq’ ©n Ëpogr3fei for3n, oÛ pefukÎtoß toı

logikoı z=ou kine∏sqai o\twß kat¤ t¶n yuc&n, åll¤ kat¤ tÏn lÎgon.”
<H m†n oˆn ‰tvra t0n toı Crus≤ppou Â&sewn ƒxhgoumvnh tÏn prÎteron

t0n Òrwn toı p3qouß ƒntauqo∏ teleut9. t¶n d’ ËpÎloipon ƒn µ tÏn 1teron

Òron ƒxhge∏tai gegrammvnhn ƒfex[ß t∫de kat¤ tÏ pr0ton s»ggramma

Per≥ paq0n ‡dh soi paraq&somai: “kat¤ toıto d† ka≥ Ø pleonasmÏß t[ß
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CHAPTER 8  TEXTS

8.1 Celsus, On Medicine I Prooemium 39
Nor do we have any need to inquire into how we breathe, but what
relieves difficult and laboured breathing: nor what may move the
blood-vessels, but what the various types of movement signify. This
is to be learnt through experiences. And in all theorising of such 
a kind it is possible to argue on either side, and so cleverness and
fluency may win the victory. But it is not by eloquence but by
remedies that diseases are cured. A man of few words who learns by
practice to discern well would make an altogether better doctor than
one who, unpractised, cultivates his tongue excessively.

8.2 Galen, On The Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato
IV, 240.11–242.11

These are not the only definitions in which he clearly contradicts
himself. He does so also in his accoount of the definitions of affec-
tion, when he says that affection is an irrational and unnatural move-
ment of the soul and an excessive conation, then says, in explaining
‘irrational’, that it means ‘without reason and judgment’ and takes
as a model of excessive conation persons who are running hard.
These are both in conflict with the statement that affections are
judgments. We shall see this more clearly when we have quoted his
own words. The first passage is as follows: ‘First one must keep in
mind that the rational animal is by nature such as to follow reason
and to act with reason as his guide. But often he moves in another
way toward some things and away from some things in disobedience
to reason when he is pushed too much. Both definitions refer to this
movement; the unnatural motion arises irrationally in this way, and
also the excess in the conations. For this irrationality must be under-
stood as disobedient to reason and rejecting it; and with reference to
this motion we say in ordinary usage that some persons are pushed
and moved irrationally, without reason and judgment. For when we
use these expressions it is not as if a person is carried away by error
and from a misapprehension of something that is in accord with
reason; we use them most of all with reference to the movement that
he describes, since it is not the nature of a rational animal to move
thus in his soul, but in accordance with reason.’

The first passage from Chrysippus, expounding the first of the
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Ørm[ß e÷rhtai, di¤ tÏ t¶n kaq’ aËtoŸß ka≥ fusik¶n t0n Ørm0n sum-

metr≤an Ëperba≤nein. gvnoito d’ £n tÏ legÎmenon di¤ to»twn gnwrim*teron,

oÍon ƒp≥ toı pore»esqai kaq’ Ørm¶n oÛ pleon3zei Ó t0n skel0n k≤nhsiß

åll¤ sunapart≤zei ti t∫ Ørm∫ ¿ste ka≥ st[nai, Òtan ƒqvl7, ka≥ meta-

b3llein. ƒp≥ d† t0n trecÎntwn kaq’ Ørm¶n oÛkvti toioıton g≤netai, åll¤

pleon3zei par¤ t¶n Ørm¶n Ó t0n skel0n k≤nhsiß ¿ste ƒkfvresqai ka≥ m¶

metab3llein eÛpeiq0ß o\twß eÛqŸß ƒnarxamvnwn. aÍß o”ma≤ ti para-

pl&sion ka≥ ƒp≥ t0n Ørm0n g≤nesqai di¤ tÏ t¶n kat¤ lÎgon Ëperba≤nein

summetr≤an, ¿sq’ Òtan Ørm9 m¶ eÛpeiq0ß πcein prÏß aÛtÎn, ƒp≥ m†n toı

drÎmou toı pleonasmoı legomvnou par¤ t¶n Ørm¶n, ƒp≥ d† t[ß Ørm[ß par¤

tÏn lÎgon. summetr≤a g3r ƒsti fusik[ß Ørm[ß Ó kat¤ tÏn lÎgon ka≥ 1wß

toso»tou, [ka≥] 1wß aÛtÏß åxio∏. diÏ d¶ ka≥ t[ß Ëperb3sewß kat¤ toıto

ka≥ o\twß ginomvnhß pleon3zous3 te Ørm¶ lvgetai e”nai ka≥ par¤ f»sin

ka≥ £logoß k≤nhsiß yuc[ß.”

8.3 Galen, On The Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato
V, 296.18–27

∞En to»toiß tÏn Poseid*nion ƒpain0 m†n Òti to∏ß Ëgia≤nousi s*masin

Ømo≤wß πcein fhs≥ t¤ß t0n fa»lwn yuc¤ß Òtan πxw paq0n kaqest&kwsin,

oÛk ƒpain0 d† nÎson ønom3zonta t¶n toia»thn kat3stasin. ƒcr[n g3r,

e÷per ørq0ß e÷kaze, t¤ß m†n t0n spouda≤wn yuc¤ß Ømo≤wß πcein f3nai to∏ß

åpaqvsi s*masin, e÷t’ oˆn ƒstin e÷t’ oÛk πstin tin¤ toiaıta, perittÏn g¤r

„ß prÏß t¶n prokeimvnhn ejkÎna diaskvptesqai toıto, t¤〈ß〉 d† t0n

prokoptÎntwn to∏ß eÛektiko∏ß, t¤ß d† t0n metr≤wn åndr0n to∏ß Ëgia≤nousi

cwr≥ß eÛex≤aß, t¤ß d† t0n poll0n te ka≥ fa»lwn to∏ß ƒp≥ smikr9 prof3sei

nosoısi, t¤ß d† t0n ørgizomvnwn ∂ qumoumvnwn ∂ Òlwß ƒn p3qei tin≥

kaqest*twn to∏ß ‡dh nosoısin.
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definitions of affection, ends here. The remaining passage, in which
he expounds the second definition, comes next after this in the first
book On the Affections; I shall now place it before you. ‘In this 
context we have spoken also of excess of conation, because their
conations exceed the measure that accords with themselves and 
with nature. My meaning would be made clearer by the following
examples. When a man walks in accordance with a conation, the
motion of his legs is not excessive but is in some way commensurate
with the conation, so that he may stop when he wishes, or change his
pace. But when persons run in accordance with a conation, this sort
of thing no longer happens. The movement of the legs exceeds the
conation, so that they are carried away and do not obediently change
their pace (as they did before) the moment they set out to do so. 
I think that something similar to these [movements of the legs] 
happens also in conations because of an excess beyond the rational
measure, so that when a man exercises the conation he is not obedi-
ent to reason; and whereas the excess in running is termed contrary
to the conation, the excess in conation is termed contrary to reason.
For the proper measure of natural conation is that which is con-
formable to reason and which goes only so far as reason thinks right.
Therefore when excess arises in this respect and under these con-
ditions, it is said to be an excessive conation and an unnatural and
irrational movement of the soul.’

8.3 Galen, On The Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato
V, 296.18–27

In this passage I commend Posidonius for stating that the souls of
inferior persons, when free from affections, are like healthy bodies;
but I do not approve his calling such a state a disease. If the com-
parison were properly made, the souls of virtuous men ought to be
compared to bodies immune to disease, whether any such bodies
exist or not—for that inquiry is not germane to the analogy now
before us—;the souls of those progressing in virtue should be com-
pared to bodies of robust constitution, souls of intermediate persons
to bodies that are healthy without being robust, souls of the multi-
tude of ordinary men to bodies that become ill at a slight cause, and
souls of men who are angry or enraged or in any affected state what-
ever to bodies that are actually diseased.
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8.4 Galen, That the Faculties of the Soul Follow the Mixtures 
of the Body ch. 9

¿ste swfron&santeß [ka≥] nın goın oÈ duscera≤nonteß, 〈Òti〉 trof¶

d»natai toŸß m†n 〈swfronestvrouß, toŸß d’ åkolastotvrouß ƒrg3zesqai

ka≥ toŸß m†n〉 ƒgkratestvrouß, toŸß d’ åkratestvrouß ka≥ qarsalvouß ka≥

deiloŸß Ómvrouß te ka≥ pr5ouß ƒristiko»ß te ka≥ filone≤kouß, Ókvtwsan

prÎß me maqhsÎmenoi, t≤na m†n ƒsq≤ein aÛtoŸß cr&, t≤na d† p≤nein. e÷ß te

g¤r t¶n ]qik¶n filosof≤an øn&sontai mvgista ka≥ prÏß ta»t7 kat¤ t¤ß

toı logistikoı dun3meiß ƒpid*sousin ejß året¶n sunet*teroi ka≥

mnhmonik*teroi genÎmenoi.

8.5 Galen, On The Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato
V, 302. 17–30

>Esti g¤r Ó nÎsoß ånwtvrw ka≥ kaqÎlou m$llon ∂ „ß mikrÏn πmprosqen

e÷rhtai. peril3bwmen oˆn aÛt[ß t¶n πnnoian: Ó toı f»sei suggenoıß πk

tinoß 〈diafor$ß〉 diaf〈q〉or3: o\twß g¤r ƒn Sofist∫ Pl3twn „r≤sato. 

Òti d’ ånwt3tw t’ ƒst≥n Ó åpÎdeixiß ~de ka≥ p3saß t¤ß kat¤ mvroß nÎsouß

åkrib0ß ƒpilamb3nei, t3ß te t[ß yuc[ß Óm0n ka≥ t¤ß toı s*matoß ka≥ t¤ß

ƒn to∏ß £lloiß z=oiß te ka≥ futo∏ß, ‡dh d† kån ta∏ß pÎlesin Òlaiß, oÛ

calepÏn katamaqe∏n. o\tw g¤r o”mai ka≥ t¤ß stasiazo»saß pÎleiß

ƒmful≤8 polvm8 nose∏n ƒn ‰auta∏ß lvgomen, „ß #n ejß m3chn åfigmvnwn

t0n ƒn aÛta∏ß f»sei suggen0n. a\th m†n Ó genikwt3th nÎsou p3shß

πnnoia. t0n d’ Åploust3twn mor≤wn Ó prÏß £llhla st3siß ¬tton ta»thß

ƒst≥ genik&, ka≥ ta»thß πq’ ¬tton ƒpeid¤n qerm0n ka≥ yucr0n ka≥ xhr0n

ka≥ Ëgr0n åmetr≤a tiß e”nai lvghtai. s*matoß g¤r a\th ge mÎnou ka≥

oÛdenÏß t0n £llwn ƒst≥ nÎsoß, ¿sper ge ka≥ Ó toı logistikoı st3siß

oÛdenÏß t0n £llwn ƒst≥ pl¶n yuc[ß nÎsoß.

8.6 Aelius Aristides, Sacred Tales 47. 62–3, 65–7

ka≥ g≤gnetai fıma åp’ årc[ß oÛdemi$ß faner$ß tÏ m†n pr0ton oÍon £n t8

ka≥ £ll8 gvnoito, πpeita pro[lqen ejß Ôgkon ƒxa≤sion, ka≥ Ò te boub°n

mestÏß Án ka≥ p3nta ƒx=dei, ka≥ ød»nai parhkolo»qoun deina≥ ka≥ puretÏß

πstin 4ß Ómvraß. ƒntaıqa oÈ m†n jatro≥ p3saß fwn¤ß ]f≤esan, oÈ m†n

tvmnein, oÈ d† ƒpik3ein farm3koiß, ∂ p3ntwß de∏n ËpÎpuon genÎmenon

diafqar[nai. Ø d† qeÏß t¶n ƒnant≤an ƒt≤qeto, åntvcein ka≥ trvfein tÏn

Ôgkon: ka≥ dhlad¶ oÛc aJresiß Án ∂ t0n jatr0n åko»ein ∂ toı qeoı. Ø d†

Ôgkoß πti ƒp≥ m$llon çreto ka≥ Án åpor≤a poll&. t0n d† f≤lwn oÈ m†n
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8.4 Galen, That the Faculties of the Soul Follow the Mixtures 
of the Body ch. 9

So it would be wise of my opponents—those men who are unhappy
at the idea that nourishment has this power to make men more or less
temperate, more or less continent, brave or cowardly, soft and gentle
or violent and quarrelsome—to come to me even now and receive
instruction on their diet. They would derive enormous benefit from
this in their command of ethics; and the improvement in their intel-
lectual faculties, too, would have an effect on their virtue, as they
acquired greater powers of understanding and memory.

8.5 Galen, On The Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato
V, 302. 17–30

Disease is a higher and more general term than was indicated by the
statement I made a moment ago. Let us therefore give a compre-
hensive definition of the concept: it is ‘the destruction of what is by
nature congenial as a result of some dissension’. That was Plato’s
definition in the Sophist. It is not difficult to ascertain that this 
formulation is at a higher level and accurately covers all particular
diseases, those of our soul, those of our body, those found in other
animals and plants, and even those of whole cities. Thus we say, I
believe, that cities divided by civil war are internally diseased, as
though their components, congenial by nature, had come to blows.
This is the most generic concept of all disease. The mutual conflict
of the simplest parts is less generic than this, and still less generic is
the statement that disease is a lack of proportion of things hot, cold,
dry and wet. For this (last) is disease of the body 0nly, and of
nothing else, just as the conflict of the rational is disease of nothing
but the soul.

8.6 Aelius Aristides, Sacred Tales 47. 62–3, 65–7
(62) And a tumor grew from no apparent cause, at first as it might be
for anyone else, and next it increased to an extraordinary size, and
my groin was distended, and everything was swollen and terrible
pains ensued, and a fever for some days. At this point, the doctors
cried out all sorts of things, some said surgery, some said cauteriza-
tion by drug, or that an infection would arise and I must surely die.
(63) But the god gave a contrary opinion and told me to endure and
foster the growth. And clearly there was no choice between listening
to the doctors or to the god. But the growth increased even more,
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ƒqa»mazon t¶n karter≤an, oÈ d† ƒnek3loun „ß l≤an ‹panta ƒp≥ to∏ß

øne≤rasin poioumvn8, tin†ß d† ka≥ „ß £tolmon ƒp7ti0nto, ƒpeid¶ oÛ

pare∏con tvmnein oÛd’ aˆ farm3kwn ]neicÎmhn. Ø d’ aˆ qeÏß di¤ tvlouß

ånte∏cen kele»wn fvrein tÏ parÎn, p3ntwß g¤r aÛtÏ Ëp†r swthr≤aß e”nai:

e”nai g¤r toı Âe»matoß to»tou t¤ß phg¤ß £nw, toŸß d† khpouroŸß to»touß

oÛk ejdvnai toŸß øcetoŸß µ cr¶ trvpein.

Poll¤ m†n oˆn ka≥ par3doxa ƒpet3cqhmen: —n d† åpomnhmone»w, drÎmoß

tv ƒstin n πdei drame∏n ånupÎdhton ceim0noß ¿r6, ka≥ p3lin Èppas≤a,

pragm3twn åpor*taton, ka≤ ti ka≥ toioıton mvmnhmai. toı g¤r limvnoß

kuma≤nontoß ƒx ånvmou libÏß ka≥ t0n plo≤wn tarattomvnwn πdei

diaple»santa ejß tÏ åntipvraß mvlitoß ka≥ druÏß bal3nwn fagÎnta

ƒmvsai, ka≥ g≤gnetai d¶ k3qarsiß ƒntel&ß. p3nta d† taıta ƒn åkm∫ t[ß

flegmon[ß oÇshß ƒpr3tteto ka≥ d¶ prÏß aÛtÏn ånacwro»shß tÏn ømfalÎn.

tvloß d† Ø Swt&r shma≤nei t[ß aÛt[ß nuktÏß taÛtÏn ƒmo≤ te ka≥ t‘

trofe∏—peri[n g¤r d¶ tÎte Ø Z*simoß—, ¿ste ƒg° m†n πpempon ƒke≤n8

fr3swn 4 ejrhk°ß e÷h Ø qeÎß, Ø d’ åp&nta fr3swn aÛtÎß moi 4 ]khkÎei toı

qeoı. Án dv ti f3rmakon o˜ t¤ m†n kaq’ 1kasta oÛ mvmnhmai, Ål0n d† Òti

mete∏cen: „ß d† ƒpep3samen, πrrei d¶ tacŸ toı Ôgkou tÏ ple∏ston, ka≥ ‹ma

18 par[san oÈ ƒpit&deioi ca≤ronteß met¤ åpist≤aß. ƒnteıqen d† ‡dh t0n

m†n ƒgklhm3twn ƒpa»santo oÈ jatro≥ ka≥ ƒqa»mazon Ëperfu0ß ƒf’

‰k3st8 toı qeoı t¶n prÎnoian, ka≥ „ß 1terÎn ti £ra Án me∏zon,  l3qr6

j$to, tÏ d† toı kÎlpou t≤na #n trÎpon katasta≤h dieskopoınto:

8.7 Aelius Aristides, Sacred Tales 48. 39–43

tvwß m†n oˆn ånte∏con oÛd†n ¬tton t[ß t0n £llwn swthr≤aß ∂ t[ß ƒmautoı

pronoo»menoß, πpeita ƒpvteinvn te Ó nÎsoß ka≥ katel&fqhn ËpÏ deinoı

purÏß col[ß panto≤aß, © sunec0ß n»kta ka≥ Ómvran ]n*clei, ka≥ t[ß

trof[ß åpekekle≤mhn ka≥ Ó d»namiß katelvluto. ka≥ oÈ jatro≥ åf≤stanto

ka≥ teleut0nteß åpvgnwsan pant3pasin, ka≥ dihggvlqh „ß ojchsomvnou

aÛt≤ka. tÏ mvntoi toı <Om&rou kån to»toiß e”peß #n tÏ “nÎoß ge m†n πmpe-

doß Áen”: o\tw parhkolo»qoun ƒmaut‘, ¿sper #n £ll8 tin≤, ka≥

«sqanÎmhn Ëpole≤pontoß aje≥ toı s*matoß, 1wß ejß toÇscaton Álqon.
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and there was much dismay. Some of my friends marveled at my
endurance, others criticized me because I acted too much on acount
of dreams, and some even blamed me for being cowardly, since I
neither permitted surgery nor again suffered any cauterizing drugs.
But the god remained firm throughout and ordered me to bear up
with the present circumstances. He said that this was wholly for my
safety, for the source of this discharge was located above, and these
gardeners did not know where they ought to turn the channels.

(65) We were ordered to do many strange things. Of what I remem-
ber, there was a race, which it was necessary to run unshod in winter
time. And again horse back riding, a most difficult matter. And I
also remember some such thing. When the harbor was stormy from
a southwest wind and the boats were being tossed about, I had to sail
across to the opposite side, and having eaten honey and acorns, to
vomit, and so the purge was complete. All these things were done
while the inflamed tumor was at its worst and was spreading right up
to my navel. (66) Finally the Saviour indicated on the same night the
same thing to me and to my foster father—for Zosimus was then
alive—, so that I sent to him to tell him what the god had said, but he
himself came to see me to tell me what he had heard from the god.
There was a certain drug, whose particulars I do not remember,
except that it contained salt. When we applied this, most of the
growth quickly disappeared, and at dawn my friends were present,
happy and incredulous. (67) From here on, the doctors stopped
their criticisms, expressed extraordinary admiration for the provi-
dence of the god in each particular, and said that it was some other
greater disease, which he secretly cured. But they considered how
the loose skin might be restored to normal.

8.7 Aelius Aristides, Sacred Tales 48. 39–43
(39) Meanwhile I persisted in my concern for the safety of the
others, no less than for my own. Then the disease increased and I
was attacked by the terrible burning of a bilious mixture, which
troubled me continuously day and night, and I was prevented from
taking nourishment and my strength failed. And the doctors gave 
up and finally despaired entirely, and it was announced that I would
die immediately. However even here you could use that Homeric
phrase, ‘Still his mind was firm’. Thus I was conscious of myself as
if I were another person, and I perceived my body ever slipping
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toio»twn d† Ôntwn πtucon m†n ejß tÏ e÷sw tetrammvnoß t[ß kl≤nhß, πdoxa

d† „ß Ônar: aÛtÏ d† Án £ra Ó l»siß: πdoxa d† ka≥ d¶ ƒp≥ tvlei toı dr3matoß

e”nai ka≥ toŸß ƒmb3taß åpot≤qesqai ka≥ t¤ß krhp∏daß metal&yesqai toı

patrÎß. kån to»toiß Ônta strvfei me Ø Swt¶r !sklhpiÏß t¶n ejß tÏ πxw

strof¶n ƒxa≤fnhß. πpeita oÛ polŸ \steron Ó !qhn$ fa≤netai t&n te ajg≤da

πcousa ka≥ tÏ k3lloß ka≥ tÏ mvgeqoß ka≥ s»mpan d¶ sc[ma oJaper Ó

!q&nhsin Ó Feid≤ou. åp0zen d† ka≥ t[ß ajg≤doß Òti ~diston ka≥ Án khr‘

tini prosfer&ß, qaumast¶ ka≥ a\th tÏ k3lloß ka≥ tÏ mvgeqoß. ƒfa≤neto

m†n d¶ mÎn8 st$sa katantikrŸ ka≥ Òqen aÛt¶n „ß k3llista πmellon

Ôyesqai. ƒg° d† ƒpede≤knun ka≥ to∏ß paroısin—d»o d’ ‡sthn t0n f≤lwn

ka≥ trofÎß—bo0n ka≥ ønom3zwn t¶n !qhn$n Òti ‰st&koi te aÛt¶

åpantikrŸ ka≥ dialvgoito, ka≥ t¶n ajg≤da åpede≤knun: oÈ d’ oÛk e”con Ò ti

cr¶sointo, åll’ ]pÎroun te ka≥ ƒdedo≤kesan m¶ paralhr0n £ra tugc3nw,

pr≤n ge d¶ t&n te d»namin sune*rwn ånaferomvnhn ka≥ t0n lÎgwn ‡kou-

san —n ‡kousa par¤ t[ß qeoı. ka≥ πstin 4 mvmnhmai toi3de. ånem≤mn7skv

me t[ß ∞Odusse≤aß ka≥ πfasken oÛ m»qouß e”nai taıta, tekma≤resqai d†

cr[nai ka≥ to∏ß paroısin. de∏n oˆn kartere∏n, e”nai d’ aÛtÏn p3ntwß ka≥

tÏn ∞Odussva ka≥ tÏn Thlvmacon ka≥ de∏n aËt‘ bohqe∏n: ka≥ £lla toioutÎ-

tropa ‡kousa. o\twß ƒf3nh te Ó qeÏß ka≥ paremuq&sato ka≥ ånvswsen ka≥

d¶ ke≤menon ka≥ t0n ejß t¶n teleut¶n oÛdenÏß πti ƒlle≤ponta. ka≥ d[ta

eÛq»ß me ejs[lqen kl»smati cr&sasqai mvlitoß !ttikoı, ka≥ ƒgvneto

k3qarsiß col[ß. ka≥ met¤ taıta ¬ken j3mata ka≥ trofa≤: pr0ton m†n

¬par, o”mai, chnÏß met¤ t¶n poll¶n åpÎrrhsin prÏß ‹panta t¤ sit≤a,

πpeita Ëe≤ou ti Ëpogastr≤ou.

8.8 Lucretius, De Rerum Natura 1. 936–50
sed veluti pueris absinthia taetra medentes
cum dare conantur, prius oras pocula circum
contingunt mellis dulci flavoque liquore,
ut puerorum aetas inprovida ludificetur
labrorum tenus, interea perpotet amarum 940
absinthi laticem deceptaque non capiatur,
sed potius tali pacto recreata valescat,
sic ego nunc, quoniam haec ratio plerumque videtur
tristior esse quibus non est tractata, retroque
volgus abhorret ab hac, volui tibi suaviloquenti 945
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away, until I was near death. (40) During these circumstances I hap-
pened to have turned to the inside of my bed. I seemed, as it were in a
dream—it was then the end—I seemed even to be at the conclusion of
the play and to put aside my buskins, and to be going to take my father’s
shoes. And while I was about this, Asclepius, the Saviour, turned me
suddenly to the outside. (41) Then not much later, Athena appeared
with her aegis and the beauty and magnitude and the whole form of 
the Athena of Phidias in Athens. There was also a scent from the aegis
as sweet as could be, and it was like wax, and it too was marvelous in
beauty and magnitude. She appeared to me alone, standing before me,
even from where I would behold her as well as possible. I also pointed
her out to those present—they were two of my friends and my foster
sister—and I cried out and I named her Athena, saying that she
stood before me and spoke to me, and I pointed out the aegis. They
did not know what they should do, but were at a loss, and were afraid
that I had become delirious, until they saw that my strength was
being restored and heard the words which I had heard from the god-
dess. And I remember the following: (42) She reminded me of The
Odyssey and said that these were not idle tales, but that this could be
judged even by the present circumstances. It was necessary to persevere.
I myself was indeed both Odysseus and Telemachus, and she must help
me. And I heard other things of this sort. Thus the goddess appeared
and consoled me, and saved me, while I was in my sick bed and
nothing was wanting for my death. (43) And it immediately
occurred to me to have an enema of Attic honey, and there was 
a purge of my bile. And after this came drugs and nourishment.
First, I think, goose liver after much refusal of all food. Then some
sausage.

8.8 Lucretius, De Rerum Natura 1. 936–50
[B]ut as with children, when physicians try to administer rank
wormwood, they first touch the rims about the cups with the sweet
yellow fluid of honey, that unthinking childhood be deluded as far as
the lips, and meanwhile may drink up the bitter juice of wormwood,
and though beguiled be not betrayed, but rather by such means be
restored and regain health, so now do I: since this doctrine com-
monly seems somewhat harsh to those who have not used it, and the
people shrink back from it, I have chosen to set forth my doctrine to
you in sweet-speaking Pierian song, and as it were to touch it with
the Muses’ delicious honey, if by chance in such a way I might
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carmine Pierio rationem exponere nostram
et quasi musaeo dulci contingere melle,
si tibi forte animum tali ratione tenere
versibus in nostris possem, dum perspicis omnem
naturam rerum qua constet compta figura. 950

8.9 Lucretius, De Rerum Natura 6. 1156–81
atque animi prorsum tum vires totius, omne
languebat corpus leti iam limine in ipso.
intolerabilibusque malis erat anxius angor
adsidue comes et gemitu commixta querella.
singultusque frequens noctem per saepe diemque 1160
corripere adsidue nervos et membra coactans
dissoluebat eos, defessos ante, fatigans.

Nec nimio cuiquam posses ardore tueri
corporis in summo summam fervescere partem,
sed potius tepidum manibus proponere tactum 1165
et simul ulceribus quasi inustis omne rubere
corpus, ut est per membra sacer dum diditur ignis.
intima pars hominum vero flagrabat ad ossa,
flagrabat stomacho flamma ut fornacibus intus.
nil adeo posses cuiquam leve tenveque membris 1170
vertere in utilitatem, at ventum et frigora semper.
in fluvios partim gelidos ardentia morbo
membra dabant nudum iacientes corpus in undas.
multi praecipites lymphis putealibus alte
inciderunt, ipso venientes ore patente: 1175
insedabiliter sitis arida, corpora mersans,
aequabat multum parvis umoribus imbrem.

Nec requies erat ulla mali: defessa iacebant
corpora. mussabat tacito medicina timore,
quippe patentia cum totiens ardentia morbis 1180
lumina versarent oculorum expertia somno.
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engage your mind in my verses, while you are learning to see in what
shape is framed the whole nature of things.

8.9 Lucretius, De Rerum Natura 6. 1156–81
And then all the powers of the mind, the whole body, grew faint,
being now on the very threshold of death. These intolerable suffer-
ings were ever attended by torments of anxiety and laments mingled
with moans. Retching persisted often through night and day, con-
stantly causing cramps in the muscles and limbs, which quite broke
them up, wearying those who were already wearied out.

Yet you could not perceive the outermost part of the body of any-
one to be burning with excessive heat on the surface, but rather to
give forth a sensation of warmth to the hand, and at the same time to
be red all over with ulcers as it were burnt into it, like when the
accursed fire spreads abroad over the limbs. But the inward parts in
men burnt to the bones; a flame burnt in the stomach as in a furnace.
There was nothing so light or thin that you could turn it to use for
their bodies; only wind and cold always. Some cast their frame
burning with the plague into cool streams, throwing the body naked
into the waters. Many fell headlong from a height into wells of
water, which they struck first with gaping mouth as they came. Dry
thirst beyond all quenching drenched their bodies, and made a flood
of water no more than a drop.

Nor was there any rest from pain: outwearied the bodies lay.
Medicine muttered below her breath, scared into silence, because
no doubt they so often rolled their staring eyes, fiery with the plague
and knowing no sleep.
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9

Epilogue

The account of Graeco-Roman ideas and attitudes towards
disease that I have presented in these studies is very different
from those histories that are limited to medicine in the strict
sense, let alone from those that put the emphasis, within that
field, on the achievements and discoveries of the ancients.
There were indeed, as I explained, advances in knowledge of
the internal structure of the body and on other subjects. But
there was certainly no triumphant victory of naturalistic med-
icine over those traditional varieties that invoked personal
gods and healing heroes. 

The popularity of the shrines of Asclepius was as great in
the second century  as it had been in the fourth century .
Pagan temple healing, it is true, eventually declined—only to
be replaced by a belief in Christ the healer (Dinkler 1980
Kollmann 1996). The relationships between paganism and
Christianity on this, as on so many other issues, were complex
and ambivalent. On the one hand Asclepius could be seen as a
precursor. But on the other, he might also be seen as a rival
and a threat (Temkin 1991, 113). Some of his shrines became
Christian sanctuaries. As Nutton (1988, ch. 10) for instance
has documented, a Christian basilica was constructed at the
Asclepieion at Epidaurus. At Rome the Asclepieion became
the church of San Bartolomeo and the healing spring was used
as its font. Nor did this just affect Asclepius. There are
instances where churches dedicated to St Michael replace the
healing shrines of Heracles. Other Christian saints, Cosmas
and Damian, Cyrus and John, especially, came to occupy
other niches that the major pagan healing heroes had filled.
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The miraculous cures ascribed to the former pair included
replacing the leg of a wounded man with one taken from a
corpse (Deubner 1907, 207–8), and again, as in the original
Epidaurus inscriptions, doubters were punished. One who
said that the cures of Saints Cyrus and John were natural and
not miraculous was punished by an untreatable disease that
was only removed after he had confessed to his impiety.¹

Yet elsewhere the Christians did not appropriate and trans-
form, they sought rather to destroy, the shrines where
Asclepius had been worshipped,—or his statues—as hap-
pened for example at Pergamum. Nor should we under-
estimate the changes in the sets of beliefs that underpinned
attitudes towards health and disease and god’s role in them.
Pagans and Christians both shared a belief in the possibility of
god sending diseases as well as curing them. But as Nutton
(1988, 8) remarked, when Cyprian in his On Mortality ch. 9,
in 252 advised his congregation to accept a plague joyfully as
proof of god’s love—for by it the wicked would be sent more
swiftly to hell, while the just would also obtain everlasting life
more quickly—that set of ideas is hard, or indeed impossible,
to parallel in pagan antiquity.²

In the wider context the triumph of Christianity over
paganism also brought profound changes. Although not all
those who put their faith in the new religion were totally
hostile to all pagan inquiries into nature, there were many
who were. Not only had pagan investigators lamentably failed
to reach any kind of agreement about what to believe on 
fundamental cosmological, physical, medical—or moral—
questions. In the view of many Christian apologists, from
Tertullian on, their whole endeavour was mistaken. What
humans needed was not inquiry, not curiosity, but faith.
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¹ This is Sophronius on Gesius, an iatrosophist in Alexandria in the 5th
cent., On the Miracles of St Cyrus and St John 30, PG 87. 3: 3514–20, 
cf. Fernandez Marcos 1975, 302ff.

² Compare also Tertullian’s view of famine and plague as the rightful
reaction of god to the excessive prosperity and overpopulation of the time,
On the Soul 30.
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‘What then has Athens to do with Jerusalem’, Tertullian
wrote (On Prescriptions against Heretics ch. 7), ‘the Academy
with the Church, the heretic with the Christian? . . . We have
no need for curiosity after Jesus Christ, nor of research after
the gospel.’

Yet the learned tradition represented by Galen was not, of
course, altogether superfluous to requirements. In the Greek
East especially that tradition continued, even though new
research declined and such techniques as dissection became
rarer and rarer. The turning of Galen into the key medical
authority begins already a couple of hundred years after his
death. The first extensive extant source where we can see this
development is the encyclopaedia of Oribasius. He was physi-
cian to the emperor Julian, the so-called apostate who
attempted—in vain—to revive the old pagan religion in the
century after Constantine had made the decisive move of con-
verting to Christianity. Oribasius compiled a massive com-
pendium of all useful medical knowledge, for which Galen
was the chief source. But even though Galen’s sponsor (in a
sense) was a pagan, like Galen himself, Galen’s own learning
was too valuable to be ignored, even by Christians.

Those who sought to practise medicine in the elite literate
tradition took Galen, and Galen’s interpretation of Hippoc-
rates, as their models. Aspiring doctors, in that tradition,
began with the group of works that Galen had written ‘for
beginners’, graduating from them to the more advanced trea-
tises.

Galen thereby craftily anticipated occupying a key role in
the training of subsequent generations of doctors, and he had
already paved the way for the argument in favour of medical
authority by his own adoption of Hippocrates as his ‘guide 
in all that is good’. He was not to know just how successful 
he was to be. He was acceptable, at least up to a point, to
Christians, since he believed in teleology, divine craftsman-
ship, even divine providence. His medicine was, supposedly,
based on the best, certainly one of the most comprehensive,
physical theories, with the backing, so he claimed, not just of
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Hippocrates, but (in certain respects) of both Plato and
Aristotle. He was the most accomplished anatomist of his
day—not that later doctors tried to follow him there: they
were just grateful that his books told them what they needed
to know.

Finally he insisted that ‘the best doctor is also a philoso-
pher’, dedicating a short treatise with that title to various
aspects of that thesis. The doctor needed to have studied logic
(as indeed Galen had) in order to deliver valid arguments and
proofs. He needed ‘physics’ in the sense already explained: his
theories should be based on a sound grasp of how material
objects are constituted, their elements and their modes of
combining and mixture. Most reassuring of all, the doctor
needed ethics, not (just) as a theoretical study, but to be 
good. He should not practise medicine for mercenary reasons.
He should be a lover of humankind, philanthropos, selflessly
dedicated to his patients’ well-being. The model that he thus
represented—that elite doctors were only too glad to claim to
follow—was at once intellectually, morally, and ideologically
respectable.

The history of later medicine in Europe is first of all one of
continuing pluralism. Most people most of the time treated
themselves or followed local practices and customs. At the
scholarly end of the spectrum, however, that history is one 
of the long years of Galen’s dominance, even though in the
process of assimilation many of his ideas were modified.
Where his theory of the humours had primarily addressed
physiological and pathological questions, it came to provide 
a framework for the organization of thoughts about the diver-
sity of human characters and personality in general. Since 
medicine did not belong to the subjects included in either the
trivium or the quadrivium, it did not receive the attention, in
primary education, that, say, grammar did. Yet in the medi-
eval universities the doctors were as keen as the lawyers and
the theologians to control access to the profession through the
award of degrees. More importantly from the perspective of
my inquiry here, ideas about health and disease continued to
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have widespread repercussions on notions of good and evil
even when those notions acquired new theological overtones
with the advent of Christianity.

When the challenge to Galen came, that was fuelled by the
anatomical researches of Vesalius, Fabricius, Harvey. Yet as
is well known Harvey remained close to Aristotle—and to
Galen—in his teleology and in many other aspects of his
work. Moreover when Galen was no longer the supreme med-
ical authority, Hippocrates remained an ideal. Although what
he stood for underwent many changes, he was admired, at
different times, both for the ethical standards he was assumed
to have set—the doctor’s devotion to and care for his patients
—and for his detailed and meticulous clinical observations.
For Sydenham in the third edition of the Observationes
Medicae (1676) he was an ‘unrivalled historian of disease’,
who had ‘founded the art of medicine on a solid and unshake-
able basis’, namely on the principle that ‘our natures are the
physicians of diseases’ and the method of ‘the exact descrip-
tion of nature’.

This is not the place to pursue these further topics of the
history of medicine in Europe. Let me now turn back, in con-
clusion, to reflect on my principal theme, that of the grip of
disease on the Greek imagination. What are the chief lessons
that can be learnt from our studies of so much disparate
material from so many different types of source?

From time to time, from the earliest beginnings of their
recorded history, the Greeks were struck with terrible
plagues, disease, and famine. Everyone who read the Iliad—
and anyone who read anything read the Iliad—had the story
of the imaginary plague hitting the Achaeans etched on their
minds. But who could tell the causes and identify who or what
was responsible? We have found the themes of disease as
retribution, disease as the result of offences against the gods,
common in writers of many different kinds, both poets and
historians. The obverse of that belief was the idea that the
gods could not just bring diseases, they could cure them. In
any event experts were needed to say what had gone wrong
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and how to put it right, and so the major issue of who could
speak with authority on those subjects emerges. Appearances,
in this matter as so often elsewhere, could deceive: the signs
were always difficult to interpret. At a second level, too,
apparent priests or prophets or diviners were not necessarily
to be trusted, as honest let alone as correct. They might
always be suspected of corruption, or at least of having their
own agenda.

By the classical period the range of those who claimed
expertise of one type or another encompassed Hippocratic
naturalists at one end of the spectrum, and the advocates of
the new pan-Hellenic cult of Asclepius at the other—with
many other categories in between. Some concepts and argu-
ments are distinctive—the invocation of nature on the one
hand, the need for prayer and piety on the other. But we found
a large area of overlap, where representatives of rival tradi-
tions appropriated one another’s ideas and sought to re-
interpret them within the framework of their own discourse.
Dreams are used in the healing shrines and by naturalistic
doctors, though the latter saw them as indications of the 
physical state of the body not as messages from god. Prognosis
is practised, but on the basis of physical signs on the one side,
of divine indications on the other. Above all a common aim
was identified as ‘purification’, though what was meant by
that differed profoundly. The purification you might receive
could be a matter of a ritual cleansing, or of a physical purga-
tion by means of suppositories or emetics.

The struggle for authority both between rival medical tra-
ditions, and within each, is striking. The priests who worked
at an established shrine such as that at Epidaurus had institu-
tional backing that the itinerant purifiers mentioned by Plato
and attacked in On the Sacred Disease certainly lacked. The
quarrels among literate naturalistic doctors ranged over every
aspect of medical theory and practice. 

This is all the more surprising when we think of the use
made of medical authority to advocate authority in other
fields. Those such as Plato and Aristotle who argued for
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objectivity in ethics and politics used the knowledge that doc-
tors were assumed to possess as support. That there was
objective right and wrong, good and evil, in the moral domain
was argued on the analogy of the objectivity of the causes of
diseases. As the doctor was supposed to be able both to diag-
nose the complaint and bring about a cure, so the experts in
the moral field—philosopher-kings or the person of practical
wisdom, the phronimos or spoudaios—were in a position 
to identify the disturbance to the health of the body politic
and follow diagnosis up with prescriptions for treatment. The
implication was that the ordinary lay individual or idiot
(idiotes) was in no position to challenge what the true states-
man laid down.

That ideal, of doctors confident in their understanding of
diseases and in their ability to treat them, does not correspond
to the reality revealed by many a Hippocratic writer honestly
stating his own bafflement and helplessness. Moreover the
postulated distance between expert practitioners and mere lay
people did not square with what some of the latter themselves
claimed. Thucydides, as we saw, presents his account of the
Athenian plague as if he were in just as good a position to talk
about it (having suffered from it) as any doctor—and he has a
further motive for doing so, insofar as the objectivity of cause
and effect in diseases stands as an analogue for the objectivity
that governs human behaviour generally. Plato, most remark-
ably, turns from his use of the distinction between doctor and
lay person to offer his own theory of diseases (with its distinc-
tive agenda) in the Timaeus for all the world as if he could
speak with authority on the question (which in a sense he
believed he could, since his ideas reflected a true apprecia-
tion of the notions of order and disorder in the cosmos as 
a whole).

The new developments of the Hellenistic age include both
philosophers (such as Chrysippus) taking over the role of
prime therapists of the soul, and doctors (such as Galen)
assimilating the ideal doctor to the philosopher. Yet the actual
authority with which doctors could pronounce on the causes
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and cures of acute diseases, and proceed from diagnoses to
successful treatment, was not substantially greater in the sec-
ond century  than it had been in the fourth . In real-life
medical practice doctors were as helpless in the face of severe
conditions as they had always been, and the best remedy was
(one may presume) to get the patient to rest and to hope that
nature itself would effect a cure. The naturalists claimed that
diseases could be explained and treated, using their methods,
but that was an expression of an ideal, when not mere
wish-fulfilment. The supernaturalists similarly claimed that
gods could cure: they appealed to those who they said had
been helped by Asclepius. Yet that too depended on a—
different—act of faith.

One dispute was on the issue of who could claim authority
in matters of diagnosis and treatment. A second related to the
concept of disease itself. What did that include? Was passion
a disease—love, for example, so often described in terms of a
burning, of fire, indeed of a fever? How did that relate to 
madness or mental illness? What about feelings or emotions in
general? We saw that the Stoics considered the pathe to be
judgements, connected with excessive impulses, a sign that
the rational faculty was not in proper control and therefore in
need of therapy. But even the anti-Stoic Galen accepted that,
in the most general acceptance of the term, disease, nosema, is
to be defined in terms of the destruction of what is congenial,
a genus that has species whose subjects ranged from bodies to
souls to cities.

Disease is part of the human condition, a normal in the
sense of frequent occurrence. But it conflicts with the norm
when that is identified with the ideal, well-being—as we too
naturally think of the healthy state of the body as the natural
one. In that way, or thanks to that ambivalence, the concept of
disease enables one to normalize the paranormal, to treat as
natural what nevertheless goes against the ideal.

As to its origins, those who saw them in other than purely
physical terms continued to invoke the gods. But those pos-
sessed by the gods, and afflicted with physical or with mental
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sickness, were they cursed, or blessed, or both at once? Or
should such possession be treated like any ordinary disease?
As for therapy, that ranged all the way from prayer and sup-
plicating the gods, to spells, to taking drugs that might be 
poisons, to curing your rational soul by philosophy. The
cacophony of conflicting advice, from priests, doctors, and
philosophers, all claiming in their different ways to dispense
the appropriate therapy, continued from the archaic period to
late antiquity—and beyond.

Fundamental questions of values were at stake. What was
presumed to be good was the healthy state of the body (if only
that could be agreed). That was then taken as the basis for 
representations of what is good ethically and in the political
domain. The rhetoric of the diseased body politic was no 
mere rhetoric, even though it undoubtedly contained large
elements of hand-waving, simply because what counted as a
disease in a state was even less agreed than physical sickness
was. Everyone could see that physical disease was painful and
to be avoided—despite the celebrations of madness we
encounter in tragedy and in Plato. If you could successfully
attach the term nosos to other things you disapproved of, you
were halfway to getting other people to agree to your disap-
proval of them. Yet that depended on a remarkable feat of
conceptual boot-strapping. Doctors and health and disease
were good to think with—they were the assumed knowns by
means of which the unknowns could be apprehended, from
political disruption, to madness, to the emotions themselves.
Except that doctors and health and disease were not knowns,
but themselves highly problematic and contested.

The Greek imagination had, then, much grist to its mill.
The lead was sometimes taken by those who had some experi-
ence as practitioners of one type or another, but more often by
those who spoke on this complex of conceptual issues from
the point of view of poetry, or sagehood, or historiography, or
philosophy. What conceptually begins, in a sense, as a
problem of how to treat someone who says they are ill spreads
into one domain of inquiry after another. Who is sound in
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body, who in mind, what of the body politic and the disorders
of society, and the causes and effects of good and evil in
human history? The supposed objectivity of disease provides
the opening for claims as various as those of Thucydides—for
whom human history is a matter of the impact of certain
recurrent factors in human nature—or of Plato—for whom
the ideal state is one run on the basis of ungainsayable author-
ity—or of Chrysippus—whose message was that reason alone
is or should be in control—or of Galen, whose claim is that the
doctor can tell you how to become not just a healthier but a
better person. And if these were among the chief theory-
builders, there were others among the poets and historians
who underlined not the supposed knowns but the large un-
knowns—the ambivalent messages of the sickness or pollu-
tion of Oedipus or the folly of Pentheus or the frenzy of the
Bacchants, the unsure pronouncements in Herodotus on
quite what caused the madness of Cambyses or Cleomenes
(even though he makes his own preferred views clear). Mean-
while as a counterpoint to the belief in the total infallibility 
of divine healing we can set the expressions of doubt and
difficulty in the Hippocratics, their admissions of defeat and
honest confessions that the therapies not just that their col-
leagues, but they themselves, used, did more harm than good.

I asked whether anything changed in the ancient world. But
we may now follow that up, in conclusion, by asking the same
question of the modern. The salient points here relate to what
we now believe we understand and the grounds for that. On
the one hand there are the extraordinary advances in bio-
medicine, both a knowledge of the causes of diseases and in
the development of effective therapies. True, there are some
diseases that evade the one and elude the other, where pre-
cisely what we are dealing with still poses problems, or is too
multiform to be readily encompassed by a single diagnosis, 
or where there is either no known cure or only one that has
side-effects that are almost as bad as the disease itself.

Yet on the whole and in comparison with the ancient world,
modern biomedicine exudes a well-grounded confidence con-
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cerning its control of many diseases. The obverse of that
confidence is, however, that lay patients are not on anything
like equal terms with their physicians, and in no position to
challenge their advice. Indeed they are often given no intelli-
gible explanation of the medical condition they suffer from or
the rationale for the treatments prescribed—not unless they
are rich or curious or stubborn enough to demand them.
Gone are the dialogues between patients and doctors to which
some Hippocratic writers refer and which even Plato expects
the real doctor to undertake.

Yet when we consider how the ancients finessed the
problems in their constructions of medical authority, on that
score they manifest an apparent confidence that eludes us in
the modern, indeed the post-modern, world. We no longer
believe that there are experts who can pronounce with the
authority of physicians on the cause–effect relations in human
affairs, let alone on the values that should guide behaviour.
Some would say that we are better off not having such authori-
tarian models of the objectively good, to be invoked to justify
political regimes with doubtful aims and methods. Yet two
points might be adduced to moderate any sense that we might
have of our own superiority in this respect. First the absence
of an agreed sense that there is an objective good in morality
leads rather to a vacuum of values—other than the dubious
one of materialism. Second even in the absence of the ancient
belief in objectivity in the matter of political goods, the
rhetoric of disease still infects our political and moral dis-
course to an alarming degree. Even though we may think we
are no longer in thrall to the idea of the pathology of politics,
the rhetoric of politicians is still full of that imagery.

If we probe deeper, however, we may see that in certain
respects our own situation is not so totally different from that
which the ancients faced, even though we may not face it by
deploying the same resources of the complex of concepts sur-
rounding disease. In three areas especially we should admit to
being rather at a loss. Madness is one, criminality a second,
the creative imagination a third.
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The modern discourse of mental illness, largely a product
of the last fifty years, is now, to be sure, relatively stable. The
definition of schizophrenia is accepted more or less across 
the world. That is distinguished from other complaints, dif-
ferentiated from it often by the degree of severity involved,
such as manic depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorder,
and so on. The trainee psychiatrist learns all about this and
much else besides from Kaplan and Sadock’s Pocket Hand-
book of Clinical Psychiatry.

Yet as a recent study by Tanya Luhrmann (2000) has
shown, the ways in which in practice psychiatric patients are
recognized as patients, diagnosed and treated, may vary as
much with the institutions handling them as with any other
factor. Luhrmann examined the tensions and accommoda-
tions between what theory taught and what practice necessi-
tated in the experience of those training as psychiatrists in
institutions in the USA, varying from busy public hospitals at
one end of the spectrum to rich private clinics at the other.
Responsibility for admissions, in the former, is often in the
hands of relatively junior staff, who are faced with tricky deci-
sions to distinguish those genuinely needing treatment from
others referred to the hospitals, whether by the police, or by
relatives or friends, for apparently uncontrollable behaviour.
Some of the patients themselves become quite canny about
what they need to say or do to ensure that they get admitted.
Talk of suicide, for instance, cannot be ignored. Meanwhile
the psychiatrist taking the patient’s history often focuses
more on the level of dosage of drugs to control the immediate
situation than with any long-term therapy, the availability of
which will, in any event, reflect the resources of the institution
concerned.

Again once patients have been hospitalized, the assump-
tions on which treatment is based may differ in a further
respect. On the hospital ward it is assumed that there is a
clear-cut distinction between health and disease. If the
patients are not sick, what are they doing there? They should
be discharged. In out-patient clinics, however, patients are
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more likely to be considered in relation to other people, and
the line between health and disease becomes blurred.

None of this is to endorse the views associated with some of
the extreme followers of R. D. Laing, that what we call mad-
ness is simply an artefact of society and social relations them-
selves. But it is to underline that, below the surface of
confident diagnoses and reliance on accepted treatments,
neither the causes of mental disorders nor the reasons for the
apparent effectiveness of the treatments are at all well under-
stood—and that is before we broach the still more disputed
fundamental questions of the relations between the mind and
the brain, the mental and the physical.

The boundary between the criminal and the sick is also
deeply contentious. Ian Hacking’s work on what he calls
human kinds is suggestive here. In a series of pioneering
studies ( 1991, 1992, 1995) he showed how the very discourse
of deviance may contribute to creating the phenomena it
describes. He has examined the history of such notions as that
of child abuse and multiple personality disorder and illus-
trated how in both cases there is a feedback effect, from the
invention of the kind to the incidence of its occurrence. Once
such a kind exists, that affects the perceptions of those who
use it and of those liable to be so labelled.

Moreover as he also points out, the invention of the kind is
often accompanied by determined efforts to divest it of moral
content, specifically by biologizing or medicalizing the phe-
nomena. The demand, in some quarters, is then to find the
gene or the diet that may be held responsible. Child abusers
are then not to be treated as wicked, just as sick and in need of
help—or else the kind may be recategorized euphemistically,
as when ‘teenage pregnancy’ was renamed ‘early parenting’.
Not only are there powerful preconceptions of what is normal
at work in the construction of the kind, but the type of abnor-
mality in question may be deeply controversial, as between
criminality on the one hand, disease on the other. Different
interest groups, social workers, the police, the judiciary, even
journalists, express quite diverging views on what should be
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done, in particular cases and in general, arguing with great
passion over ‘diagnoses’, understandably so, given that deci-
sions about people’s lives and issues of natural justice are at
stake.

Finally how satisfactory are the explanations we can give of
our deepest emotions, our aesthetic experience, or of human
creativity? Here too we continue to be faced with considerable
unknowns, even though there have been advances in the
understanding of the physical correlates of psychic activities.
We do not have recourse to the vocabulary of katharsis, but
have little to offer by way of accounts of creative genius. One
of the legacies of the Romantic movement is a stark contrast
between intellect and the emotions, with creativity often
being located on the side of the latter rather than of the for-
mer. Yet that must be said to be profoundly unsatisfactory
both for empirical and for philosophical reasons. First, it does
not allow for the intense variety that exists between different
modes of creativity as exemplified in poetry, say, or music, or
science. Should we even expect to be able to encompass that
variety within a single rubric? Speculations about the factors
contributing to the genius of Shakespeare or Beethoven or
Einstein generally just reflect the preconceptions of those who
would set themselves up as the guardians and interpreters of
particular traditions. Once again it is notions of the normal
and the abnormal that make the running (as they do with
mental illness and criminality), though in the case of creative
genius, there is this difference, that the abnormal is valorized,
not condemned.

As for the philosophical problems, the Romantic dicho-
tomy between the intellect and the emotions leaves quite un-
resolved a variety of problems to do with the interactions
between thought and feeling, and in the process seems to have
mislaid an important Aristotelian insight, namely that the
manner in which people reason about the situations they are
in often reflects their character or disposition. This is not just
a matter of blatant rationalizations, but also, for example, 
of how wishes, hopes, and expectations influence the very
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perception of the options for action that are open. Practical
reasoning, as he called it, is never a matter just of the analysis
of certain well-formed formulae. The ability to sum up a situ-
ation involves a skill precisely like that of an artist, a gift for 
seeing connections that, in a way that Forster would have
applauded, Aristotle considered to be one of the marks of the
poet. But if we can appreciate certain negative points, about
what creative genius is not, quite what we should offer by way
of a positive account is as much a subject of myth-making as it
ever was. 

On these issues, then, it is worth while pondering how
other cultures, at other times, with other presuppositions, got
on. The Greeks found the discourse of health and disease a
resource to tackle these issues, and the ingenuity with which
they exploited its potentialities reflects not least their lack of
unanimity on how to do so. It is in the spirit of learning from
that variety that I have undertaken this investigation.
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